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ForeYlord 

!J 

There are two W'lJS to deal with students who show 
up for college without the requisite skiu.5~o benefit 

fully from their instruction. The first is to ignore their problems 
and teach them with the attitude that they're on their own: "If 
they can't make it in my class, that's just too bad!" This Attitude 
prevail!; too often among college instructors; the results are high 
student dropout rates and wasted potential. The second option is 
to recognize the problem and deal with these students in con
structive ways: teach them the learning skills and strategies nec
essary to reap the full benefit of their college learning 
experiences. 

'rhe authors and editors of this volume, of course, advo
cate £he teaching of learning strategies at the college level. Fur
thermore, they support such instruction 'nong all college 
students. They have reviewed the evidence carefully in order to 
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provide explicit and valid guidance on how to help college stu
dents improve their reading and study skills. 

Covering a range oftopics from the nature of vocabulary 
acquisition and instruction to strategies for taking tests, these au
thors have written a book that is both schol:Jrly and practical. 
They have-in all respects-thoroughly reviewed the literantre 
on their resp~ctive topics and have identified the strategies that 
work for the teachers and for the learners. 

If you want to k'loW how to increase student-initiated 
questions in your classes, this 1:1 your book. If your students are 
overly anxious about tests, this is your book. If you need infor
mation about how to heip students take notes, or about whether 
notetaking is even necessary, this is also your book. 

If I had the power to do so, 1 would place a copy of this 
book into the hands of every community college teacher; in
deed, into the hand:; of every teacher of college freshmen and 
sophomores. Rona Flippo, David Caverly, and their colleagues 
are to be commended. This book is excellent. 
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Introduction 

The field of reading and study strategy improvement at 
the college level is as old as college itself. However, 

with the expansion of college enrollment after World War II and 
the rapid growth of .iunior and community colleges in the earJy 
19605, college reading and study strategy instruction has gained 
new attention. Today, reading and study strategy assistance can 
be found in medical schools, universities, community and junior 
COlleges, and technical schools around the world. 

During the widespread growth of college reading and 
study strategy instructional programs, we have learned a great 
deal. Until n0W, however, no one has made available a compre
hensive c0!iection of knowledge about teaching and implement
ing reading and study strategy programs. This book provides a 
review of the theoretical, empirical, and instructional issues in 
the field of college reading and study strategies through a careful 
and systematic examination of the relevar:t literature. 

vii ('I 
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We had to make manv decisions a.s we developed this vol
ume. One decision was to limit O\'r scope to college reading and 
study strategy instruction. Wh'le many remedial and develop
mental college programs include components in adult basic edu
cation, Engli5h as a second language, writing, .nathematics, and 
counseling, we chose not to discuss these related ~ut separate 
areas. 

Another decision was what to call the programs we did 
include and the personnel teaching or directing them. These pro
grams have a varie~y of labels, including college readihg and 
study skills, college reading improvement, learning strategies, 
special studies, developmental or remedial instruction, basic 
skills instruction, ami compensatory education. Personnd in this 
field are collectively called reading specialists, reading practition
ers, or learning specialists; they .:an be college n:adi:lg program 
directors, administrators, staff ~nstructors, professors, teachers, 
or counselors. We chose not to force conformity on our authors, 
since all these labels and ~itles are used in the field. We let the 
authors of each chapter decide on the labels that seemed to fit 
bes( with their orir.:ntltion and {:xperience. 

A third decision was the, organization of the chapters. We 
sought c\imprehen:.iveness and some organizational conformity. 
We asked the authors to approach their chapters in a way that 
seemed appropriate to their topics and writing style, but to in
clude fOUf general components. (1) an introduction and rationale 
for t~eir topic; (2) a review of the relevant literature; (3) a synthe
sis of this literature, including a discus~ion of implk'ltions, rec
ommendations, and further avenues of research, and (4) a 
bibliography of references and suggested reading5. We asked the 
authors to indicate the most relevant wor~ in thi5 list b} noting 
t~lem with an asterisk (.). 

In Chapter 1, Simpson and Dwyer begin by revIewing vo
cabulary instruction and discussing what it means to know a 
word, how such knc. wledge can be measured, and the role of the 
student in learning new words. They fellow with a critique of 
studies that focus on strategie5 for developing both general and 
content-specific vocabulary, and conclude with the characteri5-
tks of effective vocabulary instruction. 

10 
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Nist and Mealey f(.'View the more teacher-directed com
prehension strategies in Chapter 2. Building from a review of cur
rent theoretical bases for college reading instruction (e.g .. 
metacognition, schema theory, text structure), they discuss the 
effect of du'Cct comprehension instruction on cOllege-age read
ers. Next, they review the research on vadous compre'tension
building techniques. They end with specific recommendations 
for teaching comprehension stl"'Jtegies. 

In Chapter 3, Caverly and Orlando rcvie''l student
initiated strategies for studying cOllege-lC'lel texlbooks. ,As :l 

fl"'Jrnework for dis.:ussion, they present a historical overview of 
comprehension theories, moving from the product perspective 
to the process perspective to our curreil ,nte~lctive perspective, 
Then tht"f review current models of textDook studying and the 
empirical research in suppOrt of such models. Thc chapter ende; 
with recommendations for teaching textbook study strategies to 
college-age readers. 

Ak:de::'Son and Arrnbmster begin Chapter 4 with ~t review 
of the literature on taking notes during ie('t1lfCs. Using both the 
external storage hypothesis and the ericoding hypothesis put 
forth to expl .. in the effects of notetaking, they discuss the impli
cations of research for instruction in notetaking at the 'college 
level. 

In Chapter 5, Risl.o, Alvarez, and Fairbanks f(.·view the lit
erature on time manzgemcnt, study environment, and library 
use. They examin~ the recommendations of study strategy tc.'l:t
books and the correlation between these recommendations and 
the empirical literature, concluding with specific implications for 
teaching study strategies. 

Risko, Fairbanks, and Alvarez review what the study str:u
egy textbooks recommend regarding motiv~tion, memory en
hancement, and students' attention in Chapter 6. Again, they 
examine the correlation between these rccommendations :tnd 
the empirical literature and end with :mplications for instruc
tion. 

In Chapter 7, Wark and Flippo discuss study strategies for 
test preparation and test taking. Specifically, they review the liter
ature on test coaching, test wiseness, and the treatment of test 
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anxiety. They close with 511GGestions for instl11<:tion and future 
research. 

We believt: you will find this publication the most com
prehensive and up-to-date source available in the field of college 
reading an'd study strategies. While several excdlent books ad
dress similar topics for elementary or secundary school popula
tions, this is one of the first books to thoroughly examine reading 
and study strategy instruction at the college level. It is intended 
to provide specific and necessary information to a diverse audi
ence, in~luding practitioners who arc lOOking for n.-ady answers, 
administrators who are intereaed in developing relevant and 
beneficial programs, and professors who arc rrnining students in 
college reading and study strategies without the I:-enefit of a text
book or a compilation of readings. This vclume also s~lould be of 
interest to reading educators, researchers, and librarians who 
want to add a comprehensive rt.'Vicw of the Iiter:uure in this area 
to their collections. 

-; n x , G . 
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• 1 
Vocabulary 
Acquisition 
and the College 
Stude·nt 
Michele l. Simpson 
Edward J. Dwyer 

The subject matter to be mastered in most ~ontent-ori
ented college courses includes discipline-specific and 

often highly technical vocabulary with numerous underlying 
concepts (Hopper & Wells, 1981; O'Rourke, 1974; Sartain e. al., 
1982). To guarantee suc.cessful independent learning, college stu
dents need well-developed receptive \'ocabularies-that is, 
words that are known when either heard or read (Manzo & 
Sherk, 1971-1972) They also need effective and efficient strate
gies for coping with previuusly unknown words. Many students, 
however, pOS5~5S neither the receptive vocabulary nor the strate
gies necessary to cope with the demands of independent learn
ing in college. 

'l (' 
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While this lack is often camoutiaged by students who di
agnose their difficulties in a course as solely content related, SIT
tain et al. (1982), in a 2-year study tracing the learning difficulties 
of college students, found some very intriguing patterns. Stu
dents enroiled in four core courses (philosophy, physics, psy
chology, and English composition) were asked to keep logs and 
attend weekly seminars conducted by graduate assistants to dis
cuss the problems they were having in their classes. During those 
2 years, the m(,.,( comm\. !1 difficulty reported by students across 
all four content areas was tCCh.lical vocabulary. (Hopper and 
Wells {19811 reached similar conclusions in a study Involving 
600 college students.) Sartain et aI. also reported that in.ldequate 
general vocabulary development was a major Dbstzc.le to success 
hI the college cour~es studied. If the vocabulary demands of 
these four content areas were repr('sentative of the demands of 
other col!ege courses-and if student l~portS were typic~ . and 
accurate-it is evident that general and technicai vUl.:abulary defi
ciencles are major causes of difficulty with course content. 

Since an extens\ve vocabulary and a well-dL'Ve1oped rep
ertoire of strategies for improving vocabulary are critical for suc
cess ;n content area learning, college reading professionals need 
to use systematic and effective approacl-tes to \ocabulary instruc
tion. Int~restingly enough, such appl ".ches have yet to be ade
quately defined for any age ievel. Reading teachers must help 
students learn vocabulary that i~ directl} related to content
oriented f.1aterial. On the other hand, the long-range goal of a 
vocabulary program must be to provide students \.'ith the means 
to develop vocabulary on their own-particularly Sl:1Ce 1t is un
likely that college teachers will provide vocabu: .ry instruction 
along with course content instruction. Thus, the purpose of this 
chapter is to review current resear<.h w jth the goal of developing 
practica. guidelines for implementir.g efkcti,,·' vocabulary en
hancement approaches and strategies. 

Theore~ical and Methodological Issues 
Several theoretical and methodological issues have been 

explored thr.ough research, either explit:it1y or impliCitly, to de-

Simpson and Dw)'er 
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termine a superior method of vocabulary instruction. These is
sues are similar to those that classroom teachers face 
daily-whether in middle school, high school, or college
when they make decisions concerning the types of instruc
tional activities and forms of assessment to use with students. 
For example, one troublesome methodological issue for both 
researchers and classroom teacher: is how best to measure 
whether students have learned the words they were taught. If 
the teacher/researcher selects a format to measure yocabulary 
growth that matches the instruction, he or she cannot reliably 
tell from the test scores whether the students really learned the 
words that were taught or whether they merely demonstrated 
effective test-taking skills. Further, such evaluations involve 
only recognition, which tells nothing about students' ability to 
use words in course contexts or to generate material of their 
own using a particular word. Thus, the real impact of vocabu
lary instruction becomes obscured ,y the selection of the test
ing instrument, causing the teacher/researcr.c!r t:) make tenuous 
conclusions about the effectiveness of the instruction. 

While these issues may seem to be somewhat routine, 
their impact on the results of various vocabulary studies has 
been significant (Fairbanks, 1977; Mezynski, 1983; Vaughn et 
aI., 1981). Therefore, three of the most critkal issues will be 
discussed in til!" sectk"1: the criteria for knowing a vocabulary 
word, the type of assessment procedure, and the role of the 
learner. 

What Does It Mean to "Know" a Word? 
What factor determines whether a student has learned a 

new word? That question is difficult to answer because most 
research supports the conclUSion that WOld meanings become 
progreSSively differentiated as learners age and become more 
experienced. Word koowledge is not a static product but a fluid 
quality that takes on additional characteristics and attributes as 
the learner experiences more associations with the word. Sev
eral models, however, have attempted to describe the levels of 
word knowledge through which a learner progresses. 

Vocabulary Acquisition and the College Student -: r) 3, 
I ~ ~ 
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Dale's (1965) continuum-concept model is one such at
tempt. He suggested that word knowledge follows four stages: 
(1) I've never seen the word; (2) I've heard of it, but I don't 
know what it means; (3) I recognize it in context, it has some
thing to do with ... ; and (4) I know the word in one or several of 
its meanings. Dixon and Jertkm:,'s (1984) analysis of receptive 
vocabulary knowledge is similar to Dale's in that a continuum is 
emphasized. They break down the levels of knowledge into full 
concept, partial concept, and verbal association knowledge. 
Most classroom teachers would say that full concept knowledge 
is their goal for vocabulary instruction. 

For the purposes of this chapter, full concept knowledge 
is defined as being attained when students can recognize exam
ples of the targeted concepts without teacher assistance, and 
when they can discriminate between the use of a particular con
cept and similar examples drawn from other concepts. Con
cepts can be fully defined by a set of critical feamres (those 
common to all examples) and variable features (those demon
strated by some examples but not all). When a student's knowl
edge of a concept consists of any of the various combinations 
of such features, that student has partial concept knowledge. 
Obviously, partial knowledge exists in several degrees. A stu
dent's verbal association knowledge is not an indication of con
cept knowledge; rather, it is the pairing of a label to its meaning, 
a one-dimensional rote activity. 

With such a perspective of wor.d knowledge, the issue is 
not whether students know the word but in what way they 
know the word. Dale (1965) and Dixon and Jenkins (1984) im
ply that it is best for students to know ~ new word as a full 
concept, especially if knowing the word can have a substantial 
impact on subsequent understanding and learning. 

For whatever reason, researchers rarely strive with their 
subjects for the full concept dimension of word knowledge. 
Moreover, only a few researchers have explicitly statea their cri
teria for word knowledge (Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982; 
Stahl, 1983), whereas the majority have depended on their as
sessment instruments to create that criteria implicitly. Conse-

4 
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quently, the type of vocabulary assessment used in research or 
in the classroom becomes critical to the entire process since it 
can lead to the formation of instructional goals. 

How Can Vocabulary Knowledge Be Measured? 

The type of instrument used to measure vocabulary ac
quisition should be closely related to the researcher/teacher's 
concept of what is involved in knowing a word :L11.( sensitive to 
what is being attempted via the instruction (Kameenui, 
Carnine, & Freschi, 1982). It' this sensitivity is lacking, there is a 
strong possibility that the measurement will mask or understate 
the instructional strategy's effectiveness. For example, if a mul
tiple choice test is used to measure the effectiveness of an in
;itructional lesson that emphasized word classification or 
categorization, some students may do poorly on the test be
cause the instruction did not focus on the strict memorization 
of definitions. If, however, the researcher selects an analogy test 
format, the students will be better able to demonstl"Jte ~hat 
was learned. 

Objective and recall assessment procedures have d.stinct 
advantages and disadvan:ages th_t neeu to be acknowledged. 
Earlier studies with college students tended to rely heavily on 
standardized tests with a multiple choice format (Alexander, 
1969). More recent studies (Diekhoff, Brown, & Danse-'eau, 
1982) tend to use free recall assessment measures such as short 
answer questions or modified cloze procedures. This trend may 
be indicative of how researchers are defining what it means to 
"know" a word. . 

Researchers need to more carefully define which level of 
word knowledge the! wish to stress, select vocabulary stl"Jte
gies that will help !\;.udents learn at that level, and then create a 
test that will be sensitive to the effects of that instructional strat
egy. Unfortunat~ly, researchers have not been consistent 
in thfir procedures, thus causing some unwarranted conclu
sions to be drawn about the effectiveness of certain vocabulary 
strategies. 

;" I) 
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What Is the Student's Role In Vocabulary Acquisition? 
The third methodological/theoretical issue concerns the 

role of the learner during vocabulary instruction. This critical 
area involves efforts to determine whether the learner is seen as 
a passive recipient of knowledge or an active seeker of informa
tion. The activity of the learner has been theoretically defir.ed 
by Craik (1979) and Craik and Lockhart (1972), who proposed 
that deeper, more elaborate, and distinctive processing of stim
uli results in bet!~r performance, all other things being equal. 
(Deeper proce:ising is typically semantic in nature, whereas su
perficial processing is acoustic or visual.) Because the levels of 
processing model has been criticized (Eysenck, 1979), other re
searchers have suggested modifications. For example, Tyler et 
al. (1979) proposed that the amount of cognitive effort required 
by a task is an important determinant of later recall perform
ance, with greater ( ... gnitive effort leading to greater rec":1. Cug
nitive effort research with college-level learners (Craik & 
Tulving, 1975; Hyde & Jenkins, 1973; Johnson-Laird, Gibbs, & 
de Mowbrey, 1978) supports this concept. 

Within these theoretical frameworks, which are specula
tive, vague, and difficult to quantify, Stahl (1985) attempted to 

describe the tasks of the learner. He suggested that, depending 
on the instructional methods used, a student learning new vo
cabulary should be ip.volved in associative processing, compre
hension processi-g, or generative processing. Associative 
processing requires the learner to make an association or con
nection between a word and its synonym or definition within a 
particular context. This level of activity might involve the learn
ers in dictionary study or programmed learning. Associative 
processing is the lowest leve'. of involvement, requiring the least 
amount of processing (Craik, 1979; Craik & Lockhart, 1972) 
and the least amount of effort (1yler et aI., 1979), but it is the 
basis for the next two levels of proces,ing. 

The second level, comprehension processing, requires 
the learner to apply word associatio. ; to a new situation in a 
meaningful and correct,... 'nner. The learner could be asked to 
complete analogy or categorization exercises, fill in the blanks 

?1 
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in doze exercises, or judge whether a word has been used cor
::'t'_dy. For example, in a study by Beck, McCaslin, and 
Mc.r(eowo (1980), some of the subjects were asked to 
answer r,aestioru; using targeted woras rather than simply told 
the definitiOll.i by the teacher. 

The third level, generative processing, asks the learner to 
create or generate a novel context for the targeted word. This 
task could require the learner to write origina: ;;t'ntences, to 
paraphrase definitions, or to create categories or semantic 
maps. 

When researchers compare different vocabulary strate
gies to determine which is more effective, they often fail to 
define adequately or to keep equivalent the processing require
ments (or involvement) of the learners (Mezynski, 1983). Con
sequently, a str"ategy that actively engages the learner in sol":"£ 
4"Iroblems, answering questions, or producing applications in 
.lew situations may be compared directly with another strategy 
that asks the learner to fill in blanks or to match words with 
definitions. Not surprisingly, the more active strategy involving 
the learner in generative processing appears to be the superior 
method of vocabulary instruction. 

Researchers must thoroughly address the issue of proc
essing levels, as well as issues pertaining to the criteria for deter
mining whether a word is known and the methods of assessing 
vocabulary instruction, before they draw conclusions about the 
effectiveness of particular vocabulary strategies. This is abso
lutely essential if lesearch is to contribute to the improveme'1t 
of vocabulary instruction in the college classroom. 

Review of Empirical LiteratYre 
Within the past 5 years, interest in vocabulary study has 

increased tremendously. Most recent studie:; have focused on 
intermedia~e-aged students, leaving college reading profession
als with little direction. Throl1gh an extensive survey, Berg, 
Hes'), and Crocker (1983) found that only 14 percent of college 
reaJing teachers were able to find relevant research to warrant 
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teaching vocabulary in courses designed to help students im
prove in reading competence. This finding is not comforting 
considering the multitude of commercially available vocabu
lary workbooks and kits, none of which appear to be empiri
cally based (Stahl, Br020, & Simpson, 1987). There is, however, 
a ~mall body of recent research on how cOllege students learn 
words that can provide reading prof!!ssionals with wme guid
ance. These studies, most of which were con.ducted within the 
past decade, can be divided into two categories: general vocab
ulary development studies and content-specific studies. 

General Vocabulary Development Studies 

Practitioners and researchers who believe that system
at:c instruction should focus on general vocabulary improve
ment probably faver the inst("llmentalist position outlined by 
Anderson and Freebody (1981). The instrumentalist hypothesis 
maintains that word knowledge is a direct causal link affecting 
text comprehension. Thus, the more individual word meanings 
taught, the better students will comprehend any new or diffi
cult expository material they read. Anderson 1nd Freebody 
stressed that the most distinguishing characteristic of the instru
mentalist hypothesis is the emphasis on direct vocabulary
building exercises. 

Research focus!ng on the development of general vocab
clary among college students reflects a gradual change over 
time relative to the issues of which words should be taught, 
how students should be taught the targeted words, and which 
measures should be used to assess the effectiveness of vocabu
lary instruction. Studies from the late 19605 and early 1970s 
tended to emphasize master word lists, with words w'Jght by 
repetitive associations with synonyms or brkf dictionary defi
nitions, standardized reading tests were used to measure vocab· 
ulary acquisition, In contrast, studies in the late 1970s and early 
1980s emphasized more active and generative strategies, word~ 
taught within context, and informal assessment procedures. 

Because of the vast methodological differences in earlier 
and later general vocabulary improvement studies, it is not sur-
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prising that the findings tend to be highly eqUivocal. Neverthe
less, we will make an effort to systematically analyze these 
general vocabulary improvement studies. These studies were di
vided into seven subcategories: w,ord list, word part,(affix), key
wordiimagery, experience-based, contextual analysis, mixed 
method, and student-initiated learning studies. 

Word list studies. Teaching vocabulary from a list is per
haps the oldest and most pn.'Valent instructional method in 'iec
ondary and postsecondary education. In experiment.1l stUQie~ 
using word lists, subjects receive a list of words and their defini
tions/synonyms or are told to consult a dictionary for compre
hensive rlefinitions. The words to be learned generally come 
from commercial workbooks, standardized tests, or high
frequency word lists. Both the control group (usually with no 
instruction) and the c.xperiment.1l group are given a standard
ized test to measun! the effects of the instruction. In general, 
these types of studies, conducteo in the 1950s and 1960s, 
:ound no significant differences favoring the subjects who used 
'\\ord lists to improve their gene~l vocabulary (Crump, 1966, 
Fairbanks, 1977; McNeal, 1973). 

Affix studies. Unlike word list instruction, teaching 
word parts, or affixes, is a generative stmtegy that allows stu
dents to unlock the meaning of at least some of the unknown 
words they encounter. Te;tching affixes has been widely recom
mended for all ages and ieve!s of students (Cushenberry, 1972; 
Dale, 1965; Deighton, 1960; O'Rourke, 1974). In fact, this 
teChnique might be considered a college reading tradition. Of 
the 55 vocabulary workbooks analyzed by St.1hl, Brozo, and 
Simpson (1987), 44 (80 percent) heavily emphasized word 
parts. However, little empirical research cxi .. ts at any age level 
to suppOrt ~he teaching of affixes as a metuod of developing 
general vocabulary (Graves & Hammond, 1979). 

We found only three empirically based studies that fo
cused on using affixes with college students. Albinski (1970) 
found that the preteaching of affixes was effective with a group 
of 37 college students. On the other hand, he did not consider 
the adv:mt.1p.es great enough to W:lrmnt teaching word stems on 
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a -routinc basis. Einbecker's (1973) study with junior cOllege 
freshmen compared three different methodologies for teaching 
40 different words. Group one was simply directed to study the 
w~rds, group two was in£tructed to note and look up root 
words, ~nd group three watched an audiovisual presentation of 
roOt woro:, and their uses. On the 40-word posttest, the three 
groups showed no significant differences in their ability to rec
ognize word meaning. .. 

In the third study focusing on college students, Strader 
and Joy (1980) compared three distinctly different vocabulary 
teaching methOds, one of which involved highly structured les
sons on 60 Greek and Latin prefixes, suffixes, and roots. On the 
vocabul::.ry section of the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Brown, 
Nelson, & Denny, 1976), there were no significant differences 
in performance aC['t1SS the threc groups. However, on the other 
dependent measurc-a researcher-made 30-item multipl" 
choice test assessing the ability to combine forms-the group 
recciv!t.1g the highly structured aff!X instruction performed sig
nificantly ~etter than the other twO groups. 

On the theoreticallc"cl, student knowledge of affixes as 
a generative strategy for unlocking the meaning of U!W words 
has some appeal. On the other hand, th(" lack of empirical re
search supporting this pmcticc invites caution. Future research
ers should careful1:' design their cicpendent measures to be 
sensitive to ins(ruction on affL~es. They also shoul,d build into 
their instructional paradigm some transfer lessor,s, a!> Graves 
and Hammond (1979) did. Unlike Graves and Hammond, the 
researchers in ,he three studies described did not seem to pro
vide students with the guided instruction necessary to transfer 
their knowledge of affixes to unlock difficult words in their 
person.d reading. Further, it is unlikely that bolated drills on the 
meanings of affixes will increase a student's general vocabul:lry, 
although empirical research has not verified this conclusion. 

Keyword/imagery' studies. During the past 5 years, con
siderable interest and research have focused on a mnemonic 
5trategy called the keyword methocl, which was originally de
signed for learning a foreign language (Raugh & Atkinson. 
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1975). Tn this strategy, studems arc trained either to find a key
woret 01 clue within the unknown target word and then de
vdup a mental image of tnat keyword or to usc the keyword 
and mental imay,c provided by the researcher/trainer. A varia
tion of this method asks the learner to place the kt:yword arod 
definition in a meaningful sentence. For example, if the target 
word to be learned was acrop/JIJbia, a student might focus all 
thl! clue of acro and then dt'Vclop the image of an acrobat who 
was afraid of heights walking on a dghtropc high in the sky. The 
learner could then generate a sentence such as: T/Je acrobat, 
who nas always been afraid Of /Jig/J places, suffered lrom acro
p/Jobfa. 

Paivio (1971) stated that mental imagery is important in 
facilitating long term retention for adults IY.:cause of the dual 
coc,ting of organiz.1tional factors. Advocab.:S of the dual-coding 
theory maintain that twO different but interconnected symbolic 
processing systems exist for encoding information-one "erbal 
and the other nonverbal. They propose that inform:ttion is en
coded in verbal, nonverbal, or both systems depending on the 
task and the concreteness or abstractness of the words read. Ab· 
stract words are more likely to activate verb.11 co,-lings and ron· 
crete words are more likely to activate either nonverbal codings 
or a combination of both verbal :md nonverbal systems. Other 
researchers have suggested that the associative imager) of the 
keyword mnemonic operat,-, by linking or relating items so 
they foml unified wholes or higher order units. Thus. when 
one item is rec:J~kd. that item a~.~ as a retrieval cu~ for the 
other items to regener.lte the whole (Begs, 1972, 19:3; Bower. 
1970, 19"72). 

There is some evidence to sugge~t th:tt when college stu
dents invent or discover their own image~ tht'Y retain more th:tn 
when they are pro\ ided with the im;tge" (Bobrow & BOWt'r. 
1969}. It appears that self-induced images arc !luperior to re· 
se:trcher/trainer-induced images because Ic:;tillers arc more ac
tively involved when they gener"Jte the images and. 
cODsequently, are able to relate thl; images w their own w:t)' of 
thinking and their own experiential backgrounds. 
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Often the target words in keyword research are words 
with extremely low frequency (e.g., bolter, cowry, hosel, ra
tine). In this light, a hypothesis proposed by Eysenck (1979) ex
plains, in part, why bludents trained in the keyword mnemonic 
almost always seem to perform significantly better than stu
dents in a corresponding control group. Eysenck's experiments 
demonstrated that rare words (such as those typically utilized in 
keyword res~ch) are more distinctly encoded than cOf!1mon 
words and tend to be remembered more easily. 

in addition to theoretical explanations supporting the 
keyword method, several studies with college students demon
strate this method's effectiveness. Pressley, levin, and Miller 
t 1 ~e 1) conducted four experiments with college-age students 
designed to determine how the keyword method affects con
textual measures of vocabulary acquisition. These studies were 
developed in response to criticism that the keyword method 
overlooks comprehension and usage and focuses only on sim
ple associatir 's between words and definitions. Critics of the 
method were answered, at least in part, when in these four 
studies the subjects using the keyword method performed sig
nificantly better than the control group on the dependent 
measure. 

Reacting to criticism that the keyword method had 
never been compared with alternative vocabul.ary learning strat
egies, Pressley, Levin, and Miller (1982) conducted a second set 
of experiments. In these studies, three groups of subjects were 
Instructed in the verbal-contextual approach to vocabulary in
struction, while three other ~roups were instructed in the key
word method. The scores of the keyword groups were superior 
[0 those of the three verbal-contextual groups and to those ofa 
control group that received no instruction, regardless of how 
the dcfinuions were scored. Even more interesting was the find
l:1g that none of the contextually based groups sCQred better 
than the control group. • 

While Pressley, levin, and Miller (1982) conducted their 
stud) with regularl) enrolled students in college-level introduc
tion [0 psychology courses, Roberts and Ke!ly (J985) studied 
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students in college developmental reading classes. Their study 
compared the keyword method with a treatment condition us
ing dictionary definitions. Roberts and Kelly found only mod
est differences favoring their keyword method in an immediate 
recall test; however, they found much greater differences favor
ing the approach on a measure of delayed recall. In a more re
cent study, Smith, Stahl, and Neel (1987) reported similar 
findings. , 

Although the findings appear impressive, keyw9rd 
method studies do have some limitations. The most evident is 
the lack of applicability to actual classrooms. The words that 
college reading teachers select to teach their students typically 
are not like those used in the keyword studies. Keyword re
searchers usually use concrete, three syllable, 10\\ -frequency 
nouns with concise definitions (pressley, Levin, & Miller, 1981, 
1982). Researchers in future studies must ,e target words that 
college students need to know in order to understand what 
they read and hear, not words that are judged to be conducive 
to the keyword method. 

Another limitation to keyword studies is whether col
lege students can and will transfer the keyword system to their 
own learning tasks. A literature review reveals that only Jones 
and Hall's (1982) &tudy with eighth graders attempted to an
swer that question. Furthermore, only Jones and Hall tried to 
apply the keyword method to an actual classroom setting. Col
lege reading researchers need to follow this example and apply 
the keyword method in a realistic setting to answer the ques
tion, "\That would happen if college students were given a list 
of words without th" corresponding keywords and asked to 
learn the words as efficiently as possible for application in a 
specific ~sk?" Despite limited empirical support, the keyword 
method holds cor.siderable promise, espedally when compared 
with traditional and passive :' ~ethods of vocabulary • :velop
men t that require no more of tHe learner than the memorization 
of a dictionary definition. 

Experience-based studies. The basic assumption in the 
experience-based approach is that students can best understand 
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and remember new vocabulary after they have developed or en
hanced their background for the concept the word repres('nts. 
Manzo (1982) suggested that the teacher can enhance a stu
dent's background through the provision of on-the-spot experi
ences with follow-up d~cussions. Thlving (1983) suggested that 
this type of experience can become a part of a student's epi
sodic memory-that is, memory for events. Tulving's theory 
suggests that vocabulary acquisition must begin in the episodic 
memory. Once additional contexts for a word are learned, the 
word, with all its related contexts, becomes a part of the seman
tic memory-the memory for general ·neanings that can be ap
plied in numerous situations. This is thp ultimate goal of most 
vocabulary instruction. 

Petty, Herold, and Stoll (1968) concluded from a r ... view 
of 50 different vocabulary studies that providing for experience 
in tlsinga word is extremely important in a leamer's vocabuhry 
acquisition. Few researchen., however, have experimentally ex
plored this concept with college learners. In the one study 
found in this area, Duffelmeyer (1980) reported positive results. 
Duffelmeyer tested the impact of providing experiences with 
new vocabulary by requiring 56 college students to act out in
vestigator-prepared skits. Tht. skits were built around words 
taken from passages in the comprehension section of the Nel
son-Denny Reading Test. After each dramatization the investiga
tor asked the class several questions about the targeted word. 
Then the studems were asked to volunteer a personal experi
ence that would convey the meaning of the word. The subjects 
in the comparative group used a traditional approach that em
phasized context clues, structural analysis, and dictionary us~. 
The experience-based group significantly outperformed the tra
ditional group on th~ exam, supporting Duffelmeyer's hypothe
sis that college students can benefit from an experienc~-based 
approach to general vocabulary growth. 

More research on this approach should be conducted 
with college-age students. Of particular interest would be at
tempts to validate student-centered approaches like H.tggard's 
(1982) self-collection strategy or Manzo's (1982) subjective ap
proach to vocabulary (!lAV) strategy. Both Haggard and Manzo 
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emphasize tht. role of student involvement in selecting the words 
to be learned and the importance of strong initial experiences. 

Contextual analysis studies. The use of context clues 
for vocabulary improvement has long been highly recom
mended because of its purported advantages over other st' lte
gies. The theory is that students need not be dependent on a 
dictionary or glossary; instead, they can incependently apply 
context strategies when confronted with unknown words. 
Consequently, many secondary and postsecondary reading 
method textbooks instruct teachers to tell their students to use 
contextual clues when they come across a word they do not 
know. Most commercial vocabulary materials for college stu
dents emphasize the use of contextual analysis. 

Whether contextual arlalysis can actually help studen.J 
understand difficult or unknown words and whether contex
tual analysis has a long term effect on vocabulary acquisition 
are issues still being researched and debated. For example, the 
results of Nagy et al.'s (1984) research with eighth graders sup
port the hypothesis that Mudents do increase general vocabu
lary via contextual analysis. Providing further support for 
contextual analysis, Stahl and Fairbanks (1986) c.oncluded 
from a review of 26 studies (25 percent with college stucents) 
that emphasis on contextual information is more elective 
than emphasis on definitions. On the other hand, Schatz and 
Baldwin's (19 '~6) study with eleventh graders found that the 
me of context clues with low-frequency words had no signifi
cant effect on subjects' performai:1.ce. 

Little research r 1S been undertaken with college-age 
learners, but the limited research that does exist supports the 
use of contextual analysIs. These studies have attempted either 
to describe tile types of context clues that college students use 
or to experimentally measure the benefits of learning a word in 
context as opposed to learning a word and its definitIOn in iso
lation. Reith (1981) reported that in choosing from among sev
eral types of context clues, college freshmen found the linked 
synonym clue to be the easiest to use and the comparison-con
trast clue to be the most difficult. 
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An extensive review of the research led Carnine, Ka
meenui, and Coyie (1984) to conclude that instructional strate
gies for teaching students how to use ..:ontext clues have not 
been well defined. However, Ironside's (1960) study with 211 
college subjects is noteworthy because this researcher at
tempted to define an instructional paradigm that could be used 
effectively when teaching context clues. The Ironside study 
used three different experimental treatments: (1) deductive les
sons-lectures on the types oi context clues, (2) inductive les
sons-100 practice exercises with no clue names. and (3) 
combination lrssons-100 practice exercises and lectures on 
clue types. After "7 hours of instruction, the subjects in each 
group read a I,OOO-word article containing 31 nonsense words 
that had to be defined on the basis of context clues. Each group 
then retook a standardized reading test to measure gains in read
ing power. All groups made gains, but there were no significant 
differences among the treatment groups. 

Bobrow and Bower (1969) concluded that semantic en
coding could strongly facilitate as!lociative learning. Anderson 
and Kulhavy (1972) decided to build on this research and deter
rdine whether semantic encoding would have a similar effect 
on conceptual learning. They tested to see whether college stu
dents who saw a word and its definition and then created a sen
tence using the wfJrd would learn more than students who saw 
the word and its ddmition and then merely read the definition 
aloud three times. When the groups were compared on a vocab
ulary measure, the subjects who composed their own sentencell 
did significantly better !han those who read the definitions 
aloud. These findings are not surprising given the difference in 
the two groups' level of active involvement in the exercise. 

Crist and Petrone (1977) conducted a study similar 
to that of Anderson and Kulhavy (19:2), but their subjects did 
not generate sentences. The researchers found that the context 
group not only performed significantly better on the context 
posttest, but also performt..l :l'i well as the definition group on 
the definition posttest. Crist ~i?81) replk:ated the Cl;~L and Pe
trone study but used a single subject design. His results con
firmed the earlier study's findings. 
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While the research looks promising for the use of con
textual analysis with cOllege students, it has evident limitations. 
For example, in the studies by Anderson and Kulhavy (1972), 
Crist and Petrone (1977), and Crist (1981), the subjects were ex
posed to short, researcher-constructed passages that were dif
ferent from the naturally occurring expository text that college 
students read. Thus, the only credible conclusion is that contex
tual analYSIS helps college students learn word meanings (as 
measured by a test :;hortly following instruction) from re
searcher-made instructional sentences. Whether it helps them 
learn the meanings of unknown words found in more typical 
expository text is a question yet to be answered. 

In attempting to answer this question with eleventh 
grade students, Schatz and Baldwin (1986) found the use of a 
context clues system ineffective in hell;~ng students determine 
the meanings of low-frequency words in natunlly ('~curring 
prose. Considering these findings, replicat.on of this study wi~h 
college students seems advisable. 

A second criticai limitation is that researchers' criteria 
for knowing a word generally appear to be !e:;s comprehensive 
than criteria normally set by teachers. Teachers want their stu
dents to be a~le to derive meaning from unfamiliar words in 
sentences and r'::-.lgraph:; and to be able to use these words in 
future situations Oenkins & Dixon, 1983). Researchers tend to 
be far less specific. 

Another limitation is that little attempt has been made to 
define the instructional methodology involved in teaching stu· 
dents to use context clues effectively. Only Ironside (1960) 
appears to have addressed this issue directly and comprehen
sively. Research- rs thus far have provided college reading teach
ers with lit~ie directiou in the effective instruction of 
vocabulary using context clues. On the other hand, when 
Carnine, Kameenui, and Coyle (1984) attempted to address that 
I~sue with intermediate grade students, they found that the e}'
plicit teaching of a contextual analysis rule (e.g., "when there i~ 
a hard word in a sentence, look for other words in the story 
that tell you more about the word") was not particularly help
ful. 
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Researchers using contextual an.lysis with college-age 
students need to examine the use of operational rules, the use 
of immediate feedback, and the quantity and pacing of practice 
('Xercises. Such analysis could lead to the eventual development 
of effective strategies for leaching students how to use context 
clues to understand the meaning of unfamiliar words. 

Ov~rall, many unanswered questions remain in the area 
of contextual analysis. As a beginning, researchers should exam
ine four issues: 

• the generalizability of contextual analysis to naturally 
occurring prose across a variety of content areasj 

• the effects of contextual analysis on all types of read
ers, especially poor comprehendersj 

• thl long term effects of contextual analysis on differ
ent levels of word knowledgej and 

• the role of the teacher in the instructional process. 

Mixed method studies. Several studies with college-age 
students have used a mixture of methods and have emphasized 
both definitiollal and contextual knowledge of targeted words. 
When Petty, Herold, and Stoll (l968) reviewed existing vocabu
lary studies they found that methods involving a number of dif
ferent teaching strategies were more ef~ective than anyone of 
those strategies used ;tlone. 

Johnson and Stratton (1966) carefully defined their in
structional methods so that four discrete treatments (defini
tIons, sentences, classification, and synonyms) could be 
compared with a mixed treatment that contained elements of 
each of the other four. A sixth group, desibned as the control, 
received an irrelevant treatment. The treatment for each uf the 
groups lasted a total of 12 minutes. Nine days later the 200 sub
jects were given two tests with open-ended and multiple choice 
questions. The group that received the mixed tre:.tment got 
higher total scores than any of the groups that received a single 
kind of training. Ther" were no significant differences among 
the four groups that received one kind of training. However, all 
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five groups that received relevant '.rcatments did better than the 
control group. 

Like researchers working with younger students (Gipe, 
1979; Stahl, 1983),Johp~on and ::',iatton found that when a sin
gle method is specifically cetii~!':J and then compared with a 
combination of methods, the \~ombined method yields superior 
results. Several factors explain why Johnson and Stratton fOund 
this to be true when other researchers (Alexander, 1969; Baer, 
1974) did not. First, Alexander and Baer compared one mixture 
with another mixture, thus reducing the impact of anyone of 
the methods. Moreover, they l!sed standardized tests to measure 
the effects of their treatments, while Johnson and Stratton con
structed their own more sensitive tests. Further research based 
on the Johnson and Stratton study is needed; such research 
should be designed to examine the long term effects of each 
instructional methodology. 

Student-inil'iated learning studies. Some researchers 
propose that a learner's general vocabulary increases mort 
when the motivation is intrinsic than when it is extrin
sic (Goodman, 1976; Haggard, 1980, 1984; Herber, 1978). 
Haggard concluded from her research on vocabulary acquisi
tion that during their elemental) and secondary years student~ 
tended to learn new words because the words had some imme
diate u:lefulness or particular significance. She later replicated 
the study with college-age students to determine if the same 
motivations for learning new words existed. Over a 6-weck per
iod, 42 college sophomores and juniors logged their own vo
cabulary development in a journal. The most commonly cited 
reason for learning new words was to be able to use them im
mediately in order to t-e more successful in class. The second 
most commonly reported reason for ~electing a particular word 
was the need to clarify meaning. Of the toL11 number of word~ 
learned, 40 percent were related to courses the students were 
taking-that is, content-specific words. Haggard concluded 
that the process of collecting words can definite1} enh.lnce a 
college student's interest in expanding vocabulaq, in both 
course content and general use. 
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We found only one study that ex{.'erimentally investi
gated the value of asking college students to select the words 
they wish to learn. Whereas Haggard's study was descriptive, 
Gnewuch (1974) conducted a 12-week empirically based study 
with 407 college students. Those in the experimental groups 
(students enrolled in reading classes) skimmed their own read
ing to find words that they knew vaguely but felt they could not 
define adequately. Then they were asked to write the words in 
the <:ontext in which they were found, make a guess at the 
meaning, and check th<!t guess against a dictionary definition. 
Those in the controi group (students enrolled in study skills 
classes) wcre givcu no special vocabulary instructions or guid
ance. The experimental subjects scored significantly highe" 
than the control subjects in vocabulary growth on a stand::r -
ized reading test. The questi( In remains as to whether the! cu
dents enrolled in study skills .:lasses were equ:.~ in ability to the 
students in the reading cL.sses. Nevertheless, Gnewuch's find
ings are sufficiently intriguing to encourage the undertaking of 
other studies of this type. Future researchC'!";, should, hvwever, 
collect data beyond sundardized test scores. F,)r example, it 
would be informative to interview the student~ panir.:ipating in 
such a project to discover their opinions ~bout this approach 
~tnd their strategies for learning unknown words. 

Content-Specific Vocabulary Developm"nt Studies 
While most earlier studies focused orl how to increase 

general vocabulary, more recent studies have investigated gen
erative or teacher-directed strategies to teo h difficult but im
portant content area words. This latter orientation is similar 
to the knowledge hypothesis proposed by Anderson and 
Freebody (1981); both stress that vocabulary should be taught 
within the context of learning new concepts so that new words 
can be related to one another and to prior knowledge. Thus, 
the source for words to be taught or studied is not teacher
made words lists but the difficult or unknown words that are 
critical for tne comprehension of specific content area reading 
assignments. 
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Some of the strategies !-,reviously discussed-particularly 
those related to contextual analy~is and affixes-could be used 
by students to understand key vocabulary encountered while 
learning from text. However, the strategies examined in this sec
tion differ from general vocabulary development strategies be
cause the primary concern is for conceptual understanding. 

Research focusing on content-specific vocabulary devel
opment in college students is limited. Results from studies di~
cussed in this section, however, strongly support the argument 
that college students can improve vocabulary while learning 
concepts from reading. 

Graphic organizers. Graphic organizer~, often called 
structured overviews, graphically display key vocabulary term~ 
to show the interrelationship of new concept~ and previously 
learned concepts. These organizers can be teacher- or student
generated and can be used before reading, following reading · Jr 
at both times. 

The graphic organizer is based on Ausubel's (1963) the
ory of meaningful receptive learning. Au:>~bcl proposed th~t 
new meanings in a content area can be more effectively ac
quired if thc;y arc related to a p~'eviously learned background of 
relevant ;>rinciples and concepts. Ausubel conc..lllded that new 
learning could be facilitated if the learner'~ existing knowledge 
of cognitive structure was well organized and stable. He pro
posed the advance organizer as Ol&~ strategy for organizing and 
strengthening the existing cognitive structure, Barron (1969), 
Earle (1970), and Estes, Mills, and Barron (1969) adapted 
Ausubel's idea to the schematic present::!:m of "'_":_~ .ihu }' ;,/lel 
labeled this strategy-the structured overview. 

Numerous studies have been conducted to measure the 
effects of graphic organizers on students' learning from text. 
Moore and Readence (1980) concluded from their metaan:tl)~i~ 
of 16 of these studies that only 2 percent of the variability in 
text learning could be explained by the u~e of graphic org.tnk 
ers. The researcher.s noted, however, that the ad\ ant.lge~ of 
graphic organizers were stronger when they were u5ec ;t~ a 
postreading activity and when \'ocabular) wa~ indudcd a~ the 
criterion variable. 
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Barron and Schwartz (1984) concluded from their rc
view of research that the potential usefulncss of graphic orga
nizers might have been camouflaged in past studies because 
teachers and resean..:hcrs provided th~ graphic organ~zers as 
readiness ac:tivities for the students. Barron and Schwartz sug
gested that it might be more beneficial to have students CO~t
struct their own graphic organizers. Thus, the active 
involvement of the learner in the use of the graphic organizer 
(before or after reading) seems to be a critical factor to consider 
whl:n cxamining the effects of graphic organizers on vrrabu
lary acqUisition. Of the four studies reviewed below. two re
quired students to construct graphic organizers aftcr reading, 
another provided students with graphic organizers before read
ing, and one required subjects to rate the ,-ffectiveness of differ
ent organizers. 

Bean. Wells, and Yopp (1981) asked two classes offresh
men-one in a philosophy course and the other in a history 
course-to rate the effectiveness of three mode III for using 
guide materials: (1 \ instructor-prepared guides, (2) graphic post
organizers, and (3) locabulary concept guides. History students 
rolled all the guides highly, whereas philosophy students rated 
the graphic postorganizer as superior. Overall evaluation of stu
dent responses led the researchers to conclude that use of the 
graphll. postorganizer wuh aLcompanying small group disLUll
sion among students "appearll to increase deep semantic pro
cessing" (p. 9). 

Carr (1985) examined the effectiveness of a vocabulary 
overview guide (a graphic organizer) and lleif-monitoring in
~truction on vocabulary retention with 50 community college 
students. The students in the treatment group completed a vo
cabulary organizer after reading a set of messages. T;.~n they 
were asked to write self-generated clues on the organizer itself 
l\) rel,Ite the wordll to their own schemata. These Mudents were 
also given a fOlJr-step procedure for studying the targeted 
words. Students in the control group read the same mt. ,.Iges 
the experimental group did, but they were required to defi.le 
the L'lrgct terms without ulling a vocabulary organizer. A \ocab· 
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ulary posttest and an unannounced delayed test (4 weeks later) 
w,re admilljstered to measure retention of the targeted words. 
The experimental group scored significantly higher on both the 
immedi:lte and the delayed vocabulary tests. 

tarr's (1985) study used the graphic organizer on a post
learning basis and involved the students in the actil'e comple
tion of their own organizers. This design was made even more 
potent by the inclusion of several critical treatment conditions: 

• Students were asked to record a personal reactionl 
clue for each of the target words, thus ensuring per
sonal involvement. 

• Students were asked to survey and skim for important 
unknown words and underline them before they 
read. 

• Students were given d four-step procedure to study 
the words. 

• Students received training and guidance with eight 
practice passages before th.::y participated in the study. 

Through careful and extensive utilization of the graphic 
organiur strategy, Carr has provided the strongest evidence of 
the efficacy of this approach. She concluded that the graphic 
organizer can be an effective and efficient vocabulary l<.k4rning 
strategy. Further research is needed to examine the effe,:tive
ness of the graphic organizer approach using students' lext
books and other forms of naturally occurring prose since C:rr 
authored the passages' 'Sed in t.he study. Although the passages 
appear to be representative of tC.Xt encountered by students in 
everyday reading, the fact that the material was artificially con
structed for research purposes remains a limitation. 

Barron ana Schwartz (1984) ~xamined the effects of 
graphic postorganlzers on the Jeamil Ig of vocabulary relation
ships in a learning task undertaken with 64 graduate students. 
The e.xperimental group was given four partially complt:ted 
graphic postorganizers and asked to complete each organizer 
'>y inserting terms from an attached list of words. They were 
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:l"~igned in pairs to ... v,mplete the organil.1tion in 1 hour. At the 
end of the hour the Instructvr displayed the completed organiz
ers using an overhead projector. The control group was pre
sented with the same word list, blu this time the instructor 
defined :md elaborated on the definitions of the words. One 
week after treatment all the ~ubjects took a vocabulary relation
ship test consisting of 30 multiple choice items. ,Jle students 
who had completed the graphic postorg:mizer performed sig
nific:mtl} better on the test th:m the control group. This finding 
j:, particularly impressive in light of the fact that the treatment 
condition 1:lsted only 90 minutes. 

Barron and Schwartz (1984) referred to Ausubel's con
cept of learning sets to parti:llly expl:tin the strong posith'e ef· 
fects of the graphk pOMorganizer tre:\tment. The expcrimcnt.11 
~uhj~~t~ were im'olved in a meaningful learning set because 
the) were consd()u~l} and acth-cl} attempting to relate and in
corpor:ue le~s f;lmili:~r com.epts into their cognith'e ~truc(Ure, 
In contrast, the control ~ubject~ were invoh'ed in :1 rotc learning 
set \\ here information \V~1~ proce~~ed on an arbitrary basb, thu~ 
increa~ing the r:ue of memor} los~ ~ince the new learning W:ls 
not directly linked to existing knowledge. 

Pyros (1980) invcstigated the relationship between the 
liS ... uf ad,,:mce graphic org:mizers and the learning and reten· 
tion of \'oGlbulaf} relationships from thc content areas of psy· 
cholog} and economics. SUbjects in the experimental group 
were given 1 hour of tr:lining on the purpose and function of 
the graphic organil.er. During the stud} the experimental group 
receh cd both a \'erbal and a \ iSllal pxS(:ntat ion of an adrane.: 

~ grapllll. organil.er from .1 unit in p~} cJlOlog}. The wntrol group 
.rel.eh cd a lbt of tedmic;II {erm~ \\ ith definition~ that rel:ued to 
(he ~all1e PS) cho\og} unit. Both groups then read a 2,500·word 
sdection from a l:Ollcge textb ,k. Half of each group W'JS tested 
\\ IIh a \'Ocabulaf} relationship lest immediately following the 
reading of the textbook pas~age. All ~ubjec[~ were given the 
~.lllle test 5 \\'cek~ later. Thb prol.edure wa~ repe:ued with a unit 
m economic~. Anal} sb of the d.u;1 fe\ ealed no ~ignificant differ· 
ences between the group~ on either the immediate or the dc-
1:lyed test in either content area. 
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The results of the Pyros (1980) study using advance or· 
ganizers contrast with the results of Barron and Sci'. wartz 
(1980) and Carr (1985). However, :t..fl important difference must 
be noted. oarron and Schwartz and Carr actively involved stu· 
dents in d(.'Veloping organizers, whereas in the Pyros study (he 
organizc!"5 were provided for the subjects. Apparently, the more 
actively involved students are in the construction, manipula· 
tion, discussion, and independent study of the organizer, the 
more-they seem t<> benefit. This ~ not surprising considering 
the similar general findings in vocabulary research. In future re· 
search, efforts should be made to tuild on Carr's promi~iiig 
findings and to study more comprehensively the issues e. ... .:am· 
ined by Barron and Schwart·l. Further, rese:lrchers are advised 
to ur.dertake investigations to answer the following critical 
questions, at least in P:10': 

1. Is the graphic post organizer more advant.1geous to 
use in some content area tasks or rt':1ding situations 
than in others? 

2. How long docs it t.1ke to train college students to in· 
dependently construct, employ, and tiJosfer a 
graphic postorganizer to their own learning situa· 
tions? 

3. How much control, regulation, and guidance ar.· re· 
quired from an instructor to ;:acilitate student devel· 
opment alin ultimate practical application of a 
graphic organizer? 

NAIT. The Node Acquisition and Integration Technique, 
or NAIr (Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau, 1982), is based primL'. 
ily on network models of long term memory strul.cure (Collins 
& Loftus, 1975; Rumelhal1, Lindsay, & Norman, 1972) and the 
depths of processing appn"Jch described by Craik .;nd Tulving 
(1975). The NAir strategy was designed to help students system
atically select and define key concepts, consider e.-.:amples and 
applications, and identify existing relationships among the con
cepts. 
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This strategy has four basic stages. In stage one the stu
dents are asked to identify key concepts or important terms 
they need to learn within a text. The second stage involves us
ing relationship·guided definitions to construct a semantic net
work around each of the selected key concepts. This is done by 
finding six different kinds of relationships linked to each tar
geted concept. The authors suggest using a definition work
sheet to facilitate this information-gathering process. In stage 
three, the elaboration stage, students are asked to .hink of ex
amples or potential applications of the key concept and to re
cord these examples on the definition worksht>ei:. The final 
stage invOives making relationship·guided comparisons. In this 
step the students discover meaningful similarities and differ
ences among the different concepts being studied. 

Diekhoff, Brown, and Dansereau (1982) t·~sted NAIT for 
effecth'eness with 35 undergraduate students. The 16 students 
in the experimental group received 3 hours OfNAIT training that 
utilized prose passages from biology, physics, geography, and 
geology_ Two days after the train;· 3, both the experimental and 
the control group received two vassages from an introductory 
psychology textbook to study for 60 minutes. The experimen
tal group was told to use NAIT in studying the passages, while 
students in the control group were told to use any of their own 
learning techniques. FolIowing the study period, all passages 
anci worksheets were collected from both groups. One week 
later both groups were given a 30-minute essay test on the pas· 
sage.; The test required the students to define and discuss five 
experimenter-selected key concepts in as much depth and detail 
as possible and to make comparisons among pairs of words se
lected by the researchers. The e.xperimental subjects performed 
'iignificantly better than the untrained control group on both 
measures, suppor:ing the effectiveness of the NAIT approach. 
However, as the researchers pointed out, the testing format was 
obviously biased in favor of ;-.IAIT since the subjects were asked 
to !"Ccall th.: same information on the test that they had to recall 
in their ~AIT training sessions. 
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Regardless of this research limitation, the NAlT strategy 
appears to be promising in that it actively involves the students 
in the selection of key vocabulary terms and then provide" a 
systematic format tv help them determine the definitions of 
these words, thus creating a stronger understanding than would 
ordinarily be gained without such intensive involvement. As 
the authors suggested, research should be undertaken to deter
mine the effectiveness of the approach where the test format 
differs from NAlT'S format. In addition, future studies should ex
amine the impact of NAIT with differing types of material to de
termine how effectively this strategy ..:an be used in a variety of 
content areas. 

Effective Vocabulary Instruction' 
Overall review and analysis of the literature suggest that 

relatively little is known about vocabulary instruction at the 
college level. More research must be undertaken to provide the 
means for college reading teachers to have at hand effective 
strategies for vocabuiary instruction. Although the present 
research cannot conclusively recommeud one vocabulary 
approach ~ ver another or even accurately descnbe .l compre
hensive program of vocabulary instruction, there lOugh eyi
dence to describe some characteristics of effective vocabulary 
instruction (Simpson, Nist, & Kirby, 1987). Five highly interre
lated characteristics will be examined in this section: (1) the use 
of mixed methods, (2) the active role of the learner, (3) the use 
of vocabulary in context, (4) capitalization on student interests, 
and (5) the incensity of instruction. 

Mixed Methods 
From reviews of research on vocahulary acquisition, 

Stahl (1983, 1985) suggested that a student "ho really knoU's a 
word has both definitional and contextual knowledge .lbout 
that word. Stahl described definitional knowledge as knowl
edge of the relationships between a word and other kno" n 
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words, such as those that appear in a dictiondlY definition or a 
nctwork model of semantic memory (Collins & Loftus, 1975). 
Since most readers do not break words into their definitional 
parts dUl. ~ comprehension, Stahl maintains that another type 
of information, contextual knowledge, is necessary to account 
for a reader's full knowledge of words. Contextual knowledge 
is the knowledge of a core concept, first acquired in a specific 
context, that becomes generalized or decontextualized through 
a number of exposures in different situations. 

When a method o. locabulary instruction involves the 
student in both the definitional and contextual information of 
the word, it can be termed a "mixed method." An important 
point to note is that a mixed method model does not necessar
ily give equal emphasis to each strategy employed. Several stud
ies with college students (Anderson & Kulhavy, 1972; Carr, 
1985; Crist, 1981; Crist & Petrone, 1977) support the mixed 
method approach. 

What does the research on mixed methods suggest for 
:he college reading teacher? Most important, instruction th~. 
emphasizes only memorization and pairing of labels to syno
nyms (e.g., arduous means difficult or bard) imparts only defi
nitional knowledge. Such knowledge is likely to have a 
negligible impact vn a stude["l!'3 subsequent reading compre
hensiorl and learning (Kameenui, Dixon, & Carnine, 1987). Stu
dents can easily memorize definitions of words from lists (they 
have done it al~ through the elementary and secondary grades), 
but they quickly forget those verbal associations. Thus, the col
lege reading teacher who uses materials or strategies that focus 
primarily on definitional knowledge needs to meve beyond 
that point with additional strategies, including use of relevant 
teacher-made mnerials, to empha~ ize contextual under
standing. 

Active Role of the Learner 

Researchers who required subjects to be actively in
volvcd in their own vocabulary development (Anderson & 
Kulhavy, 1972; Bobrow & Bower, 1969; Carr, 1985; Dickhoff, 
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Brown, & Dansereau, 1982; Duffelmeyer, 1980; Pressley, Le\'in, 
& Miller, 1981, 1982) found that they performed significantly 
better than other subjects 011 measures designed to evaluate vo
cabulary knm-. ledge. From their reviews, Stahl (1983, 1985), 
Stahl and Fairbanks (1986), and Mezynski (1983) likewise con
cluded that active processing is critical for vocabulary acqubi
tion. Stahl (1985) labeled active involvement of the learner 
"generative processing." Generative processing engages stu
dents in activities such as restating formal definitions in their 
own words, creating semantic maps, studying definitional as
pects of a word, and writing :,entences using ~lrgeted words, In 
contrast, passive as~ociational t.1sks related to vocabulary in
struction art; characterized by worksheet-type activities ~lsking 
students to match words with definitions or by instructional 
methods such as asking students to repeat words and defini
tions aloud several times. 

It seems, then, that college reading teachers should use 
inst. uctional materials and strategies that stimul.ttc students to 
engage in active thinking. Unfortunately, it appears that most 
commercial materials eto not actively eng~ge students in their 
own learning; rather, they tend to treat learners as passive recip
ients of knowledge. In a content analysis of 60 college-le\el vo
cabulary texts, Stahl, Brozo, and Simpson (198:') found that 
sentence completion and sentence fill-in exercises predomi
nated in 82 percent of the books. while matching exercises ap
pe;lred in 70 percent of the texts. Further, these exerLises are 
typically used in individualized or self-paced learning em iron
ments where little or no interaction occurs between student 
and teacher or between students. Research by S~lhl and Fair
banks {1986, suggests that group dbLussions are more effeLtht' 
than individualized assignments. 

The rl)llege reading professional, howe\er, C:1n make 
commercial materials more effective by nodif-ying or supple
menting thein in several ways. For example, students could be 
invited to discuss workbvok answers in small or large group !let 
tings. Such discussion might eng~.ge the students in gete, .. l!\'e 
processing by encouraging then tv justif) their .lns\\ers An-
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other approach would be to ask students to write their own 
scntef,lces. Such activities would ensure that both definitional 
and contextual knowledge of a word is emphasized. The col
lege reading teacher could also experiment with the strategies 
previously discussed. These strategies actively involve students 
in deeper and more elaborate processing through such activitie~ 
as imagbing, finding examples, applying words to new con
texts, comparing and contrasting, and determining interrela
tionships among words. The keyword, NAIT, and graphic 
postorganizer strategies could be easily integrated ';'. ithin an ex
isting college reading progr-am whether supplementary vocabu
lary workbook exercises were used or not. Lists of critiC'll. 
vocabulary terms, for use as target words, could be obtained 
from professors in various courses. Thus, students would have 
a practical reason for studying such word lists. 

Manzo's (1982) subjective approach to vocabulary (SAV), 

though not empirically tested with college students, holds 
promise for the college reading tea{:her since it requires stu
den.:s to make some personal image~ and active associations. 
The four-step SAY approach requires no special materials or 
preparation. In the first step the teacher explicitly presents a tar
get word with a definitic:n and several contexts. In the second 
step the teacher invites ,lctive involvement by asking students 
what experiences, though.", or images they associate with the 
target word. To jUMify this step the teacher might mention that 
words are easier to remember when personal images or experi
ences can be a£socl.lteu with them. If students offer no associa
tions, the leacher can start by offering his or her own 
as~odatl0ns with the target word. Once several personal :u;soci
ations have be~n offered, the students move on to the third 
step, in which they write the word in vocabulary notebooks 
The notebook entry includes a dictionary-type definition along 
with a brief note about the student's personal associations, 
mental pictures, or experiences with the word. During the 
fourth step the students silently read a selection where the tar
get word occurs in relevant context. 

SAY, the keyword method, NAIT, and the graphic post
organIZer invite the learner to engage in distinctive and elabo-
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rate levels (,f processing by providing the opportunity to gain 
both definitIOnal and contextual information about a word. 

Voc:abulary in Context 

The main instructional approach in earlier vocabulary 
research involved giving students a list of words and requiring 
them to manipulate and memorize appropriate definitions. The 
long tenn benefits of such an approach on a student's expres
sive and receptive vocabulary, and on reading comprehel!'lion, 
appear very limited. While there are numerous rl!asons for this 
lack of effectivc:::ness, one important explanation needs to be 
emphasized: vocabulary should be taught from a unifying con
text Oenkins & Dixon, 1983; Mezynski, 1983). Words taught ill 
the context of a subject area will be learned more effectively 
than words in isolation (.. from unrelated list:. because context 
allows words to become mtegrated with previously acquired 
knowledge. As Mezynski (1983) points out, "when a student 
encounters the word during reading, an organized schema can 
be activated, providing a large 'chunk' of information (as op
posed to a single definition) that can aid the construction of 
meaning" (p. 267). 

Thus, a college reading teacher needs to select or have 
the students select target words from textbooks, newspapers, 
magazines, or novels. For example, if students are reading a 
short selection from a speech textbook on words and their 
meaning, words s. 'ch as arbitra1J~ connotation, denotation, 
or syntax could be intensely sturtied. Another alternative is to 
group target words into semantic categorie~ (Beck, Perfetti, & 
McKeown, 1982/. One such category could be adjectives that 
negatively describe a person's actions: lax, infantile, obsequi
ous, narcissistic. Whatever approach is used to provide the 
context and organizing schema, (.ollege reading teachers need 
to remember that long term vocabulary learning occurs with
in realistic school-related or life-coping tasks, not within ar
tifiCially contrived word lists. This IS true whether sud. 
words come from lot;ally produced or commercially prepared 
materials. 
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Student Interest 

The idea that students can more efficiently and effec
tively learn concepts that interest them personally seems obvi
ous. However, the history of vocabulary instruction at the 
elcment.1ry, secondary, and postsecondary levels does not seem 
to acknowledge this obviolls fact. The common routine of ask
ing students to look up words in a dictionary and write a sen
tence using the words is neither interesting nor beneficial to the 
typical college ~tudent. 

One reason student intel-est may be lacking with current 
approaches or materials is that someone else (the teacher or the 
producer of commercial materials) has made an a priori deci
sion concerning the words students are to study and learn. 
When college students are encouraged to select their own 
words, greater interest b ensured. Consequently, they not only 
make significant gains on standardized measures (Gnewllch, 
1974) but also show more intrinsic interest in vocabulary devel
opment (Haggard, 1984). 

College reading teachers therefore are advised to incor
porate strategies am! approaches that encourage and rc-V'Jrd stu
dents for learning new words of personal interest to them. 
Haggard's (1982) vocabulary self-collection strateg) (V55) is one 
approach to student-initiated vocabulary study that can be eas 
ily incorporated into Yil'tually any existing program. During 
Hagg.lrd':, research on the conditions that expedite word learn
ing, 5he found that peer group usage and immediate usefulness 
wl!re the mOM frequently cited reasons for learning new words 
during adolescence. 

"ss capit.1lizes on these conditions by asking students to 
bring to class twO words from tbdr own environments (televi
lIiof', peers, reading) that thc} believe the whole clas~ could 
benefit from learning. The teacher alse selt>cts two words. 
""hen the Mudentll enter the classroom, they immediately write 
thc words on the chalkboard. Once the class Officially begins, 
the students identify their words and tell what they mean (with 
a formal and/or informal definition), where they found the 
wordll, and why they f~el the class should learn them. After all 
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the words on the board (including the teacher's) have been ex
plained, the class narrows the list to a predetermined number of 
words. During t:he next phase, the students who introduced the 
words selected for study again define their words. The teacher 
facilitates the discussion by clarifying, redefining, and extend
ing student definitions. At this point, all the students record in 
their vocabulary journals the selected words and their defini
tions. By the end of the session, each student has a class list of 
'\Vurds in addition to the two words he or she brought in. 

Haggard (1982) sug.~ested several activities for f(;inforc
ing vocabulary from the class Ibt. Among the activities are writ
ing sentences, composing stories, and developing dialogues, all 
tasks emphasizing contextual information and generative pro
cessing. At the end of the week, all students are tested on the 
class list and on their own two words. 

Even though VSS has not been empirically researched, it 
has several virtues to recol'l"'"'1end it: it is sensible, it i equires lit
tle or no advance prepar,itlvn, and it can be easily modified to 
fit different environments (Simpson, 1\:.,t, & Kirby, 1987). Strat
egies such as vss that encourage and motivate students to be 
independent word learners should be an integral part of any 
comprehensive college reading program. 

Intensity of Instruction 

Research reviews by Jenkins and Dixon (1983), Mezynski 
(1983), and Stahl and Fairbanks (1986) have consistently con
cluded that for vocabulary instruction to be effective it should 
be intense. Intense instruction is characterized by the use of 
multiple examples, repetition, and review in differing contexts 
over a long period of time. An example of intense instruction is 
the frequently cited study with intermediate gmde students by 
Beck, McCaslin, and McKeown (1980). In this study, 30 minutes 
a day were devoted to vocabulary instruction over a 5-month 
period; a total of 104 words were taught, with each word re
!:eiving between 16 and 22 different exposures. 

While brief practices can have some effect on an imme
diate vocabulary test, there is considerable memory loss over 
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time. However, researchers who have used a more intense ap
proach (Deck, McCaslin, & McKeown, 1980; Stahl, 1983) have 
noted little or no decline in the number of words learned even 
after delayed testing. Stahl and Fairbanks (1986) suggested that 
tht:re is little decline in words learned through ir .. ''lse im:truc
tion because multiple repetition leads to dccontextualized 
knowledge of word meanings. Moreover, they concluded that 
students involved in intense vocabulary study tend to have 
fewer comprehension difficulties caused by slowness in lexical 
access. Nevertheless, by itself, intensity is not the critical char
acteristic of vocabu:ary instruction. Mere repctition of a word 
~md its definition over time will not be beneficial unless the stu
dent is actively involved in processing. 

The implication of this research for the college reading 
professional is ob\ ious. Fewer words should be taught, and 
more instruction time lIhouId be provided for meaningful rein
forcement activities and cumulative reviews in order to pro
mote the breadth of word knowledge necessary for long tl.rm 
retention and the ability to use target words succellsfully in in
dependent learning. 

These five characteristics of instruction can assist the 
college readmg professional in developing a systematic and 
corr.prehenllive vocabulary program Materiab and instructional 
approaches in such a program n· 'y emphasize the defini
tional and contextua\ information of a word but also involve 
students in the deeper or more elaborative processing levels. 
The words to bt lItudied would come from what the students 
were reading or learning, not from commercial workbooks or 
lists. And, most important, such a comprehensive program 
would empha:'izc a wide variety of inMructional and evaluative 
approach..!s since no one commercial pmgram or stratcgy com
pletely addresses thelle research-lY.t.'ied characteristkll of effec
tivc vocabulary instruction. 

~uture Directions 
College reading professionah face three major chal

lengt's. The first, and perhaps mcst important, requires that 
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they objectively scrutinize their present programs with the f:.l 
lowing questions in mind: ' 

1. Does the preseIit vocabulary program offer a balance 
between more global strategies designed to encour
age general vocabulary development and more 
specific strategies designed to encourage student
initiated, often I'ontent-oriented, vocabulary growth? 

2. Does the present program cont.1.in materials and em
ploy instructional strategies that require students to 
be involved in more elaborative levels of processing? 

3. Do the evaluation instruments used require students 
to demonstrate long term conceptual knowledge of 
the targeted words? 

4. Are the instructional strategies and evaluation proce
dures used supported by research I:onducted with 
students representative of those in the program? 

5. Does the present pr~gram rest 0n .1 sound theoretical 
base? 

A second major challenge for college reading profession
als is to provide ongOing feedback to the editors and writers of 
commercial materials concerning the relevance ancI quaWy of 
their prodm:i!). C~!.!pge reading teachers must not acce9t with
out questil)n what publishers present. They need to examine 
materials in ii!5ltt of their own specific needs, keeping in mind 
what research has said about effective vocabulary instruction. 
As Stahl, Brozo, and Simpson (1987) discovered in their content 
analysis of 55 vocabulary workbooks, the materials on the mar
ket wday tend to be based on tradition rather than on research
supported principles. The critical link between researchers and 
publishers is the teacher; consequently, it is vital that college 
reading professionals offer their objective and constructive 
opinions on commercial materials. 

The final challenge for college reading professionals is to 
conduct with their own students action·oriented, applied, and 
empirical research. The process could begin with valuable d~
scriptive studies, such as Haggard's (1980, 1984), that ask stu-
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dents to share their perceptions of how they learn new words 
and what strategies they use. A fruitful step is to conduct single
subject research, as Crist (1981) did, or to utilize a quasicxpcri
mental design in an actl!al classroom setting, like that of Beck, 
McCaslin, and McKeown (1980). Regardless of the apr" 'h or 
design, more grassroots level research is needed with student:
enrolkd in college reading programs. 

If the research is to be of value, it needs to focus on im
port.1nt ques.ions that are unanswered. Although not all encom
passing, the following questions exemplify major issues that are 
still unresolved concerning college level vocabulary instruction. 

1. What long term effect does knowledge of affixes 
have on a student'S subsequent vocabulary acquisi
tion? What type of training is necessary to ensure 
that students will transfer this knowledge to un
known words encountered in their reading? 

2. Can the key word method be readily implemented in 
actual classroom settings with the types of words col
lege students encounter in their assigned reading? 

3. Can research on the use of context clues with natu
rally occurring text demonstrat-: the effectiveness of 
this approach? 

4. What is the long range impact of having students se
lect their own words for vocabulary study? 

5. Is the graphic p'>storganiler equally useful with all 
content area reading? What specific procedures will 
help tf'Jin college students to independently con
struct these strategies and transfer them to their own 
learning? 

Researcher!! need to be !!ensidve to several condition:, to 

add to the research base on vocabulary inMruction at the col· 
lege level. Further "tudie!!lIhould include !!evcral types of expo!!
itory text anrl subjects with differing levels of reading 
competellCY r.Liler than teMing a lItrategy with only one type of 
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text and one type of reader. Attempts should be mad,: to de
scribe the levels of processing re...]uircd of the lear~~r and, if 
comparing different strategies, to keep those processing re
quirements equivalent. Finally, with any research, whether 
quasiexperimental or empirical, the cOllege reading profes
sional should be careful to design evaluation instruments that 
not only reflect the breadth of knowledge desired about word 
meaning but also measure long teml recall. Once these ques
tions have been adequately answered, the more critical issue of 
defining a comprehensive vocabulary program for college stu
dents can be addressed. 
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Tea~her-Directed 
Comprehension 
Strategies 

Sherrie L. N ist 
Donna L. Mealey 

Although conducted primarily in elementary and 
middle school classrooms, Durkin's (1978-1979) re

search opened the floodgates for studies in the area of reading 
comprehension. Durkin's findings, along with those of 
Armbruster and Gudbrandsen (1986) and Neilsen, Rennie, and 
Connell (1982), suggest that little direct comprehension instruc
tion occurs in the classroom. The overriding questions that 
emerge from this research are: Is comprehension being taught? 
Are instructors using teaching techniques that not only increase 
comprehension but also offer students strategies they will even
tually be able to use independently? More germane to this chap
ter is whether the teacher-directed comprehension strategies 
being used in college reading programs are helping students learn 

to deal with text. 
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Some college reading instructors insist that they are teach
ing comprehension by assigning repetitive skill-oriented work
book activities. Tb_~~ activities (which usually consist of reading 
brief passages and then answering the mUltiple choice questions 
about them) provide no teacher direction except perhaps to tell 
students how many of these activities they are to carry out. Sim
ply beca\..Je students are engaged in some type of compre
hension activity does not mean that the activit' is either 
teacher-directed or strategic. 

To help 1'-!termine the relationship betweea theory, re
search, and practice in this area, we exanline each of three theo
retical bases that directly influence college level reading: 
metacognition, schema theory, and text structure. Metacognition 
generally is seen as the foundation on which comprehension is 
built. The instructor's role, therefore, is to create metacognitive 
awareness by tcaching strategies that enable students to realize 
when their comprehension is breaking down. Schema theory is 
important to teacher-directed comprehension because of the role 
the organization of prior knowledge plays in understanding. Fi
nally, text structure (difficulty and organization) obviously affects 
comprehension. 

To link theory to research, we discuss studies that rela~e to 
each theoretical perspective. We tie in practice by discussir,g di
rect instruction and providing a generic model appropriate for 
use in college reJding classrooms. Next, we address the specific 
teacher-directed comprehel'sion strategies that are most appro
priate for college students, whenever possible presenting related 
research. (We define strategies here as methods 0:" techniques in
structors choose to use with students on the basis of text, task, 
and student characteristics.) Finally, we draw conclusions from 
the research ~nd offer suggestions for future lines of research. 

Theoretical Foundations 
Teacher directed comprehension strategies appear to be 

grounded in the three theoretical bases mentiuned earlier. me
:..1Cog[ •.• lon, schema theory, and text structure. 'While variations 
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exiH within each theory, each contributes to our understanding 
OfVVUl certain strategies work well with readers and others do 
not. 

Metacogpition is important because unless students are 
aware of when thetr comprehension is breaking lown and 
know what to do about it, teacher-directed strategies will fail. 
This is particularly true for at-risk populations since research 
indicates that poor readers tend to possess weak metacognitive 
abilities. Schema theory helps students organize, store, and re
trieve information. Text structure approaches help students 
comprehend what they read to the fullest. 

Metacognition 

Althoug:. some aspects of how we currently define me
tacognition are anything but new (Dewey, 1910; Thorndike, 
1917), the term was not directly related to reading comprehen
sion until the late 1970s. At that time, Flaven (1978) defined 
metacognition as "knowledge that takes as its object or regu
lates any aspect of any cognitive endeavor" (p. 8). More re
cently, Baker and Brown (1984), Brown, Armbruster, and Baker 
(1986), and Garner (1987a) have defined metacognition in 
more precise terms. These theorists delineate two (not necessar
ily independent) aspects of metacognition: knowledge about 
cognition ~nd self-regulation of cognition. 

Knowledge about cognitioll concerns what readers 
know about both their cognitive resources and the regulation of 
those resources. Regulation includes the ability t') detect errors 
or contradictions in text, knowledge of different strategies to 
use with different kinds of texts, and the ability to separate im
portant from unimportant information. According to Baker and 
Brown (1984), knowledge about cognition is both stable and 
sUltable in that if readers know how to learn information, they 
can explain what they do when asked. 

The second key aspect of metacogPition is readers' abil
ity to con trol or self-regulate their actions during reading. Self
regulation includes planning and monitoring, testing, revising, 
and evaluating the strategies employed when reading and learn
ing text (Baker & Brown, 1984). 
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In short, metacognition involves the regulation and con
trol of learning. It is a complex process that depends on several 
interrelated factors: the text, the required criterion task, the 
strategies readers know and use, and the readers' learning styles 
(Garner, 1987b). Because of its relevance, metacognition has be
come an integral part of models of learning and comprehension 
(Paris, Lipson, & Wixson, 1983; Weinsteln & Mayer, 1986). 

Some might think that metacognitive theory relates pri
marily to student-centered comprehension strategies, but we 
beheve that it is also tightly tied to teacher-directed strategies. In 
fact, we view metacognitlon as the foundation of understand
ing. Students must be able to judge whether they understand 
the information presented by the instructor and also the man
ner in which it is presented. 

For those reading this article, the process of metacogni
tion may be automatic. Mature readers recognize when a com
prehension failure occurs and know what to do about it. Such 
individuals are metacognitively aware. In a nation of readers, 
however, they are in the minority. Research lOdicates that there 
are major differences between the metacognitive abilities of 
poor readers and those of good readers (Schommer & Surber, 
1986). ~owhere is this discrepancy more clearly seen than in 
college leading, programs. In an environment where 85 percent 
of all learning ,-omes from independent reading (Baker, 1974), 
college students who are metacognitively unaW;lie probabl} 
will experience major academic problems. 

There also are differences between the metacognitive 
abilities of older readers and those of younger readers. Older 
students seem better able to regulate and control their under
standing than do younger children. Younger readers, even those 
identified as "good" readers in relation to their peers, have dif
ficulty with monitoring and self-regulation. Markham's (1977) 
classic study indicated that when given directions for a card 
game, young children were unaQle to f,-cognize that the direc
tions were incomplete and that it would be impossible to con
tinue with the game. Additional studies (Meyers & Paris, 1978) 
have indicated that even older grade school and hi",", school 
students have similar problems with metacognitive.. .lrene~s. 
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But there also appears to be something of a developmental 
trend: as children become older, their capacity to use meta
cognitive skills increases, and their re:,tSons for not using these 
skills change. 

By the time students go 1.0 college, they are expected to 
posse~s metacognitive skills. Professors have little sympathy for 
students who say they did poorly because they thought they 
understood the material but did not, studied the wi'ong infor
mation, or felt rea 1y for a test when they really were not. Yet 
research indicates that among wel!-meaning college students. 
particularly those who are less skilled readers, failures in self
regulation are common (Schommer & Surber, 1986). 

Although considerable research has been conducted in 
the area of metacognition, much of it has focused on younger 
children. Studies carried out with either high school or college 
students are difficult to synthesize because of their sm~ll num
bers and diverse nature. What's more, the COllege-age subjects 
in these scudie5 were enrolled in regular undergraduate courses 
(generally introductory psychology), and therefore did not nec
essarily typify students who would be enrolled in a college de
velopmental reading program. Thus, generalizability is 
:,omething of a problem. Given this caveat, however, we can 
still draw some r.scful conclusions. 

Metacognitive studies involving older students and 
adults seem to break down into three main classificatiLns: (1) 
those thaL compare tne metacognitive abilities cf skilled readers 
"ith those of unskilled readers (baker, 1985; Gambrell & 
Heathington, 1981); (2) those that examine the effects of in
serted tex~ contradictions on the "illusion of knowing" 
(Epstein, Glenberg, & Bradley, 1984; Glenberg, Wilkinson, & 
Epstein, 1982; Schommer & Surber, 1986); and (3) those that 
attempt to improve metacognitive abilities with som,c sort of 
strategic intervention (Larson et aI., 198';; Pressley et aI., 1987). 

In the comparison studies, differences surfaced in the 
metacognitive abilities of skilled and unskilled readers at all age 
levels. Poor readers generally lacked knowledge of comprchen
Mon strategies, had misconceptions about the reading process, 
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and did not know what tu do about comprehension failures 
(Gambrell & Heathington, 1981). In addition, poor readers 
used different standards by which to judge their understanding 
(Baker, 1985). 

The text contradiction studies found that when subjects 
were informed that a piece of text contained contradictions, 
they generally not only failed to detect the contradictions but 
also experienced a high "falsp alarm" rate, frequently identify
ing noncontradictions as cOhtradictions (Epstein, Glenbeig, & 
Bradley, 1984). In other contradiction studies, subjects experi
enced sreater illusiol's of knowing (Le., believing falsely that 
they understood what they read) with pas5ages that researchers 
had rated as difficult, even though these passages required only 
shallow processing (Schommer & Surber, 1986). Result5 were 
consistent for both good and poor readers. 

Although researc..h indicates that even college students 
lack needed metacognitive skills (Baker, 1985), the results of the 
intervention studies suggest that college students can better 
monitor their level of text understanding and test preparedness 
by employing a variety of strategies. Pressley et al. (1987) found 
that when adjunct questions were inserted into reading pas
sages on which subjects were to be tested, the students' per
ceived readiness for e.xamination improved. Elaborative device5 
such as cooperative learning pairs (Larson e( aI., 1985) were 
also found to improve metacognition. Any of tnese strat~gies 
shou!d begin as teacher-directC!d activities and then bl.: modified 
tv become part of students' repertoire of comprehension 
activities. 

Schema Theory 
The second theoretical perspective that affects teacher

directed reading comprehen!liun Mrategie5-particularly at the 
college level-is schema theory. Schema theory relates to the 
effect of prior knuwledge on a new learning 5ituation. Like me
tacognition, the concept of schema theory is not new. It 
emerged in the early 1930s with Bartlett's (1932) somewhat 
ambiguou5 definition of 5l.hema, although it hJ5 been 5uggeMeu 
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that Bartlett was at least partially influenced by Gestalt psychol
ogists (Andersoc. & Pear:lon, 1984). 

Recently, theorists have defined schema theory more 
specifically as an abstract framework that organizes knowledrl: 
in ~emorJ by putting information into the correct "slots, 
each of which contains related parts ~Anderson & Pearson, 
1984; Just & Carpenter, 1987; Wilson & Anderson, 1986). 
When new information enters memory, it not only must be 
compatible with one of the slots, but it must actually be entered 
into the proper slot before comprehension can occur. Some re
searchers (Ausubel, 1963) believe that this knowledge is Mruc
tured hierarchically, with the most abstract features of a 
concept at the top and the most concrete features at the 
bottom. 

According to schema theory, comprehensIOn is an inter
active process between the text and the reader. Wilson and 
Anderson (1986) compare this intemction with putting together 
a jigsaw puzzle. If each piece of incoming information fits per
fectly into a slot, if each :;lot contains important information, 
and if the text is coherently interpreted (much like the pieces of 
~ . uzzle fitting snugly together), the text has been satisfactorily 
comprehended. The puzzle analogy breaks down after this, 
however, because even with a well-written text, the author ex
pects readers to make inferences, and therefore does not pro
vide information for every slot in a schema. 

The importance of schema theory as it relates to reading 
comprehenc;ion can be seen in the six functions a schema per
form1>. These functions affect both the learning and the remem
bering of textual information (Anderson. 19'78, Apderson & 
Pichert, 1978; Anderson, Spiro, & Anderson, 1978): 

48 

1. A schema provides ideation ' scaifolding. Schemata 
provide a framework for oIb.mizing incoming infor
mation and retrieving stored information. Text infor
mation fits into slots within each schema. For 
example, if rcac1l:!'s,have been exposed to World War 
II in high school, they already possess an initial 
framework into which new information can be in-
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corp'Jrated when they read about the war again in 
college. 

2. A schema permits selective attention. Schemat.1 help 
readers select the important information from the 
text. Good readers attend more to importAnt infor
mation and to material that is unfamiliar to them. 

3. A schema permits inference making. As noted earlier, 
no text is completely explicit; a reader will always 
need to make inferences, no matter how well written 
the text is. Schemata permit such inferences by ena
bling readers to fill in the g~ps with preexisting 
knowledge. The publisher of a college history text 
containing a chapter on World War II, for example, 
may assume that students already possess some infor
mation about the war and thus not include that 
material. 

4. A schema allows orderly memnry searches. Since 
schemata have slots for cert.1m pieces of information, 
the reader can be guided to the kinds of :nformation 
that need to be retrieved. If readers can follow (he 
schema the :mthor used to structure the text, later 
they will be able to retrieve information learned dur
ing text reading. Remembering the key headings, for 
example, allows students to limit a memory search to 
information that pertains to '(he desi:-ed heading 
rather than searching all information. 

5. A schema facilitates editing and summanzing. This 
function also relates to readers' abilities to determine 
key ideas. Since a schema allows readers to distin
guish important from unimportant information, it 
also facilit.1tes the formulation of graphic organizers 
or questions containing important information. For 
example, after reading the World War II chapter, stu
dents should be able to state or make a map of the 
key ideas presented. 

6. A schema permits inferential reconstruction. Readers 
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often have gaps in thdr memory; a schema helps 
them generate hypotheses about the missing informa
tion. Remembering a key battle, for example, might 
hdiJ a learner remember the general who fought in 
the battle. 

While a considerable. amount of research supports the 
various theoretical aspects of schema theory (Bartlett, 1932; 
Just & Carpenter, 1980; Sanford & Garrod, 1981), reCt.ii( studies 
also ha"e focused on the practical classroom applications and 
im~lications of schemata and prior knowledge. These studies 
can be grouped into three main categories: (1) manipulation 
studies, in which subjects call up schemata based on manipu
lated texts or purposes; (2) cross-cultural studies, which exam
ine how students' cultural familiarity with a subject affects the 
way they learu and interpret information about that subject; 
.md (3) expert-novice studies, which present a topic and then 
compare the learning strategies of subjects who have little 
knowledge about that topic with the strategies of knowledge
able subjects. 

Currently schema activation is being incorporated as a 
regular part of teacher-dh .. :cted reading in!ltmction in the public 
schools Oust & Carpenter 1987), but comprehension instruc
tion in college reading programs often fails to address the im
portance of schema theory and prior knowledbc in text 
comprehen~ion. Thus, schema activation often does not occur. 

Manipulation studies. Much of tht research on schema 
theory has focu"ed on manipulation studies, often employing 

lntrived passages and situations to induce a particular sce
nario. For inst4.'nce, Pichert and Anderson (197'7) told subjects 
to read an ambiguous pa!l!lage about a house from the viewpoint 
of either a prospective burglar or a Pi ~ective home buyer. 
Subjects tended to remember mere of th mfurmation that was 
pertinent to their a!lsigned group. those in the homeou} er 
group were more likely to remember that the hou~c had a leaky 
roof, whereas those in the burglar group were more likely to 
remember that the house had a color TV .md a valuable coin 
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collection. Additional research using these same scenarios (I\n
dcrson & Pichert, 1978; Anderson, Pichert, & Shirey, 1983) has 
extended the initial research by having subjects switch perspec
tives after the first reading. Subjects in these studies were often 
able to recall previously unrecalled ir,&'ormation after the per
spective shift'. These findings also held true for a 2-week de
layed recall period. As a result of these studies, Anderson, 
Pichert, and Shirey concluded that schema influenced not only 
the a\:tivation but also the retrieval of knowledge. 

Numerous other studies have found similar results 
(Anderson et ai., 1977; Henk & Helfeldt, 1985; Sjogren & 
Timpson, 1979). However, a more recent study by Henk and 
Hclfcldt (1987) produced diffcrent findings. In this study, three 
different groups of students-music majors, physical education 
majors, and elementary education majors-read an ambiguous 
tc.xt that could have been interpreted as being about either play· 
ing cards of playing music. The students' perspectives (as indi
cated by their majors) had little effect on their reading of the 
text. 

The key differencc betwf!cn this study a'Jd previous 
studies seems to be the methodology u~ed, this differellce may 
account for the va:-iance in results. Henk and Helfeldt (1985) 
presented the sentences one at a time rather than in paragraph 
form, as had been the case in past studies. The subjects noted 
when there was a change in what they thought the passage was 
:lbout. Virtually at subjects ch:mged their ideas, and "'0 percent 
of the subjects indicated an awareness of alternative explana
tions of the paragraph. According to the authors. these data sug
gest that ac(..>mmodation and a~!.~milation rna} play larger role~ 
in interpreting ambiguous text than was once believed. The 
results also indicate that even if the "wrong" schema is acti
vated, additional information could correct misconceptions 
While the Henk and Helfeldt re~earch h~ yet to be replic:ued. it 
offer~ a new and intere~ting perspective to the ~chema literature 
that certainly deserves further exploration. 

The overall results of the manipulation research indicate 
that it is important for college reader., to activate the proper 
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schema and that instructors should teach students how to iden
tify and deal \vith ambiguous text. While it probably is safe to 
say tl- ,tt no text will be as ambiguous as the contrived passages 
used in mant,o of the studies, it is still important for college iead 
ing instructors to teach students ways to identify and handle 
:Jmbigllolls information. 

C1'Oss-cultura/ studies. Although cross-cull:.:nl studies 
number the fewest, their results h~l\'e considerable implications 
for college reading in~tructors. Two studies-one examining 
two totall), different cultures, and the second uaminir.g l:lIt

tULlI differences between bl.leks and whitc!s within the United 
States-offer strong supp~rt not only for the notion of schema 
theOI') but also for the ide.l that it is important for in~truct()r~ to 
help students ~Icti":lte the proper schem: •. 

In many wAYs, cross-cultural 'itudies arc similar to the 
manipulation studies of Bran~ford and McCarret: (19-'4) and 
Ande~on et a1. (1977). These two studies compared indi\'idllal~ 
majoring in or expected to bt: familiar • ith particular areas of 
an ambiguou~ topic. Depending on their background~. the 
groups interpreted the pa~~ages differently. Similarly. cross
Lultural ~tudies h.l\ e wmpared ~tlIdents from different culture~ 
or subcultures in term~ of t~,eir ability to read, comprehend. 
:md illterpret culturally rclatt.d 1,ass:lges. Steffensen. Joag-de". 
and Anderson (1979) had native~ ofIndia .lnd the Cnited States 
reac two pas~age~, one dealing with an American wedding and 
th<! other with an Indian wedding. The re~ults of the study pro
\ Idco ~trong evidcuLe for the role that ~chemata pia) in reading 
comprehen~ion. Subject:. ~pen~ more re~ding .ime on the cui
turall) unfamiliar passage .\lld made "lore distortions wlwn re
calling that pa~~age. In addition. subjects recalled more 
CUltULlIl) imporL1nt propositbn~ from the Lultur.lll) fanliliar 
passage. 

In a study exploring how black. '.nd whites interpreted 
the idea of "sounding"-an :nner cit) term-Labo\' (19-'2) and 
Reynolds ct al.1l982) ag.un f(lund that culture played a key ro.1. 
in ~chcma formation. Both group:, read a passage that lIe~cribed 
~~unding a~ a fun. onc-up-man~hip. give-and-take form (,f pia) 
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with words. While whitt. 'enagers tended to view the passage 
.IS violent and confrontational, blacks understood the passage 
for what it was. These l\!sulrs.have strong implications fC'l -e
lecting the kinds of m:uc . .:Is that should be used in college 
reading c1a.;srooms. Obviously, c011ege reading instructors must 
be sensith ... to the responses of cultural !)t;"Oups when selecting 
materi:11 to read. 

Expert-llouice studies. Simply st:ltc~l. expert-novice 
studie!! examine the learning difference!! between ~lIbject!! who 
are knowledgeable about a spec;ric loric and these who lack 
knowledge a ..... ,ut that topic but arc equal in terms of intelli
gence, verba. ability, and reading ability. Spilich et al. (1979, 
and Chiesi, Spilich. and Voss (1979) used subjecw' knowledge 
of baseball to determine the role !!chema p.lay!! in learning ne\v 
information :md in de!!ignating \'\ hat b important. Spilich et al. 
(1979) found that when subjects listened to a pa!!!!age about 
baseball. those who knew a lot about tile !!port were '.letter :Iblc 
to remember and !!} nthe!!i/.e important information (11an \\ ere 
tho!!e with little knowledge, ,'ho tended to include unimport
ant information in their recalls. 

These studie!i indicate that :e:lrning new mformation is 
easier if one already has a considerable amount of know) - ';;! 

about the topic (Chicsi. Spilich. & Voss, 1979). This f:1cihl, r-o!
!!umabl} result!! from the preexbtenc.;e of knowledge !!trutHlre!! 
or slots. which can be exp:mded ami organized to indude the 
new information. Mean and VO!!!! (1985) corroboi.lted the!!e 
finding!! in addition to nating developmental trend!! in the tom
plexity and levels of schema. 

In COllege reading programs. which cater to stlll.lefits 
with "'Idely varying degrc.:!! of bat kg round kno\\ ledge, the im
plication!! of the expert -nm ice re!!ea((.h are ob\ iou!!. InMructor!! 
mu.,t be sensitive to the fact thaI !!ome !!tudent!! will learn and 
nnder!!tand the material more readil}. d~pending on the amount 
of prior knowledge they po!!!!e!!s. InMrm:tor!! also m.J!!t <.ie\'i!!e 
teaching method!! that inwrporate and build upon .)tudent!!· 
backgrounds. 
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Text Structure 

The third factor that influences teacher-directed college 
level comprehension instruction is text structure. Until recently, 
resean.hers and practitioners alike have relied on readability 
formulas to determine text difficulty. Most formulas, however, 
fail to provide an accurate picture of text difficulty because they 
measure (.nly vocabulary frequency_ word length, and sentence 
length. Hence, readability formulas have long been criticized 
fOl being pri~arily concerned with surface factors and failing 
to consider the text's conceptual level or structure (Meyer & 
Rice, 1984). However, some researchers have included text 
structure in their theories (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Kintsch & 
Vipond, 1979; Klare, 1984), and others have examlned text dif
ficulty solely from the perspective of text structure (Anderson 
& Armbruster, 1986; Meyer, 1977, 1979, 1983, 1985). These 
~tudies examine text through thre~ types of ~tructure; micro
propositions, macropruPQ~ition~, and top-level structure 
(Mey~r, 1981; van Dijk, 1979). 

Microproposittons. Micropropositions, or miCrostruc
ture:" .lre the lowest level of text structure. dealing with linguis
tiC analysis at the sentence level. Research at this level is often 
associated with connec.dves such as "because:' "altho!1gh," or 
"rather" (Marshall & Glock, 1978; Walmsley, 1977), or "'ith co
hesive ties (Hallida) & Hasan, 19:'6). These links help text flow 
or hang together. 

Instruction in micropropo~itions generally takes thc 
furm uf .l~king :,tudent:, to combine infurmatiun from une sen
tcnl."C \\lth that uf anothcr. When researchers examined this ac
tivit). they foun(j that it had a positive effect on reading 
cumprchcn~iun (Cumbs, 1975, Stra,,:, 19:'9). Other nllcrostruc
tun: rc~e;m.h 11.1:' fuund that thc greater thc number vf concept~ 
prc:,cntcd in brief, cas) -rcading paragraphs, the lunger it tak~s 
!)ub)cLt:, tu read thc paragraph:, and thc less thc) reLall-(Kintsch 
ct al.. 1975). The same pattern~ emerged with more difficult 
.md unfamiliar pa~:,ages. as well as when subject:, lbtened t) 
passages rather than reading them. ~ .. 
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Macropropositions. ltather than focusing on the linguis
tic or syr.tactic level, macropropositions, or macros[ru~tures 
(van Dijk, 1977), tend to focus on the logical relationships 
among the ideas presented in the text. Several clas:.ifications ')f 
macrostructures exist (Fredericksen, 1975; Grimes, 1975; 
Halliday & Hasan, 1976; Meyer, 1975). We will focus on Meyer's 
system because it is representative and because it allows practi
cal application. Meyer examines five groups vf logical relation
ships: 

1. antecedent/consequent (cause/effe.:t) relationships, 
showing a causal relationship betw(~en ideas; 

2. response relationships, including probkm/solution, 
question/answer, and remark/reply; 

3. comparison relationships, dealing with likenesses 
and differences among ideas; 

4. collection relationships, showing that ideas are 
linked by one or more common factors; and 

5 description relationships, giving information by pre
sentjn~ attributes or e..'{planations about a topic. 

Meyer's system is valuable for classroom use since stu
dents need to be taug,'1t only a limited numher of cl;u)~ifications, 
which they can then apply to their own texts. While van Dijk'~ 
(1977) system may be more closely tied with schema theory in 
that it asks students to call up "frames" or "slots" to help them 
organize reading, it fails to provide a set of relationships that 
can be taught and then applied. Much of the more recent ma
croprop0:iition research has focused on Meyer'~ work, in fact, a 
considerable amount of the research in this area has been con
ducted by Meyer and her colleagues. These studies have fo
cused on determinmg which type of structure tends to produce 
the highest level of immedial.e and delayed recall. In general, 
this research has indicated that subject~ can recall more infor
mation from the compare/contrast Mructure (Meyer & Freedle, 
1984; Richgels et aI., 1987), but that even with this structure, 
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recall is higher on the delayed measure (Meyer & Freedle, 
1984). 

Other findings appear to indicate that bt'tter students use 
text structure to a greater extent than do poorer students, but 
th:1t even good readers are inconsistent in their use of structure. 
Often, good readers use the same structure as that of the target 
passage to organize their free recall, while poor readers do l10t 

(Meyer, Brandt, & Bluth, 198C). Without training, however, 
even college-age students tencl not to be aware of the differ
ences among text structures (Heibert, Englcrt, & Brennen, 
1983). 

Top-level strnctllre. Thc final factor in both of these text 
structure systems is that of top-lever structure, vr the overall or
ganizing principles of a text. Most of the work to date in this 
arca has been done with narrative materials, most often in the 
form of story grammars (Mandler & Johnson, 19-:'-:', Rumelhart, 
197;; Stein & Glenn, 1979). Like macrostructures, St0_, gram
mars are closely related to schemata. According to the 5'.ory 
grammar theory, every s1ol] has six elements that togethcr typ
ify story structure. setting, initiating event, internal response, 
attempt, consequence, and reaction (Stem & Glenn). Hence, 
when students know these elements, their MOl] schema is im
mr.diately activatcd, making under:,tanding both easier ~nd 
better. 

Othcr research has focused primarily on training sub
jccts to identify the top-level structure used in various disci
plines. Brooks a.1d Danser<:.JU (1983) founu that subjccts could 
be taught to use a structural schema to improve recall of :,cicncc 
texts. Howevcr, thc} also found that even with truining, subjects 
often failed to employ the targct text's organ' ... nion in their free 
rccalls. 

In another series of experiments, B:J.rnett (1984) found 
similar results. His :,ubjects were assigned to one of six condi
tions in which they read .1 pa!)sagc structuc"u in dther a journal
istic or a scientific style. In some condition:, the passage 
orbanization was describcd and in others it was not, the de
scription was given either before or after subjects re.ld the pa. ... -
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sage. Barnett found that while subjects who recei .... ed the 
organizational patterns before reading perfonned statistically 
better than those who received the descriptions afterwards or 
not at all, the text structure had no major effect on recall. How
ever, Barnett's study seems flawed for two reasons. First, al
though Barnett called this a training study, subjects actually 
received no direct training. Second, all subjects performed 
poorly on the dependent measure-the highest score was only 
58 percent. Hence, even those who receiv("~ the orgal1izational 
patterns before reading "failed" the critenon measure. 

Textual coherence. Anderson and Armbruster (1986) 
take a somewhat different -and perhaps for college reading in
structors, a more practical-approach to examining text struc
ture. They examine text in terms of local and global coheren~e, 
working under the logical ~sumption that the more conerent 
the text, the more likel} it b that readers will construct a clear 
unclerstanding. 

The first element of Anderson and Armbruster's (1986) 
system is local coherence. According to Tierney and Mo:,enthal 
tI982), local coherence functions like lingui:,tic mortar to hold 
ideas together in text. It b :,imilar to micro:,tructure:, and micro
propositions in that it b achieved through the correct usc of 
pronoun referent:" sub:,titution:" connectives, or Lonjunction:,. 
If texts are to cohere locall}, the relationship:, among idea:, 
:,hould be explicitly :,tated and connective:, :,hould nut be mb~
ing or merely implied. In addition. if appropriate, e\ents shuuld 
be arianged in cau:,al or temporal :,equence. Finall} , referents 
Sh0Uld be clear. 

The second clement, global coherence, b similar to van 
Dijk's (197:') macrostructurc:,. \,\'hen texts where globally, they 
are structured so that the ideas are arr.li~ged logically and con
nected in such a way that thcy Jrt: casily under:,tood. Contcnt 
also plays a part, since the signifh. Ice and accuracy of what 
the author write:, afft'd global cohercnu;. For example, thc au
thor may palr,t a colorful picturc for thc rcader but fail to offer 
pertinent infuunatiun about thc kcy LonLepts presentcd. ALcu
me} may al:,o prc:,t.nt a problcm-partiLUlarly :,inLc in~truLtor:, 
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and students alike often take the printed word as law aud there
fore fail to detect inaccuracies in text. Thus, Anderson and 
Armbruster (1986) assert that in looking at coherence, content 
as well as structure must be examined. In all, texts that are.giob
ally coherent should be predictable; .::hapters should be ar
ranb..!d logically and fit into an overall plan or structure. 

Text coherence is particularly important to developmen
tal college readers for three reasons. First, the students enrolled 
in college reading programs have reading deficiencies and need 
all the assistance they can get from text. Second, because ~ co
hesive texr t:dn be read more quickly and is more easily under
stood, it enables developmental students to infer more when 
they read. Third, since developmental students often enter col
lege with insufficient background knowledge, coherent texts 
help because they provide students with information in a logi
cal and predictable order without requiring quantum leaps in 
understanding. 

Direct Instruction 
A discussion of tead.er-directed comprehension strate

glcs would certainly be incompltte without a review of the im
portance and elements of direct in_., uction. The relevance of 
direct instruction emerged from the teacher effectiveness re
search that received attention in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
(Berliner, 1981; Berliner & Rosenshine, 1977; Rosenshine, 
1979). The emergence in the early 1970s of cognitive psychol
ogy, which emphasized the re~.Jing process rather than the 
product, also has contributed to recoonition of the important 
role direct instruction plays in the reading process. As a result, 
reading educators have realized t ,at when ~tudents get 5 out of 
10 items correct it does not necessarily mean that they know 
only 50 percent of the information. It means that instruc'tors 
should consider the kinds of items students are missing and 
why they are missing them. These ideas are slowly beginning to 
ptnetrate college reading programs. 

More recently, the importance of direct instruction in 
lcarning transfer has been addressed. If we as <.:ollege reading 
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educators expect students to map key text concepts on their 
own or to generate questions during reading, -. -:! need to teach 
them how to carry out these tasks. For example, Hare and 
Borchardt (1984) ;,)und that subjects who received direct in
struction employed sumn.arization rules more effectively and 
improved the quality of their summaries. Garner (198:a) reiter
ated the importance of learning strategic rules through direct 
instruction. Still others (Nist, 1987a; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986) 
suggest that direct instruction is necessary if we expect students 
to transfer the stntegies learned in a college reading class to reg
ular college courses. 

We believe that the two most valuable types of direct in
struction models for college reaoif'3 instructors to use are the 
self-control training model (Brown, Campione. & Day, 198 i) 
and the teacher-to-Iearner model (Nist & Kirby, 1 ~ J6) The ~elf
controi model relies heavil} on ~tudent monit' ing as a way of 
encouraging transfer, while the teacher-to-~_.trner model fo
cuses on gradually weaning students from reliance on instructor 
guidance and a$')islance. 

The Brown, Campione, and Day model was derived 
from Jenkins's (1979) tetraht iral model. ;t includes four over
lapping and interacting component~. the characteristics of the 
learner, the criterion tasks that must be carried out, the naiure 
of the materials, and the learning activities employed, Student 
monitori"~ enters into each of these four components; ba'\ed 
on the teAt, tile task, and their own personal characteristics, st"
dents tn,lSt be able to select the proper learning activity and 
monitor their understanding during learning. WItile the authors 
stress that instructors must teach students how to extract and 
learn important information from text, they fail to suggest how 
to do so. In addition, the instruction di 'ed ia the article fo
cuses more on training subjects in exper lJ"~ .. 11 research studies 
than it does on training subjects in traditional classroom 
settings. 

Tile N1St and Kirby (1986) model, which has bel 1 used 
sllccessfully in college reading and study strategy classes, moves 
students away from teacher dependence and toward carrying 
out strategies on their own. The model also includes a meta-
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cognitive component to help students get a feel for their level 
of understanding once teacher guidance is limited or with
drawn. 'D:ansfer results from direct instruction based on the 
concept of observational learning through modeling (Bandura, 
1969) and thinking aloud. Following the Nist and Kirby model, 
instructors guide k:!~ners through a complex "eries of interre
lated steps: 

60 

1. Focus attention. The instructor must initiate an activ
ity or make a statement as a way of preparing stu
dents to learn. 

2. Give a wmeral overview. The instru.:tor should in
f0rm students what they are going to do. This step 
helps students underst:md where they will begin and 
end and puts them in the proper learning mindset. 

3. Introduce any new temlS. The instructor needs to 
point Out new terms, particularly content-specific or 
frequently occurring words with which the students 
may not be familiar. 

4. Go through the procedure step by step. During this 
phase, the instructor gives students a "cookbook" 
procedure to follow. The message here is watch anu 
listen. At thi~ pOint, students assume th~· . the instruc
tor's way is the most efficient anq effectIve. Unfortu
nately, many instructors begin and end their 
instruction with this step. 

5. Model the process. Next, the instructor must show 
the "how" of learning. Instructors think aloud, 
showing st dents ho",' a mature learner thinks 
through an idea or solves a problem. They also show 
students metac()gnitive devices by indicating not 
only when and where they are having problems un
derstanding text but also what they do about their 
comprehension failures. 

6. Guide practice. Students now repeat the instructor's 
strategy using new situatiuns or problems. InsLrllc-
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tors should be available to help students and to guide 
them in modifying ineffective processes and thin1~
ing. This activity is best undertaken at the end of the 
class during which the instructor presented and mod
eled the strategy. 

7. Encourage independent practice. Students shOUld 
also practice this strategy OJ. their own outside the 
classroom. This practice will allow teachers to give 
students additional process and product feedback re
garding their use of the strategy. 

8. Redemonstrate if necessary. Rarely will students ac
quire the correct behaviors the first time through. In
structors need to remodel processes, while helping 
students learn how to better monitor their own 
learning. 

As these steps progress, the responsibility for learning 
moves from the teacher to the student. While the steps cannot 
be neatly categorized, the model as a whole is a three-phase 
process: in the first stage, the responsibility falls totally on the 
teacher; in the second stage, the responsibility is shared as 
teacher and student work together; and in the third stage, stu
dents become responsible for their O\\.t learning. It is not until 
this third stage that transfer occurs. 

Every college reading instructor strives to get students to 
the point of transfer, but this is a difficult goal to accomplish. 
The next sec'lon discusses strategies that can be used to get stu
dents on th(' road to taking charge of their OWll learning and 
eventually to being able to transfer information to new learning 
situations. 

Strategies 
Strategies for teaching comprehension abound in the lit

erature on reading and studying. Dut while many of these stI"dte
gies are popular and accepted, few are grounded in a solid 
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research base. Fewer still have been exar.lined using at-risk stu
dents enrol!ed in college reading courses. Where possible, we 
will cite research that h:\S been used with high school and col
lege students as subjects; in the absence of such research, other 
studies will be discussed. 

Most of the vast number of strategies rC:lJmmended can 
be pl~(eJ into one of three classifications: organizers, question
ing techniques, and guides. Some of these strategies ca!. be used 
before, during, or after reading, and some are appropriate at all 
three timl.:!s. We have noted within the di~cussion of each strat
egy when it may optimally be used. 

Organizers 

The purpose of olganizers is to build .tnd activate stu
dents' background knowledge, CJe awareness of the quality 
'tnd quantity of that knowledge, and focus attention before 
teading. Many kinds of organizers exist, and thdr effectiveness 
differs acro!'~ situations. College reading instructors must select 
the appropriate organizer by carefully considering the difficulty 
of lhe text and, even more important, the ability and prior 
knowledge of the learners. 

Advance organizers. Tb~ advance organizer, developed 
.IY Ausubel (1963, 1968), is probably the best known preread
illg strategy. It consiMs of prefatory material that is written at a 
higher level of abstraction than the target text. Tightly tied to 
present-day schema theory, its purpose is to prepare students 
for reap,ng by drawing on their prior knowledge and providing 
ideational, or intellectual, scaffolding to help build comprehen
sion of new information. Ideational scaffolding is the basic cog
nitive structure on which pieces of new, related informatiol'j 
may be hung (Ausubel, 1968). 

Two problems are apparent with. the research on ad
vance organ:.zers. First, although advance organizers have been 
the subject of countless studies, research reviews (Barnes & 
Clawson, 1975; I-!artley & Davies, 1976; Lawton & Wanska, 
1977; Mayer, 1979), and the more recent metaanalyse~ (Luiten, 
Ames, & Ackerson, 19&0; Moore & Readence, 1980), conclusive 
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evidence of their eifectivenes~ has not bten found. To com
pound the problem, Ausubel (1968) has given no specifics 
about the actual development and writing of advance o.ganiz
ers. Thus fct'e:'.1'chers who test these organizers' effectivenes~ 
may each be devising very different materials for t:.,e in their 
studies. The materials may no! be true advance or!) .. nizers, 
therefore, results of both individual studies and advance orga
nizer research :ts a whole may be questionable. 

The research suggests that students ex!:'osed to advance 
organizers tend to improve in problem solving and in recalling 
conceptual informnion from scicr"e text, but that they per
form less well when attempting to .!call details and technical 
information (Mayer, 1?83~. It is important to note that students 
may need to paraphra~e or o~herwbe encode or~nizer matenal 
in addL.on to attending to it~ pre~entltion in order to reap an} 
benefit from it (Dinnel & Glover, 1985). 

Another finding is that whiL advance organizers may be 
more effective with older Mudent~. they rna} not \vork "ell for 
poorer readers (Luiten, Ames, & Acker on, 1980). This is a seri
ous point for comid" tion by college r\,.ading inMructor~, since 
only Smith and He~se (1969) report benefit~ for poor readers. 
However, Vacca and Vacca'~ ~ 1986) guideline~ for the use of ad
vance organizers may increa~e the u~cfulne~~ of the~e toob for 
poor readers. According to the~e re~earchers, imtru.:tor~ 

should u~e advance organiler~ onl} \ ... ith difficult matenal, and 
~hould ~upplement them with analogic~ and que~tion~. In addi
tion, the organizer~ should con~i~t of the text'~ ~uperordinate 
ideas and include examples "ilh \ ... hkh ~tudem., .lre famili.lr. 
(See Wei! & Joyce, 1978, for ad'. ;mce organizer development 
guidelines.) 

Although Ausubel (1968) maintaim that advance orga
nizer~ :,!tould be \Hitten at a higher le\c1 of ab~trat:tion. general
ity, and inclu~ivene~~ than the text to be pre~ented, Ander~on 
(19J5) suggest~ that more com.rete, f.l.miliar langu.lge m.l} bet· 
ter facilitate ~tudcnt~' learning. Thi~ recommen.1;itlOn m.l} be 
e~pecially pertinent "hen dealing "ith wllege re.lding 
students. 
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GmplJic organizers. Graphic organizers (Barron, 1969), 
also called structured overviews, are hierarchically arranged 
tree diagrams of a text's key terms and concepts. In a revealing 
metaanalysis, Moore and Readence (1984) found that graphic 
organizers were more effective than the advance organizel's 
from which they derive (Dean-Guilford, 1981; Kelleher, 1982; 
Moore & Rcadence, 1980). Graphic organizers have an advan
tage over advallce organizers in that their construction is de
fined clearly and concretely, which makes them easier for 
teachers and students to design. 

Interestingly, the effectiveness of graphic organizers 
tends to be more pronounced when students devise them as a 
postreading strategy, although graphk organizers were origi
nally meant to be used as •• :eacher-directed prereading activity 
(Moore & Readcnce, 1984). Indeed, there is some evidence 
from this metaanalysis to suggest that construction of graphiL 
organizers enham:es the teacher's feeling of preparation. Moore 
and Readence also f''')sit that student imolvement may be the 
reason for graphic organizers' reported effectiveness. This idea 
supports Dinnel and Glover's (1985) finding that student en
coding of graphic organizers may be a key factor in their effec
tiveness. 

In addition to helping instructor~ ~each new content vo
cabulary before reading (Moore & Readence, 1984), graphic or
ganizers can be useful in indicating text structure by outlining 
cause/effect, problem/slJluthm, comparckontrast, chronolog}, 
and other patterns. (F01 guid'l:1ce in developing text structure 
graphic organizers, see Readence, Bean, & Baldwin, 1985.) 
Hence, graphic organizers are grounded not only in schema 
theory but alsc in text structure theory. Students should be 
made aware of the text structure (Bartlett, 19'78), or organiza
tional patterns, in order to benefit from both the graphic orga
nizer al d the material to be learned. Visual representations of 
key concepts often enable students to sec these organizJtional 
patterns. Thus, the graphic organizer should make the tCAt'S 
structure explicit. Graph:c organizers that go beyond the simple 
presenta:ion of terms and develop the rcl,ttionships between 
concepts will be more efic('tive. 
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When deciding whether to use this strategy with college 
students in developmental or remedial reading programs, the 
instructor shon!c take note that students may need strong ver
bal skdls for ~~e graphic organizer to be effective, especially as a 
prereading strategy (Tierney & Cunningham, 1984). Develop
ment and use of ",ell-honed metacognitive skills rna} also be in 
order. Therefore, the graphic organizer may be mure effective 
with at-rbk populations if instructors empha;,ize the vocabulal) 
of the content area being studied and help stvJents construct 
graphic organizer~ after reading. Thb endeavor will be difficult 
for college reading ~tudents without a great deal of direct in
struction, practice, and teacher feedback, followed by gradual 
tapering of instruction o\~r the course of a quarter or semester. 
As noted in the dl~cussion of direct instruction modeb, this ta
pering of teacher guidance and eventual a~~umption of ~tudent 
responsibility are difficult to achieve. In~tructors can alleviate 
this problem, as well as make the strategy more relevant to stu
dents, if they lise glilphic organizers with content area mate
rial-especially since the ~tudents \\ ill need to grapple with 
lengthy texts, become familiar with variou~ organizational pat
terns, and detect key concepts and their interrelationships. 

A positive feature of the graphic organizer, from the 
teacher'" point of view, is that its form can be varied according 
to its desired purpose. In addition, training in thi~ strategy may 
indeed facilitate tr-Jnsfcr to new text (Dansereau, Holley, & 
Collins, 1980). Mapping (Armbruster & Andt;rson, 1980) can be 
considered a variation of the graphic organizer, but again its ef
fectiveness is optimal during the po~treading, elaboration stage. 

Previews. Another organizer used as a prereading strat
egy is the oral or story preview (Graves & Cooke, 1980). The 
preview is more than just a few introductol) ~~tements, it b a 
~omewhat length} d"~cription that pro\ ide~ considerable infor
mation _1bout an upcoming expo~itol) or narrative text. The in
struCh ,r attempts to link students' prior knowledge with the 
new information that will be encountered, thus, preview~ are 
related to schema theory. In~tead of ~impl} ~~igning a selection 
(e.g., "read to page 150 for Wednesday"), the instructor builds 
anticipation and interc~t in the content, directs students' atten-
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ticn, and reminds them, through discussion, of what they al
ready know about the topic at hand. In addition, the previcw 
allows instructors to "plant" purpose-setting questions and 
thoughts in order to givc students c1rection when thcy read, If 
the instructor carries it out propcrly, this process can also lead 
to incrcascd mctacognitivc awareness. (Sec Vac("1 & Vacca, 
1986, for a thorough dcscription of preview constructi.on.) 

The effectiveness of previews, especially with difficult 
materials, is wcll substantiated for usc with studcnt:, :u allle\'cl:, 
(Alvarcz, 1983; Gr.lves & Cooke, 1980; (.r.lVCS, Cooke, &. 
LaBerge, 1983; Graves & Prenn, 1984; Hood, 1981; Risko & 
Alvarez, 1986). This research indicates that prt'Views help stu
dcnts understaild, remember. and make infcrem:c:, about narra
tive or c.xpository content. 

Analogies. An analog) is "an expositional mcthod of 
comparing :lcts of information that arc :,imilar enough in c!!!!cn
tial respcct:, to permit tr:mspo:,ition of attribute:, acros!! set:,. 
u:'11:1lly from familiar to unfami.iar information" (Ticrney & 
Cunningham, 1984, p 613). Analogies are often suggested as a 
prcreading organilmg Mrateg}. bu·, re!!ean:h finding:, on their cf
fcctiveness arc far from conclu:,ive. Extant !!tudie:, :,how that it 
instructors fail to m:lke explicit thc (urn par; ,on bctwccn a fa
miliar and ",n unfamili.lf wnccpt. the cffectivcnc:,:, of the anal
ogy decrc:t!!c:' con!!idcr.lbl) (Pcrfctti. Br:m!!ford. & Fr:lnk~. 
1983). 

Glynn et al. (1990) stlggcst thc following model for 
tcaching analogiclo. {l) introducc targct. (2) we rctrieval of ana
log, (3) idcntify rc1e\',tnt fcatl1re~ of target and .malog, (4) map 
!!imilaritie:', (5) draw condl1!!ion!! about targct. and (6) indicate 
where analog~ :eak:, down. Note the !!imilaritie!! between thb 
model and the dlrel.t In!!truction modcl. It b partkularl} impor
tant to rc:tlize that mbundcrManding rna} Ol.l.ur if the ip,\tructor 
ncglcct!! thc la!!t !!tcp. telling !!tudent!! in what wa} the analog 
and thc target are db!!imilar (wmparbon!! .lre nc\cr idcntical). 
Te3chers !!!lOuld make a :,pecial point of leadin)., ~tudcnt:, to c."{. 
amine al! comparbon!! bctween the analog anc.. target in ordcr 
to find where thc analogy br~aks down (Glynn et al.). 
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Summary %rganizer/indings. While not conclusive, 
the research on organizers appear~ to cautiously support their 
usc. Advance orgahi~ers, the: most contreversial in term" of sup
port, are probably bc!nefi(~ial in providing ideational ~caffolding 
a., long as they are written in a concrete way and presented be
fore studellts read difficult material. Graphic organizers m.ly 
best be used as a postreading activity, with emphasis on the pre
viously taught content vocabulary. 'nlis strategy may abo be 
used with the aim of tcaching students how to construct their 
own organ:zers, but success will depend on the amount of 
training, practice, and feedback students receive over several 
weeks. In addition, graphic organizers can hdp studer, in
crease their knowledge of tc.xt structure. Research support~ the 
usc of previews before re;tding c.xposito£) or narr.uive materi:ll 
and suggests that these organizers ar~ffecti\e with ~tlldents of 
.. 11 ages. The-use of analogies is certainly not unequivoc:llh sup
ported, but ttiey may be a good 'way to link a far1i1iar co·m.ept 
with an unfamiliar "ne, as' long as the In~truct()r indic;,tes 
whe.e the analogy fails to correspond. 

Overall, organizers are certainly t. to schema theory. 
and some also relate to text structure theor}. While all org.mir.· 
ers improve met:tcognitive awarcnes~ in some wa}. thost.: ton
~tructcd by students l.ontribute more to building strong 
monitoring abilities. 

Questioning 

Q!.lestioning n~ many purpo~es, from prompting the re 
tr:eval of prior knowledge and fOl.;u~ing attention to I..hed..ing 
Iitef'JI, inferential, ;md applied comprc-hen~ion uf inform.lUun 
and predicting po~siblt.: test items Questionmg .lbo imprmes 
comprehension (Hamilton, 1985; Klauer. 1984, Tic:rncy & 
Cunningham, 1984), and it holds an important place in the tol· 
lege reading c1assroorr.. Research in thb area has much to offer 
instructors. It can hcl~ them understand ho\\ different t} pes of 
que~tion~ and their placement affect ')tudents' lc\cI ,f tompoc· 
hension as well ~ ho,," to e\ aluate questioning stl"'.ltcgk!l for lISC 

with college reading ~tudent~. (For a tomprehtllSh e re\ ie\\ of 
questioning, see Graesser & Black, 1985.) 
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1)'Pes of questions. The questioning frameworks s 
ge~tcd by Herber t 1978), who looks solely at questions the -
selve~, and Pearson and Johnson (1978), who~e model als 
take:, mto account an~wer:; to que~tion~, offer m~tructor:; guid- I 

ance m form.,Jating !nquirie~ that tap dlff.:rellt leVS;, '~~D:'-.... ' 
dent~' understanding of text. Teacher~ can become~._ are o,f 
the~e k, el~ and u~e them with ~tudent~ to aLthate prio~~.9W1~ 
edge, focus attec~!()n, and ev:duate comprehen~ion. ~~ ".'/ 

Texwallye.xplicit questiohs (Pearson & Johnsol't; ~ .,8) 
arc b~ed on the text, and their wording i~ ~iJ.1Uar or e~,"" . den
tical to that of the text. Since ~tudent~ retrieve ,acts Uf cdy 
from the text, the~e que~tion~ require only an unjer~tan ing of 
\\ h~( the author expliLltl) ~t.lte~. Textually implicit que~tion~ 
demand the interwe.l\ ing of text informatll'n and ~tudent~' 
prior .lowledge. Reader:; mu~t ~nake rea"onable mference~ 
from the fact~ at h.md and flUm what they alread) kno\\ about 
a particular topic Both Meyer's (1975) and van Dijk's (19:-:-) 
~) ~tcm~ of text anal) ~is note the comprehen~ion problem~ 
{.au~cd b~ text that require~ eXLe~~he 'nfcrcncing. Thb problem 
mJ.) be ea~cJ b) u~ing a third type of question, scriptlUllly im
plicit que~tion~, \\hich go beyond te :ual information by ~k
mg rcadcr~ to give plau~ible Jn~wer~ b~ed on their experienLe~ 
as they relate to the text. 

Placement of questions. The placem(!nt of questions
whether they are a~ked before, during, or after reading-can 
greatl) affect student~' comprehen~ion. Such effect~ are evi
dented in the thecrct: .• d schbna stucies discu~~ed earlier as 
well as in morc practical studies. 

Prercading que~tions acth, ate schema and CUl. important 
mformation (Le., in~entionallearning), ~o ')tudents tend to learn 
that matt:rial better, but perhap~ at the expense of information 
the} need to extract from text on their own (Anderson & 
Biddie, 19:5). Prercading que~tion~ also facilitate comprehen
~Ion of more difficult material (Levin & Pressley, 1981). ";here
fore, If instructors want ~tudents to focus only ~n very specific 
part~ of .!'Ie te:xt or if they want to help students understand 
dlffiwlt text, prereading que~tion~ are an option. However, col-
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lege reading students may be better served by other prereading 
aids, such as organizers. The temp'::uion for at-risk students to 
focus solelY on the information requested in prereading ques· 
tions (which are usually text-exf. 1kit) may be too great, and a 
fuller nnderstanding of the content text may be sacrificed. 
. Postreading questions are more effective if incidental 

comprehension is the objective because these questions help 
students learn information of both greater and lesser impor
tance (Anderson & Biddle, 1975). Alvermann (1987) suggests 
that this effect occurs because students probably anticipate tests 
covering the majority of the material rather than a few specific 
pieces of information. A major problem with many of the stud
ies in this ai"ea, however, is that the question!) on the test to mea
sure intentional learning are the same as those asked in the 
post reading questioning session. Thb sItuation does not occur 
in actual classroom settings. In the few studies examining per· 
formance on tests using different questions, the erfect of 
postreading questions W2:> quite small (AndersJn & Biddle, 
1975). The value of questioning at this stage, therefure. may de
pend on the nature and level of the questions ;u, well ;u, on stu
dents' t".ti.icipation in the questioning proce:,s and the qualit} 
of their r.;sponses. 

laking into consideration the effect of the le,-els of QI\et
tions also is important. Many studies :,ugge:,t that a:,king h_ _ ..:r 
level textually and :,criptuall} implicit que:,tion:, prompt:, better 
performance than asking factual, textually explidt que:,tlon:, 
(Denner, 1982; Rickards, 1976; Yost, Avila, & \exler, 197:). But 
while higher level questionf are important, we arc not ;,ugge:,t
ing that factaal questions should be omitted. In a college read-
illg course, it is frequenti} nec.e:,:,ary to check comprehen:,iLm 
of content are<l material by asking textuall} explkit .1:' \\ cIl a:, 

textually and scriptually implicit questions. 
Questions supplied during readi /:' or inserted ques

tions, tend to focus students' attention and improve their per
formance en the targeted information (Reynolds & Ander:,on, 
1984). In a delayed test, however, Duchastel and NungeMe: 
(1984) found ,10 statistical difference:, in perform.lnLe between 
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students who answered post reading questions and those who 
answered inserted questions, alth'>ugh both treatments were 
more effective than the control condition. 

Teacher-provided questions appear to enhance recall of 
mam ideas and details more than student-generated questions 
(Andre & Anderson. 1979; Denner & Rickards, 1987). Unless 
students are trained to generate different leveis of questions, 
their' tendency b to devise litera! questions that focus '.m less 
important detail~. If the instructor chooses not tv teach stu
dents how to generate questiou~, providing conceptual ques
tions is an adequate alternativ~. 

ReQuest. ReQuest (Manzo, 1969), or reciprocal question
mg, places much of the responsibHity for gencratir'g questions 
on 7:he students. First, bOll! the students and the instructor si
lemly read the same segment of text; next, students ask the in
structor a number of que:;tions about the target information, 
and then the instructor ;}fks questions of the class. If many of 
the stud~nts' questions are te:octualLy explicit, tht teacher can 
model higher level que5tioning. Finaa}, the teacher asks the stu
dents to predict fur~her information or occurrerlces. Aft~r the 
entire selection is read, discllssion centers arounci the accuraq 
of the predictions. 

This strategy differs frem traditional teacher-centered 
que5tioning in that it prompt;, students to become more active 
and imolved with the text. It is al ' J all alternative to the ques
tioning stage of ~Q3R-type activities. ReQuest will work well 
with college reading students as long as the inst:uctor is careful 
about choosing the kind and amount of text read. Text strut ture 
comes into play here; it the text is difficult, smaller sectiC'ls, 
even mdividual sentenL~s, should be selected for the ReQuest 
procedure, with ea:,ier text, longer pa5sages may be used While 
it is importam not to overuse <l strategy and tltu., pvssibly 
dam~(..l1lfiotivatiun, students need repeated exposure to the Re
Quest procedure to improve their questivning behavior and in
cr-ase their autonomy with text. 

Question-answer relationship (QAR). QAR (Raphael, 
1982, 198"1) builds on Pearson and J )hn~on's (19-:'8) three-tier 
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model of questionin£ and takes into account both the level of 
the =Iuestion and tbp location of the answer. The QAR :;£rategy 
alerts students to the differences between higher and lowe. 
level question types, lAlled "Right There" (textually explicit), 
"Think and Search" (textually implicit), Z .ld "On Your Own" 
(scriptua!ly implicit). The instructor 1- Jvides passages and 
questions as well a!) answers from each QAR category. Discus
sion focuses on the questions and on the loration of their an
-wers. Students may work in groups 0\" alone to determine both 
answers and QAR categories. Evenl.uahy, students generate ques
tions, either for their own use or for class discussion, making 
sure that each QAR category is tapped. 

QAR requires a substantial amount of direct instruction 
before student questioning improves. Also, depending on stu
dents' attitudes, it may be advisable to sllbsthute Herber's 
(1978) framework of literal, inferential, and applied for 
Raphael's terms. Many college reading ~tudents are ~ensitive to 
being in a strategies course; using ter- . they perceive .tS child
ish or high schooJish may undermine the benefits of the strat
egy. Also, lhe ins( ructor needs L guard aeainst the tende'1cy t'l 
focus too mUlu on leyels of qu\.:,tion~ .md not enough on actual 
content. 

Directed reading·thinking activit)' (DRTA). The DRTA 

(Stauffer, 1969), can be modified for use in college re;tding or 
content area classe~. Pre~etting purpo~cs for reading and elidt
ing student prediction and speculation about the material are 
the keys to this strategv . First, students survey the tltle, subhead
ings, and graphs, and predict oraI!y or in writing what the mate
rial will be about. Once they have read d segment of the text, 
the instructor asks them to refine their predicti0n~, clarify in
fomtation, and define unfamiliar VOr ,Ibulary. Mure ~peculation 
ensues, after wpich ~tudent~ re;td the next segment and discuss 
or refine the predictions already made. This cycle is cu.ltinued 
m .1 the text is finished. The instructor should ask. highel level 
questions to stimulate thmking and ~peculation. Stuo'_nts' opin
ions m...cst be reinforced \\ ith information frum the text or from 
experience. 
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The DRTA probably is most effective with at-risk students 
whu have great difficulty learning from text. Short reading seg
ment~ .{nd discussion will help them verbalize main ideas and 
~upportin3 details, give them opportunities to learn specialized 
content vocabulary, and ir.1prove their understanding of impor
tant signal words such a~ hnu,ever, therefore, and nevertheless. 
It might be advisable to use this strategy in the beginning of the 
quarter or semester tor the iirst few pieces of asSigned text. 
gradually fading out the stop-start aspect of reading (Hansen, 
1981) and moving into strategies that requ:re more autono
mous learning behavior. 

!" ... nmClry' of questioning jindl,lgs. Questioning posi
tively influences comprehension, bUl in unexpected ways. In
structors need to be aware of the effects nf djfferent levels of 
questions, the placement of questiol15, and different teacher-di
rected que~tioning ~trategies. Questioning is influenced by both 
text structure and sche;oa theory, and it helps students grow 
metacug.litively b} calling attention to area:, of text" ith which 
they may be experiencing d{fficulty. 

In order to ensure that they are not simply asking stu
dent~ to .c:gurgitate facts from text, teachers can rely on gUid
•. nCt .rorr.. comprehension ff'anie\,'orks, such as Herber's (19:'8) 
and Pearson and Johnson's (19:'8), to tap higher levels o~ stu
,lent lInder~tanding. A~king more textu.1!ly and scriptuall} im 
r-licit questions will enrich ~omprehension and prompt 
~,tudc;:nts to engage the text more actively, using their uwn expe
rience to connect with new information. 

Place,nent of questions can seriously influenL'- the qual
It} aprl quantity of comprehen~ion. Preo"eading questions Cle 
Important il'formatlon that probabl} "ill be learned well, but at 
the expl ~~e of other main ide.l5 and deta!b. Postreading que~
tlons, on the other hand, may ~c mort. effective for broader un
dcr~tanding of text, however, the yuality and level of questions 
need to be .lsse~~ed, a~ does the degree of student participation 
10 the que~tioning proLe~~. In~ertell question~ are a~ effective as 
po~treading queMion~ .md rna} ~erye to foLU~ Mudent attention 
during reading. Often, pw\iding que~tiun) b a more effecti\e 
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strategy than haying students generate their own questions un
less tbey are caref.tIly trained to emphasize Il' ,un Ideas and tap 
into different levels of comprehension. 

Instructors must select from a v~.iety of questioning 
strdtegies on the basis of students' ability and prior knowlcdge, 
whether training is feasible, and the desired performance. With 
the student-centered ReQuest strategy, teachers model desired 
questioning behavior without explicitly stating the diffen-nces 
among literal, inferential, and applied questions. Tae purpo~e 
of QAR, on the other hand, is to make students more aware of 
the different types of questions and sources of answers; there
fore, if provoking that awareness is the instructor's goal, QAR is 
an excellent strategy. The key to DRTA is prediction and reading 
short segments of text for preset purposes. This goal gh-es stu 
dents ;,pecified reading goals and l",tlds to engender a great deal 
of discussion based on experience and inference. DRTA is espc
dally suitabte for use with poor readers. 

Guides 
Guides are used whiJe the material is read to provide stu

dents with questions directed at different levels of comprehen
sion, as well as with warnings, signals, anll other directions. 
The purpose of ~uides is to lead students through difficult text 
by questioning and distinguishing importam fl"vm less impor
tant information. Some guides mdy not be as beneficial as other 
teacher-directed strategies for college reading ')tudents, since 
the hand-holding features inHerent in guides might give stu
dents mb::ed signab regarding what independent learning is all 
about. 

Anticipation gUides. Herber (1978) devised this type of 
stt;dy guide to aId students in predicting text concepts. The an
tiCipation guide consists of a list of statements to which stu
dents respond prior to readiQg a te}..t. The statements mayor 
may not support fac:s or the auth'Jr's point of view. The stu
:tents mark ~!:l(' statements .rue/false or ag..""Cc/disagree. Their an
swers reflec· their level of background knowledge, thus, these 
guides draw heavily from schema theory. (See Readence, Bean, 
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& Baldwin, 198;, for suggestions on conMructing anticipation 
guides.) . 

After discussing each statement, students read .0 see if 
their prediction .. and priOi knowledge are accurate or in accord 
with the author s point of view. Students may refine or ch.:nge 
their prior knowledge. In addition, instructors can get a good 
idea of the depth and breadth of students' prior knowledge and 
take any necessary compensatory measures. Instructors may 
also ask students to return to the original statements after read
ing and use them as a reaction guide and a basis for discussion 
t,. see how or if their p.:rceptions and knowledge have changed 
as a result of reading. 

This strategy appears to be effective with college reading 
~(Udent~, who perceive it as a type of advance organizer and a 
chance to bring prior knowledge to bear on content. When 
their. prior knowledge is incorrect, the reaction aspect of the 
guide lets them see for themselves that they were wrong and 
have learned as a result of reading . 

• tlarginal glosses. The marginal gloss (Richgt '<; & Mateja, 
1984) operates as an in-text study guide with the eventual pur
po~e of showing students how to annotate text. The instructor 
provides nOLuions of interesting points in the text, prompting 
the student to extract specific main ideas, lists, and examples. 
In this ~ense, the marginal gloss can help students see the top
level structurr of !exl. Thi~ Mrategy may be pal t;cularly useful if 
the instructor plans on teaching students .lOW to mark text. Ini
tially provid;!1t; lne glosses for :..tudents i~ similar to modeling 
an annotation marking system (!\jist, 1987b). It is important to 
remember, however, that the goal is independent learning. 
Thus, phasing out th..: mdrginal gloss technique and training stu
dent~ to write their own glo~se~ or annotations is the prefcrrpd 
route. 

Study guides. Although listing literal-level questions is 
usually the norm \vith study gu:des, Readence, Bean, and 
Bald\\- in (1985) recommend that hl~tructor~ develop guides 
"ith Herber'~ (1978) or Pearson andJohn~on'~ (19:'8) question
ing framework in mind. Vacca and Vacca (1986) recommend 
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the similar three-level guide, which uses the anticipation
reaction format, using statements reflecting the three levels of 
comprehension rather than questions. Students respond to the 
statements before, during, or after reading. 

Selective Reading Guide-O-Rama. The Selective Read
ing Guide-O-Ran:a (Cunningham & Shablak, 1975) PO\nts out 
or.ly the most impof""..ant information in the text so that students 
do not need to read an entire selection. Obviopsl), the Guide
O-Rama should be used only for certain purposes, such as read
ing for main ideas and perhaps skimmLlg. If it is used 
frequently, students may get the idea that reading entire teXtS is 
not often necessary. 

Pattern guides. These guides elucidate the patterns of 
~ 

text structure, such as compare/contf'a.>t, cause/effect, and chro-
nology. As noted earlier, when text patterns are made explicit to 
students, comprehension increases (Bartlett, 1978; ~leyer, 
Brandt, & Bluth, 1980). Vacca and Vacca (1986) suggest that 
pattern guides be ,:esigned in such a way that students must re
spond to text structure by examining the relationships bet\\een 
concept!) in the material. For instance, for a text with a predor,l
inantly cause/effect structure, the instructor can list either the 
cause or the effect and have the students suppl) the missing de
ment of the pair; for a chronology patt rn, the instructor can 
list certain events from the text and ask students to !)upply the 
missing occurrences. 

Summary of guide findings. While very little res' arch 
focuses on the effectivene~s of guides, what does exist indical~s 
a modest 'ositive effect on comprehen:.ion. However, college 
reading ir.. .lctors should proceed with care when choosing 
which to use. Keeping in mind the goal of helpmg students be
come independent learners, instructors need to judge how 
much assistance ;itudents require wl~h different texts at different 
times during the quarter or semeMer. In add! ion, they must 
take into account the desired levels of comprehension ,md the 
types of text Mructure used in order to (hoose the prereading, 
during, and postreading strategies that offer thl best opportuni
ties for stlccessfullearning. 
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Diffr "'i!nt types of guides serve different purposes. Antic
ipation guides are generally useful as both prereading and post
reading organizers since they encompass prediction, use of 
prior knowledge, and a check of comprehension. The marginal 
gloss is probably best used in teaching text marking systems, es
peciallyannotation. Study guides, such as the three-level guide, 
should be approached with considerable caution since they 
may not benefit college reading students who need to be shown 
strategies for achieving academic autonomy. Finally, pattern 
guides may be an appropriate and effective way of getting stu
dents to grapple with the link between text structure and com
prehension. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

For Instrudion 
The varying populations, methods, and quality of stud

ies can .eave well-meaning instructors feeling overwhei.ned 
and p Jssibly confused about the extant research and its lack of 
conclusive findings. While it is difficult to recommend the use 
of certain strategies when research fails to solidly support their 
effectiveness, we have attempted to determine which strategks 
are more solidly supported than others, which strategies may be 
effective with devclo[ mental students, and where trouble spots 
may emerge. 

Of the many kinds of organizers available, graphic orga
nizers, previews, and (if judi.:iously st!("cted and used) analogit.:: 
are best supported. Graphic organizer~ in particular are quick 
and easy to construct and very helpful, althol'~' they are even 
more effective as a student-centered activity. The use of o.'.tl 
and smry previews is advOt.ated, but these organizers require 
considerable preparation on e ,e instructor's part. Analogies Cdn 
be very effective, but only when the :malog and the target con
cept correspond closely and when any dissimilarities arc 
pointed out by the instructor. Advance organizers that are de
vised as Ausubel (1963, 1968) recommenci" may not be effec-
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bve with developmental students. Ins·ead, lnstructors ~hou!d 
use advance organizers to introduce new concept~ and materi
als through concrete ideas and familiar language. 

Questioning is an excellent instructional tactic as long as 
teachers are aware of the different levels of que tions, the ef
fects of question placement, and the various recommended 
strategies. Questioning frameworks can guide teachers in their 
attempts to enhance student comprehension_ Asking more tex
tually and scriptually implicit questions will prompt students to 
dl:lw on previous experience and koowledge to conrect with 
new concepts. Prereading, inserted, and postreading questions 
have different effects, which instructors should be aware of in 
order to direct students' attention to the ma:erial targeted for 
learning. Guides have yet to be the object of much research, but 
the few .'CIevant studi<.s point to some benefits for students 
Guides may be useful for at-risk populations if they are used 
only for the first two or three assigned text~, and only \\ ith .lif
ficult t~xts. Ultimately, guides should be replaced with strong 
prereadtng org.mizer~ .lnu questioning strategie~ th.-t graduall) 
pass the responsibility fur learning to the students, as a group 
and individually. 

For Research 

Our review of the theory and research related to teacher
directed comprehen~ion strategies at .he rollege level point~ to 
several conclusion~ and rel:ommendation~.' Most evident is the 
lack of research conducted with at-risk students at the college 
level. Although most of the strategies discussed have been ex
Jmined in studies u~ing college students, the subjects were gen
erally enrolled in introductof) PS) choloA) or education classes, 
not in developmental reading classes. This problem calls into 
question the generalizability of the result~ to at-risk college stu
d~nts and casts doubt on the suggeMions made in nlln .erous 
pedagogical articles directrrt at college reading teachers. 

Many of these su .egies are not grounded in solid reo 
search bases, yet practitioner~ appear to view them as such So 
great is the problem that, for some Mrategie~, we could find no 
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empirically based Mudie~ that demomtrated Lffectivene~~ or in
effecti"eness. Therefore, we recommend that future research 
begin to focus on Jevelopmental populations in order to deter
mine which teacher-directed comprehension strategies lead to 
the greatest increase in learning and to the creation of autono
mous learners. 

A second observation concerns the methodology em
ployed in the empirical studies using college students as sub
jects. Although the strategies in question are classified as 
teacher-directed, few empirical Mudie" imolved any training 
component. As a result, such investigations fail to reveal what 
could happen with instructor intervention and suggest only 
what happens when subject~ are t<lld to use a certain strategy or 
technique. Another methodology concern is that mot:( of the 
studies were short in duration, ~ome collecting data for only 15 
millUtes at a time. We found thcse data collecu"n procedures 
very di~turbing, particularly ~incc in order 10 gain any ~tatbtical 
r~ult~ \"\ hen te~ting ~tratcgic~ thc trcatment mu~t be powerful 
and training must occur ovcr an extended period of time. We 
recommcnd that futUlc empirical Mudie~ incorporate a training 
component that ()ccur~ over a reasonable amount of time. 

A third positive point is that, for the most llart, the rc
~earch that has been conducted on teacher-direct:d compre
hen~ion strategie~ appear~ t{. be ~olidly grounded in theO["). All 
of'the strategie~, particularl), qucMioning, improve metacogni
tive awarene~~ and thu~ abo improve comprehen~ion. Both 
guides and organizer!. are firmly grounded in ~Lhem;' theot}. In 
particular, adva nee organizers help student~ call up l)rior 
knowlec ,e and prm ..1e for ideational ~caffolding a~ a mcan~ of 
accommodating new information Gllide~ that are con~tructcd 
to help ~tudent~ beltef underManl' how text~ .1fe org:mized al~o 
aid in comprehension. 

Fourth, seriously Iackin!; in the literature are studies incli
eating that teachcr-directed ~trategie~ eventuall} lea~ to tr.'.n~fer. 
unle5~ college ~tl.dent~ can move beyond teaLher dependence 
and .lpply strategie~ on their o"n, the) will have a difficult timc 
being academicall) ~uLce~~ful in college. Studie~ must be Jc-
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vised that indicate alternative methods instructors can employ 
to move students toward becoming independent learners with 
"trong comprehending abilities. For example, anticipation 
guides push students to call up prior knowledge and perhaps to 
begin thinking differently about a topic. As instructors, we 
know that once students leave the confines of college reading 
classes they are not going to sit down and conslruCt their own 
guides; we hope they will begin to think about what they are 
going to read bdore beginning an assignment. Studies that 
would indicate the value of teacher-directed comprehension 
strategies as a springboard to transfer arc needed. 
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3 
Textbook Study 
Strategies 
David C. Caverly 
Vincent P. Orlanno 

Many students come to reading and lca:ning centers 
at the colltge level to seek help in reading or 

studying their textbooks. Within these centers, the focus of read
ing instruction may range from basic liter.tcy to critical reading of 
graduate-level textbooks. InEtruction in studying, on the other 
hand, is usually directed tOWA!'d strategies for learning from text
books: that is, learning how to learn when reading. The flfSt t";vo 
chapters of this book review L.'1e teaching of reading at the col
lege level. This chapter discusses t~~ching students the strategies 
for studying a textbook. While this distinction is subtle, it will 
become cle:rr as we proceed. 

At the outset, let us posit our definition of textbook 
studying. 1Cxtbook studying is a strategic approach to reading in 
which students adjust their comprehending behavior before, 
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during, and after reading much as they do in general reading, but 
with the purpose of satisfying a specific task that comes from 
either an internal 01' an external need. Thus it differs from general 
reading in taat comprehension is strategically directed toward a 
specific task, snch as gaining knowledge for a future career or 
passing a course test. This definition evolved from our review of 
the literature on reading comprehension and studying and is con
sistent with other definitions of studying (Anderson & 
Armbruster, 1984; McKeachie, 1988, Rohwer, 1984; Thomas & 
Rohwer, 1986; Wade & Reynolds, 1989). 

Reviews on studying textbooks from the past two decades 
conclude that most study strategies are successful given certain 
conditions. First, a given study strategy's success will vary with 
the student's prior knowledge, reading ability, and motivation 
(Anderson, 1978; Breuker, 1984; Cook & Mayer, 1983; 
Dansereau, 198v, 1985; Levin, 1986; Rigney, 1978; Simpson, 
1984; Weinstein & Mayer, 1985; Weinstein & Underwood, 1985; 
Wittrock, Marks, & Doctorow, 1975). Second, a given study 
strategy will vary in effectiveness d::pending on the difficulty, or
ganization, and content of the material (Baker & Brown, 1984; 
f .euker, 1984;Jonas~en, 1985; McConkie, 1977). Third, a given 
study strategy must be taught to be effective (Dansereau et al., 
1974; Goetz, 1984; Orlando, 1978; Rigney, 1978; Simpson, 
1984; Weinstein & Mayer, 1985). Fourth, a given study strategy 
can be effective if-it is chosen to fit a particular type of ~riterion 
task (Anderson, 1980; Baker & Hrown, 1984; Cook & Mayer, 
1983; Gibbs Morgan, & Taylor, 1982; Levin, 1986; Wade & Rey
nolds, 1989; Weinstein & Mayer, 198t:;). Recently, a spate of re
views have suggested that a combinat{on of these four variables 
best explains the effectiveness of a particular study strategy (An
derson & Armbruster, 1984; Campione & Armbruster, 1985; 
McKeachie, 1988; Paris, 1988; Rohwer, 1984; Schumacher, 
1987; 1essmer & Jonassen, 1988; Thom~ & Rohwer, 1986; Wit
trock, 1988). 

Our analysis of the literature leads us to favor the view of 
these more recent reviews. Specifically, we believe that the inter
action among these four variables ~student, material, orienting 
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task, and criterion task) is crucial for understanding the effective- I 
ness of study strategies. The question, therefore, is not whether 
study strategies are successful, but rather where, when, and un-
der what conditions they are successful. In this review we ex-
plore these questions, as well as determine what empirical 
research still needs to be completed and what should be taught 
to our students when they select a strategy for textbook study-
ing. 

To explore these questions, we first review how our un
derstanding of cognition has evolved over the past century into 
our current ideas abolit how learning takes place and how study 
st1'2 . .:gies car, foster learning from textbooks. Then, we review 
the empirical literature on five study strategies for textbooks
underlining, notetaking, outlining, mapping, and SQ3R (Survey, 
Question, Read, Recite, Review)-in light of the four variables 
identified above and the interactions among them. Next, w'.! sug
gest avenues of future research on these study strategies. Finally, 
we draw conclusions and implications for teaching these study 
strategies to a college-level population. 

An Evolving Theoretical Foundation 
Current concepts of study!ng derive from the knowl

edge about cognition that has been garnered over the past cen
tury. This transmutation of !~nowledge has resulted in the 
sequential evolution of three perspectives about the studying 
process: product, process, and intent. The first perspective de
fined studying as a product enhanced by overt manipulations 
after reading a textbook. The second perspective stressed the 
need to improve the product by controlling the overt process of 
studying during and after reading. A third perspective has re
cently emerged that emphasizes teaching students to select a 
study strategy on the basis of the resources they bring to the 
text, the material they are reading, and the purpose for which 
they are studymg. This third perspective stresses the intent of 
studying before, during, and after reading. 
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Figure 1 
droadeniog Perspectives of Studying Theory 

product 

NNe that these perspectives are not mutually exclusive, 
nor do they represent distinct alternative choices. They simply 
differ in the degree of comprehensiveness with which they em
brace our collective knowledge about cognition. They should 
be seen as one embedded wiJhin another, like concentric cir
cles, each encompassing and going beyond the perspective 
within (Figure 1). 

Understanding the evolution of these three perspectives, 
and the major empirical findings giving rise to this evolution, is 
an important first step in understanding textbook study strate
gies at the college level. 
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A Product Perspective 
The overriding concept of studying, until recently, 

stressed the gathering of information from the text. Studying 
was viewed as transferring information from the printed page 
into the student's memory. It was usuaHy <defined as an im
proved product-the outcome of overt manipulations by the 
student after reading. 

The major theoretical foundation for this perspective 
came from the nineteenth century storehouse theory of mem
ory. James (1890) argued that memory has twO storehouses: a 
primary memory. with information an individual is conscious 
of at any given time; and a second?ry memory, with informa
tion that is unconscious or that has been absent from conscious
ness for some time. 

Waugh and Norman (1965) and Atkinson and Shiffrin 
(1968) p.xtended this storehouse theory to include perception, a 
filter for primary memory. They reasC'ned that if information 
could be kept active in short term memory Games's [18901 no
tion of prim .. !"}' memory), a ccmparabk trace of information 
would be fOlmeci in long term nemory Games's notion of sec
ondary memcry) They held that for this to occur there must be 
an a priori sensory buffer (Le., perception) that would br.lefty 
store the variety of stimuli that impinge upon the organism. 
This :;ensory buffer would allow short term memory (STM) to 
act as a rehearsal buffer in which information could be main
tained through recycling while awaiting transfer into long term 
memory (LTM). This model resu~~~d in a rather simple theory of 
cognition: the longer a piece of information is active in STM, the 
greater chance it has of being transferred to LTM and thus re
membered. 

Instruction in studying was moldtd to accommodate 
this cognitive product view. The idea was that if students could 
De taught to read well, to perceive the correct information (usu
ally the main idt'a and details of the paragraph or passage), and 
to review what ~ney read, information would enter the sensory 
buffer, be transferred to STM, become strengthened through re
view, and evmtuallY' be stored in LTM. Simply put, if students 
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understood and reviewed what they read, they would tend to 
remember it. Studying was thus oefined as locating information 
in the text and, through review, tracsferring that informatIon 
into memory. 

An important component of this model of studying was 
the need to rehearse or review the information m STM to in
crease its chanc~s of being transferred into LTM. Several studying 
theorists therefore argued for the need to rehearse information 
after reading. This need has been discussed for several centuries 
in the studying literature. One of the earliest published works 
giving instruction in re!1earsal types of studying was The Im
provement of the Mind, or a Supplement to the Art of Logic 
(Watts, 1741). Watts argued for a particular study strategy that 
has remarkable similarities to present day study systems. Later, 
Todd (1854) and Porter (1876) began what has become a series 
of student manuals :md workbooks (hat advocate surveying a 
chapter, setting purposes, becomir:g an active reader, and, after 
reading, summarizing or discussiog the chapter in order to facil
itate re(endon. 

Little has changed within this theoretical perspective, 
from Watts's ideas in the eighteenth century to T<>dd's and Por
ter's ide~lS in the nim'teenth century to Robinson's (1946) no
tions of SQ3R in the tw\;ntieth century. In more than 200 y(:~,rs 
of advice, the only change has been the argument that review 
can be more effective if it is spaced or distributed rather than 
massed (Ebbinghaus, 1913; Spitzer, 1939). More recently, other 
Lheorists have argued in favor of postreading rehearsal strate
gies, such as underlining, notetaking, or summarizing (Ri<.kards, 
1980). The basic theory, however, has remained the same. Thus 
the primary study strategy promoted in reading and study skills 
classes and textbooks over the past century has been to id-:ntify 
what ~he student must know and then have the student rt. view 
that information to remember it. 

A continuing problem with this product perspective and 
with the dual storehouse ~heory of memory was that the effects 
of rehearsal dissipated after several recall attempts (Weist, 
1972). Also, simple maintenance types of rehearsal were not 
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sufficient to ensure encoding into !.fM Oacoby & Bartz, 1972; 
Wickelgren, 1973). It seemed that review w'aS necessary but not 
sufficient to guarantee recall. To address these problems, a new 
theory evolved in the second half of this century. Th:s new 
view is called an information prot:essing theory of cognition as 
it applies to stadying (Mayer, 1988b; Schumacher, 1987). 

A Process Perspective 
In the 1950s and 1960s, a well-documented change oc

curred in the psychology of learning; the focus shifted away 
from behavioral psychology, or a concern with external stimuli, 
and toward cognitive psychology, or the analysis of what has 
been labeled the "black box" of the bl:ain frtiayer, 1988b). The
orists posited a four-stage information prol ssing model of cog
nition, including acquisition (selective attf!ntior. in the sensory 
register), encoding (processing in STM. and transierring infornla
tion into LTM), integration (processin~ in LTM), and retriev:1l (re
call from LTM). This model became the foundation for a second 
perspf:ctivc on studying. From this model came two theories tn 
explain cognitive processing: level:; of prot:t. .. sing theory and 
schema theory. 

Levels of processing theory. Through a series of artid~s, 
Craik and his associates (Craik & Lockhart, 1972; Craik & 
Thlving, 1975; Lockhart, Cl"3ik, & Jacoby, 1976) stressed that 
deeper, more elaborative processing of information in STM dur
ing encoding (b.'!}'ond maintenance types of rehearsal) allowed 
a stronger tr.lce in LTM and a better chance for retrieval. 
Through elaborate rehearsal techniques, they argued, informa
tion gathered from the textbook could be identifi("ri, organized, 
and encoded in STM to be stored in rrM. 

In a series of studies using a list learning paradigm, sev
eral researchers demonstrated that deeper levels of rehearsal 
acted to enhance the chancI!s of recall from LTM (Postman, 
1975). Moreover. they demonstrated that the amount of time a 
person rehearsed information Imd little bearing on encoding. 
What one did during that rehearsal time W.lS the critical factor. 
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Several studying theorists used this levels of processing 
theory as the ba."is for elaborative study strateg'd. Marton and 
colleagues in Swecl.en (Marton & Saljo, 1976a, 1976b; Saljo, 
1981), as well as Entwistle and colleagues in England (Entwis
tle, Hanley, & Hounsell, 1978; Entwistle, Hanley, & Ratcliffe, 
1979) demonstrnted a high correlation between depth of proc
essing and depth of understanding when studying. Others used 
[he levels of processing theory to explain the effectiveness of 
certain study strategies. such as outlining, mapping, network
ing, and schematizing (Anderson & Armbustei, 1980; Breuker, 
1984; Dansereau et at, 1979b; Weinstein & Mayer, 1985), or 
SQ3R Oacobowftz, 1988; 'Thdlock, 1978). It was rea!:Oned that if 
students could focus attention on the structure of the concepts 
being presented in the text (a deeper lcvel of processing), they 
could use that structure as an encoding cue for enh:mcing stor
age and retrieval. rhis process has becn labeled rhe encoding 
sped-ficity principle (1ulving & Thompson, 1973). 

\.Vhil~ the levels of processing theory is intuitively ac
ceptable, criticisms emerged regarding whether students were 
really engaged in deeper levc!s of rehearsa! \.Juring encoding, or 
whether this deepe~ processin~ act'Jally occurreo during re 
trieval. Sevcral studies clemonstr:tted that the level of process
ing assumed to he used by the reader during encoding was 
often an artifact of the lcvel of processing required by the crite
ricm task (Craik & Thlving, 1975; Dark & Loftus, 1976; Morris. 
Bransford, & Franks, 1977). In these studies, Mudents who 
knew that the criterion task required deeper levels of proces~ing 
tended to process the information mo:.'C deeply at the :ilr.,e of 
retrieval, not at the tiJlle o~ encoding. Processing to fit the crite
rion task was labeled the transfer-appropriate pro<.:essing princi· 
pie (Morris, Bransford, & Fl'2nks, 1977) This principle, in 
combination witl: the encoding spedficity principle, becar.lc a 
catalyst for a further evolution in the theory, as shall be seen 
next. 

A second group of studies questioned whether a certain 
level of processing was necessary for effective I'ltrie\'al. Several 
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studies concluded that retrieval improved only when process
ing reached the semantk level (Hyde, 1973; Hyde & Jenkins, 
1969, 1973; Johnson & jenkins, 1971; Till & jenkins, 1973; 
Walsh & jenkins, 1973). Nelson (1977) and Kohlers (197;, 
1976), on the other hand, demonstrated that retrieval could be 
improved even with shallow processing of connected prose. 
tladdeley (1978) summarized the evidence against the levels of 
processing theory as being threefold: (1) no independent means 
exist for measuring whether a student is actually engaged in 
deeper levels of processing; (2) the level of processing needed 
for retrieval is often inconsistent (sometimes a shallow level is 
sufficient while at other times a deeper level is necessary); and 
(3) the hierarchy of processing does not hold up outside the 
paradigm of list-learning experiments. 

These well-founded crittdsms lead one to question the 
existence of quantifiably distinct levels of cognitive processing. 
Still, the nature of cognitive processing does suggest that differ
ent types of processing seem to be taking place and that these 
different types are controlled by the individual (Gibbs, Morgan, 
& Taylor, 1982; Rigney, 1978). This conclusion is vital, since it 
suggests that study strategies can be taught to help students con
trol their level of cognitive processing during text studying in 
order to foster mformation acqUisition, encoding, integration, 
and retrieval. 

This inability to verify the levels of processing theory, 
along with recent evidence on the contribution made by the 
reader's background knowledge in the orchestration of c(}n
structing meaning, caused theorists to consider yet another fac
tol· in information processing theory. This factor has been 
labeled schema theory. I 

Schema theory. This theory is built on evidence that stu
dents' background knoVvledge is used to anticipate and direct 
the processing of p:int during and after reading. Within this 
theory, tC}"tbook studying is defined as an interaction between 
students and the text as students accommodate or assimtlate 
their knowledge base to fit their understanding of the text. 
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An important first consideration schema theorists tack
led was the form and function of background knowledge. 
Tulving (1972) reasoned that knowledge consists of two sepa
rate but interdependent functions: a semantic memory and an 
episodic memory. Semantic memory was de.lned as what is 
known about a particular concept-for instance, vocabt. ~ary iu
struction. Episodic menlory was defined as the sum total of 
contexts (episodes) in which individuals have experienced that 
same concept-for instance, It''lf1ling vocabulary, reading about 
how to teach ie, or actually .eaching it. Each context is unique 
to each individual, and together they fonn the individual's idio
syncratic definition of a given concept (in this case, vocabulary 
instruction). 

Tulving further argued that semantic memory is ab
stracted from episodic memory. Semantic memory has been de
scribed in a variety of forms, ranging from frames to scripts and 
from goals to schemata (de Bcaugrand, 19P.l). Perhaps the best 
known of these forms are schemata, \ &1lch often are depicted 
as three-dimensional webs consisting of nodes of-information 
and links between these nodes (Anderson, 1983). 

Several lines of cognitive research have investigated the 
effect of engaging schemata before, during, a~t.:.l after reading. 
One early line of research was pursued by Bartlett (1932). He 
had subjects read a culturally unconventional passage entitled 
The War of the Ghosts and then attempt to recall the passage 
over varying time periods ranging up to 5 years. The delayed 
It-call protocols reflected several distortions from the original 
story; eventually, a culturally conventional story line emerged. 
Bartlett concludl!d that this construct!vn of a culturally more 
acceptable story line was the result of the impact of the sub
jects' schemata for stories and their cultural view of the world. 

In a more recent second line of cognitive research, 
Chies!, Spilich, and Voss (1979) and Spilich et al. (1979) indi
rectly demonstrated how a schema for a given topic might be 
stronger than a schema for another topic. This finding implies 
the presence of some mech~.nism for strengthening or develop-
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ing schemata th:4L would explain how learning occurs. If a 
schema strengthening mechanism does exist, understanding 
how it functions can help us understand the role of background 
knowledge in directing the acquisition, encoding, integration, 
and retrieval processes during studying. 

One interpretation of this schema strengthening mecha
nism 'was provided by Anderson (1976, 1983) in his network 
model of artificial intelligence. He argued that the nodes and 
links that make up schemata are formed thf("'gh experience 
and are probability based. Specifically, the more experiences 
one has with a given concept, the stronger the probability that 
tu\,. concept will be activated (linked) when episodes relevant co 
those experiences occur. 

For example, if students were co read a passage on the 
concept of Slump, they might have a certain probability (say 
around 70 percent) of engaging their background knowledge 
about emotion (Le., activating their schemata to link their se
mantic knowledge of slump with their semantic knowledge of 
emotion); a higher probability (say around 80 percent) of en
gaging their background knowledge of baseball, and so forth. 
Howevet; most of us would predict a rather low probability of 
students constructing a link between the schemata of concrete 
and slump. Creating such a link would be useful only, if, say, 
students in a civil engineering class were studying a manual on 
testing concrete. As the students studied, they would come co 
learn that one test for unhardened concrete is a slump test; thus 
the probability would increase that these students would link 
the concepts slump and concrete. Once these links are made, 
we might say learning has occurred. 

This example demonstrates the role of schemata in an in
formation proceSSing theory of scudyil1g. For learning co occur 
during studying, existing schemata in the students' knowledge 
base must be accommodated or assimilated to fit incoming in
formation during encoding. This development of schemata dur
ing epcoding strengthens the links of activation and increases 
the probability of recall during retrieval. 
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Several studying theorists recently began incorporating 
schema theory in, their descriptions of how students study 
and learn through print. Pask (19-,'6a, 1976b) in England; Biggs 
(1976, 1979, 1980) in Australi~. Elshout-Mohr (1983) and 
Breuker (1984) in the Netherlands; and Anderson 'Ind 
Armbruster (1984), Dansereau (1978, 1980), Kintsch and van 
Dijk (1978), Rigney (1978), Weinstein (1977), and Weinstein 
and Underwood (1985) in the Un!lf.!d States began discussing 
how background knowledge is used to drive deep processiol:. 
during encoding. Pask, Biggs, Breuker, as well as Kintsch and 
van Dijk argued that by identifyin!; "imB",< ;ties and differences 
between knowledge in tb.\! mind (presumably schemata) and 
knowledge on the page, students engage deep processing tL 1t 
fosters acquisition and retention. Such processing allows the 
student to identify the superordinate structure (Le., higher or
der ideas) and tht :l use this ~tructnre to evaluate incom;ng in
formation. When this occurs, ideas seem to remain active in the 
short term store longer, th~s enhancing their chance of transfer
ring to the long term store and strengthening the lipJ< between 
the pathways in the schema (Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978). 

While several other studies over the past decade demon
strated the preeminence of schemata in studying and learning, 
two studies questioned this line of research. These studies 
showed that students con"istently adjusted their processing and 
engaged new s'.:hemata to fit the criterion task. Bower, Black, 
and Thrner (1979) and Spiro (1977) found that as time passed, 
understanding became·less dependent on the text passage and 
more dependent on background knowledge. This was particu
larly evident when the title cue was switched at the time of re
call. Spiro demonstrated that students reconstructed their reca~l 
to fit this new title even if it presented a different perspective. 

This consistent presence of the encoding specificity 
principle (Thlving & Thompson, 1973) and the transfer-appro
priate processing pr~n':iple (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977) 
in reading has been ~rgued to be a major factor in interpreting 
the effectiveness .:;f study strategies (Anderson & Armbruster, 
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1984). The encoding specificity principle suggests that how a 
student encodes information can act as a cue for recall. Intui
tively and theoretically, this idea makes sense. However, this en
coding cue can b:;! overridden by a change in the recall task 
demands (transfer-appropri~te prncessing), and then the encod
ing cue becomes less important. So it seems that while the spe
cificity of encoding may determine how a student acquires and 
retaifls infonnation when studying, the intent of satisfying the 
criterion task at retrieval also affects what that student recalls 
(O'Neil, 1978) It seems that the information processing theory 
of studying is nOL sufficient l0 expl:!in all recall situations. 

Another line of research supported the net:d to modify 
this information processing notion of studying. Dooling and his 
colleagues (Dooling & Christiansen, 1977; Dooling & Lachman, 
1971; Dooling & Mullet, 1973; Sulin & Dooling, 1974) demon
strated that when students recall, they construct an interpreta
tion consistent with their existing schemata. However, they ~'so 
found that students' schemata actually biased their studY~.I1g, 
pushing them to attend to certai.1 concepts and igr.01e others 
This bias is particularly prt!valent when student., are Oiven a title 
cue that acts as a catalyst f.lf accessing background knowledge 
about a given topic (pichert & Anderson, 1977). Of particular 
concern was how this biasing effect might be present 10 other 
variables of the studying situation bes;, ..;s the :ichemata of the 
student. T his incomplete explanation resulted in the need for 
yet another ev')lution in study strategy theory. 

An Intent Perspective 

This latest evolution resulted in an expandet1 theory of 
studying that attempted to explain how students adJllst their 
processing with the variab~es of the study situ<l,.lOn. Current 
theorists are consistent in listing four variables: {I) the attitudes 
and semantic knowledge students bring to ~tudying; (2) the ma
terial students mUSl study; (3) how well student:, like and use a 
giv",n study strategy; and (4) the purpose for which students are 
studying. 
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During the past decade or so, theorists ar.d researchers 
began exploring these variables (Anderson, 1978; Brown, 1982; 
Cook & Mayer, 1983; Dansereau, 1980, 1985; Rigney, 1978; 
Simpson, 1984; Smith, 1982; Weinstein & Mayer, 1985; Wein
stein & Underwood, 1985;- Wittrock, Marks, & Doctorow, 
1975). Background knowledge was divided into fou~ areas: de
clarative knowledge (Ryle, 1949), or knowledge of the content; 
procedural knowledge, or knowledge 0: various study strate
gies; conditional knowledge, or knowle~ue of when and where 
to apply the strategies; and volitional knowledge of the study 
environment, or knowledge of one's own interests and motiva
tions. One explanation of the connection between -:hese types 
of knowledge and the criterion task Wa5 offered by Dansereau 
(1985), who categorized study strategies as either primary or 
support strategies. Primary study strategies were defined as the 
specific comprehension and retention approaches to studying 
(e.g., declarative and procedural knowledge). Support study 
strategies were defined as the utilization strategies (e.g., condi
tional and volitional knowledge) designed to provide a sUlllb1e 
cognitive climate for studying. 

Another explanation was put forth by Weinstein & 
Mayer (1985), who arranged study strategies into eight catego
ries. The first six categories (basic and complex rehearsal, basic 
and complex elabo!"ation, and basic and complex ;rganization 
strategies) reflec:ft ~ncreasing level~ of processing-that is, proce
dural knowledge. 1he seventh and eight categories (compre
hension monitoring et!"~~egies and affective/motivational 
strategies) manage processing in Ijght of the demands of the ma
terial and the criterion task-that is, conditional and volitional 
knowledge. Weinstein and Mayer argued that students use the~e 
two groups of strategies during studying as they construct an 
interpretation from the text and then match this construction 
with existing declarative knowledge. This two-way interaction, 
they said, explains studying processes. 

However, Dansereau's (1985) and Weinstein and Mayer's 
(1985) theoretical explanation fell short when confronted with 
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empjrical research (Jemonstrating that the interaction can occur 
only if the student has learned how to evaluate study strategy 
effectiveness in a variety of material and criterion task de
mands. Studyiug has been shown to be developmental, with 
older, mature studiers more likely to adjust their strategies to 
the material and criterion task than younger, immature studiers 
(Biggs, 1979; Brown, 1982). This finding suggested that stu
denLe; can be taught how to use study strategies. Therefore, an 
instructional variable needed to be added to foml a three-way 
interaction between the student, the material, and the 
instruction (or orienting task). 

During this same period, other theorists and researchers 
explored a different three-way interaction between the student, 
the material, and the criterion task. Meyer, Brandt, and Bluth 
(1980), Smith (1982), Baker and Brown (1984), and Breuker 
(1984) demonstrated that both the quality of the material and 
the type of criterion test used affected students' success with a 
given study strategy. Meyer, Brandt, and Bluth pointed out dif
ferences between good and poor readers' ability to recognize 
structural patterns in the text :IS well as their ability to use these 
patterns to adjust processing and facilitate recall. Smith found 
that when graduate students were faced with difficult material 
outside their background knowledge, they employed five sets 
of activities as they developed a study plan. This plan varied 
among students depending on their individual characteristics. It 
was controlled by self-imposed goals based on student~' inter
pretation of the criterion task's context and their own needs, 
and it changed as decisions were made regarding their progress 
toward reaching their goals. Baker and Brown demonstrated 
that students metacognitively adjust their processing to fit the 
text before, during, and after reading. This metacognitive 
knowledge includes students' ability to attend to important 
ideas and ignore trivial ideas, as determined by the criterion 
task. .dreuker argued that students must identify the underlying 
spatial relationships (schema) of the text in order to match this 
structure with their prior knowledge during encoding. 

Still, this new three-way interaction did not seem to fully 
explain the effect of studying. For example, some students did 
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not succeed during e~periments in which their background 
knowledge was engaged, the material was deemed easy, and 
they knew the demands of the criterion task (Davis & Annis, 
1976) Ford (1981) argued that part of tile reason for this incon
sistency was that the criterion task variable of the studying situ
ation was defined in a limited sense-often, simply as the test 
the student must face. Ford extended this definition to include 
the affective values a student places on what is to be learned, 
including the reasons for learning (beyond the immediate need 
to pass a test or a course). Students, for example, ofte.l evaluate 
certain information they are learning according to how it helps 
them satisfy some of their life's values, or how they think the 
information will fit into their lives beyond school. Ford argued 
that such values should be taken into account when consider
ing the processing strategies students should use. 

Because theory and research argue for the need to in
clude all variables of the study situation in a complete theory of 
studying, most theorists currently are suggesting that the intent 
perspective should include a four-way inte.'.lction bttween the 
student, the material, the orienting task, and the criterion task 
variables (Anderson & Armbruster, 1984; Campione & 
Armbruster, 1985; Levin, 1986; McKeachie, 1988; Paris, 1988; 
Rohwer, 1984; Schllmacher, 1987; T ssmer & Jonassen, 1988; 
Thomas & Rohwer, 1986; Wade & Reynolds, 1989; Wittrock, 
1988). This intent perspective suggests that it is no longer nec
essary to explore whether a given study strategy works when a .. i 
the study variables are controlled in an empirical setting. 
Rather, what must be determined is how to teach students to 
perceive all the variables that will affect the study situation. 
how to select a study strategy or orienting t.1Sk to fit that per
ception, and how to monitor their progress toward satisfying 
that perception. To do so, it is necessary to understand how the 
individual and combinec! study variables affect study strategies. 

Conclusions from the Theory 
A definition of studying from a product or process per

spective limits the investigation of studying to learning from 
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studying. The il1tent perspective provides a more productive 
definition of studying thac includes learning through studying. 
To do this, students must intentionally seiect a study strategy 
that uses the text as a tool for thinking and for expanding their 
background knowledge as they attempt to satisfy their percep
tions of the criterion task. If we examine the literature on text
book studying from this intent perspective, we can draw sound 
conclusions about when and where study strategies wil! work. 

Methodology for This Review 
As chronicled earlier, several authors haye attempted to 

evaluate the empirical literature on study strategies. These au
thors' efforts give us a foundation for verifying this intent per
spective of study. This theory is generally visually represented 
by a tetrahedral model proposed by Jenkins (1979) and by 
Bransford (1979) to examine the literature in cognitive psychol
ogy. Later, Brown (1~80) used this same model to illustrate the 
reading literature in general. Recently, Brown, Campione, and 
Day (1981), McKeachie (1988), and Nist (1985) have adlpted 
the model to illustrate the work in college reading and study 
strategies. We interpret the tetrahedral model as depicting the 
four sets of variables that affect the choice of study strategy: the 
student, the material, the orienting task, and the criterion task 
(Figure 2). 

Each of the four vertices of this figure represents a clus
ter of variables stuti~nts must consider when choosing a study 
strategy for any study situation. Sometimes, however, only one 
edge of this figure is taught, thus representing to students a sim
ple two-way interaction that leaves out two of these variables. 
For instance, we imply that studying involves interaction only 
between the student and the material when we teach poor read
ers to select one study strategy lO study a biology textbook and 
a different strategy to study a novel. 

Other times, one plane of this figure is taught, thus rep
resl.nting a three-way interaction between variables. For in
stance, we imply that studying in, Jives interaction only 
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Figure 2 

~-.:;trahf!dm Model for Research on Studying 

student 

orienting 
task 

criterion 
task 

between the student, the material, and the criterion task when 
we teach poor readers to select one study strategy to prepare 
for an essay exam on a novel and a different study strategy to 
prepare for a mUltiple choice exar:l on a biology tc.xtbook. 

Seldom do we teach students to be aware of the interac
tiol" among all four edges and all four planes of this model
that is, the four-way interaction, or metacognitive awareness 
(Wade & Reynolds, 1989) present when we teach poor readers 
to metacognith ely evaluate the success of their strategy choice 
when studying a biology textbook ~iiJ a novel for the different 
types of examinations. 
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Framework for Discussion 

We used the four clusters of variables in the tetrahedral 
model as a framework for reviewing the empirical literature sur
rounding study strategies. Once the research results were evi
dent, we were able to identify the results of the two-way, 
three-way, and four-way interactions of these clusters of varia
bles. 

We begin with a discussion of how student variables 
were manipulated or controlled in the experiments discussed in 
the lit!!w.iure. That is, what skills and abilities did students bring 
with them to the experimental study situation, and how did 
these variables affect what they learned? Although students 
bring a variety of attributes to any study situation, two variables 
have !}een singled out in the theoretical literature as important 
to studying: (1) the studl>nts' rea(iing ability, and (2) whether 
the students' background knowledge was taken into account. 
(Other student variables are reviewed in Chapter 5 of this vol
ume.) 

The second cluster of variables to be consiuered involves 
how the material was manipulated or controlled in the experi
ments. Can it be determined if a given study strategy would be 
equally effective in all types of material students must study? 
Four import.1nt material variables are highlighted in the theoret· 
icalliterature on studying; (1) the content or subject matter, (2) 
the readability or difficulty of the text, (3) the length of the ma
terial, and (4) the explicitness of the structure. 

A third cluster of variables is the extent to which the ori
enting t.1sk was manipulated or controlled. That is, how did the 
means by which the strategy was taught affect how students 
performed? Three variables emphasized in the theoretical Iitera
ture on studying are: (1) whether students wer. taught to re
view the material after study but before the criterion task, (2) 
whether they received any instruction in the use of the study 
Mrategy, and (3) whether Mudents had criterion t.1Sk knowledge 
before they studied. 

Finally, this model suggests that how the criterion task 
wa~ manipul:aed or controlled must be evalua!ed. w~ perform
ance measured after ~tudent~ used a Mudy strategy? Two impor-
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tant variables indicated by the theoreticalliteratl1h .. _'n studying 
are: (1) the test type-whether the tesl measured rer.ognition, 
I't!call, or both, and (2) me test administration delay, or the 
amount of tlme that elapsed between use of the study strategy 
and administration of the test. 

It is our premise that this tetrahedral model, with four 
clusters of 11 variables, provides an initial set of criteria for re
viewing empirical research, drawing conclusions, and deter
mining implications for additional research and sound 
instruction. In order to bring some semblance of order to this 
process, an integrative review Oackson, 1980) using the tetrahe
dral model was completed. Our primary research question for 
this integrat:Je review was how effective aud efficient specific 
study strategies are in light of individual and interactive effects 
of the four clusters of variables. In order to answer this ques
tion, we examined standard primary sources as well as second
ary sources such as Current Index to,} ,ur1la/s in Education, 
Dissertation Abstracts Intemationai, and Resources in Educa
tion. We also made usc of individual literature reviews within 
specific studies. 

Note that no study was included in the review if the sub
jects in the study were younger than high school age. We h:ld 
several reasons ft'r imposing this limitation. Brown's (l982) re
search suggests thai most older students perform better than 
younger students because they have a higher level of cognitive 
development. Moreover, Perry (1970) argues that the demands 
of ccllege are different from those of earlier grades, causing sig
nificant cognitive growth on th~ part of the student.. Finally, our 
intent i:, to dra·,v conclusions and implications only for college
age populations, and we do not believe that doing so with re
search completed on younger populations h appropriate. 
Within these limitations, we were able to find more than 50t) 
empirical studies and reviews from which to draw conclusi01~ 

Study Strategies Examined 
A ca.~ual review of the literature indicates that students 

can use m;J.1Y strategies wht'n studying. However, in a theoreti-
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cal analysis, Weinstein & Mayer (1985) contend that the param
eters of these study strategies arc limited. They outline eight 
major categories of study strategies that are available to 
students: 

• b:t£ic rehearsal strategies-techniques for repeating a 
list ot i.ems, such as common memorizing; 

• comp\ex rehearsal strategies-techniques for high
lighting material t· be learned, such as underlining; 

• basic elaboration stategies-techniques for generating 
mental images to remember, such as imaging; 

• comple.x elaboration strategies-techniques for de
scribing how new information fits jntO old knowl
edge, such as generative notetaking; 

• hasic organiz.1t5onal strategies-techniques for group
ing lists of items, such as mnemonics; 

• complex organizational strategies-techniques for 
n:.::ognizing and recalling the structure of the informa
tion, .\Uch as outlining or mapping; 

• comprehension monitoring strategics-techniqur's for 
establishing a learning goal and monitoring one's 
progress toward that goal, such as SQ.:JR; 

• affective ~tnd motivation strategies-techniques for 
controllinJ volitional strategies, such as attention, 
concentration, anxiety, and time management 

Sun'eys of material~ and student usage at the college level con
firm that these eight categories of study strategies arc indeed thc 
most commonly used (Annis & Annis, 1982; Fairbanks, 1973; 
Risko, Alva~z, & Fairbanks, this volume; Sanders, 1979). 

To focus this review on study stro.tegies for textbooks, 
we will use the tetrahdral mode! and an integrative review pro
cedure to examine five strategies in four of these categories; un
derlining as indicative of complex rehearsal scrategies, 
generative notetaking a~ indicative of corr.plcx elaboration strat
egic~, outlining and mapping a!) indkativc of complex orgalliza-
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tional strategies, and SQ3R as indicative of comprehension 
mOtljtl'Jntlg strategies. (Other comprehension monitoring strate
gies ~re reviewed in Chapter 2 of this volume; affective and mo
tivation strategies are reviewed in Chapter 6.) The folle .lng 
sections first review previous findings surrounding these strate
gies as they relate to the variables of the tetrahedral model. Nc....:t 
th._y discuss what nt:w (:vidence was uncovered in this review. 
Finally, they offer conclusions and implications for instruction. 

Com~lex Rehearsal Str:»tegy: Underlining 
Underlining or highlighting (hen:after called simply un

derlining) is representative of what W.!instein and Mayer (1985) 
call compIe....: rehearsal strategies. This type of study stl"'Jtegy In

"olves selecting important material anci t.'llcoding it tflrough 
subsequent rehearsal. 

Underlining has grown in popularity to become one of 
the most ubiquitous strategi'!s used in postsecondary schools. 
In the early part of this century, emly 4 percent of coUegc stu
dents underlined their textbooks (Charters, 1925). More re
cently, surveys have shown varying levels of underlining usc 
among college students, ranging from 97 percent (Adams, 
1969), to 92 percent (Fowler & Barker, 1974), to 63 percent 
(Annis & Annis, 1982). Such a proliferation in the use of under
lir,ing runs counter [0 the ... ''!uments made in past decades 
against this st~tcgy both by theorists (Berg & Rende, 1966; 
Crawford, 1938) ~!ld by study skill cxtbook authors (Brown
ing, 1976; Laycock & Russell, 1941). More recent study skill 
te.xc authors have begun again to argue in favor of underlining 
(Radencich & Schumm, 1984). 

A summary of the conclusions made by those who have 
reviewed the underli'1ing literature (An~erson & A:mbruster, 
1984; Brown, 1982; Browning, 1976; Couk & Mayer, 1983; 
Rickards, 1980; Simpson, 1984; Tessmer & Jonassen, 1988; 
Wcin:aein & Mayer, 1985) provides suppOrt for using the 
tetrahedral model in our review. In applying ttc model to the 
underlining strategy, one student varbble, two m:tterial varhJ.-
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bles, and three orienting task variables c.m be identified from 
these reviews. 

The student variable that these literature reviews seemed 
to emphasize was that there seems to be a distinct developmen
tal trend in students' ability to use underlining to select relevant 
parts of the chapter. Younger students (or, for our purposes, less 
able studiers) do not spontaneously underline high structural 
concepts (Le., main ideas). Rather, they tend to u'!derline sen
tences at random. These reviewers conclude that students must 
be able to recognize the hierarchical structure inherent in a pas
sage before underlining can be an effective strategy for recall. 

The first material variable identified in these reviews re
lates to the structure of the material. It seems that the more ex
plicit the structure of a passage, the greater success students will 
have with underlining. If the material provides clues to high 
structural concepts-for instance, with subtitles, subheadings, 
or italics-and the student is developmentally mature enough 
to recognize such clues, underlining seems to foster recall not 
only of the high structural ideas but also of low structural ideas 
(Le., ideas that <t.e not emphasized explicitly). In other words, 
the student need not underline the lower order ideas to facili
tate recall of them. This success, however, may be more an arti
fact of recognizing that certain ideas are inclusive of others than 
of the act of marking the text. Previous research has shown sim
ilar benefits of recognizing high structural ideas in the recall of 
low structural ideas when unjerlining was not allowed (Meyer, 
1977, 1979). Nevertheless, this is an example of an interaction 
between two variables on the tetrahedral model-the student 
and the material. 

The second material va.lable relates to the difficulty of 
the passage. Passage difficulty (typically determined by a read
ability formula) also is a factor in the use and success of under
lining. When students are given a choice of study strategies to 
use, they are more likely to use underlining with a harder pas
sage than with easier material, regardless of their ability. When 
students perceive a passage to be easy, they do not feel they 
need to perform any study strategy to remember it. When they 
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perceive it to be difficult, underlining is Ol1e of the first strate
gies they will spontaneously select, often irrespective of its ben
efit. Here, the !'revious reviews suggest an interaction in the 
tetrahedral model on the plane between orienting task, mate
rial, and criterion task. If students perceive a passage to be diffi
cult and the criterion task to require recall, they ,viii select 
underlining as a strategy. If they perceive the passage to be easy, 
they will not choose to use underlining or any other overt 
study strategy-whether or not the criterion task requires 
recal1. .' 

Some orienting task variables have also been identified, 
although they have not been thoroughly verified. First, if un
derlining is to be effective, only one idea in each paragraph 
should be underlined. These reviews argue that instructing stu
dents to underline one idea per paragraph fosters deeper proc
essing since the student must select the most important concept 
to underline. The second variable is that the success ::>f under
lining (as measured by subsequent criterio. tests) seems to de
pend on the quality and extent of instruction on how to 
underline the most important concept. Finally, it has been.sug
gested that if the material is encoded (underlined) to fit·the cri
terion task, both intentional and incidental recall may be 
fostered. This is an example of an interaction on the tetrahedral 
model's edge between the orienting task and the criterion task 
variables. 

We will now take a closer look at the empirical literature 
using the variables indicated by the tetrahedral model. In our 
review of the literature, we found 30 publications that reported 
31 separate experiments exploring the effect of student-gener
ated. underlining: Adams (1969), Annis & Davis (1978), Arnold 
(1942), Bla~chard & :Vlikkelson (1987), Brady & Rickards 
(1979), Brown & Smiley (1977), Craik & Martin (1980), Crewe 
(1968), Davis & Annis (1976), Earp (1959), Fairbanks & Cpstello 
(1977), Fass & Sc.mmacher (1978), Fowler & Barker (1974), 
Friedman & Wilson (1975), '.lynn (1978), Hakstain 1971), 
Holmes (1972), Idstein & Jenkins (1972), Kulhavy, Dyer, & 
Silver (1975), Mathews (1938), McKune (1958), Nist & Hogrebe 
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(1987), Rickards & August (1975), Schnell & Rocchio (1978), 
Smart & Bruning (1973), Snyder (1984), Stordahl & Christensen 
(1956), Todd & Kessler, (1971), Weatherly (1978), and Willmore 
(1966). 

We found many other studies on underlining in the liter
ature iu which students received experimenter-generated un
derlined text or in which students completed surveys on their 
use of study strategies. We did not include the survey reports in 
our analysis because they do not address strategy effectiveness. 
And we felt that the studies using experimenter-generated 
marks, while exploring the effect of underlining on recall in 
general, had little relationship to what we might teach students 
to do themselves. Moreover, student-generated underlining has 
consistently proved more effective than experimenter-gener
ated underlining (Browning, 1976). Therefore, we chose to 
look only at those experiments in which students marked the 
material themselves. 

Student Variables 

Although several student variables are addressed in the 
underlining literature, we will focus on reading ability and 
background knowledge. One clear finding is that teaching the 
use of underlining to students below a certain level of reading 
ability is not appropriate. This conclusion is evident in the re
search of Brown and Smiley (1977) and Schnell and Rocchio 
(1978), who examined immature readers. Their evidence sug
gests that underlining is effective with younger or less able stu
dents only if they spontaneously selected that strategy by 
themselves. Spontaneous use of underlining is indicative of stu
dents' belief in the strategy's effectiveness and of the students' 
level of metacognitive development. For our purposes, this sug
gests that students shcmld reach a certain lev~l of development 
in reading before underlining can be an effective study strategy. 

Further evidence of the importance of this variable has 
emerged from the research of those who have looked directly 
at reading ability. This research suggests that reading ability cor
relates highly with success with underlining (Holmes. 1972; 
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Todd & Kessler, 1971; Weatherly, 1978). This relationship 
seems to be cun ilinear, however; in all but one study (McKune, 
1958), underlining was found to hinder better readers, as it 
tended to interfere with existing strategies. Underlining also 
tended to hinder poorer readers, since it was not sufficient to 
overcome lack of reading ability (Arnold, 1942; Blanchard & 
Mikkelson, 1987; Crewe, 1968; Holmes, 1972; Nist & Hogreb~, 
1987; 1bdd & Kessler, 1971; Schnell & Rocchio, 1978; Snyder, 
1984; Stordahl & Christensen, 1956; Weatherly, 1978; 
Willmore, 1966). 

Conclusions regarding the effect of reading ability on 
underlining must be tempered, since less than a third of the 
studies reviewed considered reading ability. Still, evidence from 
an examination of students' academic aptitude (as measured by 
college entrance tests) supports these conclusions: students 
who scored higher on academic aptitude tests tended to per
form better on reading tests regardless of the study strategy they 
were asked to use (Hakstain, 1971; McKune, 1958; Stordahl & 
Christensen, 1956). While this is not a variable we will examine 
throu.;hout this review, the evidence suggests that the level of 
students' ability (whether it be exhibited in reading ability or in 
academic aptitude) is an important factor to consider when 
teaching the use of underlining as a study strategy. 

The effect of background knowledge on underlining 
generally seems to be positive, although the evidence is ~canty. 
Four studies chose to control for the variable of background 
knowledge by .sing it as a covariate (Arnold, 1942; Crewe, 
1968; Fass & Schumacher, 1978; Stordahl & Christensen, 
1956). This technique, however, serves to factor out the vari
ance explained by backg/'l imd knowledge and consequently re
duces the chances that students using underlining will show 
any increase in performance scores. This factor may have been 
the reason fo[, the lack of improvement in performance found 
in the Arnold or the Stordahl and Christensen studies. 

Three other experiments (Davis & Annis, 1976; Nist & 
Hogrebe. 1987; Snyder, 1984) actually manipulated back
ground knowledge within their studies and found that strong 
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background knowledge can facilitate underlining, lack of back
ground knowledge cannot be overcome by underlining, and in
ducing students LO t:ngage their background knowledge does 
not necessarily foster recall. These seerr.ingly contradictory 
results might be explained by the lack of adequate strategies for 
inducing students to engage background knowledge (Caverly, 
1982; Paris, 1988; Schumacher, 1987). If background knowl
edge is engaged effectively, it might serve to reduce the amount 
of text underlined by improving the students' ability to select 
only high structural ideas, and thilS facilitate recall. 

In summary, we can draw three conclusions about the 
effect of student variables on underlining: 

1. Te:lching the use of underlin'l1g to students who have 
a low level of reading ability is not appropriate. 

2. The relationship b~tween reading ability and under
lining is curvilinear, hindering both better and poorer 
readers and assisting only average readers. 

3. The effect of engaging background knowledge is un
clear. If background knowledge is engaged before or 
during reading, underlining may facilitate recall by 
directing the students' attention to high structural 
ideas. 

Material Variable.; 

The material variables surrounding the underlining strat
egy have not been as thoroughly researched as the student vari
ables. In the studies we reviewed, nine different content areas 
were lIsed, with the large majority covering social science top
ics. These researchers' emphasis on social science topics may 
be appropriate, given that the largest quantity of reading rc
quir~d by students at the college level is often in the social sci
ences (Caverly & Orlando, 1985). Still, the research reviewed 
presents no evidence that the underlining strategy is more effec
tive with any particular type of expo!'!:~~' material. The studies 
that manipulated thi5 material variable (Hakstain, 19: 1; Idstein 
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& Jenkins, 1972; Stordahl & Christensen, 1956) found no con
sistent effect for content area on students' performance with 
underlining. 

It has been hypothesized (Rohwer, 1984; Schumacher, 
1987) that the demands of the material (Le., readability/diffi
culty level, length of the passage, explicitness of the Stf/lcture, 
and relevance for the student) should affect how well underlin
ing works, particularly since reading ability seems to be;; factor 
in the effectiveness of underlining. It has been reasoned that if 
the demands of the matenal are great, underlining should allow 
external storage of the ideas gathered, thus facilitating later re
view and reducing the processing demands (Rickards, 1980). 
Therefore, it would be prudent to manipulate the interaction 
between the subject and the material variables when attempting 
to determine the effectiveness of the underlining strategy. 

Only a third of the studies we reviewed di ;cussed the 
difficulty of the material used. In those studicl" the l.!t'ge :najor
ity of passages were below the reading levd of the students. 
Only one experiment (Fass & Schumacher, 1978) actually ma
nipulated the difficulty of the material, this study found that un
derlining was more helpful with material deemed harder than 
with material deemed easy. This difference, however, may be 
due more to the !nteraction between the ability of the student 
and the explicit Sh.idure of the material than to the success of 
the strategy. With the paucity of research exploring this subject/ 
material interaction, no definitive conclusionll can be drawn. 

In terms of the length of the material, the passages in the 
studies reviewed ranged from 44 word5 (Todd & Kessler, 1971) 
to more than 6,000 words (Idstein &Jenkins, 1972). Our review 
indicates that when the material i5 longer, the.: effectiveness of 
underlining dimini 'les. Todd and Kessler all well as Brown and 
Smiley (1977) ".!ported underlining to be more effective in 
shorter material, while Idstein and Jenkins uemonlltrated under
lining to be less effective in longer pas ages. Still, questions 
must be raised regarding the generalizability of research in 
which passages of fewer than 500 words were used when it is 
1I.,:ikely that students will have to Mudy material that short. 
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Further evidence still needs to be garnered to support the effect 
of the length of the material .... eing underlinc:d. 

Finally, only seven studies considered the explicitness of 
the material's structure. Of these, only the Rickards and August 
(197;) study found that explicit structure interfered with the 
effectiveness of underlining. Several other studies (Brady & 
Rickards, 1979; Brown & Smiley, 1977; Earp, 1959; Weatherly, 
1978) found no such detrimental effect. This inconsistency 
might be explained by exploring the student/material/orienting 
task plane of interactions on th\.. tetrahedral model. None of 
these seven studies spent more thaa 1 hour teaching students 
how to underline-how to select the major concepts and mark 
them. This knowledge could result in students' processing the 
information at a deeper level (Wark & Mogen, 1970). According 
to the inte nt theory of smdying, students need to be able to 
impose an implicit structure onto the material as an encoding 
device for later recall if no explicit structure is available. The 
reasoning behind this argument is that the imposition of an im
plicit structure le::ads to deeper processing and creates an encod
ing-specific device for enhancing recall. This idea has not been 
tested in the literature on underlining. 

In summary, four conclusions can be drawn about the 
effect of material variables on underlining: 

114 

1. Since most studies used social science material, and 
few manipulated content area, the effect of content 
on the effectiveness of underlining cannot be deter
mined. 

2. Underlining may be more effective with harder pas
sages; however, little research has manipulated this 
variable. 

3. Underlining seems to be less effective in longer mate
rial (more than 500 words). 

4. Contradictory results with structurally explici; mate
rial may be due to researchers' failure to provide suf
ficient instruction in underlining (a material/orienting 
task interaction). 
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------------.-----...,.....,., .... _--------.. 
Orienting Task Variables 

An analysis of the orienting fask variables verifit.:s that 
these variables have some distinct e:fects on underlining. For 
example, strong evidence suppom the notion that underlining 
provides students with an e~:eL~h~ H:eans of reviewing material 
either after reading or before the test (Annis & Davis, 1978; 
Brown & Smiley, 1977; Crewe, 1;>68; Davis & Annis, 1976; 
Fowler & Barker, 1974; Holmes, 1972; Idstein & Jenkins, 1972; 
Todd & Kessler, 1971; Willmore, 1966). In those studies that 
actually manipulated the review factor (Brown & Smiley; 
Crewe; Idstein & Jenkins), the longer and more thorough the 
review, the better the performance. A simple review does not 
stem adequate even with older students, as illustrated in the 
nrown and Smiley study. 

Further evidence makes clear the need to teach underlin
ing as a strategy. The 16 studies that taught underlining she ved 
either statisticaj significance 01 a distinct trend favoring under
lining over other study ~trategies. In only 6 of these studies 
were more than 2 hours spent on teaching underlining. The 
amount of time spent on instruction may not make much dif
ference; for example, Holmes (1972) taught his students for up 
to 8 hours, but this still was not enough to bring about im
proved performance. However, if we look at the interaction in 
his study between the subject and orienting task variables, we 
realize that he controlled for reading ability, thus reducing the 
chance that any variance would surface showing the impact of 
instruction on the underlining strategy's effectiveness. More
over, the passage used in this study was approximately 5,000 
words long, which also could have reduced the effectiveness of 
underlining, particularly ~,ince students were not allowed to re
view the passage. After considering these studies, it is apparent 
that just teaching underlining as a study strategy for a given 
amount of time is not sufficient to give an accurate understand
ing of its role in enhancing students' performance. 

An additional instructional variabie that has been identi
fied is the need to teach students to alter processing to fit the 
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criterion task. The interaction between orienting task and crite
rion task that came to light in our review sugge:;ts that underlin
ing can foster intentional recall (Fowler & Barker, 1974; 
McKune, 1958; Smart & Bruning, 1973) but hinder incidental 
recall (Kulhavy, Dyer, & Silver, 1975; Rickards & August, 1975). 
Only Brady and Rickards (1979) found a positive incidental ef
fect with underlining. Therefore, it is important that students 
know what type of criterion test they will have to pass before 
selecting underlining as a study strategy. 

In summary, we can draw three conclusions about the 
effect of Orienting task vari~bks on underlining: 

1. Teaching s.udents to review what they have under
lined before giving them a test markedly improves 
their performance. 

2. Providing students witt j even a limited amount of in
struction in underlini.lg covering the selection of 
high structural ideas lnd the need to review is impor
tant for enhanced performance. 

3. Students should be taught how to alter thdr underhn
ing strategy on the basis of their knowledge of the 
'criterion task. 

Criterion ~Qsk Variables 

In this review, we found a str0"g Orienting task/criterion 
task interaction. Out of the 31 studies we reviewed, 21 found 
improvement on eithe1 a recognition or a recall ty,pe of test fol
lowing underlining. A closer examination reveals that much of 
this success may be due to review, since 14 of the 21 studies 
allowed an opportunity for review. Conversely, ,,,nly 3 of the 1 0 
studies that found no improvement provided students with an 
opportunity to review. In the 7 studies that found improved cri
terion task performance following underlining but that did not 
allow students to review what they underlined, success may 
have resulted from instruction, the students' reading ability and 
motivation levels, and the explicit structure of the material. 

. These studies sUFgest a student/material/orienting tasklcriterion 
task interaction that should be explored further. 

.. 
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In terms of the time lag between ::.tudying and test ad
ministration, 24 tests were delayd. with the gap ranging from 5 
minutes (Brown & Smiley, 1977) to 47 days (Crewe, 1968). No 
clear pattern emerged from these studies. However, a meta
analysis of the data (Caverly, 1985) suggests a slight increase in 
positive effect for underHning when compared with no under
lining as the delay in testing becomes longer. This meta-analysis 
also suggests that underlining seems to be more effective for in
tentional recall tasks than for incidental recall; the effect scores 
were + 0.25 and + 0.0;, respectively. Here, again, we see a po
tential interaction between orienting t.1Sk and criterion L1Sk var
iables. 

In summary, we can draw these conclusions about the 
effect of criterion task variables on underlining: 

1. Underlining seems to be effective for either recogni
tion or recall tests if review is allowed. 

2. The tendency is that the greater the delay in testing, 
the greater the effect of underlining as compared 
with no underlining. 

Summary 

Based on this review, underlining may be considered an 
effective strategy jf students find success with it and conse
quently prefer to use it over other str'Jtegics. Underlining 
should not be taught to students who are not dc\'.!lopmentally 
ready to use it (i.e., those who are unable to rel'ognize high 
structural ideas); underlining cannot overcome poor reading 
ability. For those students ready to use underlining, instruction 
emphasizing a strategic approach i~ imporL1nt. Students must be 
taught how to underline only the most important concepts 
b::'''ed on the explicit or implicit structure of the text and on the 
criterion demands. They must also be taught to process infor
mation on a deeper level to s2tisfy their intent, only then can 
the encoding function of underlining emerge. Finally, studentc 

must be taught to regularly review what they have underlineu if 
rememberi ng is ~ goal. 
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Complex Elaboration Strategy: 
Notetaking 

Another major group of study strategies are what 
Weinstein and Mayer (1985) call complex elaboration strategies. 
This typc of strategy allows students to moni~o! their ,I~dcr
standing during and after reading by fostering recognition and 
elaboration of the material. Several such strategies are available 
to college-level students; perhaps the most commonly used is 
notetaking, in_ which students rewrite either in the margin of 
the textbook or on separate sheets of paper what they leam 
from reading. These notes can t.1kc several forms, ranging from 
verbatim accounts to notations that represent the structure of 
the information (Eanet & Manzo, 1976). 

Most analyses of notetaking (Carrier & Titus, 1979; 
Hartley & Davies, 1978) have drnwn conclusions from research 
that has c."(amined both notetaking from lectures and notetaking 
from textbooks; that is, notetaking while listening and llotetak
ing while reading. We believe that while listening and reading 
are reciprocal processes, they are not identical. Conclusions 
drawn from a transitory process such as listening are not neces
sarily adapt.1ble to a protracted process such as reading. For ex
ample, with listening it is difficult (if nOl impossible) to stop the 
input in order to consider what is being learned. With reading, 
the input tan be halted at any point to review the message and 
think about what is being learned. Therefore, the process and 
the intent of notetaking while listening to a lecture are different 
from those of note taking while reading a te.\:t. The analysIs pre
sented here examines only research dealing with notetaking 
from text. (For a discussion of notetaking from lectures, see 
Chapter 4 of this volume.) 

Previous analyses (Anderson & Armbruster, 1982; Cook 
& Mayer, 1983; Rickards, 1980) support the use of the tetrahe
dral model lor exploring the research on notetaking. Two inter
actions between variables on the tetrahedral model have been 
discovered: one between the orienting task and the criterion 
task variables and a second among the subject, the orienting 
task, and the criterion task variables. 
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Rickards (1980), in analyzing the literature on notetaking 
from tc.'{~books =lnd lectures, found an orienting task/criterion 
task interaction. He concluded that success on recognition 
types of criterio.1 t.1sks following notetaking was a factor of en
coding the information during processing. However, when re
call types of criterion tasks were used, having the material 
available for review seemed to be necessary. He also found that 
a factor he called "test mode expect.1ncy" affected success, 
concluding that students' quality of notes differed depcading 
on whether they expected a recognition or a recaH test. Those 
expecting a recall test tended to take notes on high structural 
information (Le., information important to the overall meanmg 
of the material). while those expecting a recognition test did 
not. Finally, Rickards suggests a student/orienting t.1Sk/criterion 
t.1sk interaction. He found that students' notes varied in quan
tity and in level of structul".ll importance, depending on the 
types of criterion task expected. He :llso found thai students' 
success with notetaking depended on whether they demon
strated high or low ability and on whether they would sponta
neously usc notetaking when given the opportunity. 

Anderson and Armbruster (1982) concluded that an ori
enting task/criterion t.1~k interaction may explain nutctaking·~ 
lack of effectivenes~ when cumpared with Mudy Mr:ltegie:; ~uch 
as rereading or underlining. Students in the studies :m"!~'?ed 
may not have been encoding the informatiun tu fit the criterior. 
[ask. These researchers found that in most studies, students 
were given a limited amount of time to read the text and de
velop notes. This limit was often impused by re~earchers in an 
effort to keep const.1nt the .1mOU1l4 of time-on-task spent on 
notet.1king, rere ... ,ding, and underlining. Becau~e of thb limited 
study time, many of the students who used notet3king m;ty 
have decided to alluca',e their att~ntiun to pruce~~ing the main 
k~eas at the expense of the details. (This ide ... b based on Ander
son and Armbruster's ~sumption that m. !etaking takes more 
lime than rereading or underlining.) In these studies. the :;tu
dent~ who u~ed rereading ur underlining rna} ha\'e dbtributed 
their study time and effurt uver the entire p~~age. Thi~ differ· 
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cnce in orieo '.ing task may have given those students using re
reading or underlining an unfair ~ .. jvantage on criterion t:lsks 
that measured details. Moreover, if the criterion task was a free 
recall t.1sk, students using a notctaking study strategy would 
tend to produce fewer ideas (without respect to the level of 
idea) than students who processed the entire passage through a 
rereading or underlining study strategy. 

Anderson and Armbruster (1982) llso reasoned that if 
the students chose to process the information at a deeper Ic.'\,el 
through notes that reflected the structure of the tcxt (Eanet & 
Manzo, 1976), a test measur;ng recall accuracy may not show 
any positive effect for notetaking, since deeper processing 
would accentuate distortions and intrusi~ns in the recall proto· 
col. This interaction between the orienting task and criterion 
task variables caused Anderson :md Arma..:-uster to conclude 
that note taking can be an effective study strategy if it entails se
i.::ctive attention and encoding that is compatible with the crite
rion task. 

Cook and Mayer (1983) also found an interaction be
tween the orienting task and criterion task variables. They con
cluded f:;om their analysis that note taking tended to foster 
selective attention during text processing and thus encouraged 
intentional lear:-ing. When students were conr.ained in their 
processillg by the rate of presentation Qr by the information 
d\'!1.1sity of the material (hinting at a three-way interaction be
tWt\.°n the orienting task, material, and criterion task variables),. 
notetaking could focus attention only on main ideas. Subse 
qucnt criterion tasks in the studies they analyzed may not have 
been sensitive enough to measure this factor. In studies that re
duced the strain on students' processing capacity, and in those 
that allowed review before the criterion wk, the performance 
of students using notetaking improved. 

Cook and Mayer (1983) also f.Jund another two-way in
teraction between the orienting task and criterion task varia
bles. They found that under some conditions, note taking could 
help students organize the material, enhancing what they call 
"construction" (integration of new knowledge with existing 
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schemata). If the information was constructed into a Mudent's 
memory, the criterion task reflected increased inferencing and 
an improved ability to apply the information. The researchers 
concluded that if students took structural notes (notes that re
flected the structure betw(!cn the ideas), they had a greater 
chance of constructing informatior during processing and of 
improving their performance on criterion taSks measuring in
f<'rencing anti application. 

We will now focus on the literature on taking notes from 
textbooks. Our analysb identified 27 l'eports with 30 c.xperi
ments examining this study strategy: An'1is (1979). Annis & 
Davis (1978). Arnold (1942). Brctzing & I:ulhav)' (1979,1981). 
Brown & Smiley (1977). Caverly (198~). Davis & Annis (1976). 
Dyer. Riley, & Yenkovich (1979), Fox & Siedow (1985). Hak
stain (1971). Hale (1983). Hannah (1946). Boon (1974). 
Kulhavy, Dyer. & Silver (1975). Mathews (1938). McKune 
(1958). NoaH (1962). Okey (i979). Orlando (1979, 1980a). Or
lando & Hayward (1978). Rlcbrds & Friedman (1978). Santa. 
Abrams. & Santa (1979). Schultz & DiVeSl:l (1972). Shimmerlik 
& Nolan (1976). :md Todd & Kessler (1971). 

Student Variables 
As indicated earlier. many student vari:lbles are evident 

in this literJturc. Two arc specifically :tnalY1.cd here: reading 
ability and prior knowledg~. Our ana.ly~is shows thm te:lching 
notet:tking to students below a certain level of rc:lding abilit) is 
not recommended. This c~nclusion is evident in the research 
thm has identified differences in performance due to students' 
relding ability (Fox & SicdClw. 1985; McKunc. 1958; Santa. 
Abrams. & Santa. 1979; Shimmerlik & Nol:m. 1976: Todd & 
Kessler. 1971). It "eem~ that students must be able to recognize 
import.1nt information in dle material before notetaking c:m 
help. Otherwise. they will tend lO t:tke verbatim notes of irrele· 
vant concepts. As with underl .'lillg, notetaking canno! over· 
come lack of ability to find the m:lin idea. 

No definite con~lusions can be drawn regarding the role 
of students' background kno\\ ledge in their usc of notet.1king ;IS 
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a study strategy. In only eight of the studies (Arnold, 1942; 
Bretzing & Kulhavy. 1979, 1981; Caverly, 1982; Davis & Annis, 
1976; Dyer, Riley, & Yenkovich, 1979; Okey, 1979; Orlando, 
1980a) was any consideration of students' background knowl
edge even reported. In five of the eight studies, background 
knowledge was controlled by pretesting for it and then either 
using it as a covariate, removing students who possessed it from 
the study, or selecting material on which the students were 
likely to have background knowledge. 

Initial evidence from the three studies that manipulaied 
background knowledge (Bretzing & Kulhavy, 19b1; Caverly, 
1982; Davis & Annis, 1976) suggests that if students engage 
their backp.round knowledge, they are better able tv recognize 
an imphcit structure present in the material ;md to use that 
structure to organize their notes. On the other hand, if the 
structure is explicit in the material, students are kss likely to 
impose their own structure when taking notes and will use the 
author's structure instead. When an explicit structure is present, 
students tend to use this shallower level of processing, causing a 
concomitant reduction in performance. This result seems to in
dicate an interaction between t' student and material varia
bles. With only three studies pointing to this interaction, no 
vaHd conclusions can be drawn. However, this trend is sup
ported by the intent theoretical perspective and should be con
sidered in both instruction and in future research. 

In summary, two conclusions can be drawn about the ef
fect of subject variables on notetaking: 

122 

1. Teaching note taking from textbooks to students who 
are unable to recognize main ideas is inappropriate. 

2. The effect of engaging background knowledge is un
clear because of the small number of studies that 
have addressed this issue. If background knowledge 
is engaged before or during reading, notetaking may 
facilitate recall, either by directing students' attention 
to the structure of the material if their knowledge is 
weak or by causing students to impose their own 
structure onto the material in lieu of the author's. 

C(wl!rly and Orlando 
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Material Variables 
The studies under review manipulated many material 

variables. The four most important of these are content, read
ability, length, and explicit structure. Researchers have not used 
any particular conten: area when analyzing the effectiveness of 
notetaking. Our analysis found that notetaking was used in six 
different content areas, with a large majority in the social sci
ences. This choice of material by experimenters seems well 
founded. As noted earlier, social sciences seem to make up the 
bulk of the reading load in college (Caverly & Orlando, 1985). 

A second material variable is readability level. 
Schumacher (1987) hypothesized that material's level of diffi
culty can affect notetaking by affecting students' ability to iden
tify the main idea for subsequent encoding. If the material is 
exceptionally difficult, students will have trouble recognizing 
the ideas important enough for notetaking. This is particularly 
true for poor readers, indicating a student/material interaction. 
In the literature reviewed, only half of the studies reported the 
material's level of difficulty. Of those studies, only three 
(Caverly, 1982; Mathews, 1983; McKune, 1958) used college
level material; the other studies used material that was deemed 
"easy." Results from these studies do not allow us to draw con
clusions aboll. the effectiveness of noteta1dng in real life study 
Situations, in which the processing demands are 0.-. _ great. 
Most of these studies manipulated only one variable (usually the 
Orienting taSk) and attempted to control the other three varia
bles (student, material, and criterion task). Because of this.em
pirical approach, it is difficult to draw any conclusions 
regarding the value of notetaking from college-level material. 

A third material variable is length. Schumacher (1987) 
hypothesized that if the mnerial is longer, notetaking should 
help reduce the number of ideas neet:ing retrieval. Research 
s.:\!ms to support this view. In 13 of the 30 studies in our analy
sis, the material used was short (fewer than 1,000 words). The 
other 17 studies used longer material. Our analysis found that 
the 13 studies using shorter material had equivocal results ,\ hen 
comparing performance after taking notes with performance 
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after using other study strategies. On the other hand, in all but 1 
of the 17 studies using longer material, pen-VA ,nance improved 
after notetaking. Only 1 study (Todd & Kessler, 1971) directly 
manipulated length of the material when examining the effect 
of note~' -1'lg. No differences were found in performance with 
different lengths of material, but the length of the passages 
ranged caly from 44 words to 256 words. Because the material 
was so short, caution must be used when drawing conclusions. 

From our overall analysis, it seems that length of mate
rial is a factor in the effectiveness of notetaking as a study strat
egy. This conclusion mt be qualified, however, because in 
man y of these studies, the effect of length on performance was 
obscured by other variables-for instance, the use of easy mate
rial. It seems that note taking may not be a beneficial study strat
egy to recommend when students are faced with short material. 
The effort required by note taking may be unnecessary with this 
material, given its light processing demands. When faced with 
longer material, however, students might select note taking as a 
viable strategy. The impact of the material's length on the effec
tiveness of notetakiog should b.e explored further. 

A final factor that may influence the effectiveness of 
notetaking is the explicit ~tructure of the text. Several theorists 
(Baker & Brown, 1984; Breuker, 1984; Jonassen, 1985'; 
McConkie, 1977) ~ave hypothesized that if the structure of the 
passage is explicit, students v:1l1 use it to identify main ideas and 
to create verbatim notes at a shallow level of processing. If the 
structure is implicit, students are forced to parse out the struc
ture, thus processing the material at a deeper level ar",d presum
ably enhancing performance. Our analysis identified only 6 
studies out of 31 that reported the structure of the material, and 
only 2 of these actually manipulated structure during the study 
(Shimmerlik & Nolan, 1976; Schultz & DiVesta, 1972). The 
trend in these 2 studies was that when the text did not have an 
explicit structure, better students imposed their own organiza
tion. This imposed structure resulted in improved performance, 
particularly when the criterion task required recognition or re
call of high structural ideas (this indicating a student/material! 
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criterion task interaction). The hypothesis regarding the effect 
of implicit structure can be tentatively supported, but this three
way interaction should be examined further. 

In summary, we can d~w the following conclusions 
about thL effect of material variables on notetaking: 

1. Notetaking should improve performance in any con
tent area, although it has been e.."{plored primarily in 
the social sciences. 

2. Notetaking is productive for "easy" material, but not 
enough data are available to recommend it for col
lege-level material (particularly for poor readers). 

3. Notetaking is more productive with longer material. 
This may be a prociuct of students' decisions not to 
use the strategy with shorter material. 

4. Notetaking tends to be verbatim when the material 
has an explicit structure; when the structure of the 
material is l1nplicit, notetaking tends to help students 
(particularly better readers) impose a structnre. 

Orienting Task Variables 

Several distinct orienting task variables have also beel! 
identified in this review. First, if notetaking is to be effective in 
most situations, we must teach students to i'(;view their notes 
(Annis, 1976; Annis & Davis, 1978; Bretzing & Kulhavy, 1979; 
Davis & Annis, 1976; Dyer, Riley, & Yenkovich, 1979; Orlando, 
1979; Santa, Abrams, & Santa, 1979). The encoding effect of 
note taking I\eems to hold up for Immediate recall whether stu
dents review or not, however, on I} through review will stu
dents realize a benefit for any t} pe of delayed test. In those 
studies that manipulated the review variable, signitkant im
provement in delayed recall was found only if students re
viewed their notes before the tcst. Indec(J some evidence in 
this literature .,uggests an orknting t!Sk/cnterion task interac
tion, with students taking fewer :}.)tes when e}.pl:cting an im
mediate test and more notes wht!fl expecting a delayed te:,·. 
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A second variable that arises is the apparent need to 
teach Mudents how to take notes. Most students in these studies 
wel".! told or induced to use notetaking without being taught 
how to take notes. In only three studies (Arnold, 1942; Hannah, 
1946; Okey, 1979) were students actu?tly taught how to take 
notes. Students in all of these studies showed improvement in 
comprehension after notetaking. In three other studies (Annis & 
Davis, 197P; Brown & Smiley, 1977; Davis & Annis, 1976), stu
dents were allowed to use any study strategy they preferred. 
Thos::! students who spontaneously used notetaking showed 
better performance than those who opted for other study strat
egies. If note taking is taught properly, it might become the strat
egy of choice for students faced with a study task. 

Our review suggests that this instruction needs to in
volve several features. First, students should be taught to uke 
notes on the superordinate structure rather than on the sUDordi
nate details. Second, students need to be aware of how notetak
ing COin direct them to process the information on a deeper 
level, thus improving their recall. Third, students need to un
derstand that what matters is not the quantity but the quality of 
notes they take (Hakstain, 1971; Orlando & Hayward, 1978). 
Finally, instruction should include teaching students how to 
recognize the main idea of each paragraph and how to relAte 
each main idea to the underlying stru'.:ture of the passage 
(Bretzing & Kulhavy, 1979, 1981; Fox & Siedow, 1985; 
Kulhavy, Dyer, & Silver, 1975; Orlando, 1980a; RickarJs & 
Friedman, 1978; Santa, Abrams, & Santa, 1979; Shimmerlik & 
Nolan. 1976). 

A third unentadng task variable analyzed was the role of 
criterion t~k knowledge, or whether students' knowledge of 
the criterion task c'.Just>d them to adjust their processing during 
em.oding. Several theorists (Anderson, 1980; Baker & Brown, 
1984; Cook & Mayer, 1983; Gibbs, Morgan, & Taylor, 1982; 
Levin, 1986; Weinstein & Mayer, 1985) have concluded that this 
variable is an important factor in the success of notetaking as a 
study strategy. Researchers in only half the studies under review 
told students that they were going to be tested after studying or 
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ga.ve them an idea of what the test would cover. In only three 
studies-two by Hakstain (1971) and one by Kulhavy, Dyer, and 
Silver (1975)-\ __ 11 knowledge of the type of test to be manipu
lated. In these ~hree studies, specific knowledge of the test con
tent did not benefit students. In the other studies, it is difiicult 
to deteJ~mine whether students adjusted their processing to fit 
their knowledge of wh~t the test would cover or whether they 
adjusted their processing because they knew they were going to 
have a test (Anderson & Armbruster, 1982). 

On the surface, our analysis seems to suggest that crite
rion taSk knowledge is not a cogent factor in the effectiveness 
of notetaking, contrary to the conclusions reached by other rt

searchers. However, if the student/orienting task/criterion taSk 
interaction is explored, support for the encoding specificity 
principle is found. Presumably, in any empirical environment, 
most college students would expect to be tested in the orienting 
tasle whether or not the researcher told them they weald be. 
Some of these students woull. -hoose to adjust their processing 
accordingly. When asked only to read or reread material, they 
would mentally rehearse the information, counter to the orient
ing task instructions given before reading. These students 
would be intentionally encoding information to match what 
they perceive the criterion task to be; therefore, the encoding 
specificity principle would be activated whether or not it was 
part of the orienting task. Other students would follow the ori
enting task directions religiously to satisfy their perception of 
the criterion task. In either situation, if tile actual criterion task 
reflects either the students' perceptions of the criterion task or 
the specific orienting t.sk requested of the students, notetaking 
will probably improve performance When the criterion task 
measures knowledge other than what was encoded, perform
ance probably will d.op. 

A question arises as to whether performance is linked to 
criterion task knowledge and the consequent adjustment in 
processing, or whether it results from the criterion task fortui
tously matching the information that was encoded. This may 
be a "chicken or egg" type of argument. BCLn correct knowl-
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edge of the criterion task and appropriate processing strategies 
are necessary for successful performance following notetaking 
(Kulhavy, Dyer, & Silver, 1975). Therefore, previous analyses 
were correct when the importance of the encoding specificity 
principle was noted. We suggest that the larger interaction be
:ween the student, the orienting task, and the criterion task 
must also be considered when determining the effectiveness of 
a study strategy like notetaking. 

In summary, three conclusions can be drawn about the 
effect of the orienting task variables on notetakin~: 

1. Review is necessary fo .. notetaking to be beneficial in 
delayed recall tasks. 

2. Instruct~on in notetaking is necessary for those who 
have not spontaneously developed the strategy (gen
erally averaf;c and poor readers). 

3. Notetaking is effective if students have knowledge of 
the criterion task and adjust their proceSSing to fit 
this task. 

Criterion Task Varlubles 
The role of the previous three variablcs in notetaking be

comes particularly evident when we examine the criterion task 
variablc. A surface analysiS suggests that notetaking IS equally 
eJfective on recognition and recall types of tests. This test type 
variablc was manipulated in only three studies-two by Hak
stain (1971) and one by Kulhavy, Dyer, and Silver (1975). In the 
Hakstain studies, perfomlance did not differ significantly be
tween students who received a recognition test and those who 
received a recall test, even though they were oriented toward 
expecting a certain type of test. On the other hand, in the 
Kulhavy et al. study, performance' did differ depending on the 
type of tcst students expected to receive. This seemingly con
tradictory result might be explained by the encoding specificity 
principle discussed above, as well as by the fact that the test 
happened to match students' encoding bchavior. Knowledge 
that a test will be given and knowledge of the type of test are 
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not the important variables. What seems to be impoItant in ex
plaining the effectiveness of notetaking is the combined effect 
of these two variables and the students' ability to adjust pro
cessing at the time of encoding and/or retrieval. 

Similarly, whether the test was administert!u immedi
ately or after a delay is not an important variable on its cwn. 
What seems to influence the effectiveness of notetaking is the 
interactive effect of the time of the test with either a conscious 
choice or an induced decision to review. Notetaking seems to 
impm-:'e immediate recall with or without review. However, de
layed recall was generally not enhanced unless students .~
viewed their notes before the test. !n the t"\Vo studies in which 
performance improved on the delayed test without review 
(Dyer, Riley, & Yenkovich, 1979; Fox & Siedow, 1985), other 
variables may have intervened. For example, in the Fox and 
Siedow study, the mattrial was shorter than 200 words. In the 
Dyer et al. study, the matedal was deemed very easy. There may 
not have been a need to review such short or simple informa
tion. 

In summary, these conclusions can be drawn about the 
effect of the criterion task variables on notetaking: 

l. Students should be taught to identify the type of test 
they will be required to take and then adjust their 
notetaking accoidingly. 

2. If the test is to be delayed beyond immediate recall, 
review is necessary. 

Summary 

We can conclude from this research that note taking 
while studying a textbook helps students improve performance. 
Given an appropriate c.rienting tas!" students can produce a set 
of notes after engaging in deeper encoding processes. Then, if a 
delayed criterion task requires recall, they can review those 
notes to help them boost performance. However, students gen
erally must be taught how to take notes that are appropriate to 
the demands being placed on them. 
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Complex Organizational Strategies: 
OLJtlining and Mapping 

A third major group of study strategies categorized by 
Weinstein and Mayer (1985) are complex organizational strate
gies. Here, students are directed to recognize and summarize 
the organization of the material in a structured way 1.' order to 
facilitate encoding and recall. Perhaps the most common of 
these strategies is outlining, in which students reconstruct the 
explicit or implicit structure of concepts presented by the au
thor. Students are taught to use formal outlining notation to list 
the main ideas and supporting details, as well as the superordi
nate and subordinate c.:>nnections between these ideas. 

More recently, a type of outline strategy known as map
ping (and its many variations, which include the ConStruct pro· 
cedure, networking. Node Acquisition Integration Techniqne, 
and schematizing) has been promoted as a replacement for the 
older style of outlining. This group of study strategies directs 
students to construct a diagram, or spatial image, of the text's 
structure, using nodes to represent the main ideas and suppOrt
ing details, ~nd links to represent the relationships between the 
ideas in the text. In the mapping type of study strategy (hereaf
ter simply called mapping), students are often taught to label 
the connectio:as using common pattern structures, such as 
problem-solution, cause-effect, and time-order (Armbruster, 
1979; Slater, Graves, & Piche, 1985) 

Outlining emerged from the product theoretical per
spective of the studying prucess. Mapping is based on the proc
ess and intent p<.:rspecti\'es. Mapping differs frum outlining in 
that it enwurages students to match their background knowl
edge to the text and to generate spatial images lepresenting this 
interaction. Neither of these study strategies has a robust re
search heritage, we found only 10 studies examining the use of 
outlining among a college-level population and only 11 studies 
examining the use of mapping. To improve our integrative anal
ysis of this group of study strategies, we combined the literature 
on outlining . .llld mapping as we reviewed the variables of the 
tetrahedral model. 
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Several previous reviewers who have analyzed the litera
ture on outlining and mapping strategies have identified interac
tions among the variables of the tetrahedr-Jl model. Dansereau 
et al. (1974) found a student/orienting task/criterion taSk inter
action in the outlining research. They found several factors that 
influenced students' choice and use of a particular strategy to fit 
their study environment. These student factors included intel
lectual ability, personality, cognitive style, learning style, moti
vation, gender, and prior knowledge of the content. From this 
review, D~nsereau (1978) fashioned his notion of the interac
tion between primary strategies (general and specific textbook 
study str::ttegies) and secondary strategies (the students' state
ment of goals, concentration management, and monitonng of 
progress toward their goals). Dansereau (1980) also reported a 
student/orienting task interaction in his review of the resear<.h 
on networking (his version of mapping). He foun(j a need for 
instruction in the study strategy, as well as greater success fol
lowing instruction among students of midd1c-kvel reading 
ability. 

Anderson and Armbruster (1980, 1982, 19,s4) found an 
orienting taSklcriterion task intel."Jction for the vutlining lltudy 
strategy. They concluded that in those studies in which outlin
ing was not taught, it was ineffective with ccrtain types of crite
rion tasks. When the students were induced to use the outlining 
strategy, they processed information on a shallow level. 
Anderson and Armbruste.- argue.d that thill finding may have 
oeen the resuh of th~ c:xp .. riments· design. In attempting to 
control for the time-on-task of different study strategy treat
ments, the rcsear<.hers may actually have made shallow proc
e:,sing inevitable, because outlining is a time-conlluming 
activity, students may have becn forced to proccllll thc informa
tion on a shallow level to finish in the allotted timc. Thcy con
cluded that outlining should be a more effcl:tivc Mud} MI."Jteg} 
than the literature hallllhown. It could fOMer deeper prucelllling 
if the orienting task provides enough time for imtruction and if 
the criterion task allows time for deeper processing. 

Dansereau and Holley (1981), in reviewing the network
ing re.v:.arch, confirmed the Mudent/orienting t.lllk interaction 
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that Dansereau (1980) found earlier. Mapping strategies were 
more effective for students with low grade point averages (GPAS) 

if support strategies were taught along with the primary strat
egy. They found a two-way interaction between the material 
and the criterion t.1Sk varia~lcs of the tetrahedral model. The 
mapping strategy was more effective in longl!r material if .h .. 

links on the map were labeled, and labeling links in longer ma
terial was more effective if the criterion taSk measured recall of 
main ideas rather than of details. They acknowledge, however, 
that these interactions are based on relatively sparse research. 

Two reviews were completed on another type of 
mapping called schem<ltizing (Camstra & van Bruggen, 1984; 
Elshout-Mohr, 1983). These reviewers identified a student/rna· 
terial/orienting task ; .1teraction. Schematizing helped student:, 
with low v'.!rbal :lblfity improve their performance with mate
rial that was explicitly structured, but it hindered them with 
material that was implicitl} structured. After instruction in 
schematizing, low-ability students were able to use schem:ltiz· 
ing successfully in impHcitly structured materia~ as well. This 
finding confirmed that instruction Wa!, necessary for suctess to 
be demonstrated with a particular type of textbook. 

McKeachic's (1984) review of the outlining and mapping 
research confirmed the student/orienting ta~~ interaction. In 
the studIes he re"iewed, medical students needed only 4 hours 
of instruction, adolescellLs needed up to 20 hours, and college 
students with low verbal ability needed 22 hOUl.:'. McKeachie 
also identified a Mudent/criterion task ;nteraction. On recall 
types of t.1Sks, or recall of mam ideas, no differences in per· 
formance emerged between studer.ts with lower ('PAS and those 
with higher GPAS. However, on recognition types of taSks, or 
taSks that measure mostly details, students with lower ('PAS per· 
formed better. McKeachie .dso corroborated a student/material 
interaction, finding that students with low reading ability 
needed more structure in the text than did students with high 
reading ability. Also, mapping study strategies were not ru; bene
ficial to students with strong background knowledge about the 
contll1t a.., they we! e to students with weak background knowl
edge, particularly it the material W~ poorly structured. 
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H~l!ey and Dansereau (1984) reviewed the outlining and 
IiJapping litc1.lture and identified a material/criterion task inter
action. Use of mapping with narrative nl:lterial facilit.1ted lie
layed recall but not immediate recall. 

Our review of the empirical literature, using the variables 
of the tetrnhedral model, furthers these analyses of olltlining 
and mapping stud}! strategies. In our integrative review, we 
found 21 studies of these strategies with COllege-age students 
presented in 20 reports: Arkes, Schumacher, & Gardner (1976), 
Arnold (1942), Castaneda, Lopez, & Romero (1987), Dansereau 
et al. (1979a, 1983), Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau (1982), 
Good (1926), Holley et al. (1979), Long (1977), Long & 
Aldersley (1982), Mathews (1938), McClusky & Dolch (1924), 
McKune (1958), Salisbury (1935), Pugh-Smith (1985), Smith & 
Standahl (1981), Snyder (1984), Stordahl & Christensen (1956), 
Vaughn, Stillman, & Sabers (1978), and Willmore (1966). Sev
eral other studies cxaml:led outlining or mapping with younger 
populations, but we chose not to include these studies in this 
review. 

Student Variables 
From our review of the Q'ltlining and mapping literature, 

we found a strong student/orienting task inte[",.lction. Among 
those studies that reported students· reading ability and taught 
the study strategy, subjects in all except twO (Arnuld, 1942; 
Willmore, 1966) demonstrated increased performance follo'\· 
ing outlining or mappi'lg (Holley et aI., 19:9; Long & Alderslc:y, 
1982; Salisbur.y, 1935; Pugh-Smith, 1985; Snyder, 1984; 
Vaughn, Stillman, & Sabers, 19:8). Initially, one might assume 
that this finding was :m artifact of instruction and not of the 
interaction between instruction and reading ability_ However, 
when we examined those c..xperiments that did not teach the 
study strategy, only the high-ability Mudent~ ~howed improved 
performance (Arkes. Schumacher, & Gardner. • 9:6, Castaneda, 
Lopez, & Romero, 1987; Good, 1926). So it ~ems that simply 
adVising students to use outHning or mapping i~ not warranted 
unless they are able readers; instruction must be provided, par
ticularly for the poor readers. 
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Another finding was that backgrour ... 1 knowledge may 
affecl a four-way student/material/orienting task/criterion task 
intemction, though only eight of the cxpc.>~iments reported e."\':
anlining studentS' background knowledge. Six of those studies 
removed the effect of background knowledge from the c.-..:peri
ment by controlling it or matching students in the design 
(Castaneda, Lopez, & Romero, 1987; Dansereau et aI., 1983; 
Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau, 1982; Stordahl & Christensen, 
1}36; Vaughn, Stillman, & Sabers, 1978; Willmore, 1966). Two 
other studies used material in which the students demonstrateJ 
either strong or weak background knowledge (Arnold, 1942; 
Pugh-Smith. 1985). Arnold found no consistent effect for supe
rior background knowledge, although students who used an 
outlining study strategy tended to ha\~ the poorest perform
:mcc of students using vari.)us study strategies. 

Pugh-Smith (1985) arg.ued that superior students with 
we:lk background knowledge are often forced by the criterion 
task to gcne.ate a product and to depend on what she calls 
"bootstrapping" techniques. She s'lggested that these tech
niq, es, which include mapping, annotating, and :ummarizing, 
implicitly limit students to the tc.-..:rbook as the !)nly source of 
information, and that if the students selected several sources to 
build background knowlect;'- and understanding (a process she 
calls "scaffolding"). comprehension of difficult texts might be 
improved. 

Pugh-Smith (1985) observed that the students in her eth
nugraphic experiml~nt did not attempt this :,trategy even though 
they h:ld 3 weeks to complete the 1ask. They depended only on 
boutstrapping strategies and used no sources other than the test 
m:J.tcri:11 in an attempt to understand. These Stl"'Jtt.6ies did not 
!\cem tu help the students understand difficult text. Pugh-Smith 
,lrgued that students chose these stl"'Jtegies because they per
ceived their t.15k as; generming a product for someone else, not 
as de"eloping understanding for their own satisfaction. She fur
ther argued that this lack of "ownership" on the part of the 
students and the subsequent reliance on buotstrapping tech· 
niquc.;-:, occurs \\ hen the material and the <..riteriun task are de-
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termined hy external agents. Giving ownership of the study 
situation to the students, she conte'1tied, would affect their 
choice of study strategy and their eventual \:omprchension. 

These interactions documented by Pugh-Smith seem to 
substantiate the intent perspective. If these interactions can be 
verified in other ~'!arch, it will be clear that how students are 
taught to perceive the criterion task and its ownership Will de
termine the study strategy they select. 

In summary, these conclusions can be drawn about the 
effect of the student variables on outlining and mapping: 

1. Students with low rea, ng ability need instruction to 
use outlining or mapping effectively. 

2. Evidence from our review confirms the arguments of 
previous reviews that students select a strategy to fit 
~heir perceptions of the criterion taSk. 

3. Initial evid<:nce suggests that ownership of the stu
dent/orienting task/material/criterion task interaction 
might affect which study strategy a student selects, 
particularly if the student has little background 
knowledge :lbout the material. 

Material Variables 
The effects of mat~rial variahles on maP!'ing are not as 

easily identified in the i'Csearch reviewed. In terms of content, 
the majority of the 40 pic,-es of text used in t:le studies were 
from the social sciences. This is consistent with the findings re
ported for underlining and not:!t.1king. Still, no experiment ma
nipulated the content variable to measure its effect on ~utlini~g 
Ol~ mapping. 

For those nine studies that reported tile readability of the 
material, ~ll but .Jne (Cast.1neda, Lopez, & Romero, 1987 ) se
lected material deemed at or above reading level of the stu
dents. Implicit in this researcl' is a student/material interaction. 
Unlike underlining or notcl.lking, it is assumed that outlining 
and mapping are strategies intended for usc • ..... h material 
deemed more difficult for students. 
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In terms of the length of the material, there seems to be a 
material/orienting task interaction. When shorter material 
(fewer than 1,000 words) was used, instruction did not seem as 
necessary as when longer material (more than 1,000 words) 
was used. With shorter material, the research is equivocal. Two 
studies (Long & Aldersley, 1982; Smith & Standahl, 1981) found 
a significant improvement with shorter material following in
struction in and USt 0f outlining or mapping. Three studies 
(Arkes, Schumacher, & Gardner, 1976; Castaneda, Lopez, & 
Romel/), 198:', Good, 1926) demonstr~ued improvement when 
u~ing shorter material without instruction. When using longer 
material, on the other hand, six studies demonstrated improve
ment following in~truction in outlining or mapping (Dansereau 
et aI., 1979a, 1983; Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau, 1981; 
Holley et aI., 1979; Snyder, 1981; Vaughn, Stillman, & Sabers, 
1978), while only two demonstrated improvement without in
struction (Mathews, 1938; Pugh-Smith, 1985). 

The structure of the material seems to be basic to the 
e\ aluation of the effectIveness of outlining and m2.pping study 
strategies. The structure is what these strategies emphasize, and 
it~ reproduction is often the criterion task. Previous research 
had identified a student/material/orienting task interaction. stu
dents with low reading ability performed better if the material 
wa~ explicitly stru~tured and if they were taUghL how to outline 
or map. 

Our review found only five experiments that reported 
identifying or manipulating the structure of the material 
(Castaneda, Lopez, & Rom~ro, 1987; Good, 1926; Long, 1977; 
LOng & Aldersley, 1982; McClusky & Dolch, 1924). In three of 
the~e studies, the structure of the material was manipulated, 
ranging from exphl.1t to implicit. McClusky and Dolch pro\ ided 
one pa~~age and vaned the explicitness of the structure from 
u~ing no signal word~ (impilcit structure), to providing transi
tion~ (, ague structure), to numbering the ~entences (exphdt 
~tructure). Good u~ed the same passage that McClusky and 
Dolch did and mJnipulated the complexity of the structure by 
ob~Luring or not ob~curing the main ide:! with explanatory sup-
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porting ideas. Castaneda et al. made the structure more implicit 
by selecting three passages of increasing length as well as in
creasing lexical and syntactic difficulty. Although the sample of 
research is fairly small, these five studies confirm the student/ 
material/orienting task interaction. Students with low reading 
ability were not able to recognize implicit or embedded struc
ture without instruction. 

In summary, we can draw the following conclusion~ 
about the effect of material variables on 01Jtlining and mapping. 

1. Since none of the research manipulated content. the 
influence of this variable on the effectiveness of out
lining and mapping cannot be determined. 

2. Outlining and mapping were generally more success
ful with material that was deemed at or above the 
reading level of the student. 

3. The effectiveness of outlining and mapping is more 
dependent on instruction with longer material than it 
is with shorter material. 

4. With implicitly structured material, outlining ano. 
mapping are effective study strategies for students 
with low reading ability only if they receive instruc
tion. 

Orienting Task Variables 

Some potential effects of orienting task variables can be 
identified in the outlining and mapping literature. We found a 
possible material/orienting task/criterion task intera~tion in that 
reviewing the out!ine or map made a difference, particularly in 
studies that used longer material and that required students to 
produce verbatim recall. This conclusion must be temperec, 
however, as only three studies reported allowing for review be
fore the criterion task (Castaneda, Lopez, & Romero, 1987; 
Pugh-Smith, 1985; Willmore, 1966). In the Castaneda et al. 
study in which review was manipulated, the researchers found 
that verbatim recall of shorter material was significantly hin
dered following the use of mapping without review. 
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The eifect of teaching on outlining and mapping iSlmuch 
more obvious. In 13 studies, either outlinin' or mapping was 
taught to students, with instruction ranging lrom 1 hour to 30 
hours (Arnold, 1942; Dansereau et aI., 1983, 1979a; Diekhoff, 
Brown, & Dansereau, 1982; HOliey et aI., 1979; Long, 1977; 
Long & AIel Tsley, 1982; Salisbury, 1935; Smith & Standahl, 
1931; Snyder, 1984; Stordahl & Christensen, 1956; Vaughn, 
c .1Hman & Sabers, 1978; WilL-nore, 1966). Students in only 4 of 
these studies demonstrated nu improvement in recall after in
struction (Arnold; Smit' & Standahl; Stordahl & Christensen; 
Willmore), indicating a material/orienting task interaction, 5ince 
3 of these studies did not allow for review prior to the criterion 
task. In addition, as noted earlier, a student/material/orienting 
task mteraction exists; students with lower reading ability who 
were given instruction performed better than those not given 
instruction, particularly with longer or implicitly structured 
material. 

The effect of criterion task knowledge is less obvious in 
th1s literature. In 12 of the studies, criterion task knowledge was 
directly or indirectly influenced. In some the students were told 
what to expect on the test (two experiments in Arkes, 
Schumacher, & Gardner, 1976); in some they performed the 
study strategy while completing the test (Good, 1926; 
McClusky & Dolch, 1924; Pugh-Smith, 1985); and in others 
they took several practice tests similar to the criterion test be
fore the experiment (Arnold, 1942; Dansereau et aI., 1983, Hol
leyet aI., 1979; Long, 1977; Stordahl & Christensen, 1956; 
Willmore, 1966). In 5 of these studies, knowledge of test de
mands did not help improve performance following uutlining 
or mapping. A closer examination of these studies reveals that 
this lack of improvement might have been caused by the stu
dents' inability to re .. iew prior to the criterion task (AI nold, 
Long; McClusky & Dolch; Stordahl & Christensen), or by low 
rc.lding ability among the students (Arnold; Long, Stordahl & 
Christensen; Willmore). Conversely, the improved performance 
demomtrated in the other studies rna) be attributed tu variatiun 
in the ability of the students (Arkes et al.; Good; Holley et al.; 
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Pugh-Smith) or to the amount of i.lstruction they received 
(Dansereau et aI., 1983, 1979a; Holley et al.). Within our re
view, a student/orienting task interaction seems to be masking 
the variable of crit~dl)n task knowledge. 

In summary, we can draw three conclusions about the 
effect of orienting task variables on outlining and mapping: 

1. Review before a verbatim recall criterion task tends to 

he necessary for successful performance. 

2. The effectiveness of outlining and mappin .. is depen
dent on instruction, particularly for poorf-.• eaders. 

3. Criterion task knowledge seems to be embedded in a 
student/orienting task interaction in which students' 
ability and opportunity for review must also be LOn
sidered. 

Criterion Task Variables 

Test type had a distinct influence on the effectiveness of 
outlining and mapping. Eighteen studies used experimenter
designed recognition and/or recall tests after students studied a 
text passage. Three other studies used eit.her standardized tests 
that did not allow mapping or outlining to be used (Salisbury, 
1935; Smith & Standahl, 1981) or ethnographic measures that 
observed spontaneous use of mapping or outlining (PLlgh
Smith, 1985). Improved performance was not demonstrated on 
any recognition-type tests following outlining or mapping 
(Arnold, 1942; Dansereau et aI., 1983, 1979a; Long, 1977; 
Mathews, 1938; McKune, 1958; Snyder, 1984; Stordahl & 
CHristensen, 1956; Willmore, 1966). Irnp:vvt.:'i performance 
was found on recall measures in seven of the nine studies that 
used these measures. ' 

It seems that recognition criterion tasks were not sensi
tive enough to measure the benefits of outlining and mapping. 
This may be due to the nature of the outlining and mapping 
task, which directs students to attend to main ideas and the rela
tionships among them, while de-emphasizing details. It is diffi
cult t{l tell what ratio of main ideas to details was present on 
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these re'.;ognition tests. Students using an outlining or mapping 
s~rategy are less likely to demonstrate improved performance 
on a crittllvfl task that focuses on detail than on a criterion task 
that focuses on main ideas. This conclusion is consistent with 
those of previous reviewll (Anderson, 1978; Holley & Danse
reau, 1984; McKeachie, 1988). 

When considering the delay between using outlining or 
mapping and taking the test, no clear pattern emerged. How
ever, when the orienting task/criterion task interaction is eham
ined, a strong effect emerges. In the seven studies in which 
students showed no improvement on an immediate test 
(Arnold, 1942; Long, 1977; Mathews, 1938; McClusky & 
Dolch, 1924; McKune, 1958; Stordahl & Christensen, 1956; 
Willmore, 1966), review was not allowed before the test. In the 
six studies (all but tJ e McClusky & Dolch study) in whicn stu
dents ~howed no improvement on a delayed test, again review 
was not allowed before the test. It seems that review is a critical 
variable in the success of outlining or mapping over both the 
short and the long run. 

In summary, these conclusions about the effect of the 
criterion task variables un outlining or mapping ran be drawn: 

1. Outlining and mapping seem to improve students' 
performance when the criterion task focuses more 
on main ideas than on details; thus, they seem to fa
vor me encoding and recall of main ideas 0".... the 
encoding and recall of details. 

2. Review seems to be important for outlining and :nap
'ping to improve performance on either iml~lediate or 
delayed tests. 

Summary 

Based on this review, we conclude that students must be 
taught how to use the outlining and mapping study strategies. 
This is particularly true for students with low reading ability 
and students working with longer material (more than 1,000 
words). There is some evidence that students must be taught 
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not only how to use these study strategies but also how to as
sess the interaction between their purpose for reading (i.e., 
their knowledge of the criterion task) and how well their back
ground knowledge matches th~ material. If students can assess 
their abilities, the text, and the context, outlining and mapping 
seem to be effective strategies for improving the recall of main 
ideas, although not necessarily of details. 

Ccmprehension Monitoring Strategy: 
SQ3R 

A fourth group of study strategies posited by Weinstein 
and Mayer (1985) are comprehension monitoring strategie~. 
Study strategies within this group are often labeled metacogni
tive strategies. They direct students to ecitablish goals for the 
study situation, to assess progress toward these goals, and to 
modify processing if progress is unsatisfactory. (The theoretical 
foundation for metacognitive strategies is discu~sed in Chapter 
2, this volume.) 

One common study strategy that leads students to moni
tor their (.omprehension if SQ3R, developed by Robinson 
(1946, 1961, 1970). This "trategy directs the studems to com
plete activjties before reading (Survey the material by ~kimming 
it for orgar.izing information and formulate Questions or goals 
by converting thl> "ubheadings into questions), during reading 
(Read to answer the question5, monitor progress in ap'iwering 
the questions, and mOdify processing if progress is unsati~fac
tory), and after reading (Recite the answers to the questions and 
Review the answers). Of all the independent strategies available 
to the college reading teacher, 5Q3R and its variations (Stahl, 
1983) are perhaps the most often taught. Nevertheless, anyone 
with a passing exposure to the literature realizes that such strate
gies also are the most maligned (Adams, Carnine, & Gersten, 
1982). 

Several researchers have reviewed the theoretical and/or 
empirical foundation~ u~ed to ~upport the u~c of ~Q3R (Anderson 
& Armbruster, 1982; Crewe & Hultgren, 1969; Gustafson & 
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Pederson, 1985; Jacobowitz, 1988; Johns & McNamara, 1980; 
Koptstein, 1982; Orlando, 1978, 1984; Pathberg, 1972; Spencer, 
1978; Stahl, 1983; Tadlock, 1978; Walker, 1982; Wark, 1965). 
The majority of these reviewers concluded that while some of 
the individual steps may have merit, little evidence validates the 
use of the entire system as designed by Robinson (1946). Further, 
these andlyses found l.ittle or no empirical evidenl..e to suggest 
that SQ3R is more effecth'e than reading or rereading. Finally, 
they concluded that [lany intervening variables may help or hin
der SQ3R'S effectivene)s. 

These researchers have found evidence to support the 
effect of two student variables and two orienting task variables 
on SQ3R'S effectiveness. For example, reviewers have concluded 
that the student's level of cognitive development is a factor that 
must be considered (Niles, 1963; Orlando, 1984; Trillin & Asso
ciates, 1980). These reviewers argue that students must reach an 
advanced level of cognitive performance before they can un
derstand the SQ3R system. Bean, Smith, and Searfo:il> (1980) ex
plored another student variable, background knowIedge, and 
found that it can interfere with the effecti\'enes~ of SQ3R'S ques
tion step. 

Several reviewers speculated that a major reason for the 
lac!\. of evidence supporting SQ3R is that .. he orienting task varia
bles interfere. In theIr reviews, it was found that SQ3R often was 
poorly taught (Baht', 1969; Basile, 1978; Entwistle, 1960; Fox, 
1962; Orlando, 1978; Palmatier, 1971) or that success was jue 
to time-on-tiSk rather tnan on the processing inLerent in the 
strategy's use (Alessi, Anderson, & Goetz, 1979). 

In addition to the effect of these individual variables, 
one two-way ;'1teraction and one three-way interaction were 
found. Anderson and Armbruster (1982) found a two-way inter
action between the orienting task and the criterion task varia
bles that may explain the inability of the experiments they 
reviewed to demonstrate SQ3R'S effectivenes~. They found that 
experimenters (following advice given by Robinson, 1946, 
1961, 19"7"0) taught students to convert subheadings into ques
tions irrespective of the criterion task. The researchers argued 
that it is realistic to expect the students to have knowledge of 
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the criterion task and to use this knowledge to adjust their proc
essing. Instruction, ~herefore, should include matl-hing process
ing to the criterion task. 

Anderson and Armbruster (1982) also believe there may 
be a three-w<t,y interaction between the material, the orienting 
task, and the criterion task variables. Instruction suggested by 
Robinson (1970), and used by most of the studies Anderson and 
Armbruster reviewed, presents the subheadings as reflecting the 
most important ideas of the mate jal. Moreover, this instruction 
assumes that instructors will base their tests on the subheadings 
of the material used. Armbruster and Anderson's (1984) review 
of textbooks found that most had inadequate subheadings that 
failed to communicate either the important information or how 
that information was organi;·ed. They conclude that this factor 
should be considered in teaching students to usc SQ3R and in 
future research into the study strategy. 

To further these anai),ses of SQ3R, we will now look at 
the empirical literature. In our review, we were able to locate 25 
reports citing 26 studies that explored SQ3R specifically (rather 
than its many variations): Beneke & Harris (1972), Briggs, Tosi, 
& Morley (1971), Butler (1983), Courtney (1965), DeLong 
(1948), Diggs (1972), Doctor et al. (1970), Driskell & Kelly 
(1980), Eanet (1978), Galloway (1983), Gurrola (1974), Hannah 
(1946), Harris & P~am (1972), Heelman (19;:?), Holmes (19"'72), 
Kremer, Aeschleman, & Petersen (1983), Martin (1983), McRey
nolds & Church (1973), Niplc (1968), Robinson (1961), Scap
paticci (1977), Snyder (1984), Stuodt & Balbo (19;9), Willmore 
(1966), and Wooster (1953). Surprisingly, h •• lf of these reports 
were master's or doctoral theses, suggesting a serious paucity in 
the published literature. Only 11 of th~ studies reported signifi
cant improvement following use of the sQ3R study strategy. The 
in.ervening variables of the tetrahediJI model rna) help explain 
this lack of positive effect. 

Student Variables 
From our review of these studies, we found that we 

could not separate the student variables from the orienting task 
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variables. Virtually every study taught SQ3Rj thus, their ~nalyses 
may reflect the effect of in~truction on students rather than the 
effect of the study strategy itself. From our analysis of this stu
dent/orienting task interaction, we found that varying amounts 
of instructio~, were needed for students with different le\'cls of 
reading ability. Students with low ability seemed to need inten
sive and lengthy instruction for improved l)erformance 03eneke 
& Harris, 1972; Briggs, Tosi, & Morley, 1971; Butler, 1983; 
Diggs, 1972; Driskell & Kelly, 1980; Martin, 1983; Stoodt & 
Balbo, 1979). 

Only three studies (Galloway, 1983; Gurrola, 1974; 
Snyder, 1984) found no improvement among low-ability stu
dents after instruction. A closer examination of these three 
studies reveals th.'· the interaction between students' re1ding 
ability and the length of im;truction confounded thf.. results, re
SUlting in this lack of improvement. In these studies, students 
with low, medium, and high reading ability received less than 6 
hours of instruction in SQ3R. Both a meta analysis (Caverly, 
1985) and empirical research (Orlando, 1980b) suggest that at 
least 10 hours of instruction is necessary for SQ3R to be effec
tive ror low-ability students. For medium-ability students, 7 to 
10 ,.vurs are necessary, while for high-abUity students, success 
has been demonstrated with less than 7 hours of instruction 
(Butler, 1983; Galloway, 1983; Gurrola, 1974; Martin, 1933). 

Generally, teaching SQ3R was not sufficient to overcome 
students' lack of reading ability, although students at all levels 
seemed capable of learning how to use the strategy, given suffic
ient instructio.l. Moreover, there seems to be strong e\ idence in 
this literature that students' attitudes toward the amount of ef
fort needed for SQ3R affect both whether they use the strategy 
beyond instruction and their subsequent lnlprovcment in per
formance (Butler, 1983; Briggs, Tosi, & MI !c:;y, 1971; Courtney, 
1965; Doctor et aI., 1970; HarriS & 1.~am, 1972; Kremer, 
Aeschleman, & Petersen, 1983; McReynolds & Church, 1973j 
Niple, 1968; Scappaticci, 1977; Wooster, 1953). 

No conclusions can be drawn regarding the effect of 
baLkground kno",ledge on S(.:3R. Only two Mudies considered 
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this variable (Butler, 1983; Willmore, 1966), and both con
trolled it to remove any effect. 

In summary, these conclusions can be drawn about the 
effect of the student variables on SQ3R: 

1. Students must be taught how to use SQ3R. 

2. Students with low reading ability must be taught for a 
longer period of time than those with medium abil
ity, who, in turn, must be taught longer than those 
with high ability. 

3. The effect of students' background knowledge on 
SQ3R cannot be determined sinc(' it was not consid
ered in any of the research. 

Material Variables 
The material variables surrounding the use of SQ3R were 

not thoroughly examined in any of the research reviewed. A to
tal of 24 piect.s of text were used in thest ~tudles that examined 
SQ3R, most of which again were from the ~ocial sciences. Sev
eral other studies used the textbook5 from students' curfer' 
clas!lcs in an attempt to teach student:, how to transfer the SQ3R 

study strategy to their required reading material (Beneke & 
Harris, 1972; Briggs, Tosi, & Morley, 1971; Doctor et aI., 1970; 
Harris & Ream, 1972: Kremer, Aeschleman, & Petersen, 1983; 
McReynolds & Church, 1973; Robin:;on, 1961). A few studies 
did not report what type of matcrial ,,:as used (Courtney, 1965; 
DeLong, 1948; Eanet, 1978; Heerman, 1972). No conclusions 
can be drawn regarding the effectiveness of SQ3R in the differ
ent content areas co liege students study. 

Few conclusions can be drawn about the rcadability of 
the material used by researchers, sin{.c onl-;' four reported the 
difficulty level of the material used in their study (Holmes, 
1972; Martin, 1983; Snyder, 1984; Woostcr, 1953). Threc of 
these studies reported that material was written at the college 
level or higher. Several other studies, as just noted, attempted to 
have students transfer the SQ3R strategy to their required read-
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ing in their other classes. We can only assume these studies used 
cOllege-level material. 

Not unexpectedly, the material used in the studies exam
ining SQ3R was co~:;iderably longer than the material found in 
the research on underlining or note taking. This \v::lS probably 
because of the nature of the strategy, which requires material 
with an introduction, several subtitled sections, and a summary. 
Interestingly, the readability level of much of the material used 
in these studies was rather low for college-age students. ~t;dn
ingly, the researchers conducting these studies were concerned 
with the effect of SQ3R and did not wish to confound this factor 
with passage difficulty. The only factor that might explain the 
lack of improved performance through SQ3R is the material/ori
enting task interaction. 

Similarly, we can draw no conclUSIOns based on the 
structure of the ma~erial, since virtually no experiment ex
plon"d the effect of text structure on the use of SQ3R. This was a 
ratlll: r surpdsing finding, considering the extent of the literature 
on the effect of explicit structures on comprehension. Perhaps 
one explanation for this gap in the research is that the experi
menters assumed the five organizational components (introduc
tion, subheading, highlighted 7'ords, graphics, and summary) 
that students are induced to sur !ey made up an explicit struc
ture. Given the product perspective that we believe is inherent 
in Robinson's (1970) directions for the study strategy, thL as
sumption is not unexpected. Much of the inconsistent results of 
the research on the SQ3R study strategy might b:= explained by 
the uncritical acceptaT ice of this assumption by students and 
instn" !ors. 

In summary, we can draw the following conclusions 
about material variables on SQ3R: 

146 

1. Since research in this area i:; practic~ i nonexistent, 
little can be said about the effect of material variables 
on SQ3R. 

2. Future researLh needs to manipulate the content vari
able to examine whether SQ3R is equall} effective in 
different content areas. 
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3. The material used in the research analyzed was gen
erally at the cOllege readability level, but only a few 
studies reported effects due to the material. 

4. The material was generally longer than that used in 
research on other study strategie~ this difference was 
probably due to the inherent nature of SQ3R. 

5. No conclusion can be drav:n regarding the effect of 
the structure of the material on the SQ3R study 
strategy. 

Orienting Task VarlabJes 

One distinct orienting task variable is the opportunity 
for students to review after study. One might expect review to 
be an important factor, given its effect on underlining and note
taking, and given that it is presumably inherent in the last two 
steps I)fthe SQ3R strategy (recite and review). Nevertheless, only 
four studies (Butler, 1983: Holmes, 1972; Willmore, 1966; 
Wooster, 1;>53) provided an opportunity for students to re:iew 
beft. re loe criterion task, and the results were equivocal. With 
longer passages more I;kcly to require the use of SQ3R, this fail
ure to provide a review opportunity seems counter to the inten
tion of the recite and review steps. This material/orienting t.1Sk 
interaction might have much to do with the failure of the re
search to demonstrate improved performance when students 
use SQ3R. 

A second orient:ng task variable is the importance of 
teaching students the SQ3R study strategy. As stated earlier, vir
tually every stud: taught this strategy, with the length of in
struction ranging from 1 hour to 12 weeks. This instruction 
brought to light a distinct SU~)Jcct/orienting task interaction in 
that students with lower reading ability needed more instruc
tion than those with higher reading ability. 

In summary, these conclusions about the effect of the 
orieming task variables on SQ3R can be drawn: 

1. The amount of instruction needed for SQ3R to be ef
fective is directly related to the student's level of 
reading ability. 
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2. Lack of research makes it impossible to draw conclu
sions ab.)ut the effect of reviewing before the crite
-ion task. 

Criterion Task Variables 

The criterion task variables seem to have a distill':( but 
inconsistent effect on SQ3R. In only 2 of the 13 experiments 
that used a recognition test as the criterion task was SQ3R found 
to be effective ~Butler, 1983; Martin, 1983). Similar:)" the 2 
studies that used recall tasks (Gurrola, 1974; Sroodt & Balbo, 
1979) had equivocal results. ~Q3R was found to be effective, 
however, in ; of the 8 e.'l:periments that used the students' GPA 
as the criterion (Beneke & Harris, 1972; Brigg:;, Tosi, & Morley, 
1971; Driskell & Kelly, 1980; Harris & Re;lm, 1972; Heerman, 
1972). This finding may suggest that recognition ami recall 
tasks are not sensitive enough to identify performance differ
ences with SQ3R. However, conclusions baseu on GPA must be 
made carefully since so many other factors can influence 
grades. 

Ifwe examine the interaction between the orienting task 
and the criterion task, we c~n see a ~cason for these incon!iistent 
per:Jrmance findings. For example, :!fe amount of instruction 
given to low-ability students was often insufficient. With only 
one exception (Holmes, 1972), in the experiments in which stu
dents drmonstrated no improvement on recognition or recall 
types of criterion tasks, tellS than 8 hours of instruction was pro
vided. Therefore, it is difficulr. to dr:-,w conclm:ion::, about the 
effect ofsQ3R on reading perfon"otnce ,Jsing these criterion ta!ik 
variables. One interpretation is that SQ3R does not affect read
ing comrrehension and retention d~;:ectly, but affects it indi
rectly through improving stl.dents· attitudes to\\ard study. This 
improvement in students' attitudes about thl.. . ~nount of effort 
necessary to study cOllege-level nl~terial would then be mani, 
fested in iniprovement in long term criterion measures such as 
GPA. F'uure research is needed to verify this hypothesis . 

• _nother explanation for why SQ3R affects performance 
on GPA but not on recognition or recall tests is that the lvnger 
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telm measure allows more trial applications for learning this 
sn.Jy strategy. That is, succ~ss 0n GPA measures could be related 
to our second criterion task variable, test adminh!"ration del:.. 
A recognition or recall criterion taSk tends to mt!aSl!re applica
tion of the stl'dy strategy after a sing!e application. In most em
pirical studie,., students apply SQ3R tv a pass~lgc and then t.1ke a 
recognition or recall test either immedi:l'tcly or several days 
later. If the criterion t\sk is semester GPA,l)WeVer, students 
have the opportunity to apply SQ3R several time~ in a variety of 
study situJtions before their performance is measured. It may 
be, then, that a positive performance eff~;:t for SQ3R, shows up 
only after studt .... s havc had a chance to apply the study strat
egy sC'/eral timtS. 

A test of this hypothesis is implicit in several experi
ments in which students who learned SQ3R demonstrated im
proved performance (as measurea by GPA) after one semester 
(Briggs, Tosi, & Morley 1971; !}riskell & Kelly, 1989; Stoodt & 
Balbo, 1979; Wooster, 1953), after two semesters (I-1eerman, 
1972), and after three semesters (Beneke & Harris, 1972). As 
stated above, however, caution i!, ad\'bcd in drawing g!obal con
clusions from these data since many other !.mmeasurec inter
vening variabks may have affected I"is improvement in GI~. 

In summary, we c~n draw two conclusions about the -
[eet of criterion task variables on SQ3R: 

1. Succe~sfu' performance following the use of SQ3R 

may require several applications of the strategy. 

2. Long term performance gain may be a factor of the 
criterion measure. 

Summary 
A strong student/orienting task/cr:tcrion task interaction 

seems to be present in the use of SQ3R. Subst.1ntial, effective in
struction is necessaq for students with lo~. or medium reading 
::bility to succeed with this strategy. This instruction should in
clude an attempt to build students' awarene:.s of the effort re
quired in using this strategy. Succes~ is apparent only in Inng 
term measures such as GPA. 
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On the other hand, we know very little about the effect 
of students' background knowledge, or of the effect of material 
variables, on this study strategy. 

Implications for instruction 
Based on this integrative review, we can conclude that 

under cert.1in conditions, all five of these ~trategies help im
prove students' ability to study textbooks. These study strate
gies have the potential to improve students' acquisition of 
important material, develop deeper encoding of this informa
tion, encourage a more thorough integration of information 
into prior knowledge, develop cues for retention, and provide a 
permanent storage device for later review. Such strategies can 
direct students to understand and remember more of what they 
read For this potential to be realized, however, students must 
be taught how to select a study strategy on the basis of their 
kqowledge of these conditions. This finding directly supports 
the intent perspective of study:ng. 

We suggest that the individual and combined effects of 
10 of the 11 variables we used to examine the literature must be 
considered when teaching students to use these study strate
gies. The 1 variable that we cannot conclude has an effect on 
these study strategies is the content area of the material to 
which the strategies will be applied. The great majority of stud
ies we reviewed did not manipulate this variable. Bec:!Lse of the 
predominate use of social science materials, our re:,t.arch review 
does not allow us to draw conclusions about the effects of t:1ese 
study strategies on other content areas. 

We conclude that underlining and notetaking should not 
be taught to students who are developmentally unable to han
dle college-level material Our review suggests that students 
with low reading ability will not profit from underlining or 
notetaking if the material is considered "hard" because of read
ability, length, or implicit structure, nor will students benefit if 
they are not allowed to review before the criterion task. This 
interaction seems to be the result of students' inability to recog-
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nize what is important in t' _ext (i.e., the main or high struc
tural ideas). There is some evidence, however, that once 
students with low reading ability have been taught ho";-,; ~() find 
these main ideas and how to review what has been underlined 
or noted, they can learn to use underlining or nOll: .aking efff'c
tively. Such instruction must center around a strategic approach 
to reading (Baker & Brown, 1984). 

Students must be taught to recognize and take note of 
the explicit structure proYided DY the author to help in encod
ing and subsequent recall. If the structure is implicit, on the 
other hand, students must be taught how to engage their back
ground knowledge to construct a personal structure to help in 
encoding and recall. Furthennore, students must be taught how 
to monitor the processing they engage in when underlining or 
notetaking in relationship to the demands of the criterion task. 
This strategic approach requires a time commitment on the part 
of the students, as well as criterion task knowledge, or knowl
edge of what the author and the instructor want them to under
stand. Given this commitment, both underlining and 
notetaking strategies can be !laid .. 0 be more effective (producing 
better performance on <! criterion task) than reading or reread-
109, but they Cannot necessarily be considered more efficient 
(Le., less time consUIrjng). Students must come to understand 
the trade-offbetwet.n strategies that may produce better results 
and those that take le~:; time to complete. 

Outlining, mapping, and SQ3R all tend to be more effec
tive for students with low and medium reading ability (after 
they have learned how to use these strategies) when the mate
rial is more difficult and when the opportunity for review is 
provided. Knowledge of the criterion task and whether the cri
terion task mea~ures main ideas more than details also influ
ences effectiveness. Readers of all ability levels, however, need 
to be taught how to use these three study strategies. They also 
need instruction in how to integrate these study strategies into 
their existing repertoire of strategies. All students must be 
taught to create their outlines, maps, or SQ3R questions on the 
basis of their perceptions of the criterion t.1Sk. They must also 
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be taught to review their outlines, maps, or answers to their 
questions before the test. 

Finally, students must be taught to believe in and com
plete the extensive steps inherent in these study strategies-that 
is, the support strategies described by Dansereau (1985). Evi
dence suggests that unless students change their altitudes about 
these strategies, they will not be willing to continue the effort 
necessary for applying them outside of the empirical setting Jr 
developmental classroom. This is particularly true for SQ3R, 

which requires several applications with guided feedback to 
d~monstrate improved performance. Therefore, students need 
to learn about the "cost-effectiveness" (more time but better 
performance) of study strategies like outlining, mapping, or 
SQ3R and be apprised of the metacognitive criteria they can use 
to evaluate their effective and efficient use of these strategies. 

Future Research and Instructional Avenues' 
This review make~ evident several specific research and 

instructional avenues. In particular, we recommend that lhe 
studentAlrienting task interaction pre~ent in these study !-trate
gies be explored further to verify the role ofba __ kgr('und knowl
edge in their successful use. Following the rest~arch of Nist and 
Hogrebe (1987) as well as Smith (1982) and Pugh-Smith (198-\, 
bactground knowledge should be manipulated within the em
pirkal or ethnographic research paradigm to see its effect on 
performance following the use of these study strategies. 

In terms of research, (-ther specific met~cognitive strate
gies need to be developed and tested that monitor the progre&s 
of processing toward satisfying the intent for rea(iing. Particu
larly promising is the recent work of Wade and Reynolds (1989) 
and Simpson, Stahl, and Hayes (1989). Also, it wouln seem war
ranted to continue this integrative review with the study strate
gies that are not directly addressed here. For example, a 
thorough exploration of rereading and summnizing is needed. 
Such an analysis has already begun, using a meta.malysis tech
nlqul'! (Caverly, 1985) and other integrativ(> Lfiteria (Cook & 
Mayer, 1983, Thomas & Rohwer, 1986; Weinstein & Mayer, 
1985). 
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In audition, other variables should be explored to deter
mine their individual and combined effects on these stud} strat
egies. Additional student variables that might be considered 
include age, attitude, and academic aptitude. Another material 
variable that we believe influences the effectiveness of study 
strategies is the relevance of the materiAl for the students. Other 
potentially important orienting task variables are metacognitive 
knowledge and length of instruction. Finally, criterion task vari
ables that should be examined include intenti(,nal versus inci
dental types of recall, ~ well as what we call t!le significance of 
performance on criterion measures. Many of the studies in this 
review demonstrated statistically significant improvement with 
a 50-60 percent level of performance. This may satisfy an em
pirical paradigm, but it will not help a student pass a course. 
These integrative analyses should be continued in order to 
come to some consensus on the validity of each study strategy 
within the contextual constraints of the study situation. 

College reading instructors need to explore pedagogical 
techniques for teaching students how to perceive these contex
tual constraints, how to choose a study strategy to match those 
constraints, how to monitor the application of a given study 
strategy within a given context, and how to adjust the strategy 
or change to a new one when the choice was inappropriate. II! 
other words, college reading instructors need to teach their stu· 
dents meucognitive control of study strategies. Campione and 
Armbruster (1985) discuss initial attempts at this instruction. 
Wade and Reynolds (1989) and Simpson, Stahl, and Haye!! 
(1989) present other instructional strategies appHr:able to col
lege·ag~ s .. udents. Nist and Mealey (Chapter 2, thl!! volume) re
view two new attempts. A fifth avenue we ha\ e explored is 
lIsing a decision-making IT,odel to teach students how to per
ceive contextual constraints and choose .1 strategy based on 
these constraints (Figure 3). 

We use this model to teach L : students that certain 
study strategies are more efficient (Le., less time consuming) 
t:,an other strat(.~ies, but not as effective in terms of improved 
performance. FOI ~xample, underlining and rereading strategies 
take less time but abo do less to increase performance on tests 
than a notetaking strategy, V', !1ich in turn takes Ie!:!!! time but 
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Figure 3 
Demand Model for Choosing Study Strategies 

Effective 
(Heavy teacher/material demands) 

Efficient 
(Light tE"lcher/material demands) 

Outlinin~ 
Mapping 
SQ3R 

I\!Jtetaking 
Summarizing 

Reading 
Rereading 
Underlining 

does less to improve test performance than outlining, mapping, 
or SQ3R. Presenting study strategies along this continuum seems 
to help students understand that jifferent strategies have differ
ent strengths in different contexts. Our review suppons the ef
fectiveness dimension of thi~ model; the efficiency dimension 
must be left to future empirical research or intt;grative and 
metaanalytic reviews. 

After presenting the model to students, we teach them 
how to identify a particular strategy for each pankular study 
situation. To help in this meta:~gnitive decision, two criteria 
are taught to students. First, a given strategy might be chosen on 
the basis of the professor's Jemands (t ~., the role of the read
ing material in tests, lectures, or classroom discussions). Sec
ond, it strategy might be chosen on the basis of material 
demands (e.g., readability, length, backgrot.lnd knowledge 
needed, ability level required). It the demands of the professor 
and the material are heavy, a strategy that is more effective (such 
as SQ3R or IT.. 'pping) is appropriate. If the demands are light, a 
strategy that is less effective but more efficient (such as unde('
lining) makes sense. If the demands lre contrasting, a compro
mise strategy (such as notetaking) b appropnate. Students are 
taught how to identify such demands and how to use these cri
ted _ lor selecting a demand-appropriate study str-ategy. Prelimi
nary evidence based on student feedback is encouraging. 
Further rc...search needs to be compieted regarding the place
ment of each strategy alor.g the dual continuum of effectivenells 
and efficiency. 
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A general conclasion that seems evident from this review 
of rrsearch is that most study strategies are effective, but no one 
study strategy is appropriate for all students in all :..udy situa
tions. This theoretical position has been argued elsewhere 
(}onderson & Armbrus~.!r, 1984; Elshout-Mohr, 1983; Ford, 
i981; Laurillard, 1979; McKe~~hie, 1988; Schumacher, 1987) 
and has been verified here. To help their students deal with the 
variety of demands they face in higher education, college read
ing instructors should teach students to expand their repertoire 
of study strategies. 
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4 
The Value of 
Talting Notes 
During Lectures 

Thomas H. Anderson 
BOl1nie B. Armbruster 

C oUege students typic ally spend 10 or more h0IJrs 
per week attending lectures. How can they make 

.he most efficient usc of that time? Is the time-ilonored sugges
tion to lbten carefully and take good .lotes a sound one? If taking 
notes is helpful, ho,,- IS it helpful? Seward ~1910) answered some 
of these questions in about the same way many experts do ~Jday, 
by proposing two functions of notetaking: 

A~J,. uur friend, the ;t\eragc Mudem, \\llJt I~ the u~e uf l.lkmg nvt('~, and he 
\\111 .lr.~\\cr \\ athuut heMtataun. 'Wh), to pre~cne a rel.urd uf \\hat .I le..turer 
h.l~ :.ald, fur th..: ~J"": uf futurl. u~e, e~pel..;:Il) m £C\ IC\\ mg fur tJ~oi .... noitllJn~ 
(p. I). 

Our note:. ~huuld, mdeed, be useful for purpu~c~ of rede\\ p.t that 
u~dul;,c~:. .:. nut thcar dlle; • .11m:. The) :.huuld be full, )et l.untam unl) \\ hJt 
the' .1Ild h.l~ .1l.l.cpted a~ :-.gnafk.mt. The pf'Jukal \ '\ue uf o .. r nute:. \\.11 
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take care of itself as a matter of se<.ondat"} .. nportancc If \\e dC\ote oursehes 
~. holly to their main purposes-to make us alert, llearheaded, and responsI
ble as we listen to a lecture, anJ to sene as a read} test of the firmness uf our 
grasp (p. 9). 

These two purposes, identified by Seward 80 years :1go, 
are still the hypvthesized functions of np' >taking. Today the 
functions are commonty labeled "external storage" and' en
coding." The idea behind encodi!lg is that the process of taking 
notes helps the notetaker learn and reme:aber informath>n, the 
external storage hypothesis postulates ·hat the value of taking 
notes lies in preserving information for later use, such as review 
before an examination. Thus, the encoding and external storage 
functions offer two opportunities fur learning information 
from a lecture: once while listening and recording notes and 
again whik reviewing or studying the notes prior t~, an «:xami
nation. 

Recent theo:-y and research in cognitive psychology sug
gest how taking notes on a lecture may ~ffect le:Jrning at hoth 
the listening/encodinl.. .nd reviewing/studying stages. In this 
chapter, we review t ole research on taking nutes during lecture~ 
from a cognitive !,sycholog} pcr~r~ctive and d~w implicatlOns 
for college ip.stnIction. 

A Perspective from Cognitive Psychology 
We have founn the conceptual frameworks of levds of 

processing (Anderson, 1970, 1972; Craik & Lockhart, 1972} 
;!nd the lelated transf .. r approoriatc processing (MorriS, 
Bransford, & Franks, 1977) to be particulJrly useful in interpret
ing the research literature on lilltening and notetaking. (Bruzing 
& Kulhavy, 1979. and Kiewra, 1985a, h:J"e also used the trans
fer appropriate processing framework tv .. elp conLeptualize the 
effects of notetak;< 3 strategies.) 

According to the concept of levels of processIng, inf')r
matk.} is proccs~t.j in a hierarchy of stage!>. from an analysis of 
surface, physical, or sen~ory fcatllrc~ to a deeper ~emafl(1C anal-
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ysis involving the extraction of meaning. The level of analysis 
performed on incoming information determines what gets 
stored in memory. A deeper, semantic processing of informa
tion is ac;c:~;med to be necessary for long term memory. 

The idla of levels of processing is not without its critics. 
For example, Eysenck (1978) claims that no suitable criteria are 
available for indexing eii.her tht' depth or the breadth of encod
ing. Lockhart and Craik (1978) agrel;! that the definition of 
depth IS somewhat circular and that the hypothesis cannot be 
classified as a theory, but they contend that it possesses consid
erable heuristic value. In this chapter, we build on the heuristic 
value of this model with no claims as to its theoretical pUrity. 

The l'..lelS of processing framework .. uggests that what is 
karned from listening or reading is a funLtion of two Interacting 
factors: 

1. The amount and type of cognitive effort given to 
processing the:: information. Diff~rent cognitive activ
it:es involve different levels of processing. 

2. The nature ()f the inp~t information. Many character
istics of the incoming information affect cognitive 
processing, including familiarity of content, concept 
lOad (number and density ('f ideas), and organization. 

The conceptual framework of transfer appropriate pro
cessmg (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977) suggests another 
imvortant factor influencing what is learned from listening or 
reading: the learner's purposes or goals. 

Accord~ng to the concept of transfer appropriate proc
essing, pal dcular types of processing are not inherently deep or 
shallow, thdr level depends on the learner's goals. Thus, the 
vabe of pardc:t1ar processing activities must be defined in rela
tion to the particular goals of t;le learner. For example, if the 
learner's purpose is to attend to the "superficial" aspects of 
text-for instance, the nu::tber of multisyHabic words-deeper, 
more meaningful processing is not appropriate and may actu
ally impede encoding of the target material. Transfer appropri-
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arc processing suggests that learners' knowledge (\f 

expectations about what they w!ll do with, the input informa
tion will g'Jide the wa) they choose to procesl'l tht. infurmation 
(Anderson & Armbruster, 1984). 

Encoding Hypfl'thesb Implicat!ons 
We believe that the concepts of levels of processing and 

transfer appropriate processing have three main implications 
for the encoding hypothesis. First, theoretically the "tudent 
could t2.ke notes at any level of processing. An example of not.e
taktng while processing the information at a very superficial 
level is the verbatim sCript a secretary makes u~ing shorthand or 
the script made by a court recorder during a t ial. A somewhat 
deeper level of processing is involved 10 selec:tively notmg in
fonnation -for instance, identifying a. _:1 recording main ideas 
that a l'Ipeaker highligh\s. Finally, a deep, semantic level of proc
essing is involvcL in recording notes that repres~nt .ome mean· 
ingful transfonnation of the input informatk n-fo1 example, 
notes in which the 'istener paraphrases, draws inferences fCUIaJ, 
or elaborates on points made in ~ecture. 

The second implication for tt' e encoding hypothesis is 
that the level of proc.. ... ssing will depend on charact.erbtics of the 
lecture itself. Notetaking takel'l time and cognitive effort, both to 
process and to reco. J the information. Deeper proressing re
quires more time and effort than shall:.>w processing, recording 
the notes takes a l'Ict amoum of time and effort, regardless of the 
level of processin~ ipvolved. Of cnurse, there is a I.mit to the 
amount of time and effort s: .ldentl'l can or will spend on taking 
notes. Therefore, lecture charactuisticl'l that affect the time and 
effort involveJ in taking notes will also affect processing. 

One such -:haracteristic is the mte of presentation. The 
taster the lecture, the greate. the restrictions on taking notes, 
especiaay when the notctaking involvel'l prol.el'll'ling at deeper 
levels. Another characteristic.. related to presentation rate b con
cept load. If th.: ir.coming iruormati(ln is dense, ~tudents have 
both a heavier COblli:ive prm_esl'Iing load and more notes to reo 
cord, both of which take time. 
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The third implication for the encoding hypothesis, sug
gested by the concept of transfer appropriate poocessing, is that 
students' purp9ses or goals will influ~nce notetaking during a 
lecture. College students usually have some knowledge or ex
pectation about wI' .t they should bring away from the lecture; 
for example, they may know what type of question is likely to 
appear on an upcoming examination. This knowledge or ex
pectation establishes a purpose for taking notes and detennines 
what students will note and wnat kind of cognitive processing 
-hey will engage in as they record notes. 

These three implications provide a framework for inter
preh:1g the results of research related to the encoding hypothe
sis of note taking. 

Research Related to Encoding 
Some of the research discussed in this section consists of 

experimental tests of the encoding function. The basic experi
mental procedure used to determine whether the process of 
taking notes facilitates learning is fairly simple. Suojecu are ran
domly divided into at least two groups, those ill one group take 
notes during a lecture, while the others listen to the lecture 
without taking Gotes. After the lecture, wllh iie opportunity for 
reviewing notes, all students take the same cri~erion test. The 
idea is that if taking riotes help:, :,tudents pro~css the infonna
tion in a lecture, the notetaking group sho'Jld sure higher on 
the criterion (cst. 

Our tally b~~l~ates that 10 u:perimental studies support 
the encoding hypothesis and 14 fail tv do so (Table 1). Note that 
the entries in Table 1 differ in two resp~cts from the entries in 
similar tables presented by Hartley (1983), Hartley and Davies 
(1978), and Kiewra (1985a). Unlike the summary tables of these 
other reviewers, vurs docs not include studies that investigated 
note taking while reading or studies that gave students time to 
review (even mentally) before taking tl-te criterion test. In addi
tion, we sometimes reanalyzed the data .-eported in the original 
:,tudies and drew differer,t conclusions from those of the inves-
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Thble 1 

Breakd!>wn of Studies Testing the Encoding Hypothesis 
Support for Encoding 

Barnett, DiVesta, and 
Rogozinski, 1981 (audio) 

Berliner, 1969 (video) 
DiVest .... and Gray, 1972 

(a~d!o) 
DiVesta and Gray, 1973 

(2:studies) (audio) 
Maqsud, 1980 (audio) 
Peper and Mayer, 1978 

(1 study) (video) 

Crawford, 1925a 
(Experiment 3) 

Jones, 1923 (1 study) 
Weiland and Kingsbury, 1979 

No Support for Encoding 
Taped Lectures 

Uve Lectures 

Aiken, Thomas, and 
Shennum, 1975 (Rudio) 

Ash and Carlton, 1953 (film) 
Carter and Van Matre, 1975 

(audio) 
Howe, 1970 (audio) 
McClendon, 1958 (audio) 
Peper and Mayer, 1978 

(2 studies) (video) 
Riley and Dyer, 1979 (audio) 

Annis 81'1d Davis, 1975 
Crawford, 1925a 

(Exparimants 1 and 2) 
Gilbert, 1975 
Jones, 1923 (2 studies) 

tigators and/or reviewers. For example, we decided that only 
e'~periment 3 from Crawford (1925a) supported the encoding 
hypothesis, while experiments 1 and 2 failed to do so. (Craw
ford's otr ~r experiments do not fall within our guidelines for 1 

test of the encoding hypothesis.) 
It is noteworthy that among the nine studies in Table 1 

that used live le~ only three show support for the encod
ing hypothesis. 1\vo of these studies are quite datt:d, and the 
more modem one failed to randomly assign individual students 
to treatment groups. Clearly, then, any effect of notetaking on 
encoding is difficult !o demonstrate, ellpedally in . ~tual class
room settings. Nonettleless, it is possible to explain and inter
pret the results of several studies in terms of the implications we 
drew from the two processing models. 
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Qualitative Differences in Processing 

Among tJ..,f! research related to the encoding hypothesis 
are two studies showing that students engage in qualitatively 
different kinds of processing when taking notes as opposed to 
when listening only. In the first of three experiments reported 
by Peper and Mayer (1978), subjects either listened only or lis
tened and took notes during a 16-minute videotaped lecture on 
the Fortran computer language. They then took a test consisting 
of both generative items (which required subjects to write a 
computer program to solve a problem) and interpretive items 
(which were least similar to how the information was presented 
and thus required "far transfer" of knowledge). Results indi
cated a significant interaction between problem type and note
taking effectiveness. notetakers did better on interpretive items, 
ami nonnotetakers did better on generative items. The second 
experiment essentially replicated the re~ult~ of the first experi
ment, exce!'t with different lecture content. In the third experi
ment, subjects again listened to the Fortran lecture. Results on a 
free recall test revealed an interaf.tion between notetaking and 
the types of items recalled. The notetakers remembc..:ed more 
about ho" a computer operates and inclul..cd more intrusions, 
while the listen-only group recalled more technical symbob. 
The notetakers also produced more coherently patterned re
call~, indicating that the learned information was structured dif
ferently. Thus (he three experiments in the Peper and Mayer 
study demonstrate that nctetaking can invoke qualitative dif
ferences in cognitive processing during either input or recall. 

A study reported by Howe (1976) provides additional ev
idence that note taking entails Jlfferent I..ognithe pr0cessing 
than does listening only. In this study, subjects were asked to 
take notes as they listened to an audiotaped excerpt from a 
novel. They then relinquished their notes for anal) !lis. Results 
on a free recall test given one \.eek later showed that noted 
itl.ms had a 0.34 probability of being recalled, while items not 
noted had only a 0.05 probability of being recalled. In other 
wc:ds, subjects were almost seven tL'l1es more likely to recall 
information ttat appeared in their notes than information not 
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recorded. Howe also developed the notion of "efficipnt" note
taking-the ratio of the number of meamngful ideas to the 
number of words used to record those ideas. The positive cor
relation between the efficient note index and the number of 
meaningful units recalled on the test was significant «(1.53), thus 
indicating that what students chose to note was procLssed dif
ferently than other information. 

A result similar to Howe's finding on efficient notetaking 
is reported by Maqsud (1980). In two experiments, college stu
dents classified as short or long notetakers either listened only 
or listened and took notes during a 2,200-word audiotaped lec
ture presented at 110 words a minute. Students who took brief 
notes recalled more information units than those who took de
tailed notes. Perhaps Maqsud's short notetakers are similar to 
Howe's efficient notetaker!i, with short, efficient nO('s reflect
ing deeper cc'gnitive processing of the information. Short note
takers may parse and summarize a segment of lecture 
information, then search their mlmory to see if they know a 
word or phrase that represents that summary. If they do have 
such a label, they record it. On the other hand, iong nott:takers 
may be less likely to summarize (,.f ~ search memory, instead re
cording a more literal representation of the information. 

Care must be exercised in interpreting Maqsud's results 
smce the students were categorized into treatment groups based 
on their notetaking history in his course. This technique can 
confound important independent variables. Fe" example, short 
note takers may be more motivated and intelligent than long 
notetakers. Without random assignment to treatment groups, 
one cannot be sure whether some variables will be con
foanded, consequently affecting the criterion measure. 

Lecture Effects 

Other research related to the encoding hypothesis pro
vides evidence that cognitive r Jce;,sing is affected by charac
teristics of the lectnre, partlLularly presentation rate and 
information density. 
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We l.)und some data on lecture presentation rates in a 
typical college course. Maddox and Hoole (1975) report the 
highest lecturing rate at 114 words a minute, while Fisher and 
Harris (1973) report the lo,vest rate at 44 worde; a minute. Nye 
(1978) refers to an in-between index of 84 words a minute. Ob
viously, the rate of presentation varies widely, depending both 
on speech rate and on how often and how lone the lecturer 
pauses to entertain questions or discussion, writes on the chalk
board, or otherwise interrupts the presentation of the lecture 
material. 

Evidence for the influence of presentation rate on the 
ability to process information from a lecture is found in a study 
by Aiken, Thomas, and Shennum (1975\ Subjects list':!ned to an 
a'ldiotaped four-part lecture that was presented in one of three 
ways: once at a rate of 120 words a minute, once at 240 words a 
minute, r'r r. Ice at 240 words a minute. Students e'''er took 
notes during the lecture or listened only. The faster speed of 
240 words a minute impeded recall, suggesting that a fast rate 
interferes with deeper cognitive processing. This study also 
provides evidence of the efft.!ct of information density on recall. 
Some subjects in the study listened to a low-density lecture (106 
information units per 2,000 words), while others heard a high 
density lecture (206 information units per 2,000 words). Sub
jects who listened to the low·de'nsity lecture recalled more 
information units, or facts, than did those who listened to the 
high-density lecture, suggesting that the dense cont...nt over
loaded subjects' cognitive processing capabilities. 

The Aiken, Thoma:;, and Shennum (1975) study also 
provides evidence on tho .ffe<..ts of taking notes at different 
times. In the sLlldy, su.Jje'_ts who took notes did so either dur
ing the four lecture segments (parallel notetakh .:0) or during 
breaks between lecture llegments (spa\...:d notetaking). Spdced 
note takers recalled more informatic,n units than did parallel 
notetakere. We suggest that characteristics of the 'lecture pre
cluded dee per processing by parallel notetakers. Remember that 
the slowest presentation rate in this study was 120 words a min
ute, well above the typical presentation ratell reported by other 
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researchers, Also, the density of infonnation wa~ quite high tor 
some parallel notetakers. The. requirement of takin~ notes while 
listen~ 19 to dense, rapidly presented information could well 
have impeded deep cognitive processing of the information be· 
quse the combirlation of listening and taking notes exceeded 
the students' cognitive capacity. 

In studies by DiVesta and Gray (1972, 1973), one possi
ble explanation that arises for this support for the encoding hy
pothesis of notetakino is that certain characteristics of the 
lecture were amenable to deeper processing by notetakers. In 
these studies, subjects listened to 5-minute audiomped lectures 
presented at 100 words a minute. We Jt'gue this was probably 
little enough information presented at low enough 1lpeeds to .11-
low deeper processing while subjects recorded notes. 

In contrast to studies supporting the encoding hypo the
~is, "',nsupportive studie~ had lecture.. condition~ that were not 
conducive to deeper cognitive proce~:,ing bi notetake;:,~. For ex
ample, in a study by Ash and Carlton II ~)53), c'llIege !-ttudcnr' 
viewed two 20·minute informational film~. Some 1ltudenb took 
note~ while viewing the filrIls, other~ did not. ~lultiplc dlOke 
and objective item te1lt~ were admini~tered i •. lmcdiatel} after 
the films. For one film, the test ~cores of the t\\'o groups 
showed no statistically 1lignificant differences, for the other 
filnl, the notet.1kers ~cored 1lignific.:antl} lower th.m the non
notetaker~. We do not find the~e re~ulb ~urprbing. Since film~ 
are characterized b} concurrent 1ltrcam~ of verbal .md pICtorJ.lI 
information, they often have a hea\'} information load. There, 
fore, it is likely that the requirement of tlking note1l \\ hile at
tending to a variety of information MJure..C1l interfered \\ Ith 
students' cognitive processing. 

In a stl'dy by Peters (1972), c..ollege students either lis
tened only or lIstened and tL Jk note1l during .10 audiotaped Ice..
tur! presented at two rates, 146 and 202 words a minute. On a 
25-item multiple choice test (with a 1luspiciou~l} low internal 
consistency reliability), 1lubject~ who did not take note~ scored 
<;ig,lificantly higher than did sut;jects who took note~. Once 
again. we are not surprised at the re1lulb. The pre~entJtion rate~ 
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of 146 and 202 words a minute are among the highest of any 
study we reviewed. Also, the lecture, OJ! 'the topic of steel as an 
alloy, was probably dense with unfamiliar, difficult information. 
Given these facters, the additional requirement of taking notes 
is likely TO have interfered with the cognitive processing of the 
notetakers. 

Students' Purposes 
In addition to the characteristics of th_ .~cture itself, stu

uents' purposes or goals can influence how they take notes dur
ing a lecture. In the absence of specific information to the 
c.untrary, roost cOllege student!: assume that they will h:: tested 
on main ideas or importtnt points and therefon! try to rec('rd 
these ideas in their notes. 

Research provides scn.e evidence that this is so. Several 
rel>earcher:l have analyzed Mudent notes and compared the 
overlap with the let.:ture script and/or a set of "ideal" notes. 
(Ueal notes were compiled by the lecturer or a teaching assist
ant and were based on the lecturer's notes or Sc.rirJl.~ Such anal
yses show that, on average, students note a little more than 
one-half of the ideas from the lecture. One study showed that 
students recorded 60 percent of ideal notes (Locke, 1977), an
other showed 53 percent of relevant material (Crawford, 
1925b). a third, 52 percent of ideal notes (Maddox & Hoole, 
1975), and a fourth, 50 percent of ideal notes (li .. rtley & Ca
meron, 1967). Since it is difficult to deterrnjne from these stud
ies how mJr)' of these ideal notes might be considered main 
points, we cannot tell how man} main points Mudents recorded 
in these studies. ~ye (1978) analyzed students' notes differently 
and showed that they recorded 70 percent of the main points 
and 33 percent of minor points. On average, 50 per-:ent of all 
lecture points were recorded-a value very consistent with 
those reported above. Th.Js, it appears th:u students typically 
record between 50 aed 70 percent of ~hc main ideas from alec· 
ture. 

Research also shows that certain conditions of the lee
tnrc situation can influence what students note. Maddox and 
noole (1975) reported that 70 to 96 percent of students were 
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likely to note ideas when they were: (1) written on a chalkboard 
t'y the lecturer (a finding alsv reported by Locke, 1977), (2) dic
tated in the form of headings or subheadings, (3) read aloud s 
numbered points, (4) given strong signaling, or (5) repeated or 
restated. Maddox and Hoole also reported that students were 
not likely t<J note ideas when the lec~urer: (i) was standing 
away from the lecture notes, (2) used ideas in :l joke, or (3) used 
visual aids (an observation also made by Hlrtley & Cameron, 
1967). Students were also unlikely to take notes when another 
student asked a question of the lecturer. Apparently, ta.e stu
dents in the research stucJl~s cited above had learned that cer· 
t.1in lecture conditions served as cues for what was likely or 
unlikely to app' r on examinations, this expectation shaped 
tl·eir nmet.1king beh~vior. 

0ne condition of the lecture situation that influences 
students' goals, and therefrre their nott .... lking behavior. is spe· 
cific directions about what to note or hmv to note it. One rell.:· 
vant study is rCfJtlrted by Barnett, DiVc~fa. amI Rogozinski 
(1981). In this study, college stlld.:nt~ were told that they were 
10 an experiment and would be tested later. Then they listened 
to an 1,~OO-word lecture on "The History of Roads ill Amer· 
ica" presented at 120 words :l minute. Some students listened 
only, some listened and took notes, and some listened and wer<. 
given notes. The students who took notes were told to listen 
carefully, identify key ideas, and place th\!m in outline fOI '" 

The notes that were given to students contained most of tile 
Important idea~ fr( n the lecture in outline form, these stutlt:nts 
w~re told not to J .. e additional notes. Immediately after the 
lecture, some subjects engaged in a 20-minute "fiP_l t.1sk" that 
required them to mentally manipulate objects in space, (Other 
students eng'.lged ~a more relevant types of revic\\> activities, 
discussed later in thi~ I_hapter, !lere we are concerned only with 
the filler task, no·revlew group.) 

On a 20-item cued response test, the listening-only 
group obtained a mean score of 3.2 items correct, compared 
with the take-note~ groLP mean of 8.2, a !ttltistically significant 
difference. (The 5.9 mean of the group that was given notes did 
not differ significant;), from the m ... s'! of either the listening. 
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only group or the take-notes group.) The 256 percent margin of 
superiority for notetakers over nonnotetakers is clear evidence 
that notetaking can facilitate cOgnitive processing. We think that 
notetaking was particularly effective in this study because the 
subjects were encouraged to take notes in a 'way that entailed 
relatively deep cognitive processing of the information; sub
jects could hardly take notes on main ideas organized into an 
outline without. processing the information at a fairly deep 
level. 

Finally, in a study by Kiewra and Fletcher (1984), under
graduate students were instructed to take factual, conceptual, 
or fl;!lational notes while listening to a taped lecture. Factual 
notes were described as those that record factual information or 
details, conceptual notes as those that summarize only main 
ideas, and relational notes as those that relate the main ideas to 

new situations. An analysis of their notes imucates that m.ost 
students took conceptual notes irrespective of the instructions 
~ ;en. The group that was instructed to take only factual notes 
took more total notes (factual plus conceptual and relational) 
than the other two groups. Kiewra and Fletcher r.:oncluded that 
notetaking behavior was only moderately manipuIated. Moder
ate manipulation seems like a reasonable outcome since these 
students had no notetaking training to change their natural in
clination to record mostly main ideas \.)lye, 1978). 

From our review of the research testing the encoding hy
pothesis, we conclude that students can remember more about 
main points a they take notes on them than if they listen with
out taking notes. We suspect this is true only under certain co~ 
ditions, however: (1) when the lecture situaticn (including such 
[actors :JS speed of presentation and density of ideas) is such 
that ta!dng notes does not interfere with cognitive processing, 
and (7,) when stuc..:nts are able to Llke the kind of notes that 
entail deep processing of the input information, or at least proc
essing appropriate to the criterion test. 

External Storage Hypothesis Implications 
The levels of processing and transfer appropriate proc

essing models also have implications for the hypothesized ex-
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ternal storage function of notetaking. First, as with the 
encoding state, any level of processing could be taking place as 
students review notes before an examination. Students could do 
anything from skimming their notes (shallow processing) to 
meaningfully transfonning their notes br outlining or elaborat
ing them (deep processing). 

A second implication for the external storage hrpothesis 
is that the level of processing students use while studying notes 
is heavily influenced by characteristics of the notes. A5 the con
cept of transfer appropriate processing suggests, 3l11ong the im
portant characteristics of the notes is their ability to cue recall 
or reconstruction of information needed for the criterion test. 
In most cases, the ability to cue recall or reconstruction i!:o prob
ably a function of the degree of correspondence between the 
notes and the original lecture. The influence of the notes also 
varies with the time between taking notes and studying them: 
the greater the time elapsed, the greater the influence of the 
notes on learning outcomes. This relationship holds because in
formation processed earlier is more likely to have been forgot
ten than informaticn processed more recently. 

A third implicatiof' for the external s!orage hypothesis is 
that the students' purposes or goals will influence how they 
choose to process their notes during review. Presumably, moti
vated college students will try to deeply process the infonna
tion they know or expect will be on the upcoming 
examination. Their ability to do so will be constrained by the 
content of their notes (as discussed above) and the time availa
ble for study. 

These implications provide a framework for interpreting 
the results of research related to the external storage hypothesis 
of notetaking. 

Research Reluted to External Stoliage 
In this section we dl:-CUSS both correlational and experi

mental studies. The correlational studies were not specifically 
designed to test the external storage hypothesis; rather, their 
purpose was to investigate the general relatIOnship between 
notetaking and some criterion measure without regard to 
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wheth:!r leanling occurred durinn either listening or review. In 
these naturalistic studies (Collingwocd & Hughes, 1978; 
Crawford, 1925b; Locke, 1977), students took notes during a 
lecture and were te5ted later. The researchers did no! de,trmine 
whether students actually reviewed their notes; however, sincp 

the criterion tests were regular course examinations, it is likely 
that students did so. Also, the delay between the lecture and the 
criterion test in these studies makes the external storage func
tion more plausible as an explanation of the results. The longer 
the delay bet\,een listening and testing, the less the effect of 
initial processing during the encoding stage because of how 
much students would have forgotten in the interim. 

Researchers interested in experimentally testing the ex
ternal storage hypothesis have usually tested it in conjunction 
with the encoding hypothesis. Therefore, a typical design in
cludes groups that listen only and review provided notes, 
groups that take notes and review either their own or provided 
notes, and groups that take notes but do not review prior to the 
criterion test. Ideally, there should be a delay between the time 
of liste" ting and the review (to decrease the effect of initial proc
essin~ duril,~ the encoding stage), and the criterion test should 
imn.ediately follow the review. Presumably, if the only or pri
mary function of notetaking is external storage, the group that 
listens and reviews provided notes will outperform the other 
two groups on the criterion test. 

Of the 15 studies we disCllSS in the next section, all pro
vide some support for the external storage hypothesis. Obvi
ously, researchers have fouud it easier to demonstrate the 
external storage hypothesis than the en~oding hypothesi ... 

Congr'uence Batwe\ln Note~ and tests 

Several correlational studies we reviewed investigated 
the influence of note characteristics on learning outcomes. In 
general, these studies suggest that the greater the congruence 
between the information in the notes available for. review and 
rhe information required nn the criterion test, the better the 
learning outcomes. 
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Crawford (1925b) lectured in seven classes to a total of 
211 students, who took notLs in their usual manner. Between 2 
and 35 days after the lectures, the students took announced 
quizzes on the lecture material. M05t of the quizzes were essen
tially free recall tests of the lectures. After the quizzes, the stu
dents' notes were collected and analyzed. The points covered in 
the lectures were compared with those recorded in the notes 
and on the quizzes. Crawford found 'a significant positive corre
lation between the number of points recorded in the notes and 
the number recalled on the qU!z. Furthermore, points noted 
correctly had a 0.50 correlation with correct quiz answers. 
Vaguely noted points tended to have a near zero or negative 
cor:-elation with correct quiz answers. Points omitted from the 
note5 had only a 0.14 probability of being answered correctly 
on the quiz. 

In a naturalistic study completed more recently, Locke 
(1977) analyzed the notes taken during lectures and the course 
grades earned by 161 students in 12 courses. He found a signifi
cant pOSitive correlation between completeness of lecture notes 
and course grades (although this relationship held only for the 
material not written on the chalkboard by the lecturer). 

Kiewra (1985a) cites a naturalistic study in which the 
number of lecture notes taken over a 4-week period had a 0.61 
correlation with performance on the course exam covering 
both lecture and reading material, and a 0.78 correlation with 
performance on items derived from the lecture only. 

Other studies have compared the effectiveness of having 
students review their own note., with that of having them re
view supplied notes. In a naturalistic study by Collingwood and 
Hughes (1978), college students listened to three consecutive 
live lectures in their regular course in each of three notetaking 
conditions: taking notes, receiving full notes (a complete typed 
copy of the lecturer's note'" including diagrams), and receiving 
partial notes (an edited copy of the lecturer's no!. __ , including 
headings, key points, unlabeled diagram outlines, tables, and 
references). Four weeks after the last lecturc., students took a 
midterm exam including multipl~ choice items covering the lec-
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ture content. Students performed best when they had full notes 
and worst when they took their own notes, suggesting hat the 
more complete the notes, the better the performance. 

A naturalistic study by Powers and Powers (1978) with 
college students also presents some evidence in favor of the ef
fectiveness of instructor-prepared notes. During the first half of 
the term, one experimental group received instructor-prepared 
notes, while the second experimental group served as a control. 
During the second half of the term, the roles were reversed. The 
instructor-prepared notes elaborated on content presented in 
the te."{t. Multiple choice exams administered throughout the 
term tested these elaborated concepts. During the first h?lf of 
the term, students who received notes and those who did not 
performed similarly, with no significant differences. During the 
second half of the term, however, students who received notes 
outperformed students who did not receive notes. Unfortu
nately, the authors did not provide enough information to per
mit speculation about why the provided notes were effective 
only in :he second half of the term. The change could have 
been due to differences in course content, tests, instructor
prepared notes, or student attention. 

In an experimental study by Annis and Davis (1975), col
lege students were assigned to one of several notetaking and re
view conditions. Two weeks after listening to a 40-minute 
lecture on behavior modification, the students were given a 10-
minute lecture review session followed by an examination con
sisting of objective anu short-answer questions. A single factor 
analysis of variance revealed significant overall differences. Al
though posttest multiple comparisons were not performeci, the 
students who reviewed mentally or not at all received the low
est means, and the students who reviewed notes received the 
highest means. These results support the value of notes as an 
external storage device. Furthermore, within the group that re
viewed notes, the highest mean was obtained by students who 
reviewed their own and the lecturer's notes, this result suggests 
that the more complete the notes, the greater the potential for 
learning during review. 
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In the second of two experiments by Maqsud (1980), 
cOllege students were assigned to one of four review conGitions 
one week after listening to a taped lecture: some reviewed per
sonallecture notes, some reviewed a teacher-prepared handout 
described as "detailed but simplified and organized" (p. 292), 
some reviewed both personal notes and the teacher-prepared 
handout, and some reviewed mentally, without notes. Three 
hours after review, students were asked to recall as much as they 
could of the lecture. Those who reviewed personal notes and 
the teacher-prepared handout had the highest recall, followed 
by those who reviewed the teacher's handout, then those who 
reviewed personal notes, and finally those who reviewed men
tally. The results support the value of reviewing notes over re
viewing mentally and again suggest that the more information 
subjects have aVailable at the time of review, the more they are 
likely to recall. 

In three similar studies reported by Kiewra and his col
leagues (Kiewra, 1985b, 1985c; Kiewra & Benton, 1985), col
lege students listened to a 20-minute videotaped lecture with or 
v .thout taking notes. (In the Kiewra, 1985b, study, a third 
group consisted of students who did not attend the lecmre.) 
1\vo days after the lecture, note takers reviewed their own notes 
while listeners (and nonattenders) reviewed notes provided by 
the instructor. The provided notes contained all the critical 
points of the lecture, including main ideas, supporting details, 
and examples. In all three studies, subjects who reviewed the 
instructor's notes scored significantly higher on factual mUltiple 
chOice tests than did subjects who n..--viewed their own nutes. 
Kiewra attributes this effect to the nature of the review materi
als, reporting that the instructor's notes were far more com
plete, detailed, and organized than were the students' flt)tes. 

While generally supporting the importance of the exter
nal storage function of notes, Fisher and Harris (1973) present 
some ambiguous results with respect to the idea of the more 
notes the better. In this study, college students listened to a live 
lecture presented at a rate of about 44 words a minute in one of 
five notetaking and review conditions. Immediately following 
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I.e lecture, the students reviewed their notes or engaged in 
mental review for 10 minutes before completing a free recall 
test and an objective test. (Note that this situation does not rep
resent an ideal test of the external storage hypothesis.) Three 
weeks later, the studems took another objective test without re
view. Students \"':ho were allowed to review notes generally 
scored higher on all measures than did students who reviewed 
mentally. Those who reviewed their own notes outperformed 
those who reviewed the lecturer's notes, which may have been 
anything from a full transcript to a very sketchy outline. Since 
the kcture was presented at a very slow rate, students could 
have made 4uite complete notes on their own; it is possible that 
their notes were more complete than the lecturer's notes, thus 
providing support for the importance of congruence between 
note content and criterion test requirements. Finally, even if the 
lecturer's notes were more complete than their own notes, stu
dents may not have had time to review them adequately during 
the short review period. 

Annis (1981) also reports results that seem to contradict 
the idea of the more notes the better. In this study, college stu
dents listened to a live lecture in a regular classrooll'. context. 
One group of students received a full lecture transcript and 
were told not to take notes, one received partial notes consist
ing of headings and lrey poinn. with space left for taking notes, 
and a third group was given !Jlank paper and mstructed to take 
notes. The criterion test consisted of mUltiple choice and short 
answer items on the regular midterm 2 weeks after the lecture. 
Students who took their own notes or received partial notes 
scored significantly higher than those who received full notes. 
However, the largest performance difference on the criterion 
test was on the short answer items, a fact that may help explain 
this apparently contradictory finding. Clearly, those students 
who wrote their own notes or filled in the partial notes were 
processing infomlation in a more transfer appropriate way. The 
effect of tl)is difference generally masked the effects of "the 
more notes the better" principle. 
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Transfer ApproprifJteness of Notes 

The congruence between notes and test is only part of 
the answer to the value of review. In addition to having the 
right informatiun available, students must process it in a trans
fer appropriate way-that is, the way they will need to use the 
information on the criterion test. A study by Carter and Van 
Matre (1975) suggests that opportunity for review is particularly 
helpful if subjects know what and how to review. Carter and 
Van Matre had college students listen to a 17-minute taped lec
ture in one of four stud) ing conditions: they eith~- took and 
reviewed notes, took notes and reviewed mentally, listened only 
and reviewed me"'\tally, or listened only and engaged in a filler 
cask. Free recall tests and 2!ternate forms of a completion test 
consisting of verbatim and paraphrase items were admi['istered 
immediately and after 1 week. Half the subjects reviewed prior 
to the delayed test and half did not. 

The group that took and reviewed notes scored signifi
cantly higher !han the group that took notes and reviewed men
tally on all tests, a result that supports the external storage 
hypothesis. In addition, the group that took and reviewed notes 
scored higher on verbatim than on paraphrase items on the de
layed test, while those in the other groups did not perform dif
ferently on the two types of items. Carter and Van Matre (1975) 
offer the explal1ation that over time, differences between verba
tim anti paraphrase performance tend to diminish, probably as 
a result of forgetting the superficially processed (verbatim) in
formation. However, the students who were allowed to review 
their notes prior to the delayed test had a second opportunity 
to process the info~ation. We know that subjects had the op
portunity to review verbatim information, si.lce the authors re
port that subjects' notes consisted largely of verbatim excerpts 
from the lecture. We suggest, too, that subjects probably ex
pected a test similar to the one they already had, and thus bad a 
reason to process the information in a way that was appropriate 
for answering verbatim questions. These explanations are also 
supported by the fact that students who were not pemlitted to 
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review notes prior to the delayed test showed no significant dif
ferences in performance on verbatim and paraphrase tests. 

Hartley and Marshall (1974) provide additional evidence 
that review is particularly helpful if subjects have the right in
formation as well as some knowledge of how they will need to 
use it on the criterion test. In this naturalistic study, college stu
dents heard a lecture in a regular classroom context and took a 
recall test immediately afterwartls. Then they were given 10 
minutes to revise their notes, after which they took the same 
test again. The students were divided into good and poor note 
takers on the basis of their relinquished notes. Although the 
good and poor notetakers scored similarly on the immediate 
test, the good r.otetakers imrroved more than did the poor 
note takers on the seconci test. One possible explanation is tha~ 
although all students had the same knowledge of the criterion 
test at the time of review, good notetakers were better able to 
use this knowledge during review bee'lUse they had better infor
mation available in their notes. 

Barni:!t, DiVr.sta, and Rogozinski (1981) report an exper
iment de.:igned to test the eff< ct of different types of processing 
during revit.~ !a the experiment discussed earlier in this chap
ter, the authors had observed that elaborating on notes (i e., re
lating notes to prior knowledge) during review failed to 
improve test performance and in some cases even interfered 
with performance. They designed an experiment to test the hy
pothesis that students who elaborate on their notes learn quali
tntively different kinds of wformation than students who 
simply review their notes. In this experiment, students either 
took notes or were provided with notes. During the review ses
sion, they either wrote down key ideas and details from the lec
ture or elaborated on their notes. Eight days later, the students 
completed an individualized test containing four types of com
pletion items: items from the lecture itself, which were com
mon to all students; items from the reviews or elaborations 
created by the individual; items randomly selected from a pool 
created for subjects who reviewed their notes; and items ran
domly sele,:ted from a pool created for subjects who elaborated 
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on their notes. The researchers found that students who re
viewed scored higher on thl.: common items than those who 
elaborated. Th<')' also found that, on average, students scored 
about twice as high on items tan:en from their own protocols 
than on items t:aken from the protocols of other subjects. 

Barnett, DiVesta, and Rogozinski (1981) conclude that 
elaboration during review interfered with performance on 
items requiring accurate recall because subjects were not proc
essing the information in a manner consistent with the W:ly 

they needed to use the information on the test. Subjects did 
best when they we1\; given test items congruent with the way 
they had processed the information during review. 

In the Kiewra and Benton (1985) study discussed previ
ously, the authors also investigated the effect of different types 
of processin{t during review. In ihis study, college students ei
thel took notes on or listened or ... y to a 20-minute videotaped 
lecture. Notes were collected altl.!r the lecture. 1\vo days later, 
notetakers received their own notes back while listeners re
ceived the instructor's nCkS. Both groups also received practice 
Questions designed t.v tap higher-order knowledge (application, 
analysis, :;ynthesis, and problem solving). Half the subjects were 
given an answer key (feedback) for the questions. Subjecr.s were 
given 25 rainutes w study the notes and answer the qu.!!st:ons 
before taking a muhiple choice test cOllsisting of factual and 
higher-order items. When feedback accompanied the pr-Jctice 
questions, performance was facilitated on the factual items. The 
authols speculate th:Jt the learning resulting from completing 
the practice questions and receiving feedback provielcd an ef
fective framework for organizing and for recalling ~'sociated 
factual information. In other words, the activit} that this exper
imental group engaged in during review was appropri.ue to the 
demands of the criterion task. 

From our review of the research testing the external stor
age hypothesis, we ~onclude that an important function of 
notes is their availability for use in later review or study. The 
bulk of the evidence shows that reviewing notes before a crite
rion test is likely to improve performance. Note:, are helpful to 
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the e .... tent that thf.'}' contain the information that will be tested. 
In most cases, this probably translates as the more information 
the better. But w'hat students do with their notes is also impor
tant. Students who engage in transfer appropriate processing 
(i.e., those who cognitively process the information in thek 
notes in the same way they will need to use it on the criterion 
test) will fare the best. 

A Notetaking System 
We next take a critical look at advlce given by Pauk 

(1984) about taking notes from lectures. Pauk has integrated 30 
years of experience at the Cornell University Reading Research 
Center into the "Cornell System for ThK .g Notes." The critical 
features of this system are presented and discussed below. 
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Before the lecture: 

• Thke a few minutes to lOOK over your notes on the pre
vious lecture, to provide continuity with the kctlJre 
you are about to hejr. 

• Record your notes completely and clearly so they wil! 
still have meaning for you long after you have taken 
them. 

• Strive to capture general ideas rather than illustrative 
details. 

After the lecture: 

• Consolidate your notes during your first free time af
ter class by reading through them to c~ ~rify handwrit
ing and meaning. Also underline or box in the words 
containing the main ideas. 

• Restructure the notes by reading them and then jot
ting down key words and phrases that represent your 
reiiections on them. 

• Use the jottings as cues to help you recall and recite 
aloud the facts and ideas of the lecture in your own 
words. 

Anderson and Amlbnlster 



Pauk (1984) appears!o be advocating the use ofnotemk
ing primarily ~ an ex~ernal storage device: 'Remember that 
your purpose is tv record the lecturer's ideas for la!er study" (1', 
122). We suspect, however, that he does not deny the potential 
benefits of encoding: "Notetaking does not interfere with lis
tening and cOr:1prehensionj in fact, it helps you listen" (p. 122). 
We disagree with one aspect of Pauk's advice in that research 
shows that there are some conditions in which notetaking can 
interfere with co.nprehension. Under those conditions in 
which one seemingly has to sacrifice either comprehension or 
notctaking, Pauk appears to recommend sacrifiCing comprehen
sion: "Don't stOP to ponder the ideas prese~ted. By the time 
you have finished reflecting on idea number one, the lecturer 
will probably be vn idea number four or five" (p. 123). In many 
lecture courses, however, we suspect that when students be
come confused, it would be wise foJ' them to fo).'go notet:king 
ami ask the lecturer to clarify the po, nt rather than to faithfully 
persevere ,lith the notemking process. A successful clarification 
might help smooth out the encoding :!nd notemking processes 
for the remainder of the lecture. 

We are not certain what leve: of det.1il Pauk :ldvocates In 

notemking. For example, in one place he suggests that students 
"strive to c:apturc general ideas rather than iIIustr:uh'c details" 
(p. 128). while in another place his advice is to "make notes on 
main ideas ana on subideas, examples, and d~mils" (p. 122) 
Perhaps the best summary of Pauk's advice on this point is 
"make your notes complete and clear enough so that they WIll 
have meaning for you weeks and months later" (p. 125). In gen
eral we think Pauk's ~dvke is con~iMent with our :tnalr~is of the 
research findings. 

Conclusions 
We raised a question at the beginning of this chapter: "Is 

tht! time-honored suggestion to Ii~ten carcfullr and mke good 
notes a sound one?" From Jur review of the rcsear<.h, we con
clude that the answer is yes, provid~d that the information in 

, . 
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the notes is consistent with the criterion test and that enough 
time is PfQvided for a review of that infonnation. 

Another qu~stion we raised was, "If taking notes is help
ful, how is it helpful?" In general, the research supports the en
codin!; and extemaf storage functions of note taking proposed 
Dy Seward (1910) more than three-quarters of a century ago. 
The process of taking notes can help the note taker learn and 
remember information, znd the notes themselves can preserve 
infonnation for later use. 

Drawing from cognitive psychology, particularly the 
concepts of levels of processing and transfer appropriate proc
essing, we have been able to gain some insight into the condi
tions of effective notetahlng. From our review of the research, 
we have concluded that studenls potentially benefit from the 
encoding function, as long as the lecture situation permits 
deeper processing while taking notes and students take the kind 
of notes that entJil processing the infonnation in the way they 
will need to use it on me criterion test. (We emphasi~e that the 
benefit is only potential because most of the live lecture re
search is not very convincing.) Also, students can benefit from 
reviewing notes when the notes contain the infonnation that 
wi1l be tested and when students process the infonnation in a 
way similar to how it will be used on the criterion test. 

Based on these conclusions, we offrr the following rec-
ommendations for college instructors and students. _ . .; 

Instructors: ' ~~..-O-~c. 
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1. Lecture in a way that encourages processing the right 
information by presenting the material at a reason
able rate and by signaling important content (for ex
ample, by w';ting it on the chalkboar:~). 

2. Design valid, reliable tests that assess students' under
standing of important, relevant infonnation. Then 
give stuGents enough infonnation about-the tests-to 
let them know how to take good notes and how to 
study them. 

3. Encourage studen~~ to take notes in a way that entails 

Anderson and Armbruster 
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deep processing, and allow time for such processing. 
When lecturing on new and difficult topics, pause and 
direct students to writ(. and think about what you are 
saying. Remember, cognition is time c,)nsuming. 

4. Since students' notes typically include only 1bout 
one-half of the lecturer's ideas, distribute lecture 
notes if it is important for students to know :J com
prehensive set of ide7.5. 

5. E-:u-Iy in a course, collect students' notes after a lecture 
and review them. Use this exercise to determine how 
well your lectures are being understood and which 
students need assistance in notetakiilg skills. Give 
these students advice, refer them to a general source 
on how to develop notetaking skills (for example, 
Pauk, 1984), or refer them to a study skills center di
rected by the university or a prjvat~ company. 

Students: 

1. Take complete notes as long as it does not interfere 
with listening and comprehending the information in 
the lecture. 

2. If the speed of the lecture makes it impossible to re
cord the most important ideas, note the names of the 
key concepts that pass by ::ind later supplement your 
notes with information from the textbook, lecturer 
handouts, or notes from other studentc. 

3. Try to take notes in a way that entails deep process
ing, or after the lecture revise your notes in such a 
way. 

4. Find OUl as much as possible about the tests, and use 
this information as z guide for taking and studying 
notes. 

5. Study your notes before the test in a transfer appro
priate manner. If you anticipate multiple choice or 
shott answer questions, practice asking and answer-
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ing questions with a friend. If you anticipate an essay 
test, organize your notes around the major topics and 
commit that organization to memory. Try talking 
through the ideas from the organization with a 
friend. 

Finally, we conclude with some lingering questions that 
beg for additional research on notetaking: 
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1. Under what conditions and to what extC!nt is the Cor
nell or any other well-publicized note taking system 
effective? How should such a system be modified to 
accommodate various content ~reas, study puides, 
examinations, and textbooks? 

2. How and when should students be taught to take 
good notes? Is early elementary school too early? Is 
c()llege too late? 

3. Since taking notes is most effective when the notes 
are used as a means of externally storing ideas, what 
are the effects of the note providing services that are 
now prevalent on college campuses? Are there any 
advantages to using conferencing, or group notes, 
that can be generated on a network of computers? 

4. How does a good, relevant textbook differ from a set 
of good, revelant notes? Is the students' objective in 
taking notes simply to create a personalized adjunct 
textbook? 

5. What are the most effective ways of studying or re
viewing a set of comprehensive notes? Is reciting 
notes a reasonable way to study for a te:.(? Is generat
ing questions from notes an effective re-Y'iew strategy? 

6. Are findings in the recent novice-expert literature
for instance, that on wr;ting (Scardamalia & Bel'eiter, 
198':;) -relevant to research on notetaking and study
ing? Do we gain any explanatory advantages by 
thinking about notetaking a~ ;!.!st one strategy in a 
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larger ,rob!em-solving effort (where the problem is 
to leanl the material ~md do well on the test) rather 
than as a necessary pm :cdure for improving compre
hension? 
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5 
External factors 
That Influence 
Study 
Victoria J. Risko 
Marino C. Alvarez 
Marilyn M. Fairbanks 

C olle~~ students are expected to be se:f-directed and 
to use available resources effectively. Orienting stu

dents for successful academic achievement in college typically 
includes giving them :!d':ice on how to manage time to make 
studying effective, how to orr.anize the study environment to 
make it conducive for learning, and how to use the library to 
complete class assignments. In this chapter we discuss time man
agement, study environment, and library use as factors that influ
ence students' study efforts. College instructors and authors of 
study skills texts often refer to these three areas as "how-to
study" behaviors. The goal of teaching students how to monitor 
their time and study environment and how to use library re
sources is to enhance their ability to make wise decisions about 
how and when to study. College students need to become profi
cient in controlling each of these factors in order to manage their 
own learning. 
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We decided to stan our investigation of these three fac
tors by examining study skills texts to identify what the authors 
recommend for enhancing college students' study habits with re
spect to our target factors. From an inspection of the Subject 
Guide to Books in Print (1988), we generated a list of 64 study 
skills texts published between 1981 and 1988. We eliminated 45 
of these texts because they focused primarily on providing exer
cises for timed readings, fluency development, or practice in 
reading skills (e.g., vocabulary, word analysis), without providing 
substantial information about strategies to improve students' 
study habits. 

The remaining 19 books exhibit characteristics of texts or
ganized to develop reading or study strategies, as defined by 
Heinrichs and LaBranche (1986) in their classification of college 
reading texts. We conducted a content analysis of these 19 texts 
by coding information to dttermine the extent to which each of 
the three target areas was addressed; the nature of the informa
tion and suggestions given for each area so that a comparison 
between these ideas and relevant literature could be made; and 
the extent to which the authors of these study skills texts cited or 
explicitly related their suggestions to theoretical or research liter
ature. Each of the 19 texts contained information about at least 
one of our areas, with corresponding suggestions and strategies 
that students cOllld adopt to enhance their study efforts. Thble 1 
shows a summary of our survey results. 

Our survey aided the development of this chapter in sev
eral ways. First, we were able to conclude that each study skills 
text reviewed addressed at least one target area, and usually two 
or all three of them. While we discuss the specific recommenda
tions made by study skills authors elsewhere in this chapter, our 
review in general revealed a wide variance in the authors' inclu
sion of study skill areas within their texts. 

Second, most of the authors do not relate their sugges
tions explicitly to supporting literature. Instead, they present 
their information informally and in a conversational style. Pauk's 
(1984) view that most college students who are learning how to 
develop better study habits are not interested in reading theory 
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'!able 1 
Relevant Areas Addressed in Current College Study millIs Texts 

Areas 
Addressed 

Rationale Provided For Suggestions 
Given/Activities Included 



or research references seems prevalent in the texts we surveyed. 
The authors of these books- present practical, readable sugges
tions based on their years of experience with college students. 
Most of the authors indicate that their suggestions are supported 
by a theoretical or research base, but they do not specify such 
relationships. One text (Cohen & Poppino, 1982), organized ac
cording to a theoretical framework, follows the Piagetian phases 
of exploration, invention, application, and recapitulation to illus
trate how students can apply what they are learning. The remain
ing authors all present suggestions for applying their 
recommended strategies to content classes, although they do not 
indicate that they relied on a theoretical or empirical base to 
guide their recommendations. 

We believe that this treatment of the related theoretical 
and empirical research may be disadvantageous to college stu
dents who have stuchr problems. Presenting the findings from re
search so simply can encourage college students to 
overgeneralize an author's recommendations. For example, in
stead of stating that research indicates that music undermines 
study efforts, it would be more accurate and appropriate for 
study skills authors to describe how separate imestigations have 
identified which conditions and for which tasks music may be 
distracting. 

This chapter provides a review of the theoretical and em
piricalliterature that relatel) to each of the three identified areas. 
Since the authors of study skills texts generally suggest, either ex
plicitly or implicitly, that their recommendations have a theoreti
calor resean.h basis, we were interested in determining how 
closely their suggestions did reflect the literature. For the most 
part, only literature relevant £0 college-age l)tudents is included. 
For each of our three areas, we organized our review to present 
(1) a brief review of what the acthors of the 19 study skills texts 
recommend, (2) a review of the liter:uure related to our target 
are . and an interpret.1tion of the cor~pondence between what 
is recommended and what is supported or proposed in the litera
ture, and (3) a discussion of the issuell addressed. We conclude 
with recommendations lUl' research and instruction. 
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Tim~ Man~gement 
Time management. the first of the three areas to be dis

cussed, i3 often difficult: for cOllege shldents. The concept of 
how time can ~est be allocated to serve one's needs is often 
poorly understood, and the complaint "I need mc'"e time to 
study" i~ commonly used to explain poor study performance. 

Suggestions from Study Skills Texts 
The authors of the texts we reviewed had varied, ye! simi

lar, suggestions for students' use of time. Most authors of culit:ge 
study skills texts recommend aevising a schedule as a way to r~g

ulate time. Some authors recommend developing a flexible 
schedule based on individual needs and circumstances (Nist & 
Diehl, 1985; Pauk, 1984; Shepherd, 1984, 1987; Wood, 198~" 

. He others advocate a fixed time schedule (McWhorter, 1987; 
)tiriou, 1984; Walter & Siebert, 1984). 

Authors of college study skills texts often seem to make 
statements based on personal beliefs rather than on research 
This tendency is illustrated hl the mixed asSQrtment of recom
mendations given under time management headings. Several 
authors organize their time management recommendations to 
contrast unhelpful and helpful time management habits. Most 
give advice focusing on what students should not do. "Abso
lutely no television ... by far the greatest modern time waster" 
(Pauk, 1984, p. 53); don't "allow yourself to study more than 
the allotted time" (Walter & Siebert, 1984, p. 60). 

The statements in these texts often need further clarifica
tion or elaboration. For example: "Always try to m'lke your 
new subject as different as possible from the subject you have 
: st finished [~tudying]. That way your mind can be assimilating 
one topic while you are reading about another" (Walter & 
Siehert, 1984, p. 61). The authors of this boo\... should have ex
plained mor( clearly how it is possible for students to be simul
taneously concentrating on their re"ding and assimilating 
information about a different topic. Further, it is not clear how 
diffe'.ent the topics need to be for effective studying of eacb. 
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As indicated earlier, many authors refer vaguely to re
search to support their claims ratht:r than stating specific 
sources for their informatiop.. Statements such as "Research 
studies have consistently showed that the most successful 
students stick to a very strict schedule of work and play" 
(Sotiriou, 1984, p. 11), for example:, do not provide read
ers with enough information about the nature of the research 
that was conducted. Another example is authors' frequent as
sertion that "research studies" support the idea that exercise 
£:ves bodies more energy. And Walter and Siebert (1984), as 
well as Sotiriou, claim general research support for a relation
ship between memOriL'ltion ability and amount of sleep. 

While such well-intentioned advice appears logical and 
even may be supported in related literature, these suggestions 
tend to overgeneralize ,,·hat needs to be done and to avoid an
swering specific questions about time management. For exam· 
pIe, is a schedule good for evt:ryone? How much flexibility 
should be allowed? When might e.xtenuating circumstances al
low one to deviate from a schedule? Does everyone need to eat 
a healthy breakfast? Is it imperative to stop studymg at a given 
time? Questions such as these identify areas that need further 
investigation. 

Time management seems to involve two main issues: the 
time needed for learning and the time spent on learning. A re
lated issue that is lieldom mentioned in the texts surveyed is the 
relationship between the type of task to be learned and the time: 
needed for and spent on learning it. Authors of study skills t"xts 
focus instead on how to develop schedules to regulate time and 
how to ~Idhere to these schedules. Our review of the related lit
erature supports the need for further studies, ither to validate 
current advice given to college students or to suggest more pre
cise procedures for using schedules to manage time. 

Related Literature 

Our goals for the literature review on time management 
were (1) tel idt:ntify theoretical and/or empirical support for 
time me as a factor that contributes to effective study, and (2) to 
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e,.xamine the relationship between ~ime and omer study varia
bles. We have categorized the information we gathered into twO 
groups: time variance according to student learning needs, and 
the nature of the learning tasks. As indicated by Carroll's (1963) 
earHer model of school learning, five factors affect student 
learning rates: aptitude, ability to understand, engaged time on 
task, allocated instructional time, and quality of instruction. 
Since these factors are interdependent, the study of time carmot 
preclude a closer investigation of the impact of these relatcd 
factors on learning. 

Time variance. Time variance, or the amount of time 
needed for learning, is highly idiosyncratic. Arlin (1984a, 
1984b) and others (Atkinson, 1968; Carroll, 1967; Glazer, 
1968; W.'lShbourne, Vogel, & Gray, 1926) have demonstrated 
the need for time adjustment according to both the task as
signed and students' learning neeris. Describing the learning 
time of fast and slow learners, the> indicated that the use of 
time for each group remained relatively constant regardless of 
task demands. In none of these studies did students use Ics:; 
than the allotted time, even when tasks may have required less 
time expenditure. It :;cems that students who want to use study 
time efficiently need to learn to discriminate between time allo
cated for lear.lling and time needed for learning (Schmelzer et 
aI., 1987). 

Meaningful learning, defined as the process of linking 
new concepts with those already stored in memory, is depen
d.:nt on the degree of associational background a learner has 
with these concepts Oohnson, 1975'- Understanding concepts 
depends on the learner's conceptual organization, the clarity of 
ideas presented, and the relevance of learninp. the new material 
(Alvarez, 1983). However, as Frijda (1978) n.<!ntions, informa
tion as encounterd in a teaching and learning situation IS U.l

likely to be presented in a form ideally matched to the learner's 
existjng knowledge structure. Study skiils texts need to ac
knowledge that use of time must be flexible and responsive to 
students' learning needs. Rather than advising students to ad
here to ~ uniform allocation of time, these textS should make it 
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clear that time demands will differ depending on faCtors such 
as prior knowledge, the comc.xt in which informr.tion is pre
sented, and the nature of the learning task (Shuell, 1986). 

Natura of /be learning ;"''1.Sk. Most of the research on 
time management neglects to address how the type of learning 
task may aif~ct the amount of time needed to learn. As Get
tinger (1984) states, research is needed in both clarifying task 
conditions aud determip;ng the relationship between task de
mands and time allocatIon. Time becomes a more important 
v:lriable when it is measured againSt the difficulty of the task to 
be learned. Both Carroll (1970) and Bloom (1974) have esti
mated that approximately 90 percent of students can master 
some schoo! learning tasks within a 5.1 time ratio (that is, the 
slowest 5 percent of the students require about five times more 
time to complete the assignment correctly than the fastest 5 
percent). This 5: 1 ratio is used to provide an approximation of 
individual differences among students when completing tasks. 
However, as Lyon (1984) notes, there is a paucity of research 
investigating how this ratio may vary according to different L1Sk 
demands; for c.'-:ample, it is possible that the ratio increases with 
the difficulty of the t:lsk. 

I.yon conducted one study that im'cstigated how the 
nature of the learning L1Sk may affect time allocation (sec also 
Lyon & Gettinger, 19R5). Lyon studied the effect of learning 
t:lsks related to B1vom's (1956) L1,-:onomy levels of knowledge. 
comprehension, and apphcation. The results indicatej that stu
dents need more time to karn L1Sks that are higher in the hierar
chical order. Mos! Mudents could learn literal knowledge t:lSks 
within the 5: 1 l"Jtio proposed by Bloom (1974) and Carroll 
(19""0), but only onc-third were :Ible to complete learning tasks 
requiring lpplication in a simil~r amount of time. Lyon (1984) 
concluded that junior high students who can handle literal 
knowledge L1Sks nCt;d to be L1ught independent study strategies 
for those tasl~ that require interpretive and applicative modes 
of comprehension. Although his subjects were seventh and 
eighth graders, the findings may well alJply to college freshmen 
who :tre classified as remedial students. Obviously, this is an 
are:1 th:tt needs further research. 
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How a student manages time is personal and idiosyn
cr.::::·. ~'(fhen the authors of study skills te.'xts state that time 
Heeds to be manaBed, they are giving good and well-inten
tioned advice. However., when they make dogmatic St.1t".nents 
about how this time must be scheduled, tht!y go beyond sour..d 
reasoning. When this occurs, authors' recommendations be
(."me guided by what they woulrllike to sec happen rather tha'l 
by what research says should happen. The idea that students 
net:d to manage time in a constr1.ined f.lanner in order ~o be
come succC$sful learners needs to be substlnti:J.ted before au
thors. of college study skills texts make absoilite ~(atements 
about using scheduled time. 

Implications 
There are differences between the lime needed for learn

ing, the time spent on learning (time on task does not necessar
ily guarantee learning), the types of tasks students arc asked to 
learn, and the quality and prcsentltion of instruction. Research 
seems to be lacking on the type and level of ta.sks college stu
dents need to learn and the time needed to learn them (Carroll. 
1989; Gettinger, 1984, 1985). It is one th'ng to know about in
dependent learning/study strategies and another to have the in
clination and ability to apply these strategies to different kinds 
of learning tasks. 

McPartland and Karn_'t (1979) advocate a need for fur
ther research measuring the extent to which learning time can 
be reduced throJ~gh appropriate t) 1)es and amounts o~ instruc
tion. Further research dealing with the quality of instruction 
and pres("rtt.1tion of material needs to be conducted with col
lege students of varying abilities. Reseaichers have studied the 
effects of teacher-assisted learning strategies on college stu
dents' performance. These st--ategies inclU(.~" the use of ad~'~nre 
orgapizers (Ausubel, 1960, 1968), structured overviews or 
graphic organizers (Barron, 1969; Earle, 1969; Earle & B:lrron, 
197~), concept maps and vee diagrams (Gowin, 1987; Novak & 
Gowin, 1984), thematic organizers (A)varez & Risko, 19E2, 
1989), and case analyses (Christensc:n, 1987; Dewing, 1931; 
Gragg, 1954; Hunt, 1951; Lawrcnc.c. ,~953) in single and \1~ ,cd 
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contexts. More research needs to be conducted to determine 
whether these kinds of strategies can help college students bet
ter manage their time. 

Another area that needs more study is procrastination 
and its effect on students' use of scheduled study time. Ottens 
(1982) has developed a Guaranteed Scheduling Technique de
signed to overcome procrastination tendencies iu Lc!Iege stu
dents. Students using this technique record the amount of time 
spent on studies each day and work with counselc!"s to assess 
how much they procrastinate and to help establish self-control 
and time management. Aside from this work, however, research 
in this area is scarce. Factors influencing procrastination that 
need further study include the nature and duration of an assign
ment, the ability to complete an assignment (knowing how), 
and the assignment's relevance. The effects of procrastination 
on the time spent on and needed for learning also need to be 
investigated. 

Study Envh <)nment Management 
Like time management, study environment management 

is an area over which students need to exercise some control. It 
seems logical that studying in an environment conducive to 
learning can be helpful even if 5mdents poslless the knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes important for academic success. The spe
cific elements that constitute an ideal study environment are 
difficult to define, however. In addition, the extent to which 
any set of study circumstances can be ideal for all students and 
all study situations is a complex issue. 

Suggestions from Study Skills Texts 

Authors of study skills texts make many suggestions 
about where and under what circumstances students should 
study. Their advice can be broken down into four categories: 
(1) establishing a place for study, (2) minimizing or eliminating 
distractions such as peers or music, (3) determining the optimal 
degree of comfort for studying, and (4) being ready to study. 
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Establishing a place for study. Study skills texts typi
cally advise students to select a definite place (sometimes two 
places) to stud} ,md confine their studying to that place. Stu
dents are also usually advised not to engage in other activities in 
that designated place (Annis, 1983; McWhoner, 1986a, 1986b; 
Nist & Diehl, 1985; Pauk, 1984; Sherman, 1984; Sotiriou, 
1984; Wood, 1986). Authors vary somewhat in the explana
tions given for this advice, but they usually refer to the condi
tioning principle that if certain behaviors occur in one place, 
that place becomes a cue or signal for that behavior to occur. 
Also, some authors indicate that designation of a study area is 
one way of controlling distractions-especially auditory ones, 
since familiar sounds are often unconsciously blocked out 
while new or less familiar sounds are more distracting. 

Annis (1983) advises students to "bring your study be
havior under what is called stimulus control" (p. 4). She 
stresses the possible self-reinforcement ur reward value in
volved for the student who chooses to ~LUdy in a place or 
places specific~ly reserved for study only. She admonishes stu
dents to "absolutely avoid incompatible activities such as lei
sure reading, daydreaming, or snacking" (p. 5). She also 
discusses the characteristics that should govern selection of the 
chosen study place, s'Jch as adequate heat and lighting and min
imal distractions. 

Bradley (1983) takes a somewhat modified approach to 
this selection of study places. While she advocates minimizing 
the number of places for study, she also suggests that at least 
one place of study be at home. She funher indicates that study
ing in places where other activities take place, such as on the 
kitchen or dining roOIP table, might not be as debilitating to 
study as many study skills instructors and authors suggest. She 
advises students, however, that they should be conscious of the 
possibility of disru)tions in such locations because of associa
tions with other activities, an:' suggests that they plr their 
study for times when others ~h.lring the living quaners " ill be 
occupied elsewhere. 
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Controlling distractions. Study skills texts commonly 
advise students to study in places where visual and auditory dis
tractions are minimal. They tell stIldents to keep pictures and 
memorabilia out of sight, and to minimize the number of ob
jects that suggest other activities. Walter and Siebert (1984) 
present a vivid scenailo of how visual distractions can disrupt 
study. They describe a young woman attempting to study who 
is first distracted by photos that make her remember pleasant 
times in the past, then by her record albums, then by magazines 
that make her think of what she hasn't read, and finally by pho
tos of friends that prompt her to abandon her study attempt in 
favor of phoning her friends. 

With reference to auditory distr;lrtions, most authors 
suggest a quiet study envirol'ment, but several mention that stu
dents may vary in their tolerance to noise (McWhorter 19;:36a, 
1986b; Pauk, 1984; Sherman, 1984). Pauk tells students who 
know they need silence while studying to seek a quiet plac~, 
even if it means walking several blocks to a library. Sherman as
serts that complete quiet can actually distract some students, 
and advises students to keep a record of the times they are dis
tracted when studying in order to determine their own prob
lems and needs. McWhorter advises students to try several 
levels of noise (quiet, soft background music, louder music or 
other noises) to see what works best for them. 

In discussing study distractions, textbook authors typi
cally refer to peers as factors that may divert attention from 
study. A few autt.ors deal with the issue more specifically. 
Sotiriou (1984) advises students to locate their dorm room or 
apartment desks as far away from friends as possible. If 
study conditions prove unsuitable at home, he suggests going 
to the library but cautions students to sit away from friends to 
avoid being distractel! or interrupted by CG:1versations irrele
vant to the subject being studied. Walter and Siebert (1984) 
state that students who are frequently interrupted by noise, 
friends, or family should make a definite effort to change the 
behaviors of those around them. They advise students to avoid 
making rigid rules, instead asking friend~ or family wh:!t they 
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think is reasomble, explaming exactly what is needed, and ask
ing for cooperation. Similarly, Bradley (1983) e~presses con
cern about possible interruptions when studying at home and 
seems to place a high priority on planning for productive stud). 
Students who generate a creative plan for minimizing the 
amount of time and energy taken away from study aCid learn: 19 
can lessen their chances of feeling victimized by those :tround 
them. 

Some current study skills authors (Nist & Diehl, 1985; 
Pauk 1984; Sotiriou, 1984) advise students against studying 
with music in the background. Nist and Diehl argue that "you 
cannot study efficiently with a radio or television playing, be
cause your attention will be divided" (p. 15). Pauk summarizes 
13 studies (not specifically referenced in hi!: text) pertaining to 
music and learning performan .:e, conducted with students 0'" 

varying ages and grade levels. Seven of the studies indicated 
that music was a definite distraction, five indicated no signifi
cant effect from music, and in one instance, the listening activ
ity (listening to bell ringing) was found to facilitate 
perfvrmance. Pauk concludes that music is a potential distrac..
tor and advises students not to turn it on to avoid the risk of 
ineffective study. 

Degree of comfort. The degree to which a stuIJent 
~hould bl: comfortable when studying is a point on whidl au
thors vary considerably. Nist and Diehl (1985) advocate a 
straight, h:4rd-b.H.:ked chair, while Pauk grumbles that "more ink 
and more woru~ have been wasted extolling the virtues of a 
straight-backed, hard-seated hickcry chair than on any other 
single piece of study equipment" (p. 61). Instead, Pauk advises 
students to choose a cl..,hioned, comfortable chair. Sherman 
(1984) and McWhorter (1986.1, 1986b) state that being either 
too comfortable 0r too uncomfortable could distract student~ 
from study. Most authors advise against studying in bed. 
13radley (1985) goes so far as to tell students that the best way to 
treat insomnia is to go to bed with a textbook. Authors also ad
vise that the room's lighting should be adequate and the tem
perature comfortable but not so warm as to induce sleepiness. 
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Readiness for study. Most authors advise students to 
have books, equipment, and other materials ready for study so 
they won't have to waste time by constantly leaving the study 
area to find additional materials. Sotirlvu (1984) and Wood 
(1986) tell students to keep all of their books and study materi
als in one place, stating that keeping everything in a box will do 
if students do not have access to a desk or hookshelves oi 
their own. 

While most authors indicate that students should study 
in a designated place free from distractions, some 2cknowledge 
that not all students will react alike. The authors advise stu
dents to tryout various environments, analyzing their study be
havior to determine the environment that is best for them. 

Related Literature 

Theoretical and empirical literature related to study en
vironment management has focused on the effects of stimulus 
control on students' study habits. One group of studies has con
centrated on students' ability to exert rigid control over the var
iables in their place of study. Another set of studies has 
investigated more carefully the relationship between peer influ
ence and study effectiveness. A third group focuses on the in
fluence of music on students' ability to study. 

Place variables. The advice of Study skills texts to 
choose specified places designated for study only has been 
tested to a limited degree in a series of stimulus control studies. 
In the literature, these studies are evaluated and discussed in 
tandem with studies on other self-control strategies, such as 
self-monitoring, self-rewatd, or problem solving (see Chapter 6, 
this volume). According to Richards (1981), who prepared a 
re':iew of self-control studies, stimulus control or environmen
tal planning involves developing "an environment conducive to 
adaptive behavior" by manipulating cues associated with desir
able and undesirable responses (p. 164). 

Stimulus control directives are sometimes evaluated as 
part of an academic improh>:r.~nt package that includes study 
skills or other self-control stratt.g:es This type of evaluation 
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makes it difficult to determine ~he value of stimulus control in 
itself. For example, one &ummer school program for college stu
dent volunteers included 11 lessons encompassing both study 
behavior and self-control strategies (Beneke & Harris, 1972). In 
the one lesson devoted to stimulus control, students were in
structed to extablish one or two places as a stimulus ;,nd to do 
all or most of their studying there. They were told to I flake sure 
their chosen place had good lighting, was free of distractions, 
and had no associatinns with behavior incompatib!e with 
studying. The total program of 11 lessons reportedly resulted in 
improved grade point average for three semesters following the 
study, but neither the contributions made by the stimulus con
trol lesson nor the extent to which students followed it could 
be determined. 

In' a study with 106 college sl.udents, Richards et a1. 
(1976) combined stimulus control with Sl udy tehavi0r ques
tionnaires and advice on study skills and compared this trea:
men t with six different combinations o~ self-monitoring and 
study skills advice. In terms of grades, the group that received 
self-monitoring and study skills advice pt:rformed better than 
the group that received stimulus control and study skills advice, 
however, the stimulus control/study skills advice group per
formed better !;~:!. {he no-treatment control group. Since the 
study design did not include a control group of students who 
were given study skills advice only, it is impos!'ible to determine 
whether the study skills advice or the stimulus .:ontrol treat
ment was responsible for the superiority of this group over the 
control group. 

Studies in which stimulus control was evaluated as a selr 
arate variable r lve not shown promising results (Richards, 
1981). Richar'Js ,1975) reported a study that involved 10 1 stu
dents using a pyramid design and entailing combinations of self
control procedures as additions to stuny skills advice. Stimulus 
LUntrol was included in two of the subgroups, one in combina
tion with self-monitoring and study skills advice, and the other 
combined with study skills advice alone. Results indicated that 
while self-monitoring was a helpful addition to study skills ad-
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vice, stimulus control was not. Stimulus tvntrol, self-reinforce
ment, and a combination of the two formed the three 
experimental group treatments in a study by Ziesat, Rosenthan, 
and White (1978) involving college students who wanted to 
eliminate procrastination behaviors. Although students in the 
experimental groups reported increased time spent on study 
and those in the control groups did not, no improvement was 
found in overall grade point average. And according to Richards 
(1981), students showed a definite dislike for stimulus control 
procedures because these procedures were too different from 
their usual study practices. They also seemed to have prOblems 
carrying out the procedures independently and needed much 
direction from counselors. 

Earlier in this discussion, we stated that most authors of 
study skills texts advise students to study in one or two pre
selected places, to ilse those places for study only, and to avoid 
distractions as much as possible. This advice was based on es
tablished conditioning principles, which theoretically should 
operate to increase student motivation by es~blishing a signal 
or "set" for study (Richards, 1981). Nonetheless, attempts to 
put such advice into operation through stimulus control proce
dures have not to date proved highly effective in enhancing aca
demic performance. 

Peer influence on study effectiveness. Two major areas 
have been empirically explored in terms of peer influence on 
study effectiveness: recognizing and coping with peer-related 
distractions, and determining the positive influences of peers 
on lItudy performance. In the first area, the study problems and 
I~aoits of adult college students (24 years of age or older) and 
students in the more typical college age range (18 to 21) were 
compared in a study that used self-report questionnaire~ and ex
tensive interviews (Hogan & Hendrickson, 1984). Students in 
both age groups indicated "family/roommate" as a major stud} 
problem. 

In a three-step study reported by Hefferman and 
Richards (1981), isolatio' from peers during study emerged as a 
possible effective way of managing some of the' problems 
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associated with peer influence duf ing study. In the first step 
of the study, the investigators intervtewed students wh had re
ported overcoming previous proDlems in studying. The two 
methods that lI~emed the most bdpful were planning schedules 
and studying away from peers. 111 (he second step of the study, 
the senior author observed 4 Sl'ccI!ssful and 2 unsuccessful stu
dents in their natural study environments and concluded that 
peer isolation, indic:!ted as a modified stimulus control tech
nique, was effective. In. the third phase of the study, 45 coll~ge 
student volunteers who were seriously cuncerned about their 
poor study behaviors were randomly assigned to one of three 
groups: an experimental group in which students were encour
aged to plan schedules and study away from peers; an experi
mental group in which a problem-solving technique and the 
broader, more formal stimulus control procedure discussed ear
lier were combined; and a nl)-treatment control group. L.!ffer
man and Richards 1\~ported that the first group, which studied 
away from peers and p!anned schedules, scored better on ex
aminations than either of the other two groups by a significant 
(although mOdest) margin. Although the authors considered the 
results promising, they advised caution in interpreting them be
cause of the modest difference in performance, the necessity of 
relying on self-report measures in the initial phase of the study, 
and the possibility that students who successfully devise their 
own study strategies somehow may be different from those 
who have not been successful in such attempts. 

Attempts to structure peer influence to improve study ef
fectiveness and academic performance have included peer tu
toring programs, collaborative study efforts, and residential hall 
arrangements. Fremouw and Feindler (1978) reported on a peer 
review study in which students requesting help with study skills 
were paired together as study partners; one member of each 
pair acted as a tutor to the other, after receiving training in 
study skills and self-control techniques from both psychology 
and study skills instructors. Results from interview data indi
cated that the students who had been trained as tutors showed 
as much improvement in study effectiveness as did those who 
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met with graduate teaching assist.1nts in an established study 
skills program, and more than a control group. It should be 
noted that because the peer tutors were trained by both psy
chology and study skills instructors, they invested more prepa
ration time than the professional staff, who were trained only 
by the study skills instructors. Changes in grade performance 
across the groups were not significant. 

The effects of positive peer influence on study habits, as 
measm :d by the Brown and Holtzman Survey of Study Habits 
and Attitudes (Brown & Holtzman, 1967), were investigaled in 
a study involving 15 pairs of coUege roommates (Cappella, 
Hetzler, & MacKem.le, 1983). One randomly selected member 
of each pair was told the purpose of the study and was asked to 
spend 1 hour a day for 7 days modeling good study behavior 
and encouraging the roomm<lte .0 study. At the end of the des, 
ignated period, the students wh) had been encOl.raged b} their 
roommates improved cons:1erably on the Surve} of Study 
Habits and' Attitudes. The roommates themsehe~ improved 
somewhat, but not significantly. 

The effects of volunt.1ry, semivoluntary, and nonvolun
tary peer monitoring programs on college stude(hs' ac~uemic 
performance have also been investigated. In these studies, stu
dents in ~ particular college class are paired to study together 
for a designated minimum period l'f time each week. In one 
experiment (Fraser et aI., 1977), st .. dents were assigned part
ners and asked to study together for at least one half hour per 
week outside of class. Both students received as a grade the av
erage of their individual grades. The authors reported that the 
students who studied together received sig: 'ficantly higher 
grades than did those in control groups not assigned to study 
with a partner. However, students voiced many complaints, es
peciaHy in the initial phases of the course, about being partly 
responsible for and affected by another student's performance. 

In three later experiments, Beaman et al. (1977) at
tempted to maint.1in the advantage of mutual study while over
coming some of the problems associated with mutual grade 
assignment. In .he first experiment, students were required to 
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I 
study with their assigned partner and report their study time 
each week, but grades were ,"ot averaged and no penalties ex
isted for nonconformance. The researchers found that fewer 
than half of the students actually studied together for the re
quired period of time each week. Those who did received sig
nificantly higher grades than students in the control group. In 
the second experiment, student participation was required. In-
stead of getting an averaged grade, participating students .e- I .. 
ceived points for reaching their required amount of study tim~ _ 
with their partners. These students performed better on exami
nations than the control group, but the difference was not st\
tlstically significant. The authors reported, however, that 
several students admitted confidentially that they had falsified 
their time to receive the pOint, and student complaints about 
being required to study with an assigned partner continued 
throughout the semester. In the third experiment, grades were 
averaged for the partners, but participation was volunL1ry Of 
the 108 class members, only 14 volunteered for peer momtor-
ing, and they insisted on choosing their own study partners. 
Again, paired students received higher graces; the difference ~\P
proache(l but Jid not reach ~tatisticai sigraificance. The authors 
concluded that the peer monitoring idea showed promise, but 
that m~oy details involving student reception and cooperation 
still needed to be addressed. 

Another, more expansive, effort to harness peer influ
ence in a positive manner has bc\..n the structuring of residence 
hall arrangements to grol!J,> students on the basis of common 
elements. For example, in a number of studie:i, honor students 
have been grouped together (DeCoster, 1966, 1968; Dunc:m & 
Stoner, 1977). The grouped students showed some advant.1ge in 
grade point average over control groups of honors students not 
assigned to group arrangements, but differences were signifi
cant only during some of the semesters in which the study was 
conducted. The grouping of students in residence halls by aca
demic major (Snead & Caple, 1971; Taylor & Hanson, 1971) re
sulted in higher than predicted GPA for students in the first 
study and superiority over nonassigned students in the :-econd 
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Blimling and Hample (1979) (!;'aluated the grouping of 
students on a more simple common element, the request for a 
more structured study environment. In this study, certain floors 
were designated as study floors and spccil-ic study hours were 
set during which study was optional, but quiet was required. 
StlJdents who violated the quiet hours pcHcy over .In estab
lished limit were transferred to nonstudy floors. Students on 
study floors received high('r grades; analysis indicated that the 
structured environment contributed about 0.05 points to quar
ter grades and about 0.02 to 0.03 points to cumulative grades. 
These differences were found to be significant in three IJf the 
six college quarters in which the dar.1 were collected. The au
thors regarded these results as an indication that even average 
students who want to improve their stud) can profit from a 
structured environment. Although causes cannot be completely 
known. the authors considered the plan's incorporation ofpos
itive peer influence to be a contributing factor to its success. 

Though far from conclusive, research to date would in
dicate that the advice of study skills texts for students to study 
away from their peer~ (or family) may be more helpful than ad
vice that students confine study to one or two places reserved 
solely for that acth·ity. Literature on tutoring as a means of ex
erting a positive influence on students indicates that peer tutor
ing or modeling can effect some positive changes in study 
be!'iavi.:>r; the extent t(\ which such efforts may imprO\·c grade 
point avenge was less clear. Attempts to formalize collabor'Jti\'c 
study (a procedure students sometimes use on their own) 
within a classroom setting by assigning pairs of students to 
study together resulted in higher grades for paired students, but 
the difference was usually of marginal statistical significance. As 
noted earlier, students did not totally acc<:pt the procedur:: tit· 
ing conce1'llS over being affected by someone else's work, di~" 
satisfaction with being assigned to rather than choosing a stud} 
partner. and difficulties in getting together to meet the time 
commitments. Residence hall groupings based on such co 
mon factors as performing well academically, having the ~ame 
major, or expressing a choice for a more structured study envi
ronment show pottntial benefits for grade point average. 
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Music and study effectiveness. Whethcr music interferes 
with study effectiveness is an issue of long standing. Tradition
ally, study sldlls text authors and college skills instructors have 
considered music a distraction and have advised studying with
out music or TV playing in tile background. Bccause of the 
problems involvcd in directly observing studying in natural situ· 
ations, the most relevant investigations into the music and 
studying issue have been those that deal with the effect of mu
sic on various cognitive and pcrccptual performance tasks. 

Some studics havc indicatcd that music detracts from 
task performancc; othcrs that mU$ic is a ncutral factor; othcrs 
that its effects are mixed, and still othcrs that music boosts pcr
formance. When reviews of such studies have bc<:n included in 
study skills texts, the investigations are usually described 
briefly, without mention of the age or grade level of the stu
dents. We found 11 siudies that met the twO criteria est.1bl.i!ihed 
for inclusion in this review. undcrgraduate college student pop
ulations and tasks of a primarily cognitive nature. In 8 of these 
11 studies, authors included no-music control groups in their 
investigations, allowing for an exan!ination of evidence perti
nent to thc broader question: Is music a distraction, a neutral 
factor, a mixed factor, or a facilitator when it comes to college 
studcnt,,' task performance? Three of the studies indicated that 
music had no significant effect (Smith & Morris, 19"76, Wolf & 
Weiner, 1972; Wolfe, 1983). In three instances result~ werc 
mixed, mdicating diflerence~ related to music or student/music 
variables (Et.1ugh & Ptasnik, 1982; Freeburne & Fleischer, 1952. 
Hcnderson, Crews, & Barlow, 194:;). One study indicated p!:r
formance superiority f, r thc rusic listening group (Blanrhard, 
1979). In JUSt one study (Fendrick, 1973) was music found w be 
detrimcntal to task performance for all participating students. 

These mlx.:d results can perhaps be bctter understood 
b~ considcring che many different v:?'"iai?lc~ involvcd in each 
study. Tasks, for examplc, varied from )tuuy to study. Out of the 
11 studies included in this review, ( involved reading compre
hension or other reading tasks (Etaugh & Michals, 19:'5, ct.1.Jgh 
& Ptasnik, 1982; Fendrick, 1973; Freeburn & Flcischer, 1952; 
Henderson, Crews & Barlow, 1945; Hilliard & Tolin, 19~9). 
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Two studies involved taking regular course examinations 
(Blanchard, 1979; Sr.15~h & Morris, 1976), and two others in
volved simple mathematical ~'{5 (Wolf & Weiner, 1972; Wolfe, 
1983). In the remaining study (Belsham & Harman, 1977), stu
dents examined a photo using a printed questionnaire and 
then completed a recall task on photo details. 

Studies also varied in number of students involved, pro
portion of male and female students, length of the .:sting per
iod, and types of questions asked (beyond the broad question 
concerning the overall effect of music on perfonnancc). The 
questions asked fell into three categories: Does type of music 
(classical, jazz, rock and roll) make a difference? Do student t1C
tors related to music (student preferences, familiarity with mu
sic, frequency of listening) affect results? Does the volume of 
music matter, and is music different from other noises 
(spee~hes, industrial nois~) in its efiect on perfomlance? 

Three studies explored the effect of classical versus other 
types of music. Bland.ard (1979) found that students listening 
to rock and roll, jazz, or classical music during an extended 
course examination performed better than students who did 
not listen to music during the c.xam. No differences were found 
between the experimental groups. In addition, when blood 
pressure and pulse l"'Jtes (which were t.1ken before, during, and 
afte~ the test, were compared, experimental group students re
turned to pretest levels faster than did control group students. 
!'io significant diffcrence5 among the groUp5 were found on the 
r.!ading comprehension clSk, however, the group listening to 
jazz read faster. 

Henderson, Crews, and Barlow (1945) compared th~' ef· 
fects of classical and popular music and quiet conditions. They 
found no significant differences on the vocabulary section of 
the Nelson-Denny Reading Test (Nelson, Denny, & Brown, 
1938), but popular music sen t. ' a.. .. a distraction on the compre
hension portion of the te51. The .lUthors indicated that the t.1Sk 
difficulty of the comprehen5ion test could have been a factor. It 
should be noted that all of the students in this sample were fe
male, also, although it was not specifically stated, it appears 
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from the titles thar the classical music was purely instrumenC11 
while the popular music was vocaL 

1\vo other factors concerning type of music were ad· 
dressed 1n the literature: the effect: of vocal versus nonvocal 
music and the effects of stimulative versus sedative music. 
Belsham and Harman (1977). tef~ing the relative distractive
ness of vocal and nonvocal music, found vocal music to be 
more distl~lcting. They concluded that investiga!~rs should 
designate whether vocal or nonvocal music is used in experi
ments. The authors h ho compared the relativc effects of stimu
lati,,:!: and sedative music (classified or. thc basis of an existing 
scale) wer.e primarily interested in how music affected emmion· 
ality and worry during a course c.xamination. The stimulative 
music tended to keep emotion and worry levels up, as indicated 
by student reports at intervals throughout the exam, but the 
type of music played durin'J various sections of the teM had nu 
apparent c;ffect on exam pt:rformance. 

'Variables tested rel:t.ting to bmh the student and the mu
sic included student experiem:e in listening to music and stu· 
dent familiarity with the music played. The frequency with 
which students hstened to music was examined in two studies. 
Euugh and Michals (1975) found males to be less di5lractt'd 
than females by music of their preferencc; however, a question· 
naire indicated that the males in the sample listened to musk 
more frequently than rhe females. When that variable was il . 
c1uded in the analysis. it appeared that thc Jifference in distrac· 
tion level should be attributed to frequency of listening rather 
than primarily to sex differences. Emugh and PClSnik (1982) fur· 
ther tested for this variable with a balanced samplt! of males :.lOd 
females and f<?und that students who listened to music fre· 
quently \\.::re not distracted (according [0 their performance) 
during a reading comprehension wk; however, students who 
reported that they infrequently listened t.O music while reading 
performed Significantly becc ... ·· in the qUIet condition. Hilliard 
and Tolin (1979) tested whether familiarity with the music af· 
fected student performance. They found that students who had 
heard the music in a pretest session performed better while 
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.-
completing a section of the Sequential Test of Educational Prog
ress (1969) than did students who listened to unfamiliar music_ 

Wolf (1983) tested the relative effects of the same music 
played at three different volumes: 60-70 decibels, 70-80 deci
bels, and 80-90 decibels. No differences were found in students' 
ability to solve simple arithmetic problems, but a student ques
tionnaire administered after the test indicated that a majority of 
the students who listened to the loudest music found it both 
annoying and distracting; this was not true for the other two 
loudness conditions. Wolf and Weiner (1972) corhpared stu
dents' ability to solve simple arithmetic problems in a quiet 
condition, while listening to a speech recorded from television, 
while liMening to industrial noise (a recording of a buzz saw), 
and while listening to rock and roll music. Students who lis
tened to rock and roll performed significantly be!tcr than stu
dents who heard the buzz saw. No significant differences were 
found among the other groups. 

These studies, all of which involved college undergradu
ate students in primarily cognitive tasks, do not lend support to 

the inflexible position taken by _any authors of study skills 
texts that music is universally distracting to the performance of 
intellectual tasks. Assuming these results transfer to more natu
ral study tasks, study skills authors would be better able to jus
tify discussing the various variables that may make listening to 
mt'''ic during study distracting and then encouraging students 
to make their own decisions. 

Research indicates several factors that may affect how 
distracting music is. The two studies that investigated frequency 
of listening to music indicated that students who listened to 
music infrequently found music distracting when they were 
reading or studying, while students who listened to music fre
quently did not. Findings from one direct and one indirect 
study indicate that vocal music may be more distracting than 
nonvocal music, presumably because words are more apt to 
catch the conscious attention of the person reading or studying. 
In a study investigating the role of familiar and unfamiliar music 
on cognitive task performance, students were less distracted 
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when music was familiar than when it was unfarniliar. Although 
music volume did not affect performance in the vne study that 
investigated this factor, the fact that students cited loud music 
as annoying and potentially distracting is worth considering. Fi
nally, the study that investigated the effects of music versus 
other noises found that music was less distracting than indus
trial noise. While absolute conclusions are not warranted, the 
results of these studies indicate that music may indeed be a non
distracting background factor for many students in some read
ing/study situations. 

Implications 
An analysis of the literature pertinent to the study envi

ronment raises questions concerning some of the advice given 
by study skills texts, and possibly by study skills i.1structors as 
well. Other suggestions found more support in the literature. 
With reference to student control of study environment, the 
available literature on stimulus control did not support the sug
gested practice of studying totally or mainly in one, or at most 
two, places and reserving those areas for study only. The prac
tice did not seem to contribute substantially to improved study 
or academic sl...:cess, and students resisted ~uch contrived con
trol over their study environment as being too unna! - I The 
findings did support the advice of some texts to study away 
from friends or family, as well as the idea of planning schedules 
with specific times designated for studying. 

With reference to music and studying, a review of all 
studies in which college students comprised the populations 
did not lend support to an unqualified statement that listening 
to music while studying intt'rferes with the learning process. 
While the finding that students who list:..n to music frequently 
3r:: less distracted by music than those who do not lends sup
port to the theory that unfamiliar noises are more distracting 
than familiar ones, it also seems to suggest that some students 
require a greater degree of quiet than do others. Research seems 
to support the suggestion that students should monitor their 
distractions by writing down times when their thoughts were 
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interrupted and then analyzing the results ~. ~~ making neces
sary changes. Research also supports the notion that students 
should choose and use music so that it stays in the background, 
not comf\"nnding their conscious attention. On this basis, sup
port coula Je given for listening to familiar instrumental music 
while stu~ying, and for keeping the music at a reasonable vol
ume. 

Attention must be drawn to a major problem that has im
peded research in the area of study environment. Ideally, con
clusions about students' udy behavior should be based on 
substantive observations of students studying in their natural 
settings. However, possibly because such observation would 
contaminate the naturalness of the environment, this has not 
been the usual practice. Therefore, many of the findings re
ported were based on performance of cognitive tasks of varying 
natures. Even within the group of tasks involving reading com
prehension, variance in task could cause variance in perform
ance. for example, cumpleting a standardi~~d test in which the 
reading material is always before the student does not require 
precisely the same skills as reading something and taking a test 
afterward; neither task is completely analogous to study. Also, 
more attention to characteristics that may affect the findings, 
such as volume and type of music, would be helpful. 

The possibility of muimizing the positive aspects of 
peer influence through such practices as peer tutoring or collab
orative study shows some promise for research and practice for 
college reading instruction. Students who are well trained in 
study skills strategies and management may be able to help oth
ers, especially in improving study habits and behavi·.>rs. When 
students were required to study together, course examination 
grades showed at least marginal impr0vement, although stu
dents often objected to such practices as averaging their grades 
with those of their study partner or requiring them to study 
with assigned partners. Students who want to study with oth
ers may profit from study skills training in this area; this possi
bility merits further investigation. 
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Finally, it should be noted that since study environment 
is so closely related to such other study variables as time man
agement. memory and concentration, knowledge of learning 
strategies, and motivation and interest, research that involves 
several of these variables might be more profitable than studies 
relating strictly to an isolated aspect of study environment. 
Also, investigations of such self-control measures as self
monitoring and problem solving are needed. Controlling varia
bles in the study environment to accommodate individual 
learning preferences and promote maximum learning from a 
study situation may be a key ei~ment of success for college stu
dents with at least minimal motivation, academic competency, 
and leaming skills. 

LibMryUse 
The library is a major resource and service ;tgency for 

both students and faculty. Those who use the library wisely 
find it offers a diversified knowledge base that can extend learn
ing experiences. For some, it provides a way to access informa
tion quickly and efficiently; for others, it is a place that is more 
pt:plexing than helpful and therefore becomes a study hall 0r 
reading room (Moran, 1984). Lyle (1963) reported that 50 per
cent of all students using libraries in a univ~i'sity setting were 
using their own textbooks exclusively, compared with 16 per
cent who were using the varied library materials for indepen
dent study. 

Rather than using the library as a study hall, students 
need to learn how to use it as a resource to help in their study
ing. The former tendency may result from students not know
ing how (Q use library aids (e.g., card catalog, indexes) to access 
information in gene1'al, (lr it may result from students' limited 
prior knowk::!ge of information relevant to their acadCHic goal 
(Alvarez et al., 1984). The latter would. Idicate tb'lt students 
may be less certain about what information needs to be re
trieved from the library than about how it can be acce~'ied. Of
ten students are more focused or~ writing the assigned ~~rJers 
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than on the proces5 of collecting appropr:ate information for 
those p:lpers. 

In our review of study skills texts and the related litera
ture, we found disparate ideas. First, only 33 percent of the au
thors we reviewed provide information :tbout library use. These 
authors limit their suggestions to how students can use refer
ence tools to obtain material in the library. Our review of the 
literature relating to library use by college students addresses a 
broader issue. We present information on how the library is cur
rently used and technological advances that will change the 
lcarning needs of college students in their use of the library. 
This information could provide direction for expanding discus
sions on library use by both authors of study skills texts and 
instructors of study skills classes. 

Suggestions from Study Skills Texts 

Some authors of study skills textbooks provide exercises 
that are designed to give students practice in finding informa
tion Voffe, 1982; Postman, Keckler, & Schneckner, 1985; 
Shepherd, 1987). Often these exercises l.::quire students to use 
reference materials such as card catalogs, indexes, abstracts, 
government documcnts, newspapers, and cncyclopedias to 
find information on specific topics. Typically, these topics are 
chosen without considcral~vl1 of students' interests, assign
ments for other courses, or long term projects. For thest exer
cises, the search for matcrials often become5 the goal rather 
than a means of ricco.npli5hing the broader goal5 of finding and 
integrating inlormation across sources. 

Related LI~erature 
An important consideration in this review is why stu

dents may be having difficulty when given library assignments. 
Students' limited prior knowledge of the library, narrow topic 
assignments, and limited prcparation for asslgnment5 are some 
of the factors that contribute to students' inability to use the 
library effectively. We have organized the relevant literature as 
follows. students' use of the library, instructors' expectations, 
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distinction between library and research skills, students' prepa
ration, and dA.abases and workstations. 

Studl:nts' Zlse of the library. According to Sellen and Ji
rouch (1984), students seem to prefer textbooks, encyclop\!
dias, or dictionaries when gathering information for a report. 
Studl!nts make minimum use of varied library reference sources 
unless compelled by the assignment. The college students in 
this study tended to rely on high schoollib.ary skills such as use 
of encyclopedias. They seemed to lack both the knowledge and 
the skills needed .to access and use other source~. College jun
iors and seniors performed much the same as freshmen and 
sophomores in their general use of library sources. 

Even when students have libraries in their re:idence 
halls, there is evidence that they Jon't make full use of the avail
able resources. Oltmans and Schuh (1985) found that students 
prioritized their use of residence hall libraries as follows. first, 
for current periodicals an~ leisure reading, second, for class
related materials; third, for listening to records and tapes; 
and fourth, for reviewing art prints. Given the find:ngs of Sellen 
and Jirouch (1984), it is not surpri~ing that these ~'.lthors also 
describe a limited scope in students' use of library materials. 

Instructors' expectations. Faculty may have different 
perceptions of students' ability and use of library resources. In
structors who are unaware of students' lack of library skills may 
give directives their students don't understand (e.g., "l1c:e the 
library for this assignment"). Facl~lty members responding to 
Sellen & Jirou<.h's (1984) questionnaire all said they preferred 
students to use a wide variety of resources (periodicals, in
dexes, abstracts) when writing pap.:rs and for class preparation. 
Instructors in natu."al science and engineering favored use of in
dexes and abstracts more heavily than their colleagues in other 
disciplines, but that was the only major difference in prefer
ence. Sellen & Jirouch further indicated that faculty from 
most disciplines expected students to use periodicals that re
flect ooth a historical and a current perspective rather than just 
Cllrrent periodicals, ~nd regarded enCYClopedias and dictio
naries 2S inappropriate sources of infonnation. 
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Library assignments need to be carefully planned if they 
are to be effective in develcping students' use of the library. In
structors need to become knowledgeable about their library's 
collection and to alert students to the library services available 
to them. In a study conducted !,)y Hofman (1981), instructors 
were found to havt limited knowledge of their library's collec
tions, services, and materials. Despite information sources such 
as library study guides, self-guided tape tours, and student 
handbooks, instructors often sent students to the library with 
course assignmen~s requiring them to use referc!ice materials 
not in the collection. Assignments that don't provide students 
with information about how to use the library effectively can 
lead to student fr/.lstration and poor performance. 

Getting students to use the library involves more than 
giving simple assignments without course-related relevance and 
putting books on the hbrary reserve list. It demands a coopera
tive endeavor between faculty and librarians (Barnes, 1988; 
Carlson & Miller, 1984; GWinn, 1978; Lyle, 1963; Morris, 1980) 
to help students learn lO <..hoose appropriate reference materi
als. 

Distinction beru'een library and research ski/ls. Con
fused use of the terms library skills and research skills-often 
used interchangeably in study skills texts-may credle further 
<:isparity between instructors' expectations and students' per
formance in the library. Stoan (1984), acknowledging the im
portance of distinguishing these two terms for students, 
defined research skills as those needed to search for knowledge 
and library skills as those needed to search for information. 
More specifically, he described research skills as encompassing 
in-depth knowledge about a speciOc subject area, knowledge of 
research methods associated with the discipline, the ability co 
gather and test prlmary dat.'l (whi<..h usually come from outside 
the library), and the ability to think in a particular subject area. 
Stoan described library skills as a set of mechanical skills that 
are generic across disciplines. The authors of study skills texts 
seem to focus on enhancing library skills rather than research 
skills. 
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While undergraduate smdents are not e.''''pected to use 
the same research skills as experienced researchers, our review 
of the literature suggests that authors of study skills t\'.!Xts could 
rely on the strategies used by researchers to broaden students' 
use of library resources. Both Rambler (1982) and Stoan (1984) 
acknowledge that research methodology evolves from a well
developed knowledge base of a subject area and that students' 
ability to integrate information across courses is a process that 
begins at the undergraduate level and proceeds through gradu
ate study. Undergraduate education focuses primarily on ac
quainting students with the basi:: knowledge of a discipline anJ 
on teaching them how to search independently for related in
formation through use of texts, reserve book lists, and relevant 
additional readings. 

Alerting students to informal methods used by research
ers to obtain information may be useful. Studies conducted at 
Bath University of Technology (1971), and by Hernon (1982), 
McBride and Stenstrom (1ge" 1981), Stenstrom and McBride 
(1979), Van Styvendael (19Ti), and Wood and Bower (1969) in
dicate that footnotes, personal recvmmendations from 
scholars, personal bibliographic files, serendipitous discovery, 
browsing, and similar methods that involve no formal use of 
indexes or abstracts account for the great majority of citations 
obtained by scholars. FOl instance, 94 percent of the research
ers who responded to a questionnaire at Bath University of 
Technology said that references in books and periodicals were 
useful to them in locating materials for research. In contrast, 
fewer than 15 percent of respondents used indexes or ab
stracts-a finding consistent with those uf a study with college 
faculty conducted by Stenstrom and McBride. These authors re
ported that faculty relied primarily on footnotes in journals and 
books as sources for additional references. In a later study with 
psychology and educational psychology faculty, McBride and 
Stenstrom reported that fewer than 20 percent of either group 
made even minimal use of abstracts or references in periodicals 
or 'Jibliographies to identify sources. The informal reference 
sources favored by these scholars are easily accessible and un-
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derstood, and may thus be good resources for undergraduate 
students. 

Students' preparation. Some investigators have found 
th;u community college libraries do not recognize the special 
needs of their students with academic problems (Breivik, 
1977a; Shaughnessy, 1975; Truett, 1983); thus, to ' students 
who need library skills the most appear to be receiving the least 
amount of instruction (Lolly & Watkins, 1979). If we expect stu
dents with academic problems to use both library and basic re
search reference tools, we need to help them learn how to use 
these tools. Lolly al~d Watkins (1979) note that although com
munity colleges require academic courses at the developmental 
level, they do little to prepare students to use library resources, 
Truett (1983) found that although more than 90 percent of the 
colleges surveyed offered a developmental education program 
for their students, fewer than 28 percent of the colleges had 
library services to suppOrt these programs. For example, only 
one community college library reported having a bilingual 
handbook written in English and Spanish, even though most of 
(he colleg:!s surveyed were in cities with an above average His
panic popul;uion. Instruction in library use was also found lack
ing. The type of instruction most prevalent in the surveyed 
communit} college~ wa5 the traditional oriencuion lecture tour. 
lrue~t described this instruction as the least effective method of 
helping students use the library b, . ~ it included no course
related instruction. 

Bibhographic instruction (instruction in how to use cat!
logs to search fur chapter titles) is better received and under
stood when it is related to the research needs of specific courses 
(Carlson & Millc~ 1984). In one investigation, course-related 
library instruction conducted with developmental students 
resulted in academic gains as measured by reading comprehen
sion tests and student-written term papers (Breivik, 19"77a). The 
effectiveness of integrating coursework and related library in
struction h.1s been supported by se\'eral other investigations 
(Brcivik, 1 ~~ 77b, 1987; Wagner, 1973). 

Josey (1971) suggests that varied library services should 
be made available to students with academic problems. These 
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services should include special library counseling, instruction 
specific to course assignments, and selective dissemination of 
information utilizing honors students and service-oriented vol
unteer groups. 

Databases atzd workstatiOtlS. Libraries are in transition 
from manual to electronic systems (Henry et al., 1988; Moran, 
1984), but this technological advance is not acknowledged b)· 
most authors of study skill" tests. Computerized systems have 
made interlibrary loans, library acquisitions, searches for refer 
ences, and circulation much easier. Even nctetaking changed 
with the availability of photocopying machines in the library. 
Authors of study skills tcxts need to include such information 
to improve college students' use of the library's technological 
resources. 

Perhaps the first direct experience students and faculty 
will have with computerized library systems is With the library's 
card catalog system. Online catalog systems are beginning to re
place the 3 x 5 card catalogs used in most ac~Jemic libraries. 
These computerized systems z>rovide the user with a fast 
method of accessing all of the library's holdin1!-~. 

Using a computer terminal to interacr. with the dat.'lbast: 
of catalog information, students can send and receive me~sage5 
instantaneously, requesting subject information as wcll .15 titlc5 
or authors of books, journals, and documents. Searching :or 
references or. tilt. ~!.)rnputer can save hours over a manu:tl 
search. 

Other u:..:onological advances are in the works. Morgan 
(1984) states that library loans in the future will be accessed 
through such methods as digital teldacsimilc for the delivery of 
documents. Already, libraries are linked through computer nct
works. According to Moran, more than 2,000 library databascs 
or computerized information files are availablc, and these are 
increasing at a rate of 20 to 30 percent a year. Some of these 
databases include the Washington Library Network (WL~), On
line Computer Library Center (OCLC). Resean.h Library Informa
tion Nctwork (RUN), and Bibliographic Retriev~tl Service (BR~). 
Some bibliographic databases, such as BR~, have introduced an 
"Afterdark" service to encourage individual5 who have a per-
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sonal computer, modem, and phone to access and use these 
files in the evening hours. Special evening rates for database ac
cess, as well as menu-driven software packages, arc available to 
further encourage lise of these services (Rice, 1985). 

Dat.1bases are being considered as viable altern"lti\'es for 
reducing the escalating costs of library acquisitions. Stueart 
(1982) reports that an experimental plan called Adonis h~ been 
developed by several periodical publishers to issue 10 to 15 
journals in an electronic fc,rmat. According to Smeart, this type 
of format is evolving to accommodate the in.:::reasing number of 
periodicals produced each year. Library subscriptions have in
creased dmmatic-.1Ily because of the burgeoning number of jour
nals available, rcsulting in higher expenses. Libraries may be 
forced to redt.:.ce their ownership of journals or other materials 
in favor of information available on databases. Stueart has 
warned that libraries' increased reliance on electronically trans
mitted publications may limit access to information by those 
students who are unfamiliar with c1eLtronic information re
trieval. Clearly, study skills texts must address this area. 

Another area that authors of study skills texts do not ad
dress is the use of outside workstations to access library re
sources. In the near future, scholars ard student researchers 
m,l>' have library reference tools available to them at special 
workstations located in dorms or classroom buildings, which 
will preclude the need to go to the Iibr:Jry. ~hio State Univer
Sity, for example, has a Telephone Center where students can 
check the location and a\ ailability of a book or journal in the 
library's collection, have it charged out to them, and even have 
it mailed to their offices or dormitory rooms (Lawrence, 19$0). 

Other universities are preparing their physical facilities 
to deal with accessing daL1bases directly by creating worksL1-
tions fM faculty and student~. Tucker (1983-1984), for exam
ple, reports that Brown Cniversity has begun installing 10,000 
workstations across the campus to serve the needs of both fac
ulty and students. These worksL1tions will be able to access the 
!ibrary''i catal! g and other bibliogi.lphic and nonbibliographic 
databases. 
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Implications 
Advice offered by authors of study skills texts doC'.) not 

represent a comprehensive view of the: library skill~ students 
may need to manage their :;tudy efforts. Exercises to practice 
the use of library resources need to be made relevant to stu
dents' ':ourse assignments so they can learn how to search for 
and use information from varied sources for clas~ preparation 
and when writing papers. Also, students should be advised to 
take advantage of tutoring or orientation programs offered 
through their school library program. 

There is a difference between library skills (searching for 
information) and research skills (searching ior knowledge). 
Many undergraduate students are concerned only with library 
skills. The need for research skills increases as students become 
more interested in and knowledgeable about a given discipline 
Authors of study :-:kills texts and instructors of college study 
classes need to provide a comprehensive approach to their sug
gestions for library use. Needed are suggestions that not only 
orient students to library resources but also specify methods of 
conducting library research. 

Many undergraduate students do not PJlly utilize the li
brary's reference sources ~!!cause their knowledge is limited 
These smdents seem to rely on the same library reference 
sourc.es they used in high school. L'nfortunatcly, this narrow list 
of sources (e.g., dictionaries, encyclopedias) seems to be what 
is primarily advocated in COllege study skills textbook' Even 
though these authors also advocate indexes and abstracts, with
out specific instruction in the use of these materials, students 
from disadvantaged educational backgrounds will probably fall 
back on more familiar sources. Professors freque,..rly hand out 
library assignments with little or no support for students who 
have limited library skills. 

Authors of study skill texts should alert students to infor
mal methods of gathering infomlation ~ one way to improve 
their library and research skills. Informa. methods (e.g., making 
use of footnotes and reference lists, keeping personal biblio
gflphic file~) may prove beneficial not only in maximizing stu-
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dents' use of reference materials hut abo in helping them see 
the value of setting up their own index o'f information. 

Advances il\ technology have ~ected how library infor
mation can be accessed. Now that databases are rcpl1cing card 
catalogs and primed indexes, they need to be explained by au
thor~ of study skill~ texts, college instructors, and librarians. 
Workstations also need to be discussed in study skills texts and 
developmental studies courses if college students with aca
demic problems are going to be able to rely on these resources 
to help them smdy. 

Conclusions 
Two major conclusions can be made from Ollr review of 

time management, study environment, al1<j library use. First, 
there is both pragmatic :lnd theoretical/empirical support for 
gIving sturjents infomlation and exercises to help them prepare 
to manage their study efforts. Students should be taught how to 
analyze and monitor the amount of time needed for study, how 
\0 analyze and control the study environment, and how to 
make effective use of reference materials. Second, specific di
rectives (c.g., "Study with music but not television") com
monly found within study skills texts l'Cceive mixed support in 
the literature. More research is needed to determine the appro
priateness of each of these directives and to assess how use of 
time, study environment, and library resources may differ .IC

cording to specific student and course needs. 
The following suggestions arc offered for authors of 

lItudy skills texts, instructors of reading and study skills courses, 
and researchers. Study skills tcxts could be extended to describe 
how students can monitor their use of time and regulate factors 
such as music and peer influence that may impede their study 
efforts. These tcxts should also help students estac2ish strategies 
to correct their problems. Infomlation and cxercises related to 
library use should present course-related illustrations to help 
students tmnsfer the use of specific library skills and resourcc~ 
to classes in which they .Ire currentl} enrolled. Without using 
the technical language of published research, authors could 
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provide :\ more comprehensive view of the topicS they discuss 
so that students can understand the conditions and reasons for 
the advice that is given. Instructor manuals that accompan) stu
dents' texts should include a summary of the theoretical and 
empirical research on which the text was based. 

Correspor.,ding to these suggestions, instructors of col
lege reading and study skills courses should provide opportuni
ties for students to study and monitor (1) their usc' vf time 
during study, (2) the environment.11 factors that influence their 
study, ~lnd (3) their usc of library skills for course asSignments. 
Class discussions and il1dividual confr!rences should be pr,')
vided to help students select dnd implement problem-solving 
strategies. Instruqors need to be knowledgeable about the li
brary resources :Ivailable to their students and coordinate their 
instruction with instructional programs offered through the 
library. 

Several areat; within this topic require further research. 
For instance, the amount of time needed to study effectively 
and acros5 different tasks :,hould be Mudied. Given that multiple 
factors have a, impact on COllege students' study environ
ments, research is also needed to investigate the synergistic d
fects of these factor5 on study h:lbit5. Also, investig:uors need to 
identify effective su-.ltcgie!) for enhancing MuJent:,' knowledge 
anc', flexi,;)le use of library resources. 
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That Influence 
Study 
Victoria j. Risko 
Marilyn M. Fairbanks 
Marino C Alvarez 

C olleze instructors, authors of college reading and 
stu .... ! skills tex!.s, ~nd re'iearchers suggest that the 

goal of reading and study skills classes is to prepare . 4udents to 
use &trategics that will boost their leve~ of motivation .md change 
the way they select, organize, and remember new knowledge. 
Adult learners and college students often fail to use effective 
study strategies either because they are insufficiently infonned 
about these strategies or because they are unable to monitor the 
strategies they use Oohnston, 1985; Palmer & Goetz, 1988; Simp
son, 1984). In fhis chapter we discuss three factors-motivation, 
memory, and attention-since the goal of instruction for college 
students is to increase their control of ea(h of these in order to 
establish effective study habits. 

For this analysis, we began with the same 64 current 
study skills texts we examined for the preceding chapter This 
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time we eliminated 40 of the 64 texts because they provided no 
substantial information about the strategic management of moti
vation, memory, or attention. Again, we completed a content 
:maiysis of the remaining tcxts to determine the extent to which 
each of the three target areas wa; addressed, the nature of the 
information and suggestions provided for each area, and the ex
tent to which authr.rs of study skills texts cited or explicitly re
lated their suggestk'ns to theoretical or research literature. Each 
of the 24 texts conl'lined information about at least one of our 
target areas. Table 1 :iUrnmarizes the results of our analysis. 

As in our previous analysis, each study skills textbook 
we reviewed discussed at least one target area, and usually two 
or all three. We again found that most authors do not relate 
their suggestions explicitly to supporting literature. Instead, 
they t~nd to provide pragmatic reasons for their suggestions, 
stating thejr case simply and in a generalized manner without 
reflecting on differing perspective5 presented In the literature. 

In this chapter, we provide a review of th,e theoretical 
and empirical literature that relates to each of the three target 
factors. We examine whether the suggestions in the textbooks 
under review reflect research findings and then discuss related 
literature. For the most part, we have limited our discussion to 
the literature on cc;.llege-age students. For each of the target ar
eas, we organized our review to present: (1) a brief review of 
what authors of the 24 study skills texts recommend. (2) a 
review of literature related to the designated fat ~01 and an in
terpretation of the correspondence ~ etween what is recom
mended and what is supported or proposed in the. literature, 
and (3) a discussion of the issues addressed. We conclude with 
recommendations for research and instruction. 

Motivational Variables 
In our work with college students ;n both voluntary and 

required study skills program settings, we ha:e found wide vari
ation in students' motivation to achieve academic improvement 
and success. Some students seemed eager to try new ideas or 
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adapt ideas they had tried and abandoned in the past, and were 
delighted when they received a good test grade or saved time 
with one of our suggested study strategies. Others seemed just 
as dedicated to proving that nothing we could suggest could 
possibly help them. We tried everything we could think of to 
improve students' academic motivation. What seemed to work 
the best for us was stressing college "survival" skills early in the 
program and encouraging stuc1ents to exert enough effort to 
achieve at least a little success. We found that with many :,tu
dents, a liule success spurred desire for more success and could 
sometim~s help tnrn a~ound a predisposition to failure. or at 
least help a fair student become a good or excellent student. 

In our experience, poor academic achievement in high 
school often contributes to poor study skills in college. Further, 
students who experience academic problems in col~cge seem to 
lack clear-cut goals and W have a poor self-concept, often ac
companied by the attitude that failure is more a matter of bad 
luck than of their OW!l efforts. Often, these students seem to 
have concluded that it is better to fail by not trying than by 
making an unsuccessful effort. Similarly, Fischer and Mandl 
(1984) and Palmer and Goetz (1988) note that poor readers 
who have trouble with comprehension are more likely to be 
predisposed toward expecting failure and to "react affectivcly 
rather than effectively" (p. 53). 

The com pie}\. relationships between motivational var;a
bles and study behaviors have been addre:,sed by a number of 
investigators. Biggs (1979) has hypothesized that the best aca
demic results for a student will occur when the student':, ballic 
motivation and strategy match. He propolles three motivational 
modes: utility, represcn!ed by the Mudem who ill attending col
lege for nonacademic reasons; learning, characterized by the 
student who is truly devoted to intellectual growth; and 
achievement, descriptive of the Mudent who placell priority on 
high grades and organizes accordingly. Biggs sugge:,t:, a correll
ponding study strategy for t;:ach mode. Other inveMigatorli 
(Entwistle, 1981; Hattie & Watkins, 1981; Watkins, 1982; 
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Thble 1 
Rekvant Areas Addressed in Current C~l1ege Study Skills Texts 

Areas \ Rationale Provided for Suggestions 
Addressed Given/Activities Included 

e 
-a-g i c 
-001 Be Theoretical Research Research 
a'~ ., 8-! Pragmatic Basis Cited Reference 

Text !i:::E :::E tleasons Established In Text Ust 

Annis, 1983 X X Yes Yes Y&S Yes --
Bradley, 1963 X No No No No --
Brooks, 1984 X Yes Yes No No 

Cohen & PoWino, 1982 X Yes Yes Yes No 

Joffe,1982 X X X Yes No No No 

Joffe, 1988 X X Yes No No No 

Kolzow & Lehmann, 1986 X Yes No No No 

McWhorter,1986a X X X Yes No Minimal No 

McWhorter, 1986b X X X Yes No Nu No 

McWhorter, 1997 X X Y~ No 'yes Yes 

Nist & Dit3hl, 1985 X X Yes No Minimal No 

Pauk,1984 X X X Yes No Minimal No 



Thble 1 (continued) 

Postman, Keckler, & Schneckner, 1985 X Yes No No No 

Resnick & Page, 1984 X Yes No No No 

Schmelzer, Khristen, & Browning, 1q84 X X Yes No Minimal No 

Shepherd, 1982 X X Yes No No No 

Shepherd,1984 X X X Yes No No No 

Shepherd, 1987 X X Yes No No No 

Sherman, 1084 X X X Yes No No No 

Smith,1981 X X Yes No Minimal 

N~ Sotiriou, 1984 X Yes No No N;, 

Walter & Siebert, 1984 X X X Yes No Minimal Mirimal 

Wood,1~ X X I X Yes No No Minl~ 
Wood,1986 X X X Yes No Minimal ""I 
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Watkins & Hattie, 1980) have atte;npted to verify this theory 
ana have indicated partial support, with the utility factor noted 
as the least defensible. 

Half of ~ile study skills texts we reviewed dealt direc.tly 
with the problem of motivation. For example, Nist and Dieh! 
(1985) (~aa motivation one of the most important keys to sue
cessfullt:arning and studying, while Walter and Siebert (1984) 
assert that motivation and learning how to study !Ire the most 
important variables in whether students will finish college. 

The ideas and suggestions in these books that relate to 
the role of motivation in students' academic performance 
seemed to fall into four interrelated categories: 

• assuming responsibility for acadcmic achievement or 
improvement, 

• devcloping positive attitudes toward self and sur
roundings, 

.1 setting goals, and 

• managing stress and anxiety. 

In the review of the research literature, we found two types of 
studies pertinent to these tv'lr groups of variables: studies in
vestigating the relationshir of motivational variables (and 
sometimes other factors) to academic success, and studies con
cerned with improving academic performance by manipulating 
motivational variables. In the discussion that follows, we exam
ine each of the four categories, summarizing in turn the sugges
tions made in study skills texts and the available empirical 
st,.~:ies of both types. 

Suggestions from Study Skills Texts 
Assuming responsibility. Walter & .cbert (1984) and 

McWhorter (1986a, 1986b) stress the importance of studen~' 
accepting total responsibility for learning and taking a positive 
rather than a passi\'e attitude. They i.dvise students not to ex
pect teachers to be entertainers whose job is to get thcir atten
tion but instead to accept an active role in finding useful 
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information available in <-'Very class. The)' also indicate that be
ing responsible for oneself means accepting both successes and 
failures, and viewing failures as a signal for rhe need to change. 
Sherman (1984) advises students to gain control of their learn
ing by using good study skills; howeve. few authors offer sug
gestions for self-directed strategies students can adopt. 

Instead of simply giving advice about self-responsibility, 
at least two authors attempt to build the concept into the 
book's approach. Cohen and Poppino (1982) designl!d their 
booh. around ,vhat they term a Piagetian/schema or discov~ry 
approach. For each of the skills introduced, they direct the stu
dem first to approach a learning problem and figure out solu
tions (exploration), then to state the solution as 1 principle or 
formula (invention), then to field test the solution (application), 
and finally to restate the problem and their decisions (recapitu
lation). Brooks (1984) organized his text to encourage students 
to examine and build on their background knowledge a:1d then 
make their own study skills decisions in :1 motivationally ori
ented psycholinguistic approach. 

Developing positive attitudes. Student attitudes, which 
are firmly linked to other motivational factors. can have a pow
erful impact on the ~uccess of students' study habits. Walter and 
Siebert (1984) stress five major points Jbout this topic (some of 
which other study skills authors also address). First, they try to 
impress on students the importance of believing in their ability 
to achieve academic success. This point is echoed by Sherman 
(1984) and Nist and Diehl (1985), who tell students they should 
accept their admission to college as evidence of their potential 
for academiL success, but that th.;y have to consciously supply 
the motivation to achieve. 

Second, Walter and Siebert (1984) stress the importance 
of students' belief that they are in control of their own lives. 
The authors include an attitude survey to help students deter
mine the extent to which they feel in control of their lives, and 
explain that students who read texts with the belief that they 
can learn and gain from them are more apt to be internally 
rather than <-'Xternally oriented. Third, thL'Y emphasize the need 
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to avoid negative thinking and the games losers play, such as 
attributing succ~ss or failure to luck, or making excuses for not 
doing T" ~lat they knew would bring academic success. 

Fourth Walter and Siebert (1984) as well:l.'i Wood (19~6) 
advise students to replace negative thinking with positive think
ing, or !lelf-t.11k, and to imagine themselves in rewuding and 
successful situations. L1St, the authors tell students to cultivate 
a positive approach toward academic surroundings-for in
st.1nce, to expect to learn something from evc:ry lecture. 

Satting goals. As with the other motivationJI variables, 
goal setting is a fact<Jr students can learn to control. Walter and 
Siebert (1984) and Wood (i986) emphasize setting reasonable 
goals and then judging one's success by the extent to which 
chose goals are f!)et. Sherman (1984) also addresses the impor
tance of goal setting :lS a motivational :.tratcgy, viewing it as a 
way of dealing with anxiety. Both Wood (1986a, 1986b) and 
McWhorter (1986) advise students to reward themselves when 
goals are met. Further, Wood asks .;tudents l.) consider the con
sequences of not meeting est.1bIished goals. Other study skills 
texts do not address this issue in :my depth. 

Managing stress and anxiet)~ Stress, a complex motiva
tional variable, often is difficul'. to assess and to channel pro
ouctively. Pauk (1984) differentiates between stress and tension, 
describing stress as a bodily response to demands placed on it 
and terosion as the "wrong" response. In attempting to help stu
dent .. deal with tension, P:lUk offers four general suggestions for 
dealing with stress. (1) avoid stressful situations, (2) be overpre
pared for academic work, (3) I~.:rn to rel.t~ wIthout feeling 
guilty, and (4) avoid procrastination. He lists 11 specific ways of 
releaSing tension, including t.1lking it out and escaping tempo
rarily, and recommends rclaxari0!", methods :.uch as wntrolled 
breathing techniques. Sherman (1984) and Wood (1986) both 
note that some stress is natural and can CVC'lI Je helpful, but that 
stress sometimes becomes tOO 5reat and turns into worry and 
nervous anxiety. Wood ad\ ises .:.tudents to determine what is 
Cal ~ing their anxiety and to set constructive ways of eliminat
ing 0( minimizing the contributing problem. 

f) -: (J 
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Itelated Literature 

Assuming responsibility We reviewed the literature to 
investigate possible relationships between academic perfo\ ,
ance and a number of fac· -rs con~idered closely associated 
with assuming responsibility for a~.:ademic achievement. These 
factors incl ... de locus of control. students' attributions of suc
cess or failure, academic job involvement <;elf-monitorine. ~df
reinforcement, and p(~blem solving. 

Locus of cOntrol. Locus of control refers to personal per: 
ceptions of what accounts for the successes or failures in your 
life. This construct can be measu~d by the InternallE~ternal 
Locus of Coni .vl Scalt> developed by Rott:>r t 1966). Individuals 
with a hibh internal locus of control (as measured by the scale) 
attribute their successes or failures to the consequences of theh 
own actions. Conversely. individuals with a high external locus 
of control attribute their successes or f:lilures to o:uside forccs 
(family. peers, enemies. fate). 

The notion that a high ,nternallocus of control will cor
relate with high academic achievement is based on the assump
tion that a person who believes that successes and f?ilurcs are 
due to the results of his or her own behavior will be more likely 
to exhibit initiative and persistel ,'e in meeting achicvcme[': 
goals. (Rotter, 1966). Keller. Sutterer, and Gol<!:u:tn or :. 
however, think that evidence casts doubt on the \'era( 'ty of tillS 

assumed relationship. They cite separate reviews by Phares 
(1976) and Lefcourt (1976) in which the authors examined nu
merom, studies. found mixed results. and came to different con
clusions. Phares concluded that internal locus of control docs 
tend to <..rrrelate with academic perf0rmancc. while Lefcourt 
concluded that the studies are often inconsistent and contain 
odd results. 

Studies not included in these twO reviews also show 
mixed results. Keller, Sulterer, and Goldman (19""8) cite three 
!:mdies (Allen, Giat, & Cherney. 1974; Daniels & Stevens. 19""6; 
Parent et a1.. 1975) investigating the relationship betweer. per
ceived locus of control, course structure. and achieq:ment in 
which students with a high external locus of control p~riormecl 
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better under highly structured conditions than those with a 
high internal locus of control. A study by Johnson and Croft 
(1975), however, found no differences in achievement attribut
able to locus of control or structure. Similarly, Keller et al. 
(1978) found no relationship between locus of control (as mea
sured by the Rotter Scale) and academic success in a study in
volving 463 university students. Traub (1982), also using the 
Rotter Scale, found that course grades of female freshmen cor
related significantlr with locus of control but that course grades 
of male freshmea did not. The correlation was moderate, how
ever, even for females. The metaanalyses conducted by Findley 
and Cooper (1983) and Hansford and Hattie (1982) revealed 
that students' perceptions of themselves and their control over 
learning showed consistent relationships with educational ac
complishments. 

Some researchers attribute the inconsistencies in the lo
cus of control results to differences in instruments used, the 
methods employed, or the selection of subjects. There are also 
two conflicting theoretically based viewpoints about the causes 
of these inconsistencies. Rotter (1966), taking a social theory 
viewpoint, maintains that locus of control is more operational 
in novel situations. He notes that while some students may en
counter novel situations in their academic endeavors, most aca
demic situations in college are very similar to those students 
have met before. Therefore, he would not expect completely 
consistent results. 

The alternative viewpoint is that the inconsistencies may 
be due to a confounding factor in the locus of control concept 
itself. Heider (1958) suggests consideration of four related fac
tors to which a behavior can be attributed. task difficulty and 
ability (considered to be stable factor~), and effort and luc~ 
(conSidered to be unstable factors). Weiner et al. (1971) main
tain that internality as melSured by the locus of control concept 
centers on one stable factor (ability) and one unstable factor (ef
fon), thus producing the inconsistencies noted in the literature. 
Weiner and others (Frieze & Weiner, 1971, McMahan, 1973; 
Weiner et aI., 19""2) further maintain that the unstable factors 
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are more closely associated with affective responses, such as 
happiness over success or despondency over failure, whik the 
more cognitively oriented stable factors are more closely associ
ated with performance. 

In several studies designed to control the confounding 
factor, these researchers found that academic performance had 
a stronger relationship to stable factors (ability, task difficulty) 
than to unstable factors (effort, luck). These studies also indi
cated the expected positive relationship between locus of con
trol and affective responses. In a later study conducted with 
students in a psychology class, Keller, Sutterel~ and Goldman 
(1978) used Rotter's scale as a locus of control measure, the Sur
vey of Study Habits and Attitudes Inventory (SSHA) (Brown & 
Holzman, 1967) as a measure of study habits and attitudes, and 
rate of progress an9 final grade point average as performance 
measures. All the locus of control measures were more highly 
correlated with the SSHA attitude scales than with the study 
habits :,cales. Locus of control was not found to be a significant 
predictor of either performance measure. 

Attributions. Some theorists Oohnston & Winograd, 
1985) and investigators (DeBoer, 1983) have extt nded Weiner 
et al.'s (1972) idea that "attributions" for failure or success are 
linked to academic at.:hievement. Weiner et al. referred to attri
bution lheof}, which ot-scribes motivations for human behav
ior, as the search for a causal understanding of failures. DeBoer 
devised a survey form that included the -4 factors used by Wei
ner as well as 7 others (quality of instruction, quality of high 
school preparation, social distractions, desire to achieve high 
grades, ability to work hard and long on difficult tasks, stand
ards set by the instructor, and ability to concentrate while 
studying). The survey, which was sent to 650 college freshmen, 
asked students to rate the relative impOrL'lnCe of the 11 factors 
and to predict expected course grades. Respondent:; were desig
nated "high success" students if they met or exceeded grade 
predictions and "low success" students if they did not. Those 
later designated high success students rated 8 of the 11 factors 
as having more of an effect or. thdr performance than did the 
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low success students. The two groups showed no significant 
differences on their rating of the other 3 factors (quality of high 
school preparation, social distractions, and course difficulty). 
DeBoer notes that his findings are basically in agreement with 
the theory proposed by Weiner et al. (197!), and concludes that 
the associati!)n between long term expectancy and stable suc
cess factors does affect academic motivation. Further research 
in this area seems warranted. 

Academic job involvemen!:. Several investigators have 
adapted Instruments developed for business an'! industry to ac
ademic settings to measure the degree to which a job situation 
affects a student's academic succes~. Batlis (1978) and Edwards 
and Waters (1980) found positive relationships between aca
demic job involvement (i.e., students' degree of involvement in 
dass ~~Ignments and class situations) and course performance. 
Edwards and Waters (1982) investigated a pC)ssible relationship 
b::tween academic job involvement and attrition in a two-year 
follow-up of 135 student:> un whom data were gathered in lheir 
freshman year. No significant relationship was found, howe\ .:r. 
They cOllclude that attrition may reflect a much wider rah5e of 
variables than does academic achievement in a particular 
course. 

Self-monitoring. Since self-monitoring sti1tegies t'fl

courage students to channel their academic achievement rc
sponsibility to improve academic performance, and since these 
Mrategies have also been found to enhance motivation, the) 
seem pertinent t(l this discus~ ion. Two elements are consider.'!d 
essential in self-monitoring. ~ystematic self-observation and 
subsequent recording of these observations (Ndson, 1977, 
Richards, 1977). Self-monitoring can be applied to numerous 
situations, such as observing anc recording the number of 
pages read or the amount of notes taken in studying a subject 
for a particular period of time, observing and recording distrac
tions encountered in a particular study situation, or observing 
and recording instances of succe~s or failure in taking effective 
flote~ from a lecturer (Kirschenbaum & Perri. 1982). 

Richards (1981) has directed J number of controlled 
~tlldic~ investigating self-monitoring. He has concluded that re-
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search results on self-monitoring indicate progress beyond the 
"promising" stage, and that this strategy is an effective way of 
helping students improve their academic performance. Numer
ous controlled studies involving groups of college students sup
port this view (Groveman, Richards, & Caple, 1977; Richards et 
al., 1976). In adOitiQ~ to the group successes, Richards (1981) 
reports that he and his colleagues have found self-monitoring to 
be an important discriminant of successful self-management by 
students coping with study problems on their own, citing stud
ies by Heffennan and Richards (198i) and Perri and Richards 
(1977) among others. He notes that two remaining concerns are 
to gain an understanding of why the procedure works and to 
determine the factors that may contribute to long term effects 
on student behavior. 

In-/estigators outside of the Richards group have re
ported mixed results in studies in which self-monitoring
either alone or combined with study skills strategies such as 
stimulus control, self-reinforcement, or goal setting-was an in
dependent variable. In a number of studies including self
monitorinb of such procrastination behaviors as neglecting to 
turn work in on time, delaying studying, or arriving late to 
class, self-monitoring w~ reported to improve both academic 
behaviors and achievement Oackson & Van Zoost, 1972; 
Kirschenbaum & Pc:rri, 1982; Sieveking et al., 1971). However, 
other researchers (Bristol &. Sloane, 1974; Green, 1982; Greiner 
& Karo'.y, 1976) found that self-monitoring, either alene ur 
combined with study ~killt: strategies, did not help students de
crease procrastination behavi()rs or improve gral..i,!s. 

In a study in which a variety of self-monitorinf; tech
niques were used, Johnson and White (1971) compared grade 
point averages of 97 college students in three groups: those as
signed to monitor their study behavio,·s, those who mOnitored 
their dating behavior, and those in '.1 control group who con
ducted no self-monitoring. The stuctents who engaged in self
monitoring of study behaviors received higher grades than 
either of the other two groups, but only superiority over the 
control group was statistically significant. In a study conducted 
oy Morgan (1981), self-monitoring of specific study b{.haviors 
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chosen and fonnulated by the students was effective in improv
ing both the target behaviors and course grades. 

Some experimental efforts have been directed toward 
determining factors that may increase the effects of self-moni
toring on academic behaviors and performance. Mahoney et al. 
(197'\) found that students on a continuous self-monitoring 
schedule during rev~ew for the Graduate Record Examination 
(GRE) studied longer and performed better on the exam's quan
titative probJems than did students on an intennittent self-mon
itoring schedule. Richards et al. (1976), investigating the 
relationship between how much students know about their 
own study behaviors and the impact of self-monitoring, found 
that students who had the least prior information about their 
own study behaviors gained the most from using the self-moni
toring strategy. The number of self-monitoring methods used 
was found to be a contributing factor in a study by Mount and 
Tirrell (1977). Some theorists, such as Bandura (198,2) and Mc
Combs (1988), suggest that to assume 1ielf-management of their 
learning students need to perceive them1ielves as competent in 
their ability to apply appropriate cogni~ive and affective strate
gks. They note that increasing :,tudents' ability to monitor their 
bf'havior while enhancing their perception1i of being in control 
of their own learning can enhan\. both motivation and 
achievement. 

Although few study skills authors advise students to self
monitor their stl1dy behavior, research suggests that this strat
egy may help improve academic performance. The relative ease 
of using the strategy, plus the fact tbat students have used it suc
cessfullyas .. self-administered technique 15 well as in group and 
individual counseling settings (Richards, 1981), would seem to 
warrant its inclusion in study skills texts and in college reading! 
study skills classes. 

Self-reinforcement. Self-reinforcement, like self-moni
«,mg, is a strategy that students can assume themseives. With 
this technique, students reward themselves in some way after a 
desired response Oones, Nelson, & Kazdin, 1977; Mahoney & 
Arnkoff, 1978). In his discussion of self-control studies, 
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Richards (1981) concludes that self-reinforcement does not im
prove study behavior cr academic performance ..... <)re than self
monitoring alone, citing tv:o studies that specifically illustrate 
this point (Richards ~t al., 1976; Van Zoost & Jackson, 1974). 
Richards also contends that self-reinforcement needs careful 
handling by a counselor for students to take it seriously. 

Two other studies indicate that self-reinforcement, in 
conjunction with other self-control or related techniques, may 
enhance academic behaviors or achievement. In a study with 
96 colle!;!:: students. Greiner and Karoly (1976) found that stu
dent:, trained in a combination of self-reinforcement. self-moni
toring, planning, and study methods performed better than 
students trained in study methods alone. However, groups who 
were trained only in self-reinforcement and self-monitoring, or 
in self-monitoring alone, did not significantly outp~ form stu
dents trained in study methods alone. Only the st: .!ents trained 
in the combination of all four strategies displa}t. .)uperior per
formance. A later study (Green, 1982) also presented a some
what encouragiug picture. Green evaluated t!'e effectiveness of 
self-monitoring alone or self-monitoring plus self-reinforce
ment in improving procrastinat',>D behaviorr. displayed by six 
academically disadvantaged minorit} college students. Al
though self-reinforcement alone had no significant effect, selt 
monitoring plus self-reinforcement decreased procrastination 
and improve. t academic behaviors. 

While ncne of the studies discussed here indicates thal 
seif-reirforcement alone is an effective strateg}, self-reinforce
ment comhined with other strategies proved effe~.ive in t\\-o 
out of four of them. Further research is needed to determine 
under what conditions self-rehlfOicement may ~mpro\'e aca
demic behaviors and performance. 

Problem solving. Problem solving t.. mportant and 
complex pall of ~~uming self-responsibility. In this sCLtlon \VC 
address several aspects of this issue, including theoretical views 
on the natu~ of the problem-solving process, steps or Sl2 es 
involved in problem svlving, factors related to successful plOb
lem solving, traits of successful and unsuccessful problem soh -
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ers; indications that problem solving can be learned; and the 
use of problem-solving strategies in programs designed to en
hance the academic behaVlOrs and achievement of college stu
dents. 

Pitt (1983) Jees problem solving.is having two main the
oretical perspectives: an information processing model and a 
Piagetian model. A:-guing that these viewpOInts are comple
mentary ratt.t!r than mutually exclusive, Pitt has cn.,Hed her 
own model to reconcile the two. Looking at the issue from a 
somewhat different perspective, Heppner (1978) has identified 
a range of views about the problem-solving process, varying 
from the learning approaches typified by the ~ited works of 
such investi1ators as Gagne (1964) and Skinner (1974), to the 
traditional cognitive gestalt approaches exemplified by Kuehler 
(1925) and Maier (1970), to the computer simulation and math
ematical models described by Newell and Simon (1972). 

Although problem solving is viewed from many different 
vantage points, there seem:; to be considerable agreement on 
the steps or stages involved in the problem-solving process. Pitt 
(1983) lists these five steps, which researchers seem to agree on 
almost universally. (1) recognition of the problem, (2) analysis 
of contributing factors, (3) consideration of possible so:utions 
(4) choice of optimal solution, and (5) evaluation of feedback to 
determine results. These steps closely approxin,.1te the five 
problem-solving stages imolvcd in the utility model introduced 
by D'Zurilla and Goldfried (1971). 

In an analytical review of the research 011 problem solv
ing, Heppner (1978) discusses the characteristics and research 
findings associated with each of the five stages proposed by 
D'Zu!'illa and Goldfrieu (1971). In the initial stage, general ori
entation, Heppner indicates a need to accept the existence of 
problems as a normal part of living, to accept the presence of 
particular problems, and ideally to feel competent to solvt 
problems. The suggested procedures for helping someone use 
problem-solving strategies includ.: showing short videotapes of 
people in the process of solving problems, encouraging verbal
ization of problems, and sharing information on successful 
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problem-solving instances. With refeI'f.nce to the second stage, 
referred to as problem identification and verification, Heppner 
suggests encouraging behaviors typical of good problem solv
ers, sm:h as gathering information about the problem, opera
tionalizing vague e!ements, and identifying relation5hips among 
environmental evem.s related to the problem. Heppner's analy
sis of the third stage of the problem solvin"', generation of alter
natives, is that it is not as simple as it might seem. He note:, tha~ 
students may need help in overcoming the tendency to reduce 
the numl?..er of alternatives by exhibiting bias against certain 
possibilities or by not being creative enough to see novel solu
tions. Brainstorming and reorganizing ideas were strategies sug
gested as being helpful. 

The fourth stage, decision making, involves selecting 
one of a set of alternatives. Here Heppner (1978) reports 
D'Zurilla and Goldfried's (1971) contention that making good 
decisions entails choosing an alternative with both high proba
bility and high desirability, being consistent with personal 
goals, being willing to assume personal responsibility for deci
sions, and reaching a solution that has minimum negative as
pects. The fifth stage, verification and evaluation, involves 
testing the plan of action and matching the outcome of the re
sponse to some standard. Heppner sUgf.!ests that in evaluating 
responses, individuals should use techniques 5uch as self-moni
toring and self-reinforcement to encourage continuation of the 
behaviors necessary for dealing succe5sfully with the identified 
problem. Alt.1ongh Heppner's review was not limited to college 
students or to the solving of academic problems, his analysis of 
D'Zurilla ar.J Goldfried's stages of problem solving can be used 
in dealing with academic and personal problems that may im
pede study. 

A number of investigators ha"e examined .he differences 
between effective and ineffective problem solvers. Nezu ~1985) 
administered the Problem Solving Inventory (Heppner & Peter
sen, 1982)-along with depression, anxiety, problem identifica
tion, and locus of control measures-to 213 undergraduate 
students. Self-appraised effective problem solvers rcpoiled le5:' 
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depre'ision, fewer trait and state problems, and It:ss distre.,s asso
ciated with these problems than did self-appraised poor prob
lem solvers. These findings are consistent with those of 
Heppner, Reeder, and Larson (1983), who fot:nd that self
appraised effective probkm solvers had better seJf-Loncepts, 
displayed more consistency in their self-perceplllJns and were 
less cri'ical of themselves than self-perceived ineffective prob
lem solvers. This study also found that effecf.1ve problem solv
ers had fewl!r dysfunctional thoughts, fewe. irrational beliefs, 
and less blameful coping styles. 

Attempts to train students to use problem-solving strate
gies more effectively also have been reported in the literature. 
Gal'Perin and Oanilova (1980) reported on the effectiveness of 
training students in an anal} tkal process that invvlved studying 
the problem situation in general and !hen the various associated 
hypotheses. They reported that 16 university students trained 
to rudy in this way replaced their tendency to c011ect neces
sary informativn in an unconscious and unorganized way and 
learned to make decisions intuitively with an approach that in
cludt.~ a systematic, conscious, and well-organized ttnalysis of 
the problem, the formul.uion and verifkatiorl of possible solu
tions, and a more divergt:nt and pr lductive thinking process. 

Nezu and O'Zurilla (1981) investigated the effects of 
trair .ing students in a method of defining and formulating so
cially "dented problems on their ability to choose effective so
lutions for such problems. This method was based on the utility 
model of decision making formulated by O'Zurilla and 
Goldfried (1971). The researchers confirmed their hypothesis 
~hat students trained in this decision-making method would 
make Significantly better decisions about plublems presented 
Finally, Lochhead (198.l) asserts that students can be taught 10 

bccom~ effective problem solv~rs without being programm'-d 
to execute spec.fic problem-solving techniques. He offers evi
den~c to support his system, which emphasizes training in the 
art of Inventing and selecting appropriate strategies. 

Of particular relevance here are the investigations link
in~ training in problcm-svlving strategies with improvement in 
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college students' at;ademic performance In a case study of 
three college students learning genetics, Baird ai.ld White (1982) 
reported that increasing students' awareness of the na!U,re of 
the learning process and training them in procedures for en
hancing self-evaluation and decbion making helps them im
prove learning. Richards and Perri (1978) investig; '!d two 
means of prolonging the effectivenes:, of self-control treatments 
intended to improve college students' academic performance: 
behavioral problem solving and faded counselor contact. The 
results indicated that training in problem solving was an effec
tive treatment maintenance strate~y, but that brief fading of 
counselor contact was not. Huntel t al. (1982) reported un a 
sllccessful program .:aJled ':lress on Analytkal Reasoning (WAR), 

which was designed to enhance the problem-solving and aca
demic ;bilities of prefreshmen during a summer program. 
Stowbridge (1983) desuibed an introductory course in com
puter programming that emphasi.lcd the problem-solving proc
esses taught to college freshmen to Improve their ability to learn 
other college subjects. Results ind:.;ated that the course \\ as 
successful in improv· 'g academic pell, rmance. 

Although more controlled research is needed on .he usc 
of problem-solving techniques for dealing with college stu
dents' academic an'a related problems, currently available re
search has shown promising results. The studies reviewed here 
indicate tha. effectiveness in pr0Jlem solving is related to per 
sonality traits associated with academic success, and (hat prob
lem-solving strategies can help college students improv!: 
academic performance. 

Our review of the literature related to l<.cus of control, 
attributions, and JcademK job involvement suggests that more 
research in these ar.:as is needed before specific recommenda
tions can be made to authors of study skills texts. It does seem 
appropriate, however, to recommend that such authors could 
ela!1orate on their general advice for developing positive atti
tudes by helping students identif) situations in which sllccess 
has been attained (e.g., graduating from high school, being ac
cepted to college). Building :,uch a recognized history of sue-
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cess may contnbute to the stability of students' academic 
exp~ctatjons and motivation. 

In this section we reviewed three strategies for assuming 
responsibility for academic achievement: self-monitoring, self
reinforcement, and problem solving. These techniques, along 
with stimulus control (discussed in Chapter 5 of this volume), 
have been used to motivate college students to put suggested 
study stratcgies into act.Ial practice. These techniques have also 
been used to help college students chang<" behaviors that inter
fere with academh: progress and success. Self-monitoring has 
beell med with some success both in group counseling sessions 
and in self-help situations in which students were gh'en hand
outs describing its usc. While self-monitori:lg and problem 
solving have been successful in programs in which they were 
the sole behavioral compollLilt, self-reinforcement has shown 
succe~s only in combination with other behavioral strategies. 
lhiloring combination~ ofbehaviot" .. l strategies to suit the needs 
of individual students rna) be especially effective in motivating 
students to apply study strategies or tn overcome interfering 
habits. Although, as Richards (1981) notes, it is difficult to get 
studcnt~ to continue using learned behaviors that enhance aca
demic success, problem solving has shown some promise as a 
maintenance strategy. 

In view of these findi:lgs. including more of these strate
gies in study skills texts wou~d seem wal."anted. Also, their care
ful implementation into college reading and 3tudy skills 
progiJmS seems justified. 

Developi110 positive att,.lIdes. Several researchers have 
found po~itive relationships between general achievement in 
college and self-concept (Bailey, 1971, Delisle, 1953; Griffore 
& Samuels, 1978; Simpson & Boyle, 1975). However, other in
\'e~tigator~ h.lVC failed to find a significant relationship (Badgett, 
1968; Boshier & Hamic, 1968; Iglinsky & Wiant, 1971). 
I3adgett. Hope. and Kerley (1971) investigated the possibility 
that self-com:ept rna) be more positively relateG to some aca
demic areas than to others. They found a positive relationship 
between ~elf-concept Jnd academic aptitude among students in 
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the colleges of architecture, liberal arts, and sciences, but an in
verse relationship among students in the colleges of agriculture, 
business, engineering, and veterinary medicine. In a more re
cent stlldy, Robinson and Cooper (1984) found a positive rela
tionship between self-concept and academic success among 
freshmen pursuing technological careers. 

A number of methods have been used in an attempt to 
change attitudes and increase student motivation witn the hope 
of impro',mg academic performance. We review selected treat
ment studies associated with two methods; eXl 'insic rewards 
and contingency contracting, 

Extrinsic rewards. Bebeau and Sullivan (1982) con
ducted a study to determine university education juniors' pref
~reflce for various academic incentives. Their rcsult~ showed 
lhat release from final ~xams and positive comments from the 
instructor were the preferred incentives. Jackson and Van Zoost 
(1972) randomly assigned 47 university freshmen to a self· 
administered reinforcement group, an external reinforcement 
group, or to one of two control groups. Doth treatment groups 
were given the opportunity to earn back a S 10 deposit they had 
made. Both types of reinforcement were found to benefit study 
habits, but neither produced a significant gain in academic per
formance. 

Interrelationships bct"Vcen various types of extrinsic 
motivation and instructor variables have also been examined. 
For example, Marsh (1984) conducted a study in w!1ich 416 col
lege students viewed one of several videotlped lectur~s and 
then completed an objective examination based on the lecture 
The lectures va~ied in the amount of test content covered and 
the degree of lecturer expressiveness. Some groups were told 
before the lecture that they would receive money for correct 
responses (incentive to learn and perform), some were given 
this information aftel the lecture (incentive to perform), and 
others were not given an incentive. Marsh found that better stu
dent performance was ;.ssochted with incentives, content co\'
erage, and lecturer expressiveness, although the effects of 
instructor expressiveness varied with the incentives. When no 
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outside incentive was giv(!n, the effects of lecture expressive
ness were significant; however, when extrinsic motivation was 
provided, instructor expressiveness had no significant effect. 
Perry and Dickens (1984) found siMilar results in a separatc 
study. Overall, the findir.gs of these studies suggest that c.xtrin
sic rewards can enhance academic performance, p1.rticularly 
when associated with other forms of rei nforcemcnt. 

Contingency contracting. In a study in whi~~l some stu
dent& had short term contracts for curriculum mastery, some 
had long term contracts, and some none at all stude(lts operat
ing with contI'"Jcts had higher final exam scores than students in 
the self·paced groups (Brooke & Ruthven, 1984). Changes in 
study habits and attitudes also tend(:d to favor contract group 
students. 

Since the enrollment of college students with academic 
problems in study skills or related courses i& not vL'lunt.1ry, and 
since the nature vi the relationship between locus of control 
and academic achievement is far from clear, study skills instruc
tors must work with students whose attitudes varyowiclely. As 
Paris, Lipson, and Wixson (1983) note, students' independent 
learning is often a combination of' both skill and will" (p. 305). 
TherefGfC, extrinsic reinforcement :,r.J contingency contract· 
ing strateg:e~ seem worth con~ideratlon by .tuthors of study 
~kills text& and college instructor~. Further research and analy~i. .. 
are warranted. 

Setting goals. Supporters of dle expectancy theory, :lS 

posttJlated by Vroom (1964, 11)65) and later modified by oth
ers, argue that an individual's short t(:rm goab affect perform
ance and are related to long term goals. Malloch and j~ichacl 
(1981) state that Self-efficacy (expectancy) may provide a simple 
method of mea .• ing and quantifying motivation and thus m~y 
al~o prove useful in predicting academic success. In a study 
conducted by the~e two jn\'estigator~, -: 1 colkge studen~ were 
asked to predict their grade point average for a particular se
mester (considered a short term goal). Th\!} were al~o asked to 
indicate th~ relative import,1nce to them of s'Jch alternative 
long term goal~ as material succes~ and lasting friendships. The 
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researchers concluded that the expec~flcy (short term goal) 
measure contributed more to the pr~dictal)ility of GPA than an 
ability measure (Ameri~an Coilege Testing ".lssessment) alone. 

In a study designed to investigate .he congruence of self
eff.cacy and locus of controJ, Minor and Roberts (1984) asked 
students to predict their ability te solve anagrams. When direc
tions for the task were given, sOlne sub.iects wex told that their 
ability to solve the problems would dcp~nd on their vcrbal abil
ity (skill directions), while others were told that verbal abilitr 
would not bc a determining factor (chance directions). The re
searchers reasoned that internally oriented students would per
form better with skill directions and externaily orier. j 

students with chance directions. No significant differences 
were found, but the order of results was as c."pected. 

A number of stud!es have investigated lhe relationships 
an.ong factors pertinent to career goals, academic motivat!on, 
and performance. Chase amI Keene (1981) found a positive fc' 

laii0nship between tin- of declaration of major and academK 
performance. Students who declared their iors early tended 
to .:chieve at a itigher level than thr.ir ~h. emic jndic:ltor~ 
(Scholastic Aptitude Test and high schovl grJdes) would have 
predicted. On the other hand, students who delayed their dec.:· 
laration of major beyond the second year of COllege tended to 
achieve below their predicted levels. Super (197'7) postulated 
that students are more likely to succeed in college if they ex· 
plore c:rreer choices, if they have f:1c"ity in decision makmg, if 
they seck occupational direc.:tion congruent \\ ith their mtl'rests, 
ane if they e5timate their intere5(s accurately. And ;t<.e,:ording to 
Altmaier, Rapaport, :ind Seeman (1983), probationary stt:dents 
listed uncertaint}' over c:treer goals as one of the majur factors 
interfering with their academic performance. 

Using recently developed measures of career maturit}. 
Healy et a1. (1984) investigated the relatiom,hip bemeen c.:areer 
indicatnrs and college grade ;Joint a\'erages for tWl, groups of 
students. J 32 community college studc.lts taking eitlH... J health 
science or a psychology course, and 126 freshmen in ~'n aca
demic advancement program for disad\ anuged student~. ~tu 
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dents' perceptions of their decision-making abilities correlated 
significantly with GPA for both groups of students. The authors 
pointed out that it was impossible to determine the extent to 
which basic motivation to achieve in college affected career in
dicators, or vice versa, but they noted that students might well 
profit from attempts to move !0rward on their career-setting 
goals and other aspects of career maturity. 

A somewhat more generalized goal-related factor is goal 
instability, defined as a lack of the mature, self-directed system 
of values and goals that guide individuals toward accomplish
ments and self-expression (Scott & Robbins, 19~5). These inves
tigators found a moderate correlation between g(,al instability 
score~ and several measures of a\..ademic achievement in a study 
involving 72 undergraduate students enrolled in learnmg ~ki1ls 
classes. 

'1 tIe positive influence of setting relevant goals on :he 
performance of a task has been well documented in the litera
ture, as indicated in an extensive revie" spanning the period 
from 1969 to 1980 (Locke et aI., 1981). The authors found that 
the beneficial effects of gom. setting on task performance was 
one of the most robust and replicable findings in the psycholog
ical literature. According to the autho. _, these benefits accrue 
because goals direct the individual's attention to the task, mobi
lize energies and efforts, prom ~e IJersistell.:e, and encourage 
the development of strategies relevant to goal attainment. Goals 
are indicated as most likely to benefit performance when they 
are challenging without being u,:;lttainable, -;;;il.:n they are spe
cific, when they are accepted or chos\!r! by the individual, 
when their outcomes are of high value. and when the time 
needed for their att'linment seems reasonable. Students often 
fail to achieve not because they lack ability but because they 
don't use goal-directed strategies efficier.dy 0"'inograd, 1984). 

Studie: ll~ing goal setting with college students have 
tended to be designed either to use goal setting to improve 
course grades or to determine whether goal setting affects the 
learning of part'cular academicall} oriented tasks. Studies ex
lmining tht: effec(s of goal setting on academiL aLhievement (as 
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reflected by course performance) have varied considerably in 
experimental design and have shown mixed results. Locke and 
Bryan (1968), for example, investigated the relationship of goal 
level to academic performance by asking college students to In

dicate the grade point averages tht'Y hoped for, expected, and 
would try for, both in their easiest and most difficult courses. 
The researchers found that students who set difficult goals 
more often failed to meet their goals but also achieved higher
level course performance. 

Mercier and Ladouceur (1983) investigated the relative 
value of five different self-control treatment .. , including ~etting 
proximal goals, setting distal goals, and inc.(easing study time, 
on improving grades. The treatment group trat involved both 
self-monitorin3 and distal goals spent more time studying than 
either the group that used self-monitoring alon<: or the groups 
that received no treatment. No significant improvement" as 
found in grades, however. \'\arner (1984) examined the effect~ 
of goal setting on test perfOImance in an education courSe th.lt 
involved 167 undergraduate students. Students in the experi
mentll grvup completed a ugoal card" one week befc.e ..... 1I.:h of 
three course exams, noting their anticipated grade on the tests. 
Analysis ,f the data indicated no significant difference~ be
tween goal.setting conditions and task difficulty. 

Morgan (1985) conducted a study with 240 education 
students to determine the relative influence on (ourse grade -
three treatment package~ designed for private stud}. self-moni
toring of subgoals, self-monitoring of distal goals, and ~eIf-mon
itoring of time. In the subgoal group, student~ were given 
training in goals setting. They were then asked to set their own 
specific process and product goal~ .md mode5 of e\ aluation for 
stuJy sessions in the target C(,urses, and to record both their 
goals and their progress evaluations. In the distal goals gfl'Up, 
students hzd the same training but set onl} one product goal for 
each session relevant to notes they took m' .g a recommended 
format. Students in the time monitoring group set urgtts for 
(he amount of time they wanted to study and kept rewrds of 
time actually spent. The gwup that monitored time ~pent 
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studying did in fact 5pend more time studying. However, the 
group that set defin~te process-oriented subgoals for each study 
session outperformed botP of the other groups on final exami
nations. This group also indicated the highest degree of interest 
in the course. 

This seems of special interest for a number of reasons. 
First, the study design took into consideration several of the 
principles that Locke et al. (1980) associate with high effects for 
goal setting. Second, students in the subgo:d and dista! gJ"Jups 
set their own goals. 1 hird, the subgoals used were process ori
ented, relating to "pecific study ta~ks connee.ed with the chap
ter being read. 

Research on the effects of goa: setting on improving aca
demic performance is a relatively recent developf!lent, and 
rtsult:; are mixed. Further rt.1'carch is indicated, with careful 
consideration given to the types of goals that may prove most 
effective in boosting academic performance. 

To summarize, studks focusing on the relationships of 
.:areer goa;" and goal instability on performance ino;(:ated that 
students who set career goals early or v. ho have an overall 
s,~nse of goal and value dire..:tion tenJ to pLrform better. It is 
difficult to determine the extent to which poor motivation 
causes a de!ay in setting career goals, or the extent to v. hich not 
having career goals adversely affects motivation. 

Studies focusing on goal setting as a strategy for improv
ing academic performance vary in .he t fpe of goals set and 
other aspects uf design, and show mixed results, further re
sr.arch is indicated. 

The study skilis texts that address the issue of goal s..;t
ting explicitly arc the exception rather than the rule ThL 
should certainly changt... Since goal setting can be done rela
tn'ely easily and wit!llittle intermption in other acthities, using 
this strategy alo::lg with self-monitaring or other self-mallage
ment :" .<uegies seems wortb the effott, especially if evaluation 
procedures arc included. 

Managing stress and anxiety. In a review of the empiri
cal .iterature related to anxiety and college-age students, Head 
and Lindsey (1982) examine numerous tudies and draw the fol-
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I 
lowing conclusions reg;!rding the relationship between anxiety 
and academic performance: 

• a high anxiety level impedes performance, at least for 
poor and averJge students; 

• sometjmes anxiety can be helpful ~'or students 0) high 
in!elligence; 

• females tend to show a higher correlation between 
anxiety and performance than males and also rend to 

have higher levels of anxiety; 

• task difficulty has a definite effect on anxiety; and 

• certain instructional variables affect anxiety and thus 
performance. 

A number of studks have found a significant relation
:,hip betV'lecn self-perceived problem-solving ability and anxi
ety (Gro!)S & Mastenbrook, 1980; Hentschel & Ternes 1984; 
Nezu, 1985). These stJlciies indicate th .. _ tudents who perceive 
themselves as poor plvblem solvers tend to be more anxious 
about life in general and about al. .. Jemic pl!rsuits in particrlar. 

Much literature has focused on reducing anxiety in order 
to improve perfoffilance. In their review, Head and Lindsey 
(1982) distill the numerous recommendations mad(' for reduc
ing anxiety down to three approaches that resear~h fi~din!.s 
suggest are reasonably successful. using behavior modification 
techniques, conductir.g group or individual counseling SeS

sions, and developing students' studying and test taking skills. 
Each of these approaches could be discussed in study skilis texts 
as reasonable ways to manage stress and anxiety, othel" than 
Pauk (1984) and Wood (1986), the autbors of the texts we re
viewed offered few suggestions in this 'lrea. Test anxiety is ad
dressed more {Jolly by Wark <mel Flippo (Chapter 7, this 
volume). 

Implications 
Tllrce types of strategies regarding motivation seem 

worthy of special note. Re~earch on problem solvmg and self-
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monitoring seem~ to indicate that these strategies an. worth se
rious consideration for inclusion in study skills programs. Since 
they are process-oriented, they can be used to implement rather 
than f('r.~ace other matters of concern, such as the teaching of 
reading comprehension. Goal setting also is of special interest. 
The theory that goal setting may be closely related to the moti
vational cons(ruct h:u, some support, and this strategy seems 
worthy of further research and instructional attention. 

Some concerns might be raised about strategies emerg
ing from the coun~eling literature being recommended for use 
by reading and study skill~ instructors without special training. 
However, the strategies that seem to show tht; most promise 
(sclf-moI111 .... ring and problem solving) are .lot new and have not 
been confined to cUIJnseling environments,. Richards (1981) 
points out that the idea of ~elf-monitoring is at least 400 years 
old ~nd has been used in many situations. AI~o, we recommend 
that study skill i~tructors avail themselves of opportunities for 
training in these procedures, either through coursework, inde
pendent sludy, or other mean~. A review of training manuals for 
~elf-control techniques is curr,. ntly aYaiiable (Glasgow & Rosen, 
1978). 

The lleed for further research is apparent, and study 
skills lit:ltructors, especially thm.e who work "ith required or 
credited programs that produce stable populations, are i'1 a 
g\.lod po~ition to conduct ~uch research. Re~earch using various 
component~ of buth ~tudy ~trategie~ and ~elf-control or related 
strategies seems desirable. 

Memory and Attention 
vur review of the theoretical and empirkalliterature on 

memu!] and attention ha~ led u~ to identif} three assumption:, 
that ~eem .0 ~ave influenced ~ugge~tion<; from ~tudy skills texts, 
questions for empirical resear ... h, O! both. First, vari:lbo!es s'Jch 
a~ assuming ~elf-respon"ibility, developing a positive self-con
Lept, e~tabli~hing per~e'1al goal~ for karning, and managing 
~tre~~ and tile learning em-ironment llot only enhance moth"a-
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tion but also influence the activation and maintenanct! of a.ten
tion and memory. As PauK (1984) states in his st~Jy skills text, 
memory is boosted by attention, and attentiop is dependent on 
interest. Whether tasks require rote memorization or complex 
learning, interest, memory, and attention affect each other as 
information is p:.ocessed (Weinstein & Mayer, 1986). Since 
many of these facturs have been discussed elsewhere in the 
chaptel~ we will emphasize here only those factors not previ
ously dealt with. 

The second assumption we ideptified is that memory 
and attention are interactive, and activating them successfully 
depends on many of the same learnin~ strategies. Authors of 
study skills texts, however, typically have ~ichotomized learn
:ng strategies, suggesting that each strategy is designed exdu-
5ively f0r the attainment of either ~emof} or auention. They 
do not address the idea that these strategies may improve both 
memory and :mention simultaneo lsiy. For ex"::.wi'le, one author 
may recommt.nd tl:e use of reflective pause!. durir.g readin6 ~s a 
way to focus a:t..:mion while another may rt commend tL ' .1mt' 
technique as a · ... .Iy to store in~ormation in lung term memory. 

The confusion over w!lether a specific study strategy en
hances memory ('!" attention probably relates to a ~hanging the
oretical base. Theories of how memory operates and what 
constitutes attemi"n are under constant rC\ ision. In examining 
models of information processing, ~uch as the one proposed by 
Cook and Mayer (1983), it is apparent !hat it is not easy to iden
tify bebaviors that are strictly memory or attent .. on oriented. 
According to the Cook and Mayer model, for instance, attention 
and memory interact at evef}' level of information processing. 
These levels inclilde selection tthe Mt.dent actively attends to 
specific inforMation, allowing thiS information to transfer intu 
,vorl:ing memory), construction (the student actively makes 
conr..ections between ideas being processed in working mem
ory), integration (the student relates prior knowledge held in 
long term IT'emof}' to new information in working memof}'), 
arid acquisitiul (the Mudcnt actively transters the information 
from working memory to long term memof}'). In this section 
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we discu~s ~pecific Mudy strategie~ as helpful for either memory 
or attention with the understanding that their functions are not 
mutually exclusive. 

The third assumption tr,at relates to this review is that 
the strategies fc~ liding memory and attention (the process of 
learning) are often the same as those for Improving comprehen
sion (the product of learning). Because some authors of study 
skills texts or empirical literature view comprehension as easier 
to measure than mt:ffiory or attention, they often assume that if 
!'tudents are comprehending they :lre also attending and re
m<>mbering. This, howp.ver, is not an assumption that guided 
o .. r review or the presentation of information in this section of 
the chapter. We agree with Baker and Brown (1984) and 
K.ntsch (1986) that reading to comprehend and reading to re
member involve different tasks. While comprehension is dl.sir
able for studying, to remember information a student must 
employ purposeful use of me1.nor} -:acilitating actiVities (Baker 
& Brown; Weinstein, 1987). Fo: this review, only theoretical lit
erature and empirical res::arch related explicitlj' to how ~trate
gies enhance memory and attention are discussed. 

Managing Memory: Suggestions from Study Skills Texts 

Most authors of the study skill texts we reviewed (88 per
c..ent) make ~ugge~tion~ about ways to improve ~tudents' memo 
Ol}. The~e autpor!' u~uall} preface their suggeSd(lnS to enhance 
memory with a description of long 2nd .,}ort term memory. 
They note that. t t:;nitive PS} cho'ogists describe memory as the 
proce~~ of retaining infoffiJation Ir. the biain and then retrknng 
it when it i~ n~eded. Con~istent w!th our definition, these 
authors Je~cribe mer:lOry a~ :10 active and ~clective proce~s 
requiring the ll~e of ..,tf'Jtegie~ for the reconstruction, MOf'.?gc, 
,md retneval 01 information. The ~ugge~tion~ the~e text~ offer 
for enhancing memo£} ~eem to relate directly to four interre· 
lated area~. mncmonic~, cl,l~~ifica~ion, summarization, and 
elaboration. 

In their stud} skills text, Postman, Keckler, and 
Sc..lmel:kncr {1985) define mnemonic~ it.' "memory word~," or 
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words, phrases, jingles, or acronyms used to aid memory for 
specific information. Mnemonics (also called "memory trick!!" 
by McWhorter, 1987, and Shennan, 1984) are recommended to 
help students rehearse information that has no inherent, mean
ingful organization (Nist & Diehl, 1985; Sotiriou, 1984) or lists 
of factual information (McWhorter, 1987; Wood, 1986). 

Even though mnemonics are recommended by most au
thors of study skill texts, all authors who discussed memol1-
provided additional suggestions. To enhance memory of text 
ideas, students are encouraged to u!!e text information meaning 
fully by summarizing, classifying, and elaborating on the tex~. 
The authors present vanuu!! activities to develop each of thc!!e 
strategies. For example, students are advi!!ed tv rewrite ideas 
from their texts in their own words (McWhorter, 1986a, 1986b, 
Postman, Keckler, & Schneckner, 1985; Sherman, 1984" attach 
details to main ideas and choose specific details to be remem
bered Ooffe, 1988; McWhorter, 1986a, lY86b, 1987; Pauk, 
1984; Postman, Keckler, & Schneckner, 1985; Sotiriou, 1984; 
Wood, 1986); rely on prior knowledge to aid understAnding of 
new information Ooffe, 1988; McWhorter, 1984, 1987; Pauk, 
1984; Wood, 1 ~a6); devise or make use of associations or ailal
ogies among units of information (Pauk, 1984, Sherman, i984, 
Sotiriou, 1984); and discover text organ ?:ation (McWhorter, 
198i; Sherman, 1984; Wood, 1984). 

I 
Mana{!Cng Memory: Related Literature 

Mnemonics. Numerous researchers (Bellezza, 1981; 
Levin, 1981) attribute the ability to remember inform.1tion, at 
least in part, to the use of deliberate mnemonic .,trategies. In .l 
survey by Carlson et al. (1976), college !!tudents u!!mg mnemon
ics to learn a list uf words had a higher ('PA than students who 
did not generate mnemonics to aid recall. Experiments in 
which stl!dents were induced to u!!e organization .~ mnemoniLs 
(those that relate apparently unrelated information) and enLUd
ing mnemonics ,those that transform information into another 
framework) revealed superior recall of inform.ltion. MnemoniL 
devices producing sl..~h favorable result!! induded tl-te orgmiu-
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tional method of loci, in which students assign units of infor
mation to visql images of specified 10Lations (Groninger, 1971; 
Ross & Lawrence, 1968); peg words, in which units of informa
tion are assigned to Images of concrete objects and remembered 
in serial order (Bugelski, 1968; Morris & Reid, 1970; Wood, 
1967); and links, in which units of information are linked to 
one another through visual images (Delin, 1969). Using an orga
nizational mnemonic to create meaningful associations thrcugh 
construction of simple stories (Bower & Clark, 1969) or to de
velop hierarchical relationships to remember lists of unassoci-, 
2ted words (Wittrock & Carter, 1975) also was found to 
improve college students' retention of information. 

Encoding mnemonics, such as keyword devices and vis
ual imagery, have :lIso been used to facilitate memory. The liter-
3 t ure provides at least some support for the use of keywords to 
induce visual images of representative and meaningful word5. 
This strtHegy was found to help college students memorize defi
nitions of unfamiliar words (Sweeney & Bellezza, 1982) and 
foreign language vocabulary (Atkinson, 1975; Atkinson & 
Raugh, 19-'5; Raugh & Atkinson, 1975); however, i:" usefulnrss 
for college foreign language learners dL~cribed as "good stu
dents" was not substantiated in a study conducted by Hall, 
Wilson, and Patterson (1981). The keyword method as defined 
by Levin (1981) and others requires the learner to establish a 
keyword thac has an acoustic !ink to the word or words being 
memorized and to form an imagery link belween the keyword 
and the meaning of the information to be learned. Visual im
ages that create a context or situation for new information rna} 
produce recall of related info) mation. Roediger (1980), for in-
5tance, found that images created by a group of college student5 
to encourage serialized recall worked better than the formation 
of separate images for each item of information to be learned. 
In an earlier study, Bower (19:'2) also found that simultaneous 
formation of two 5eparate image') produce5 weaker as50ciation5 
than composite, interacting images. 

While authors of study skills texts do not distinguish dif
ferent level~ of mnemonic learning, their 5ugge5tions for 5tudy 
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strategies can be categorized into at lea~, two levels. simple rep
etition and meaningful organization of information to be re
me.nbered. Support for different levels of learning through 
mnemonics is found in the literature. For example, Weinstein 
and Mayer (1986) categorize mnenomics as either l..:hearsal (Le, 
repetition, such as the use of peg words) or elaborative (Le., 
meaningful organization, such as the keyword method). 

Although mnemonics are commonly associated with 
rute learning, BeUezza (1981) distingui~he~ mnemonic learning 
from learning by rote or learning by assimilation. He a_know 1-
edges that a simple verbal rehearsal (rote learning) may influ
ence memorization of factual information, but he a(gue~ that it 
is the least efficient way of enhancing memoty. According to 
Bellezza's framework, mnemonics provide organization (de
scribed as "cognitive cueing structure:, ") of the information :'0 

it can be remembered. ·fhe cognitive cueing :,trficture:, can take 
the form of rhymes, visual im1ges, or stories and serve as s3-
nals to aid retrieval of information from memof). According to 
Bellezza, mnemonics are also different from assimila'.iye learn
ing, which he describes as tht' 1bility to remember information 
through associations with prior knowledge. According to thi~ 
model, then, a mnemonic can be used to provide a meaningful 
c!assification system, such as the loci or keyword method~, and 
is used when prior knowledge is not activated to provide a 
strategy for remembering. The author:, of ~tudy ~kill~ text~ :,eem 
to follow this model. 

The lise of deliberate mnemonic strategies can produce 
superior recall of certah1 types of information, partkularl) lbt:, 
of words or meaningful word~ for which images can be in
duced. As one strategy for learning, mnemonics may h.we an 
important effect on students' memory and attention power. Be· 
cause of its limitations for more complex learning, however, 
mnemonics should be used in combination with other k.u.ung 
strategies (for instan(.e, cla~~jfication of thematic informatiun). 

Classification. CI~ ,ifying information according to 
meaningful clusters is a common theme of :,tud) :,kilb text:, .md 
is seen as important in improving memof). In general, ~tudent~ 
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are advised to follow one or more of three ~tratt:gies to organize 
information according to (1) major and supporting ideas, (2) 
the author's te:xt structure, and (3) clusters or networks to illus
trate relationship~ among superordinate and subordinate infor
mation. 

The first of these strategies, pre~ervation of meaning in 
memory, appear~ to require the ability to under~tand the central 
concepts and to ~electi\'ely omit le~~ relevant information 
(Gomulicki, 1956). The ~ugge~tion that ~tudent~ organize infor
mation around main idea~ and ~upporting <.1e~1ib b ~upported 
by the empirical literature. In their study with college ~tudent~, 
Reder and Ander~on (1980) conclude tlut ~ubordinate informa
tion can be retrieved from memol) only if the higher level in
formation i~ retrieved fir~t. Additionally, under~tanding the 
theme 01 llajor concept of a pa~~age and it~ relati"n to ~upport
ing detail~ while ~clectivcly omitting le~~ rele\ am detail~ ha~ 
been found to have a po~itive influence Of. memory of text 
ideas (Alvarez & Risko, 1982, 1989, Bramford & Johnson, 
1972; Dooling & Christiansen, 1977; Gomulicki, 1956; Pompi 
& Lachman, 1967; Sulin & Dooling, 1974). 

Tht usefulness of the second strategy. reliance on text 
organization to aid recall of information, h~ been e~tabli~hed 
for some age groups (Fra~c, 1969, 197;; Montague & Carter, 
1973; Myers, Pezdek, & Coubon, 1973), but its effect on col
lege ~tudents' recall i~ not well-grounded in the empirkal !itera
ture. Research pre~ent~ u~ with evidence that children a~ young 
;:s 5 years old can rely ..In top-level information to aid memory 
(Christie & Schun.acht>r. 1976). Identifying an..! using the au
thur's stru ture h;;s b'_~n found to aid the retention of elemen
tary and middle school students ,Bartlett, '978; Taylor & 
Beach, 1984). Ideas that are funct mally important ,,('cording 
to an author's text organization :'i"!' often recalled more ea~ily 
than lower-order information (Meyer, 1975; RUIT.elhart & 
Orton j, 1977; Thorndyke, 1977). Further, explicit i.lstruC tion 
on how to u~e tup-level information w~ found tu be helpful for 
retrieval of informati('ln by middle ~chool ~tudent~ (Bartlett, 
1978; T.1ylor, 1982). 
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Alerting students to text patterns to facilitate memory 
was not supported by Horowitz (1982). There !S some e, :dence 
that college students art insensitive to text structure (Cooper et 
al., 1979), but further re~earch with college students needs to 
be conducted to establish more precisely whether eliciting or 
inducing sensitivity to text ~tructure across texts of varying or
ganizational patterns will affect memory of text ideas. 

The third strategy, making maps or networks to illustrate 
relationships among text idea~, i~ recommended (\Y'ein~tcin, 
1,987), and has been found to aid college students' memory 
(Dansereau et al., 1979; Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau, 1982). 
Concept maps, as developed by Novak and Gowin (1984), are 
diagrams that vi~ually repre~ent a set of "concept meanin~ em
bedded in a framework of propositions" (p.lS). Res.::arch by 
Novak and Gowin and thdr collcague~ revealed that teachillg 
~ollege students ho\\ to Cl'n~truct concept map~ ha~ a powerful 
effect on retention of information (Cardemone, 19"75; 
Minemier, 1983; Novak & Gowin, i984). -':oncept map~ ;>ro
vide students with a Mrategy to identif} the hierarchical ar
rangement of concept~ within text~ and a way to cro~~-link 
relationships among text ideas. 

Strategies such as identifying a text's central information, 
relying on text Mructurc, and generating map~ or conceptual 
fr:m.-=work~ ~eem to have potential for helping • .:ollege ~tudents 
organize and clas~ify text ~dea~. Although more researcll is 
needed to determine the cffect~ of these proledures on ~tu
dent~' learning and alhieve'lent, e,.plkitl) alerting student~ to 

important text idea~ ~eem~ important for enhandng memuf}. 
Once ~tudent~ arc able to c1a~~if} and interrc!.ue information to 
be remembered, they ~hould bc' better able to ~lImmarile .md 
synthesi .. ,~ this information. 

Summarization. Summarizing i~ another ~trategy com
monly recommended in study skill~ text~. It i~ ~een as an acti\
ity that may encourage readers to allocate their attention more 
effectivcl} so that memor, of important information increases 
(Barclay, 1973; Honeck, 197;; Ross & DiVesta, 1976; Tierney & 
Cunningham, 1984, Weinstein, 198"7). Corresponding to the ra-
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tionak for classifying text information. the authors of study 
skills texts de~cribe summarization as a way to help students re
duce te.xl information into meaningful units. 

The use of a strategy such as summarization to reduce 
information to "gist" as a method to enIlance memory is sup
ported across a number of studies. For example, Welborn and 
Enijlish (1937), after a review of 83 exp~riments, conduded 
that memory for gist was more durable \ ' memory for c.xact 
wording of information. Even with repeated practice, memory 
for gist rather than for verbatim information seemed to aid re
tention better (Howe, 19:'0); in addition, it was less resistant to 
interference from form change, such as a shift from passive to 
acti \'c voice (Sachs, 1967). Anderson (1980} and Howe and 
Singer(19:';), however, found that rereading was a more effec
tive mateg), than ~ummariling for aiding college ~tudent~' 
memory. 

In their rc,'iew of empirical research on the effects of 
~ummarizmion on learning, Andcr~on and Arcnbruster (1984) 
wndude tho t ~ummarization b more likel} to influence reten
tion of information if ~tudent~ are taught how to summarize 
and if the information that is summarized relates to the crite
rion t.1Sk. Brown, Campione, and Day (1981) report an example 
of thb finding. Working with low-ability community college 
~tUl.lent~, Oa) ~tudied the cffe(tivene~~ of ~ummarization train
ing '\\ith and without explidt (ue~ inte,lded for facilitating ~elf
monitoring. She concluded that studcnt~ with more learning 
problem· required more explicit training 10 summarization. Pro
\ idmg ~ul.h explkit training until the student~ could follow the 
Il1le~ of ~ummarization :,eemed to improve their abilit) to rec.tli 
main idt..l~ and delete les~ important information. Brown & 
Campione (19:'8) found t!-tat junior college ShlL'I!nts were un
.Iblc to adequatel) abbre\ iate text. Providing college student~, 
who may not pos~cs~ adequate ~umr._,.;,rization skills, with in
:,truction in ho,\\ to ~ummarize-rather than ju~t telling ~em to 

do so without in~truction-may be what i~ needed in study 
:,kill~ text~ for college :,tudent~. Providing ~tudent:, with ~trate
gic!. fur independent u~e of information in a meaningful wa) 
may further ilc1p students remember important ideas. 
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Elaboration. Advisi:lg students to use information 
meaningfully to increase memory and learning encomp?sses 
the concept of elaboration, or integrating prior knowledg", into 
new information (Maycr, 1982, 1984; Weinstein, 1987; Wein
stein & Maycr, 1986). While stratcgics such as mncmonics may 
cnhance thc "work cpace for probiem-solving" function of 
working memory (Schiffrin & SChllcidcr, 1977), long tcrm 
memory is better cnhanccd by more meaning-oricntcd st1':ltc
g,es (Dovy, 1981; Craik & Watkins, 1973). We kno- from re
scarch, evcn with vcr) young children, that mcmof) incrca!lc:" 
substantially whcn tht; matcrial b mcaningful, but "mcaning
ful" is a relativc tcrm. Ll::1rning and mcmory are contcxt scn:,i
tive Oenkins, 979), varying wi~h the characteristics of the 
studcnts, the te.\:t, thc critcrion t.1sk, and the learning coment 
(Ca"r:r1y & Orlando, this volume). 

Thc advicc of stu 'y ski1l~ text:, to associate text informa
tion with prior kno\\ ledge h;l:' :,uppon in both the theoretic' I 
and empiricai literature. Elaborating, or ~~tabli:,hing conneL
tions bctween prior knU\\ ledgc and t.J be-Iearncd information, 
play:, a major role in knowlcdge acqui~ition (Sdlallert, 1982, 
Weins~ein & M~\ycr. 1986). Ar.cording to W'ittrock's (1981, 
1986) modd of !;\.nerati\,c learning, :,tudent:,' abilit} to generm~ 
relationllhip3 bctween tc:xt inform.ltion and prior kno\\ ledgc b 
directl} rdated to learning and memof}. SeH:r.ll re:,eardlt~r:, 

"have concluded that pl-ior knowledge ha:, a po\\erful effe. J.t 

the learning 0: colleg~ :,tudent:,. \'rittrock and Cart'.:r (19:'5) 
found th:tt co!' "sturJcnt:, who were a:,kcd to generate mcan
!ngful :~:,ociad\... .~ am(.mg hieran .. hkall} .uI"'Jllged \\ord:, :'igr.ifi 
cantly iOl.rea~ed their retention of tho:,<; \\ ord:,. In :,tuuie!) 
conducted with tJllcge :,tudcnt:, and adult:" Ande.;,on et al. 
(19;;) anG Sny~er and Cranowitz (19:'8) concluded that the 
readtr's pcrspe('t'\ .. influtnte:, the .lmount and nature of rctall, 
and that prior knIJ\\ ledgt: enl.Ourage:, infercnte:, about tc}..t 
ideas. 

In another :,eric:, of experimcnt:" Dansereau and hi:, col
leagues (Dansereau et aI., 19:'9; Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau, 
1982) found that encouraging :,tudent:, tu u:,c elaboratin: :,trate
gies aided memo,) of text ide~. If! the treatment group, stu-
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dents working in pairs summarized what they read and then 
provided corrective feedback on each other's summaries. The 
researchers named this strategy MURDER, which stands for 
Mood (positi',:e mindset for reading), Understand, Recall, De
tect (check fcr errors), Elaborate, and Review. The MURDER 

strategy involves learners in identifying, defining, and elaborat
ing on key concepts and encourages them to self-monitor this 
knowledge. In these studies, the treatment group received sig
nificantly higher scores on recall tests than did students who 
were not trained. 

Managing Attention: Suggestions 
from Study Skills Texts 

Terms such as attention, concentration, intentional 
learning, and active partidpation are often used interchange
ably by authors of stud.v skills texts. For this chapter, we use the 
term attention to represent this area of study. Stud} skills texts 
generally describe attention as a limited capacity requiring an 
ability to focus on one thing while eliminating thoughts of 
other things (Joffe, 1988). In order to elicit and maintain atten
tion, these authors recommend direct, purposeful, and selec
tive action on the learner's part. 

Among the strategies these authors suggest to aid atten
tion are: 

274 

• est:lblishing a study environment conducive to learn
ing, with good lighting, appropriate equipment, and 
minimal external distractic 1 (Pauk, 1984; Smith, 
1981); 

• setting goals, such as time goals, or establishing moni
toring sheets on which goals or tasks are listed (Joffe, 
198~; McWhorter, 1986a, 1986b, 1987; Shepherd, 
1987; Smith, 1981). 

• using the "humble pencil technique" -studying with 
a pencil in hand and summarizing, underlining, or 
writing down key words (Joffe, 1988; McWhorter, 
1986; Pauk, 1984); 
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• having a positive attitude (McWhorter, 1987; Pauk, I 

1984); 

• using study questions (Sherman, 1984); 

• being an active reader by using reflective pauses, mak
in.g notes, and self-checking (Sherman, 1984); 

• rewarding personal study effort (Joffe, 1988; 
i\1cWhorter, 1986a, 1986b; Shepherd, 1987); and 

• relating new information to current knowledge 
(Sherman, 1984). 

Some of these strategies have been discussed previously. 
Only those strategies that have not been discussed elsewhere in 
this or the previous chapter will be addressed here. These re
maining strategies seem to relate to the effect of goal setting on 
attentivn, the "pencil in hand" strategies, or self-monitoring. 
We will also present suggestions from our review of related liter
ature (e.g., use of text overviews or advance organizers), even 
though these suggestions do not correspond to recommenda
tions made by authors of stuoy skills texts. 

Managing Attention: Rdatod Literature 

Several investigators (Anderson, Spiro, & Montague, 
1977; Weinstein & Mayer, 1986; Wittrock, 1986) support the 
use of certain learning strategies to facilitate selective attention, 
which is defined as the ability to make active choices about in
formation to be learned. Rather than relying on concepts such 
as pr.lctice, reinforcement, or review to explain how concen
trated efforts encourage learning, some researchers have pro
posed and investigated models of attention (Wittrock, 1986). 
Research on how strategies can help students focus . 'n certain 
kinds of information has provided us with insights about the 
effects of selective attention on memory and acl.icvement. 

Goal-setting activities. The use of cues, encouraged by 
college Instructors and authors of content texts, has helped st'!
dents direct their attention to important concepts. Cueing strat
egies such as inserted q:'lestions (Andre, • 979; Reynolds & 
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Anderson, 1980; Rickards, 1976), prereatling objt!ctives (Borer, 
1981; Duchastel, 1979; Duell, 1974; Levin & Pressley, 1981; 
Melton, 1978), pretests (Hartley & DaYies, 1981), guiding ques
tions (Page, 1988), and postrc:ading response criteria 
(Alexander, 1986) have been shown to belp upper elementary, 
secondary, and college students to focus directly on criterion
relevant information (Baker, 1974; Bovy, 1981; Kaplan & 
Simmons, 1974). Such findings are consistent with attentional 
models ofIearning (Wittrock & Lumsdaine, :977) in which the
orists tlaVe speculated that when attention is focused on task
relevant infom13tion students will attend more closely to this 
information. 

Researchers have attempted to monitor such attention 
focusing to determine more precisely how college students' at
tention is allocated. For example, McConkie, Rayner, and 
Wilson (1973) found that when COllege students constrained by 
time were encouraged to pace their reading, they directed their 
attention to the more task-relevant information and did not 
learn inCidental information as well. Britton, Muth, and Glynn 
(1986) also found that students making an extra cognitive effort 
allocated attention to important information when processing 
time ,vas limited. Manipulating the rate of text presentation by 
computer control, Allessi, Anderson, and Goetz (1979) found 
that focusing attention on important information through text 
look-backs related closely to prrformance on criterion texts. 

Across a series of studies in which prereaGing goals 
(Anderson & B1Jdle, 1975; Rothkopf & Billington 1979) and 
text insetted questions (Britton et aI., 1978) were presented to 
college students, researchers concluded that studentS ",ere bet
ter able to answer questions on f1rget infvrmation and to in
crease their inspection time and cognitive effort when they 
focused on task-relevant information. In a study br Alexander 
(1986), prereading directions encouraged college student~ to 
stay with a task to redo all or part of postreading questions. As 
Anderson and Armbruster (1984, p. 663) note, this increased 
focusing may produce a "b'Jrst of processing energy or a quan
tum k.ap in cognitive effort" that influences learning; the gen-

" 
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eration of deliberate behavior is probably stimulated by 
orienting tasks, such as prereading goals. Consistent with the 
theory of encoding specificity (which states that rt!trieval of in
fonnation is int1>.u:nced by Cl'es received during acquisition), if 
learners have complex, meaning-oriented goals, they will focus 
their attention on a search for meaning relevant to those 
goals-in other words, they will engage in transfer-appropriate 
processing (MOrris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977). 

"Pencil in hand" strategies. A second set of factors that 
have been studied are those incorporated in what Weinstein and 
Mayer (1986) describe as complex rehearsal tasks. These in
clude such strategies as copying material, taking selective verba
tim notes, outlining, and underlining. In general, these 
strategies are supported by researchers because they allow time 
for the learner to select and practice specific information
gathering techniques. As indicated by Brennan et a~. (1986), 
howevel; college students seem to prefer relying on underlining 
as a study strategy and excluding other options. 

Studies conducted with COllege students seem to sup
port the notion that suc..h strategies may be beneficial because 
ther aid the learner in directing attention to specific informa
tion. For example, Weinstein and Mayer (1986) argue that !f a 
rehearsal strategy such as underlining is effecti' 'e-as indicat-.:d 
by Blanchard & Mikkelson (1987), Fowler and Barker (1974), 
Rickax"ds and August (1975), and Schnell and Rocchio (1975)
it seems to br. because the learner is allocating more attention to 
acquire information. However, Weinstein and Mayer argue that 
there is little evidence that thes~ rehearsal strategies help learn
ers establi:;h internal connections between text ideas or relate 
text information to prior knowledge (Cayerly & Orlando, this 
volume). 

The effectiveness of note taking, another rehearsal strat
egy, on college students' learning has also received both sup
POrt (Bretzing & Kulhav}, 1979) and notes of caution 
(Anderson, 1980; Popp~eton & Austwick, 1964). Anderson and 
Armbruster (1984) conclude that notetaking can be effective in 
aiding study efforts if it encourages more attention to text ideas 
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that are needed for criterion tasks. Mayer (1988) indicates that 
learning strategies aimed at focusi •• g attention may be most use
ful when the goal of the learning task is to retain specific infor
mation rather than to determine which information is 
important to be learned. 

Self-monitoring strategies. The authors of some study 
skills texts also suggest that students engage in activities that in
volve self-monitoring, (e.g., reflective pauses, self-questioning), 
but these authors do not provide explicit directions for doing 
so. Encouraging students to make active and conscious deci
sions about learning is recommended to er .. ;ance memory, at
tention, and motivation. There is some evidence that college 
students usually do not monitor their comprehension and that 
even when they do, they are inconsistent about it (Baker & 
Anderson, 1982; Brennan et aI., 1986). Brennan and her col
leagues found college students' self-reporting of strategic use to 
be different from actual use during observed study sessions. 

College students who do monitor their study behavior
defined as self-observation-have consistently achieved higher 
grades than students who are not self-monitors (Groveman, 
Richards, & Caple, 1977; Johnson & White, 1971; Richards et 
aI., 1976; Richards & Pe{ri, 1978; Richards, P·.!rri, & Gortney, 
1976). Diekhoff, Brown, & Dansereau (1982) have established 
positive effects on information retention through their coopera
tive learning model' (MURDER), which requires each student to 
monitor his or her processing of text information by listening 
and piOviding feedback to peers. 

Self-questioning strategies have been found to be effec
tive for college students. Oueil (1978) found that students who 
developed mUltiple choice items from instructional objectives 
outperformed their peers V"ho studied with ~ list of objectives. 
A similar finc ing was reported by Frase and :,chwartz (1975) in 
a study in which college students who read a text and wrote 
questions perfonned better than their peers who simply read 
the text. 

Advance organizers. Most authors of study skills texts 
do not explicitly direct s. udents to use text-embedd~d over-
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views or advance organizers (Ausul5eI, 1960, 1968) to aid !lelec
tive attention, even though. they consider these strategies 
important in other aspects of sludying. Although college stu
dents may not !-pontaneously use prereading strategies 
(Brenann et al., 1986). the use of previews or advance organiz
ers has been found to help them focus their attention on impor
tant ideas, allowing them to elaborate and improve their 
retention (Mayer, 1979; Reigeluth, 1979). In a study conducted 
with college students, Goetz et al. (1933) found that the read
er's perspective affected the allocation of atte.ltion, with more 
attention given to sentence.s relevant to the learner's pr':or 
knowledge or orienting framework. As suggested by Cirilo and 
Foss (1980) and Reynolds and Shirey (1988), attention is allo
cated to information deemed important according to the learn
ing context or goals of the reader. Srudents can use strategies 
such as overviews, analogies, and narrative advance organizers 
to help them activate their prior knowledge and to focus their 
attention on relevant and important information. 

Implications 

fhere is a considerable amount of correspondence be
tween what authors of study skills books suggest and what has 
been reported in the theoretical and empirical literature in re
gard to memory and attention. Both memory and attention are 
thought of as active and selective processes that can be en
hanced by specific study strategies. The effectiveness of such 
strategies as mnemonics, classiflcat: )n, summarization, mean
ingful u~e of information, goal setting, and text o\'erview with 
selected groups of students ha:, been amply supported. Still 
needed are more explicit directilJns for the use and implementa
tion of these strategies. 

Although, for the most part, trends in research and the 
suggestions maoe by the authors of college study skills texts are 
congruent, it is difficult to determine whether the strategies rec
ommended in the study skills texts are the most appropriate 
ones for students in college study skills programs. While re
searchers have reported positive effects of specific study strate-
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gies on memory and attention, this research has been 
conducted witli college students enrolled in undergraduate psy
chology courses. Typically, researchers have not identified 
these students as having academic problems. Authors of study 
skills texts have relied on this literature, however, and have ap
plied the findings of studies with mixed populations (students 
with both high and low levels of aChievement) to a limited por
tion of that population (stqdents with academic problems). Re
search is needed on the effects of target strategies on low 
achievers' learning and performance. Also, because study skills 
texts do not place much emphasis on self-moritoring of atten
tion and memory strategies, it is not known whether students 
who know about these but do not use them will benefit from 
this approach. Finally, there is a need for research on the differ
enti21 effects of strategies to determine what may work better 
for certain students and certain materials in specific learning 
contexts. 

Conclusions 
From our content analy~is of cOllege reading and stuqy 

skills texts and our study of corresponding literature, three ma
jor conclusions can be made about motivation, memory, and 
attentio.l. First, there is both pragmatic and theoretical/empiri
cal support for teaching college students to control their own 
study efforts. Among the strategies strongly supported in the lit
erature are those that help students establish self-reinforcing 
schedules and generate questions about the material they are 
studying. Students need to be encouraged to be self-disciplined 
and to make decisions about what is important for them to 
learn and to remember. The strategies discussed here are sug
gested to help students become aware of the processes of learn
ing applicable to different learning contexts. The major 
discrepancy between the study skills texts and the literature is 
the amount of explicit information presented. Au thors of study 
skills texts acivise students to manage and govern their own 
learning, but for the most part they are not precise about how 
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students can acquire independent learning strategies and apply 
them to novel contexts (i.e., their cont(;nt classes). 

Our second conclusion is that students need to Je en
couraged to develop organizational strategies such as relying on 
text structure, relating subordinate details to central concepts, 
relating new infonnation to prior knowledge structures, being 
selective about the infonnation to be learned, and generating 
concept maps or networks. Such strategies are designed to help 
students reduce large masses of infonnation into meaningful 
chun~ or units. Authors of study skills texts and empiricists 
suggest tha:. organizational aids help students to better manage 
and focus their study time. 

Third, our review suggests that some recommendations 
within study skills texts may require a multidisciplinary ap
proach. For example, while some sway skills authors suggest 
ways for students to reduce their own stress level and to cope 
with anxiety, others suggest that counselors be brought in to 
train students in such strategies. Further study is needed to de
termine the extent and the range of optimal multidisciplinary 
resources. 

These suggestions arc offered for authors of r(:ading and 
study skills texts, instructors of classes for cOllege students with 
academic problems, and researchers. As an extension of what is 
currently found in reading and study skills texts, authors of 
such texts could include explicit information about the pro
cesses through which students can progress in self-monitoring 
and problem-solving strategies (Brown, Campione, & Day, 
1981). In general, the authors of study skills te}'{ts explain nei
ther the importance of nor the process for students taking re
sponsibility for their own learning through the use of 
self-monitoring strategies such as self-observation, self-ques
tioning, and goal setting. The relationship of such strategies to 
motivational attainment and the activation of attention and 
memory strategies needs to be explamed to college students. 
The benefits and lilllitations of mnemonics as a rehearsal 'it rat
egy should be explained in a COntext that illustrates how other 
strategies, such as goal setting, classifiration of thematic infor-
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mation, and reliance on text structure cues, can be developed to 
increase attention on and memory of complex information pre
sented in texts. Procedures to identify and solve problems 
shoutd be included and applied to content are .. s. 

Instructors of college reading and study skills cour:,es 
should provide well-balanced programs including strategies to 
promote motivation, self-mopitoring, and }-roblem solving. 
They should p,ive students opponunities to learn how to apply 
self-monitoring and problem-solving strategies to their learning 
contexts. Instead of having students comp!'!te exercises within 
continued study skills learning situations or contrived texts, in
structors should encourage them to apply study strategies to the 
learning tasks and texts in their class~s. Instructol'S can serve as 
coad,es and consultants to help students a!,ply study strategies 
to their content classes (Schallen, Alexander, :x Goetz, 1988). 
Strategies that respond simultaneously to mulhple factors that 
affect learning spould be emphasized. For example, Memory 
and Yoder (1988) provide a study strategy to improve "0ncen
tration th~ [ also helps students monitor their concentration ef
forts, set goals for study, eliminate distractions, maintain an 
interest in the content being studied, and provide rewards for 
personal study. Gill and Bear (1988) suggest that variations of a 
directed reading-thinking activity can aid students' memory of 
text ideas as well as self-monitoring. Methods to record and 
evaluate the use of strategies should be practiced during in-class 
discussion, individual conferences, or both. 

QUl review suggests that additional research is needed in 
our target areas. Specifically, we see a need for systematic re
search investigating how strategies currentiy popular in study 
skills texts affect the learning of college sludents enrolled in 
reading and study skills classes. Cioffi's (1986) research pro
vides a descripti:)n of strategy clusters that high-achieving col
lege students use when studying (e.g., use of imagely and 
paraphrasing to focus on target concepts) and sus.~ests a line of 
study that may influence effective remedial intef1,.!'ntions. Too 
much research has focused on the products of studying rather 
than on strategic behaviors that influence study efforts 
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(Alexander, 1986; Rothkopf & Bisbicos, 1967). Theoretical 
framewor!.:s (Kirschenbaum & Perri, 1982) to examine the inter
action ofvariol4s task-related strategies (Alexander, 1986) and to 
determine th_ most useful research approaches to academic in
tervention for college students with academic difficulties need 
to be explored. Examining the effects of training on students' 
perception of competence and strategic behavior (Palmer & 
Goetz, 1988) could identify effective intervention strategies to 
mOdify study efforts. 
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7 
Preparing for and 
Taking Tests 

David M. Wark 
Rona F. Flippo 

~ n this chapter we review the techniques of preparing 
I for and taking tcsts at the cOllege level. We open with 

an introduction to useful skills and follow with an extensive re
view of the literature on test coaching and tcst wi'~ness for ob
jective examinations, strategies for taking those tests, and the 
treatment of test anxiety. A section on implications for practice 
contains suggestions on how instructors can teach strategies for 
preparing for and taking tests and how students c~n apply them. 
Finally, we include a brief summary of implications for future 
research. 

The Learnable Skill of Preparing for a Test 
Tests are ... fact of life for anyone moving through the ed

uL"Llonal system or up a career ladder. Students must perform 
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acceptably on tests to pass their courses and receive credit. Stu
dents expecting to receive financial aid must have appropriate 
grades ,and test scores to qualify. Admission to graduate school 
depends hrgely on test grades. Some occupations require tests 
to advance, or simply to remain employed in a current posi
tion. Many professionals must pass tests to qualify or be certi
fied in their fields. Considering all the ways test scores can 
affect lives, knowing the techniques of preparing for and taking 
a test can be very useful. That lr:.~ormation, along with methods 
of teaching it, should be patt of every reading and study skills 
instructor's professional toolkit. 

The research literature support:; thl! idea that speci".l in
struction ,n preparing for and taking a ~est can lead to higher 
scores. Studies show positive effects among various popula
tions for a variety of approaches. Marshall (1981), for instance, 
cites reports from some 20 institution5 ,.J higher education. 
Across that range, nearly 41 percent of the students leave before 
the start of their second year, and 50 percent leave before grad
uation. Some of thest dropouts and transfers are, of course, due 
to financial, social, personal, and developmental concerns. But 
the author cites studies showing that retention is improved 
when supportive services like instruction in stlldy and test '_ll~
ing skills are made available to students. Other researchers have 
found similar results. Arroyo (1981) showed that Chicano col
lege students' te~_ and class performance, as well as their study 
skills, improved when they were taught to use better study and 
test taking procedures through a self-monitoring anrJ modeling 
approach. Evans (1977) produced the same type of gain work
ing with black students using a combination of anxiety reduc
tion and basic problem-solving mrthods. 

Further, the literature shows clearly that even major test~ 
are amenable to test practice and training. To name only a lew, 
scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) (Slack & Porter, 
1980), the Graduate Reccrd Examination (GRE) (Evans, 197"". 
Swinton & Powers, 1983), the National Board of Medical Exam
iners (NBME) (Scott \!t aI., 1980), and the Georgia Regents' Com
petency Exam (Naugle & McGuire, 1978) have increased after 
use of a variety of training approaches. 
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The literature covers many distinct topics under the 

broad categories of test preparation and test taking, including 
philosophical orientations, specific drills for coaching students 
to take cert':lin tests, special skills such as reducing test anxiety, 
and test wiseness strategies. In this chapter we review the re
search and application literature relevant to these areas for the 
postsecondary and. college student. Some of the studies re
viewed were conducted with younger student populations. We 
include those when findings or implications are useful to post
secondary and college students or to reading and study skills 
specialists working with that population. 

Instruction in test preparation and test taking can make a 
difference in some students' scores. The literature shows that 
students from different populations, preparing for tests that dif
ferentiate at both high and low levels of competence, may im
prov~ their scores using a number of training progr.uns. This 
chapter explains and extends these results. 

Coaching 

Coaching is a controversial area in tes~ preparation, 
partly because the term is poorly defined. Both Anastasi (1981) 
and Messick (1981) acknowledge that i:he word has no agreed 
upon meaning in the measurement field. A ( )aching program 
can have any combination of strategies or exercises in test famil
iarization, drill and practice, motivational encouragement, tak
ing tests with specific item fomlats, subjeci. matter review, or 
cognitive skill development. Other components may be special 
modules such as test wiseness or test anxiety reduction. The du
ration of a coaching program may be from 1 hour to 9 hours 0: 

more (Samson, 1985). 
Because the operational definition of coaching is so var

ied, it evokes a range of reactions and raises a variety of issues. 
For the purposes of this chapter we use a widely permissive def
inition and include studies that involve aoy test preparation or 
test taking technique in addition to formal instruction in the 
knowledge content of a test. 
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One of the issues .r-~~d by coaching is actually a prob
lem of social pOlicy. The argument is that students from eco
nomically disadvantaged schools or families will not be able to 
afford expensive coaching courses (Nairn, 1980). Conse
quently, decisions based on the results of the tests when some 
students have had coaching and some have not are inherently 
unfair. The same argument is offered when the examinees are 
not uniformly told of the kinds of special prepar-ation they 
should undertake (Cait, 1980; Green, 1981). Referring specifi
cally to the SAT, Anastasi (1981) says thalmdividuals who have 
deficient educational backgrounds are more likdy to reap bene
filS from special coaching than those who have had "~uperior 
educational opportunities" amI already are prepared to do well 
on tests. 

Another and more technical debate focuses on the prob
lem of transfer. What is transfel'rcd from the coaching to the test 
taking, and ultin~ tely to the performance being assessed or pre
dicted? Anastasi believes that the closer the resemb~, -:e be
tween the test content and the coaching material is, tt. 6reater 
the improvement in test scores will be. However, the more re 
stricted the instruction is to specific tesr content, the lc~s valid 
the score will be in extending to criterion perfonnance. In es
sence, the argument is that coaching reduces the validity -:>f the 
test. 

A third issue is that of maximal student development. 
Green suggested that certain types of coaching ShO:.dd. in fact, 
become long term teaching stl"'Jtcgies. The notion is tim com
prehens;,m and re:J..5oning skills should be taught at the elemen
tary and secondary levels and that school programs should 
integrate the development of thought with the development of 
knowledge. Schools also ilOUld prepare students in ways that 
reduce anxiety over being evaluated, :1J1d not simply familiarize 
them with test formats and test taking :;!~;fls. 

Note that the social policy, transfer of training, and stu
dent development arguments make a common assump~;~n. 
coaching docs have a real, observable effect. If not, there would 
be no reason to fear that many minority students are disadvan-
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laged by their inability to afford coaching classes. Similarly, if 
coaching were not associated With gains in certain important 
test scores, there would be no need to debate whether the gain 
signified an increase in some basic underlying aptitude cr 
whether the schools should take the responsibility of coaching 
scholarship. These arguments do not settle the debate. In fact, 
they nlise a basic question: How effective is coaching? 

Tbe effects oj coacbing. Consider first the SAT. AnastaSi 
(1981) reports that the College Board, concerned about 
ill-advised commerci:ll cO:lching, h:l5 conducted studies cover
ing a wide variety of methods. The s:lmples included white and 
minority students from both urban and rural areas anti from 
public and private schools. The general conclusion 'was that in
tensive drill on test items similar to those on the SAT do not pro· 
dl,ce greater gains in test scores than those earned by students 
who retake the SAT :lfter a year of regular hiCh school :, Ij~ruc
tiona A second conclusion \V:IS that the results of shon term 
drills, which Cln .raise performance on some test items. are no: 
retained in the operational form of the test. But some schol:lrs 
would conclude th:u cO:lching was effective if an intensive 
short progr:lm produced the same g ,in as a year's regular study. 

Coffm:m (1980), writing from a perspective of 17 years 
of experience :It the Educuional Testing Sen'icc. rcc:llls thou
sanu!t of studies on the !!AT and concludes th:u wl1i~e it is diffi· 
cult w diffef<.'nti:ne teaching from coaching, "there is some 
evidence ... that syMematic instrudon 10 prOblem-solving skills 
of the !Ions represented b] !:IAT items may improve not only :est 
pcrform:mce but abo the underlying skills the test is designed 
to assess" (1'. 11). 

M:my studies of other instruments support the ide:l that 
test prep:u,:uion h:lS a positive effect on the ;lcademic retention 
of various populations of postsecondary students. Arroyo 
t 1981) st:ues that Chicano college students have a higher drop· 
out rate than do Anglo-Americans :u all levels and notes that 
om' f:lctor thought to contribute to this high dropout rate is 
poor :Icademic perivrmance due to lack of learned skills or cd· 
u(:auon:11 preparation. Arro} 0 tried to improve the test perform-
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ance and increase the class participation of ChIcano colleg.:: 
students by teaching them productive studying skills in prepara
tion for testing. Arroyo's coaching procedures were based Gn 
scJf-monitoring and sclf-reinforcerr _lit, alon:! with shaping in
structions and reinforcement from a Chicano program director. 
Thc results were impressivc: students increased the time spent 
studying and improved in both test results and <:lass perform· 
ance. 

Swinton and'Powers (1983)st'Jdied university students to 
see the effects of special preparation on GRE analytical ~.:ore~ and 
item types. They coached ~tud..:nts by offcling familiarii' .. 1tio:-1 
with the tcst. Their results showed that s:ores may improve on 
the GRE Aptitude Test following short teml intervention!; based 
on practice on items Similar to those found on the test. The 
:luthors contend tha~ if the techniques learned in cO:lching are 
rct:tined, students may improve performance both Oil ',he (.IU: 

itself and in graduate school. 
Evans (1977) conducted anOther study dealing with the 

GRE, using a special course designed to aid bl:lck and Chic:lIlo 
vo;unteer subjects in preparing for the exam. Stlldent~ rcl,.'cived 
four sessions focusing specifically on instruction in the ba!\ic 
mathematics required for the lest, including 5trategie~ for dc-II
ing with the various £ypes of questions found on the (,RE. In 
addition, the course included a ~hurt one-~e:,~ion Jbcu~~iun of 
the GR .. ~nd its uses that was designed to reduce anxiety Stu
dents in the progr:lm showed a small but consistent increa~e in 
GItE Quantit' ~'e scores. The increase was found early in the 
program, and there was no evidence that the progr:lm'!I effec
tiveness varied either by sex or by ethnic group. 

Other stud .... !; that indicate positive results from coach
ing involve the National Board of Medical Examincr!!. The :-"(lMI~ 
is a standardized :es[ of cons;derable importanc.c. A p:ls~ing 
grade on Part 1 is reqUired for graduation from: ma/omy of the 
medical schools in the United St.1tes. Weber and Hamer (1982) 
found t~lat students in medical schools that offered or recon,· 
mended a review course for Part 1 earned higher scores than 
students from schools that did not. The difference was ~light 
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but statistically signifi~ant. Scott et al. (1980), over a 3-year per
iod, followed 55 second-year medical students who purchased 
a commercial test-coaching service. The students scored signifi
cantly higher on the exam than students who had not received 
coaching but who had comparable basic science grade point av
erages. While the participants did not think the commercial 
course offered a shortcut to passing the test, they saw the 
coaching as a well-organized, condensed review program that 
helped them focus on the most important concepts. 

Naugle and McGuire (1978) documented that Georgia 
Institute of Technology students who attended a workshop to 
prepare for the Georgia Regents' Competency Test achieved a 
10 percent greater passing rate than a sample of students who 
did not attend the workshop. The workshop had a dual pur
pose: to increase motivation by pointing out that those who 
failed the test once and made no special preparation for the sec
ond time generally failed again and would be refused a dipioma, 
and to teach the students how to apply writing skills on the 
exam. The coaching was designed, :n part, to produce effects 
by appealing to individual pride and self-interest. 

Two recent metaanalyses look at the effect o&' coaching 
on achievement test scores. Samson (1985) summarized 24 
studies involving elementary and secondary students. Bangert
Drowns, Kulik, and Kulik (1983) reviewed 25 studies, -nostly of 
second'lry and college stud{'nts. Thirteen studies were common 
to the two papers. Both reports came to surprisingly similar 
conclusions. 

Samson (1985) found that across all types of treatments 
the aveF. 3e effect size of coaching was .33. (In other words, 
among all students involved in any type of treatment the aver
age gain was .33 standard deviation.) Thus, the average coached 
student moved from the 50th percentile to the 63rd. Bangert
Drowns et al. (1983) found similar results. Across all variables, 
the average effect size was .25, representing a gain from the 
50th to the 60th percentile. Both analyses concur in the main 
finding that coaching is associated with significant gains in test 
scores. 
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Both research studies also found the same two second
ary relationships. The first is that length of treatment made an 
important difference in the effectiveness of a coaching pro
gram. In the Samson (1985) study, coaching raised the average 
score from the 50th to the 57th percentile after 1-2 hours, to 
the 64th percentile after 3-9 hours, and back to the 62nd per
centile after more than 9 hours. In the Bangert-Drowns et al. 
(1983) summary, the increases were to the 61st percentile after 
1-2 hours, the 59th percentile after 3-6 hours, and the 64th per
centile after 7 or 8 hours. Apparently, a program of between 6 
and 9 hours is most effective. The general effect of coaching 
seems to be slightly greater for the younger students in the Sam
son study. That makes some sense, since the older students al
ready have learned how to take tests. But the results of both 
studies agree that coaching can be effective. 

The other secondary e;fect was type of treatment. For 
Sam!.on (1985), gen:. . .11 test taking skills such as following direc
tions, making good use of time, and using answer sheets cor
rectly made up the effective program content. Those skills 
would be very appropriate for younger students who did not 
have much practice with objective testing formats. In the 
Bangert-Drowns et al. (1983) study, the effective treatments fo
cused not on simple test taking mechanics but on "intensive. 
concentrated 'cramming' on sample test questions." The great
est gain was found in a single program that inc'·Jded 15.3 hour~ 
of instruction in recognizing and using the psycholinguistic cue 
system in the flow of language (McPhail, 1977). 

These two reports also had some consistent negative 
findings. Both metaanalyses showed that reducing test anxiet} 
lind increasing motivation did not significantly increase scores 
in these s~mples. Perhaps the results would have bet-- different 
if the authors had been able to categorize the subjec..t!) by level 
of anxiety, motivation for school, risk tak.ing, or sume other in
dividu~' Jifferences. 

Conclusions. Coaching does seem to work. Studies of 
commercial and other coaching course~ have implication~ fur 
review programs sponsored by educatiunal in~titutiuns. The 
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courses should be 'consistent with the school's curriculum and 
should provide a framework for review of the basic material 
taught. This type of review would be a learning and thinking 
experience rather than simply a crash course or cramming strat
egy to pass an exam. In addition to the content review, coach
ing should cover specific techniques for the types of items to be 
encountered. Anxiety reduction or motivation enhancement 
should be part of the curriculum if appropriate. 

Test Wissness 
Test wisepess, like coaching, is a meaningful but often 

misunderstood cOf'';ept of psychological measurement. In fact, 
the n0tion of test wiseness is often used as ammunition in the 
battle over the value of objective te~!ing. The varied and vocal 
opponents of objective testing have claimed that high-scoring 
students may be second rate and superficial, performing well 
becau!;e they are merely clever or cynically test wise (Hoffman, 
1962). 

Other, more temporate scholars, analyzing the problems 
of test preparation and test taking, have suggested that lack of 
test wise ness simply may be a source of measurement error. 
Millman, Bishop, and Ebel (1965), who have done extensive 
work in the field, say that "test wise ness is defined as a subject's 
capacity to utilize the characteristics and formats of the test 
and/or the test taking situation to receive a high score. Test wise
ness is logically independent of the examinee's knowledge of 
Jhe subject matter for which the items are supposedly mea-

"sures" (p. 707). Millman et al. and Sarnacki (1979) present re
views of the concept and the taxonomy oi test wiseness. 

Test wise ness is a collection of skills and possibly traits 
that enable certain students to score well, more or less indepen
dent of their knowledge of the information being tested. How 
can that happen? Test wise students develop test taking strate
gies which they transfer to similar tests. They know how to take 
advantage of clues left in questions by some item writers. They 
know that if they change their answers after some reflection, 
they will generally improve their scores. They never leave ques
tions blank when there is no penalty for guessing. 
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Some readers will vigorously question the propriety of 
teaching test wiseness. Should pro,'ess:.)nals committed to 
strengthening the skills of learning erlgage ill SUC~l a seemingly 
inappropriate endeavor? If, as Millmal 1, Bishop, and Ebel (1985) 
suggest, lack of test wiseness is a sou,'ce of measurement error, 
the answer seems to be yes. In fact, leachin~ all students to be 
test wise should increase test valid it . Scores would better re
flect the underlying knowledge or sklll being tested rather than 
sensitivity to irrelevant aspects of the te~t. Should reading and 
study skills professionals teach theil, colleagues how to write 
items that cannot be answered by te5t wiseness? Again yes. To 
the extent that items are focused, a.ad all the alternatives are 
plaUSible, test validity will be increased. Thl -dore, it Sel:7lS to 
be a good idea to teach both student·, and ',nslructors to be test 
wise. 

Strategies of high-scoring Sti'tdents. Some researchers 
have attempted to determine the v lrious strategies used by 
high-scoring test takers. Although Pau I and R05enkoetter (1980) 
found no significant relationship betv een completion time and 
test scores, they diu find that better st\4pents generally finish ex
aminations faster. There were exce ptions, however. Some 
poorer students finished early, and Sol" e high scorers took extra 
time to contemplate answers. High S{ 0 -ers seemingly have two 
strategies; know the material well c:nou[h to go through the test 
very quickly; or go through the test slo" {y, checking, changing, 
and verifying each answer. Either seem~ to be an effective ap
proach. 

In an effort to determine what tes taking strategies are 
use" by A students compared with those 'Ised by c and F stu
dents, McClain (1983) asked volunteers takh 'g a multiple choice 
exam in an introductory psychology cours\ to verbalize their 
test taking procedures while tlking the exan . She found that, 
unlike the C or F students, the A students c0l1sistently consid
ered all alternative answers and read the answe. s in the order in 
which they were presented in the test. They alsc. anticipated an
swers "to more question5 than did the lower-scorhlg students. In 
addition, they were more likely to analyze and ell'11inate incor
rect alternatives to help determine the correct aJ. swer. The A 
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students aiso skipped more questIOns they were unsure of (com
ing back to them later) than did the c and F studepts. On a later 
exam, some of the -: and F students who reported using the 
strategies characteristic of the A students reported an improve
ment in their exam scores. 

At least some test taking strategies cevelop with age. 
Siakter, Koehler, and Hampton (1970) reported that fifth graders 
were able to recognize and ignore absurd options in test items. 
This is a fundamental strategy, one whose appearance demon
strates a developing sense of test wiseness. In the same study 
they looked at another basic strategy, eliminating two options 
that mean the same thing. Being able to recognize a similarity is 
developmentally md conceptually more advanced than recog
nizing an absurdity. Not surprisingly, these authors found that 
the similar option strategy did not appear until the eighth grade. 
In a study of strategies for taking ess~y tests, Cirino-Gerena 
(1981) distributed a questionnaire. Higher-scoring students re
ported ul"ing the following strategies: quoting books ~nd arti
cles, rephrasing arguments several times, rephras:ng the 
questions, and including some irrelevant material in the .mswer. 
The most common strategy used by all students, however, was 
that of expressing opinions similar to those of the teacher. 

Huck (1978) was interested in what effect the knowl
edge of an item's difficulty would have on students' strategy. 
Ills hypothesis was that students might read certain items more 
carefully if they were aware of how difficult those items had 
been for previous test takers. The study revealed that knowing 
the difficulty of an item had a significant and positive effect on 
test scores. It is not clear, however, how the students used that 
information to improve their scores. 

A fascinating use of prior knowledge has come to light 
with reading tests. Chang (1979) found that a significant num
ber of the undergraduate students he tested were able to cor
rectly answer questions about passages on a standardized 
readinb comp::<:fU!ldon test without seeing the text. Some au
thors wo..!]d say that I.he question ... ':0uld be answered indepen
dently of the passages. Chang, on the other hand, attr.:buted the 
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students' suc.cess to test wiseness. Blanton and Wood (1984) de
signed a specific four-stage model to teach studl nts what to 
look fGr when taking reading comprehension tests, making the 
assumption that students could be taught to use test wiseness 
strategies. 

Other researchers have Inade the same assumption. 
Sarnacki (1981) urged that medic tl students taking the NBME be 
taught a strategy for Type K items. These are mUltiple choice 
items in which options represent different combinations of pos
sible answers. In the student vernacular, this is the "all of the 
above, none of the above" format. Sarnacki observed that Type 
K items are particularly sensitive to one strategy. Regardless of 
the number of alternatives, each must be evaluated sep~rately as 
true or false. Thus, a five-choice item could have anywhere 
from zero to five ~0rrect answers. The student's best strategy is 
to decide whether eac;) singl e statement b true or false and then 
select the most correct option (~.g., all ot the above, one of the 
above). But this format is so complex as to be unreliable. 
Sarnacki suggests that either the use of Type K items be re
stricted or that students be t.1ught this strateg} to equalize their 
chances of doing well. 

Some empirical attempts have been made to teach test 
",isencss strategies. Flippo and Borthwick (1982) taught te~t 
wiseness strategies to their undergraduate education students as 
part of a teacher training program. Each of their trainees later 
taught test wiseness as part uf their student teaching. At the 
completion of the treatment activities, the} gave each class oj 
children a unit test they had developed. The results showed no 
Significant difference between experi;nent.ll and control 
groups' performam.c. Focusing on an older population, 
Bergman 11980) tried to teach junior college students to be test 
wise. His treatment group of nonproficient readers ,vas en
rolled in a reading and study skills improvement class. The con
trol groups either practiced taking tests or received no extra 
instruction or practice. Bcrgm.m found 1.0 significant differ
ence in scores on mUltiple choice and open-ended questions for 
those receiving instruction. It may be that the time devoted to 
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test wiseness instruct~on in each of these studies was too short. 
Perhaps coaching over a longer period of time would have 
proved more successful. Moreover, strategy effects may be too 
small to be measurable by tests with the reliability typical of stu
dent teacher exams such as were used in the Flippo and 
Borthwick study. 

In summary, the identification of test taking strategies 
has been more successful than the attempt~ to teach them. 
Good test takers instruct themselves in a variety of strategies, at 
least some of which require a certain level of cognitive develop
ment. While the idea of teaching teM taking strategies is intui
tively acceptable, a few researchers have reported success. 
Perhaps the techniques t.1ke a long time to learn. It is also possi
ble that individual difference~ such as personality, anxiety level, 
and intelligence affect how test wise ness information will be 
used. Few studies control for these possible effects. 

Recc.gnizing cues. Another proposed test wiseness skill 
i~ the ability to make use of cues in the stems or the alternative 
answers by test writers (Millman, Bishop, & Ebel, 1965). Some 
test constructor~ may, for example, write a stem and the correct 
answer, and generate two good foils. Stumped for a good third 
foil, such a teacher takes the easy way out by restlting one of 
the falSI! foils. But a test wise student spots the ruse and rejects 
buth similar alternatives. Or perhaps the corr:ct answer is the 
most complete, and hence the longest. These and other cues 
can take a variety of form~, and can be found in a variety of te~t 
types, including multiple choice, true/false, matching, and fill
in-the-blank. 

There is an interesting body of literature investigating the 
effects of using cue~ to c~\rrect an~'.' er~. An illustrative example 
i~ the work of Huntley and Plake t 1981}, who investigated cues 
provided by grammatical mn~iMenq or incon~istency between 
the stem and the set of alternatives. They focused on singular/ 
plural agreement and vowellcol' onant clue~. A stem might 
cont.1in a plural noun that could give a clue to the correct an
swer if any of the alternatives did not have agreement in num
ber. A stem en~ing in "a" or "an" might also provide a due to 
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the correct choice depending on whether the alternatives beg .. n 
with vowels or consonants. Th(' authors found that there was 
some cueini; with these patterns and recommended that test 
makers wri.\.. multiple choice items to avoid grammatical aids. 

Oth~( cues have to do with the position or length of the 
correct a.'lswcr. Inexperienced test writers have a tendency to 
hide the correct alternative in the B or C position of a multiple 
choice alternative set, perhaps thinking that the correct choice 
will stand Out in the A or Doposition atld be too obvious. Jones 
and Kaufman (1975) looked at the position and length of alter
natives on objective tests to determine their effects on re
sponses. They found that the students involved in their 
research project were more likely to pick out a correct response 
because of its B or C position than because of its length in rela
tion to the other choices. Both cues had an effect, however; ap
pzrently some students are alert for he possibility of such cues. 

A study by Flynn and Anderson (1977) investigated four 
types of cues and their effects on students' scores on tests mea
suring mental ability dlld achicvcl11(!I1t. The fOllr cues were (1) 
options that were oppOSites, so that if one were correct, the 
other would be incorrect (e.g., "the war started in 1812" versus 
"the war ended in 1812"); (2) longer correct options; (3) use of 
specific determiners; and (4) resemblance between the correct 
option and an aspect of the stem. The undergraduate subjects 
were given a pretest of test wiseness and c1assHied as either test 
wise or test naive. Then instruction was given for recognizing 
the four cues. The students showed no gains on the ability and 
achievement tests, although the students who were classified as 
test wise did score higher than those classified as test naive. Per
h:lps those students who were originally labeled tc·.,t wise used 
test iaking strategies other than the ones measured, or were 
brighter or better guessers. It is also possible that the L'lrget cues 
were not present in tlw ability and !Ichievement tests. In any 
case, it seems that the more test wise students were more effec
tive in applying some strategies to various testing situations. 

Two studies focused on technical wording as a cue. In 
one, Strang (1977) used familiar and unfamiliar choices that 
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were either technically or nontechnically worded. He :1.sked 
students, in a somewhat artificial situation, to guess on each 
item. He found that non technically worded options were cho
sen more often than technically worded items regardless of fa
miliarity. In the second study, Strang (1980) used questions that 
required students either to recall or to interpret familiar content 
from their child growth and development course. The licms 
contained different combinations of technically and nontechni
cally worded options. The students had more difficulty with 
recall items in which the incorre~t option was technkal1y 
worded. 5tidng suggested that this difficulty might spring from 
~tudents' tendency to memorize technical term~ when studying 
for multiple choice te~ts. They would thus use technical words 
as cues to a correct choice. 

Smi:h (1982) made a subtle contri~ mion to the teM wise
ness cues -esearch with the notion of convergence. He points 
out ont' of the principles of objective item construdion: every 
distractor must be l'lausible. If it isn't, it contributes nothing to 
the value of the item as me:tSuremen!. Smith offers the follow
ing example of implausibility: 

Who was the seventeenth Pref,ioent of the United States? 
a. Andrew Johnson 
b. 63/8 
c. 1812 
d. A Cra::/ Day for Sally 

Clearly, foils need to be plausible if the item is to discrim
inate between students who know the content of the test do
main anc those who do not. However, tht:: requirement that 
foils be plausibly rclateo 1O the stem creates a problem. Many 
test writers generate a stem first, and then the correct answer. 
To build a set of plausible foils, they consider how the correct 
answer relates to the stem. To usc Smith (1982) again, suppose 
"Abraham Lincoln" is the correct answer to a history question. 
Most likely, the question has something to do with either Am(!r· 
ican presidents or personalities from the Civil War era. So a 
plausible set of alternatives might include thme two dimen
sions. Atternativc1y, it codd include people from Illinois or men 
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with beal ds. Using the first possibility, a set of alternatives 
might be: 

a. Abraham Lincoln 
b. Stephen Douglas 
c. Robert E. Lee 
d. James Monroe 

Smith suggests that test wise students look for the di· 
mensions that underlie the alternatives. In this ca:..I' the dimcn
sions arc: 

Presidents 

Civil War 
Personalities 

Douglas 

Lee 

Lincoln i~ the onl) alternativc on "hich the two dimcnsions 
converge. 

Smith (1982) reports a number of expcrimental studics 
to test the use of the convergence cuc. Leary and Smith (1981) 
gave graduate students in cc1ucation some instruction in recog
nizing dimensions and selc.:t.ling the convcrgence point. Thcn 
they gave students items from the absu·.t(,~ reasoning section of 
the Differential Aptitude Test, the \'erbal section of the SAT, and 
the Otis Quick Score Mental Ability Test They asked thc stu-
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dents to find correct answers without seein!; the stems. Subjects 
scored significantly better than chance on all three tests. It ap
pears that convergence can be a usable cue. 

Next, Smith (1982) randomly divided a group of high 
school students and gave the expel imental grnup 2 hours of in
struction in finding the convergence point. The control group 
had 2 hours of general test taking instruction. Both groups had 
previously taken the Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test (PSAT) 
and took the SAT after the experiment. The mean for the experi
ment group, adjusted for the PSAT CDvanute, was 39 points 
higher on t:le verbal subscale. Smith believes that convergence 
training is the explanation of the findings. 

Test wiseness does seem to be due, in part, to senSitivity 
(0 cert.1in cues in the items. Some of the cues are obvIous to 

those who are familiar with the gramm:uical conventions of the 
language. The cue effect of familiar technical words is another 
example. Other cues, like positioil and length of the correct an· 
swer, seem to be the result of repe:ued exposure to the various 
fOl 'TIS of objective test items. The cues based on the logical rela
tionships between :t1ternatives are probably of a diffLrent sort, 
and may depend on the test ttkers' general intellectual abi:it)' or 
other characteristics. With that possibility in mind, it is interest
ing that studies have achieved positive results in teaching so
phisticated cue use. While it is hard to deanly separate cues 
from strategy, it does seem that the cue approach to teaching 
test wiseness is more effective. 

ClJangillg answers. There is :l false but persistent notion 
in the test taking field that :1 student's first answer is Iikel\' (Il be 
correct. The implication is that one should stay with till .. llrst 
choice, since changing answers is likely to lead to a lower score. 
Contrary to this belief, research indic:ues that changing :mswers 
produces higher test scores (Edwards & Marshall, 1977, Lynch 
& Smith, 1975; McMorris & Leonard, 1976; Muellel' & 
Schwedel, 19:5; Smith, Coop, & Kinnard 1<)79). These studies 
confirm earlier research findings that changing .. nswers is, in 
fact, a mark of test wiseness. The research on this point is re
:nark.1bly consistent. 
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To begin, it should be clear that answer changing is not a 
random event. Lynch and Smith (1975) found a significant cor
relation between the difficulty of an item and the number of 
students whv changed the answer to that item. They suggested 
that other items on the test may have helped the students re
consider their answers for the more difficult items. It seems 
possible that changes produce higher 5cores because later items 
help students recall information they did not remember the first 
time through. Two studies looked into the answer-changing 
patterns of males and females (Mueller & Schwedel, 1975: Pen
field & Mercer, 1980). Neither found a significant difference in 
score gains as a nmction of the ~c.x of the test taker. For the most 
part, higher-scoring students gained more point~ by chlnging 
answers than their lower-scoring colleagues (Mueller & Schwe
de~: Penfield & Mercer). Only one study (Smith ct .!l., 1979) 
found that the lower-scoring group benefited more from (heir 
.lnswer changes. In general, the higher-scoring students made 
more changes (Lynch & Smith; Mueller & Schwedel, Penfield & 
Mercer). 

McMorris & Leonard (1976) looked into the effect of 
anxiety on answer-changing behavior and found that low-anxi· 
ety students tended to change more answers, and to gain more 
from those changes, than did hieh-anxiety students. But both 
groups did gain. 

In writing about the answer-cha.'lging research, Wilson 
(1979) cited many of the same findings .llready discussed. She 
reiterated the main concem of most of thf)sC re .. earchers. that 
studpnts srf)U1d know the true effects of answer changes 
(Edw.trds & Marsilall, 1977: Lynch & Smith, 1975; Mueller & 
Schwedel, 1975: Smith et aI., 1979). It seems that changing an
swers is a good test strategy wnen, after some reflection or a 
~eview of previou~ responses, the student thinks changing i~ a 
wise idea. In gent .11, the low-anxiety, high-scoring students 
both make more ,:hange~ and benefit more, in spite of contrary 
belief. 

Retesting. A final area of research delves into the effects 
of simply repeating a te~t in tht original or par:Jlcl form. The 
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se~.:'Qd score will reflect a number of effects: regression to the 
mean, mt:a.)urement error, and the increased information 
gaioed by study between tests. But part of the difference will be 
due to a type of test wiseness. An instructor may gh'e several 
tests during a course, and students may begin to see a pattern in 
the types of questions asktEd. Besides giving students some di
rection for future tcst prep;uatior.. this may help them develop 
a cert.1in amount of test wiseness. Can the effects be general
ized? The resl!arch on retesting starts with the premise that the 
actual t.1king of the test helps students develop certain strategies 
for taking similar tests at a later time. Some of the retesting re
search involves typical classroom exams. Other studies cover 
the effects of repeated testing on standardized measures of intel
ligence, personality. or job admission. 

Studying ch .. ssroom tests, Cates (1982) ~nvestigatecj 
whether retesting would improve mastery and retention in un
dergraduate courses. The study sample included 142 students 
from five different sections of educational psychology taught 
over a 3-year period. Of the 202 retests taken to improve an 
original score, 139 (or 68.8 percent) showed improved per
formance. The mean gains in tested performance ranged from 
1.2 percentage points to 6.3 percentage points. The author 
notes that the students frequently took retests 2 to 4 weeks after 
the original test date, suggesting that distributing tc~t practice 
may be an effective strategy in increasing knowledge of the sub· 
ject material. However, the gains are rather modest. 

Allowing that retesting c:m produ cc sc me g!lins, are the 
gains specific to the content of the rcte':-lec! items, or do they 
constitute a type of general test wiseness? Bondy (19:8) found 
that reviewing ~pecifk que~tion~ from a multiple choice teM im· 
proved ~tudent~' performance on a retest involving tho~e spe
cific item~. 'Iuwevcr, the students who had reviewed those 
qllestion~ ~cor(;d no better on re\\urded items than did student~ 
who had not reviewed the questions and al1swers. Simple re
tc~ting doe~ not ~eem to be \'cf} effective if the item wording b 
changed. 
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A study done by Tips and others (1978) indicates that 
retesting may improve test scores. The ~tudy was done with 55 
college students who were enrolled in a noncredit reading im
provement course. The purpose of the study was to record the 
effects of an instructional unit on taking analogy tests. The 
results showe,-~ that college students can improve an:1logy test 
performance with instruction on a test preparation strategy. 
Howcvcr, the instruction may DC no more effective th:m the 
practice effects of retesting. 

For classroom testing, it scems, the results are not vcr)' 
c.xciting. Simple test;:tg and retesting. without some explicit test 
wiseness instructiun, have little to r.:.:ommend them. What 
about the effect of simple retesting on more standardized tests? 
Various types of tests have been studied in the research. Catron 
and Thompson (1979) looked into g~dns on the \Xeschler Adul~ 
Intellig'.:ncc Scale. USing four tt'St-retest int{'rvals, they found 
that regardless of the time between the origin~l tcst. and the re
test, the gains on the performance IQ section were greater than 
the gains on the verballQ section. The rescarclwrs believe trat 
the c.xperience of taking a test alters the rt.,lllts of any similar 
tests takcn .1fterwards. One would not exp\!ct retesting (0 alter 
basic traits. Hess and Neville (1977) studied retest effects on 
personality tests using the Personality Research Form. Their 
results led to the conclusion that what s·,bjecls learn or think 
abol't after seeing thdr test results affects t !turc scores on a per
sonality test. Thus the intervening event, not the retesting, is 
wha1 is powerful. 

But still the question remains; Can retesting affect scores 
on basic characteristics? Wing (1980) did a stud) lIsing a multi
ple abilities test batteI1 in use nationwide since 1974 :lS an en
trance criterion for federal professional -:Jnd administrati\c 
occupations. The major concern of the study was to sec 
whether practice would aid test repeaters. During the first 3 
years, a{(;:.tr.ate forms of [he test nattery were administered on 
1:- occasions to 600,000 subjects, with a little less than 1 per
~ent of these subjects L1king the test batter; two or mure times. 
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The findings are that score gains depended on age, gender, ~nd 
the number of previous testings. Older test takers averaged 
lower gains than younger test takers. Wing also found a differ
ence in sub test gains by sex. Compared with scores for males, 
the average gains for females were higher in inductive reason
ing, the same in verbal ability and deductive reasoning, and 
lower in judgment and numerical items. Applicants with lower 
initial scores repeated the test more often. Higher final scores 
were recorded by those who repeated the battery the .nost 
times. It seems unlikely that _ .:ores on these tests could be im
proved by study of the content. The improvement is probably 
at least partly due to test wiseness gained from simple retesting. 

Naugle and McGu!re (1978) make an interesting and per
tinent observation: Several students, when interviewed, said 
they did not prepare for the Georgia Regents' Competency 
Exam because it cost nothing to take and because failures were 
not recorded on their records. Therefore, the~' could continue 
to retake the test until they passed it. The data support this idea. 
In the summer of 1978, 25 percent of all students taking the 
Regents' E'--m were repeaters, and many passed with no addi
tional help ~ince taking it the first time. It seems that familiarity 
with the test, due to repeated retesting, aided them in passing 
the test. 

In summary, it seems that retesting, without any explicit 
content tutoring, can have po~itive effects on certain scores. 
However, the studies which show effects allow for repeated re
testing. Perhaps the gain is due in part to regressiml upward to
ward the mean, and in p:!rt to a test-specific type of test 
wiseness. 

Conclusions. The lIterature on test wiseness ;,ecms to 
support several conclusions. Some strategie~ have been identi
fied for helping on essay and multiple choice tests, especially 
'lYpe K items. Avoiding absurd options and rejecting options 
that mean the same thing are common strategies. Probably one 
part of any strategy is recognizing the presence of certain cues 
in the test items, sllch as grammatical agreement, length, c~n
vergence, and technical wording. Students who are test wise 
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can recognize these cues and may implicitly use them when the 
situation allows it. Almost all students, regardless of level of 
anxiety and test wiseness, can improve their scores by changing 
answers as they work. And simple retesting, even without any 
formal review of content, has a small but positive impact on 
scores. 

Test Anxiety 
One of the major problems students face in taking tests is 

test anxiety. Test anxious students often earn lower scores on 
classroom tests than their ability would predict. The highly anx
ious student may have done a creditable job of preparation, us
ing all the appropriate study techniques. Up to the moment of 
the exam, the student may be able to summarize and report 
content and demonstrate other necessary skills. But in the ac
tual test situation, when it counts, this student fails to perform. 

The typical test anxious student may show distress in 
one or more of the following ways: physiologically (excessive 
perspiration, muscular tension, accelerated heartbeat), intellec
tually (forgetting, incorrect response fixation), or emotionally 
(worry, self-degeneration). After the exam has been turned in, 
the test anxious student repo .. t .. 1 rush of recall, after it is too 
late to change answers. Gaudry and Spielbergt '971) suggest 
that as many as 20 percent of a given college sample may suffer 
from severe and debilitating test anxiety. 

Test anxiety, as a scientific concept, is approximately 40 
years old (Mandler & Sarason, 1952). In their initial investiga
tions, Mandler and Sarason asked students lbout their feelings 
and performance while being evaluated. Questions covered in
creases in heart rate, perspiration, feelings of uneasiness, and 
worry. From the responses, the authors computed a score of 
testing-produced anxiety. They found that students who had 
high levels of anxiety worked slower and showed more oycrt 
signs of anxiety on a block design test that was presenttd as a 
measure of academic aptitude. After completing six trials, the 
students were randomly told they scored either very high, 
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about average, or ver·- l-:;W. They were tl).en asked to complete 
another six trials. 

Specific findings from the second trial were linked to 
level of test anxiety. On the second series, the high-anxiety stu
dents showed depressed scores, regardless of their previous per
formance. It seems that these students collapsed under the 
pressure of further c:valuation. For the low-anxiety students, 
however, further testing led to an improved performance:. They 
were energized and worked faster. The effect was particularly 
stF'"1g for those low-anxiety students who were told they had 
done very poorly on the earlier test. 

To account for those effects, Mandler and Sara:: -n (1952) 
hypothesized two mechanisms (hat produced the anxiety-re
lated deficit. In the psychological language of the day, they 
talked of two learned drives-one for task performance and the 
other for am:iety. In an evaluation Situation, both drives oper
ate. The "learned task drive" elicits useful and score-er.hancing 
feelings of competence, accurate recall, and rapid, skilled per
formance. The "learned anxiety drive," in !Jart, brought on the 
same effect. But the anxiety drive aiso elicited task-interfering 
fedings of inadequacy, memory blocking, helplessness, and ex
cessive questioning. In the high-anxiety student, these two 
drives conflict and produce lower scores. 

All of these feelings and thoughts, positive and negative, 
presumably were learned in the past, as the student was grow
ing up and being evaluated by parents and teachers. Later, in a 
college testing situation, all the old learning came back when 
stimulated by evaluation. The net effect, which was predicted 
and then validated by research, is that as the test becomes more 
important and negative eva.uation becomes more damaging, 
learned anxiety drive becomes stronger and has more destruc
tive effects. High.y anxious students may flunk because of their 
anxiety, not because they do not know the material. 

Since the classic work by Mandler and Sarason (1952), 
the investigation of test anxiety has blossomed. Reviews by 
Allen (1971), Allen, Elias, and Zlotlow (1980), Tryon (1980), 
and Wildemouth (1977) attest to the theoretical and empirical 
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growth of the field. A recent metaanalysis (Hembree, 1988) cov
ered 562 high-quality studies. A volume edit~u by Sarason 
(1980) details work on a variety of special fields including the 
development of test anxiety in children, the physiological base 
of test anxiety, a variety of intervention models, and the impact 
of test anxiety on math and on computer-based learning envi
ronments. Much of the research has been aimed at llnders~ 1d
ing the dynamics of test anxiety treatment, reducing subjective 
discomfort, and improving academic performance. In this sec
tion we focus specifically on those treatment techniques that 
have been shown to improve grades among college students. 

Measurement and theories. As a prelude to a survey of 
:reatment techniques, we present a brief overview of the mea
sures and theories of test anxiety. The first instrument for mea
suring test anxiety, the Test Anxiety Questionnaire (Mandler & 
Sarason, 1952), contained 42 questions. Participants were asked 
to record their responses to each item by placing a mark on a 
i10rizontal line. The more discomfort they felt, the further to 
the right they made their checkmark. To score an item, the ex
perimenter measured the number of centimeters from the left 
edge of the line to the chet;k-a very unwieldy procedure. A 
more usable instrument was the Test f nxiety Scale (Sarason, 
1978), a 37-item instrument covering most of the same experi
ences but in a much mOf\: convenient true-false scoring format. 
An earlier 16-item true-false Test Anxiety Scale (Sarason & Gan
zer, 1962) is an excellent instrument for screening a large class. 
Wark and Bennett (1981) have normed the scale for high, me
dium, and low achievement students. 

Several significant trends have arisen in the development 
of test anxiety measures. One such development grew out of 
the work of Liebert and Morris (1967). They hypothesized that 
test anxiety had two componcntll. (1) ph}lliological and emo
tional arousal, such as increases in heart rate, perllpiration, and 
muscular tension ttl: commO!1 overt symptoms of anxiety), 
and (2) worried thoughts about the negative con~equence~ of 
failur~, about doing poorly, anli aL'Jut lack of skills (consciuus, 
internal talk that interfered with :c;tlpetent performar.~I..!). 
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When they did a factor analysis of the Test Anxiety Question
naire, Liebert and Morris did indeed find these two factors, 
which they distil!ed into a short 10-item test called the Worry
Emotionality Questionnaire (Morris & Liebert, 1970). The two 
factors have very dii"ferent effects on test taking. 

Emotionalily, or excessive physiological arousal, mayor 
may not be detrimental to student performance. Some levd of 
arousal is absolutely necessary for a student to learn, retain, and 
perform. The optimal level of arousal for any given task de
pends on a person's history, physiology, and state of health. If 
emotionality goes beyond that uptimallevel, performance may 
begin to deteriorate. But emotionality is not a universally nega
tive variable. 

Worry, the other factor, is seen as always being detrimen
tal to test performance. The high-anxiety student has internal 
responses that interfere with optimal test performance. 
Hollandsworth et al. (1979) have cleverly documented the 
kinds of internal statements made during a test by high- and 
low-ar..:iety students. Calm people recall themselves saying 
things like "I was thinking this was pretty easy." "I was just 
thinking about the questions most,y," or "I always lo,,~ dOing 
things like these. little designs." Their comments CGntrast 
strongly with those recalled by anxious students: "I decided 
how dumb I was," or "My mother would say ... don't set bad 
examples because I'm watching you" These internal statemeot~ 
may reduce performance by interfering witt. task relevant 
thoughts, and may also increase emotionality. 

Another important theory about variables ~~Iecting test 
anxiety was put forward by Wine (1971), who noted the impor
tance of how students direct their attention. According to her 
analysis, calm students pay most attention to test Items. Anx
ious students, on the other hand, attend to their internal states, 
their physiological arousal, and especially their negative self
talk. In essence, high-anxiety students are focusing their atten
tion internally rather than externally to the examination. Wine 
was able to reduce test anxiety effects by showing students how 
to attend to the test, and not to their internal states. 
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We have only touched 011 the trends in test anxiety mea
surement here, summarizing the points that have implications 
for practice. The literature in this field is both extensive and 
quite technical. Interested readers should consult Sarason 
(1980) or Gaudry and Spielberger (1971); 

In sllmmary, there are three general approaches to test 
anxiety. The physiological or behavioral approach stresses the 
disruptive effects of arousal and emotionality. Treatment is 
geared toward helpinb students relax and desensitizing them to 
their presumed phobic fear of tests and evaluations. The second 
approach flows from the worry or cognitive component of test 
taking. Students are taught how to change the way they think 
:lnd talk about themselves in a test situation. The third approach 
involves teaching test anxious smdt"nts to focus on the exam, to 
use good test taking skills, and to ignore, for a while, the inter
nal distractions of tension. 

Reducing emotionality. The most common technique 
for re~ -,cing emotionality and physiological arousal is relaxa
tion and desensitization (\'Volpe, 1969). In varying numbers of 
sessions, students are first taught how to use deep muscle relax
ation Oacobson, 1938). In that relaxed state, they are asked to 
imagine themselves in increasingly difficult situations. Students 
might be asked to imagine themselves studying a week before 
the exam, and to hold that scene in mind until they are quite 
comfortable with it. Then they would be asked to imagine 
studying the night before the exam, and to get comfortable 
with that ide". Succeeding mental image1l would involve the 
morning of the exam, walking to the exam, receiving the test, 
.md taking the exam. Desensitization can be more effective than 
simple relax:l.ion or no treatment at all (Aponte & A. onte, 
1971). The dest!nsitization may be done in massive dose1l rather 
than spread out over several days (Oawly & Wenrich, 1973). Or 
the students may be exposed only to the mL5t feared items in 
the hierarchy; for instance, "Imagine that you have just re
ceived your test booklet and you can not recall the answer to a 
single question." The technique of asking a relaxed student to 
imagine the most anxiety-provoking situation is called implo
sion (Cornish & Dilley, 1973). 
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In general, simple relaxation, system Hic desensitization, 
and implosion techniques have not been shown to be strikingly 
effective in reducing te'Jt anxiety. In her review, Tryon (1980) 
stated that systematic desensitization and/or implosion resulted 
in significant academic improvement for participants relative to 
no-treatment controls in only 7 of 17 studies. Another review 
(Allen et al., 1980) showed improvement in 22 percent of the 
reviewed studies. In general, it is fail" to s:ty that systematic de
sensitization worked in about 30 percent of the recorded stud
ies, and those studies tended to be methodolo:,:;cally flawed in 
that they often did not cont.dn a credible placebo procedure to 
control for nonspecific treatment effects. 

One theoretically important refinem".!nt in the emotion
ality control research has demonstrated a high percentage of 
grade improvements. Instead of leaving control with the thera
piSt, students arc given more responsibility. SubjeLts are taught 
specific techniques to adjust their own level of rela."I:ation. They 
might practice saying the word calm and pairing it with a re
laxed state. Then, in a test situation when they say the word 
calm to themselves, the cue helps them relax and reduce the 
effects of anxiety (Russell & Sippich, 1974). :'tbjects also have 
bctn laught to control their own desensitization with good 
results (Denny & Rupert, 1977), Giving subjects control over 
relaxation seems desirable. fryOH (1980) report~ that four of the 
five studies in which subjects had conscious control over relax
ation led to Significant grade improvements {Deffcnbacher, 
Mathis, & Michaels, 1979; Delprato & DeKraker, 1976). 

Reducing worry. The generally higher effec.iveness of 
client controlled desensitization !cads naturally to a discussion 
of the research on cognitive interventions. These procedures, 
flowing from interpretations by Wine (1971), deal with the 
worry component of test anxiety. Hollandsworth et al. (1979) 
documented the kinds of things high-anxiet), students say to 
themselves during a test situ .. tion. Cognitive therapy techniques 
were developed to counter those negative, worrisome 
thoughts. Cognitive therapy techniques go beyond desensitiza
tion. Clients arc taught to usc coping imagery in lVhich they 
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imagine themselves reducing their tension, solving their prob
lems, and being successful. Note the difference between emo
tion oriented and worry oriented therapy. With desensitization 
for emotionality, the clients relax and imagine themselves being 
comfortable in progressively more difficult situations. The ther
apist is generally in charge, and the focus is on the emotional or 
physical component of test anxiety. In a ~ognitive therapy ap
proach for worry, clients imagine (hemselves actively taking 
steps to reduce the negative effects of anxiety. They might imag
ine themselves taking slow, deep breaths, becoming calm, and 
givlng themselves successful instructll. tis. In a cognitive ap
proach to aileviate t\!st panic, students .... 'ould see themselves 
start to check the time, skim over the entire test, skip difficult 
items, and recall material from a chapter that contains the an-

. swer to a question. In essence, clients are taught to imagine 
themselves going through a therapeutically effective checklbt 
of activities. 

Tl,e results of the earliest s~udies of cognitive therapy on 
test a.!x.cty were very encouraging. Meichenbaum (1972) 
taught test anxiou~ _,tudents to be acutely aware of their nega
tive self-verbalization and instruction. He also modified the 
!ltandard desensitization procedureli liO that instead of just imag
ining themselves relaxing, students were taught to give them
sci' 'es support statements and in~truction in relaxatioll. The 
students in Meicher.baum's cognitive modification group made 
signifi<.ant gains in grades. Holroyd (1976) found eSlicntially thc 
same result. His cognitive therapy group received training to be 
more aware of their negative internal self-talk and to prompt 
themselves to react well in stressful situations. 

In her review, Tryon (1980) found that of four cognitive 
intervention studies monitoring academic performance, two 
showed significant grade improvement from cogmtive the rap} 
work. In review of later test anxiety studies, Lent (1984) looked 
for grade change effects as a result of cognitive therapy. Of 
seven methodologically acceptable Mudies using some sort of 
cognitive intervention, he found only two that showed im
provement in GPA. And both of those studies (Kirkland & 
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Hollandsworth, 1980; Decker & Russell, 1981) used a treat
ment that involved ~tudy skills training as well as cognitive ther
apy. In fact, in the Decker and Russell study, cognitive 
restructuring and anxiety reduction were less effective than 
study skills counseling in improving gradef. It would appear 
that cognitive restructuring h_ 1ttac~ the werry component is 
not a great deal more effective than the desensitization tech
niques used to attack emotionality when grade change is the 
target of interest. That leads to another possible area, the use of 
study skills training as a technique for attacking test anxiety. 

Improving study skills. Reducing test anxiety by im
proving study skills is not an either/or approach. The literature 
illustr:ttes the effectiveness of a combination of treatments. Al
len (1971), working with a group of anxious, high-achieving 
college students (mean pretreatment GPA, 3.5), found that the 
mu~t effective treatment involved sYlItematic dellensitization 
combined with study skills training. The skills content was 
based on the classiL ~Q3R text study strategy (Robinson, 1946). 
In addition, students- were taught behaviural techniques for 
monitoring time, charting rate, and giving self-reinforcement. 
The studentll in the combination group improvec' their course 
examination percentile by 24 percent. Similar rellults were re
ported by Mitchell and Ng (1972). They found the greatest im
pact from combining techniques. E.lLh of the nine lIessions they 
offered the rr ~ treatment group covered relaxation, desensi
tization, and skills work. Finally, Mitchell, Hall, and Piatkowska 
(1975) found that a combination of study ski:ls instruction and 
lIYlltematic dcsemitiz.1tioll Wall more effective than either stu~} 
skilb plus relaxation training or intenllive stud} skills instruc
tion alone. On a 2-year follow up, 73 percent of the students 
given desensitization plull study skills training were still in col
lege, white only 25 percent of the relaxation group were still 
enrolled. 

Later research has uncovered refinements to the general 
conclusion that a combination of techniquell ill effective. Brown 
and Nelllon (1983) studied a lIample of high-anxiety college stu
dents, all of whom scored above the 67th percentile on the Test 
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Anxiety Survey (Sarason, 1978). Part of the group consisted of> 
low achievers (GPA less than 2.7) and part consisted of high 
achievers (GPA greater than 3.3). The two subgroups differed in 
important ways. Th'.! high achievers knew more about good 
study skills. In addition, they were better able to stop their own 
negative self-descriptions during an examination. In a sense, 
they could handle their anxiety. The 10'\\ achievers, on the 
other h:md, lacked both information on study skills and the 
ability to counter their negative thinking Naveh-Bcnjamin, 
McKeachie, and Lin (1987) also found twO categories of test 
anxious students. Both types had trouble recalling material for 
an exam, but one type had good study skills and the ?bility to 
encode and organize materials in a way that matched the lectur
er's structure, while the other type had trouble with encoding. 

Covington and Omelich (1987) also studied types of 
highly anxious students and the way~ they studied. The author~ 
investigated the presence of anxiety blockage on both easy test 
items calling for recognilion and difficult items measuring the 
ability to m4':e gene1"'Jll'!.ldnns or inference~. They found that 
high-anxiety students who used good sh .. dy habits suffered 
some interference, but on~y on difficult items. l'sing a path an:\
lytic technique to partition the c:lU~al dcterminant~ of blolk'lge, 
they estimated that the causal effects on te~t fJerformance due 
to an.xiety (7.34 percent) were greater ttan the effect~ due to 
~tudy skills (1.05 percent). (The main determinant of ~M per
formauce was intellectual ability, at 91.6 percent.) 

rhus, Brown and Nelson (I983), Covington and 
Omelich (1987), and Naveh.Benjdmin et a1. (198:) all agree that 
there arc subcategories of high-anxiety Mudentt. In term~ of 
treatment, some may need study skills assistance, some rna) 
need cognitive control training, and some may need both. 

There is one contrary finding regarding study ~Klii.: treat
ment. In a second study, Allen (1973) gave a 6rouP of high
anxiety students training in deep muscle relaxation with .md 
without behavioral stud} skills counseling. Again the skills 
counseling was based on !lQ3R, augmented b} behavio1"'JI ~clf· 
control techniques. Surprisingly, Allen found no differenles be-
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tween the two groups. Students in both groups improved their 
exam scores and their GPAS more than the nontreated control 
group. For those highly anxious students, simply learnin~ to re
lax and reduce arousal seemed to be as important as learning 
new study skills. 

What can be said about the use 01 sludy counseling as a 
way to reduce test anxiety? Cll-arly, a behavioral ~lppl'Oach to 
study skills improvement is an important variable in reducing 
test an.'{i~y and raising grades (Hembree, 1988). Tryon (J980) 
concludes that packages t!!at include study skills plus some 
other kind of intervention always show better results than no
treatment control groups. Deciding which type of ~tudcnt 
needs which type of treatment is a worthwhile subject of 
research. 

atber treatment teclmiqlles. Several other methods for 
reducing test anxiety have been investigated. For the most part, 
they do not flow from any of the three previously discussed ap
proaches. Rather, they Seem to com.e from other aspects of psy
chological research. Observation learning from a model student 
is one e.xample. Horne and Matson (1977) had a group of high
anxie~y students listen to a series of tapes purporting to be 
group ljessions of test anxious patient~. Over the course of a 10-
week treatment, students heard three tapes, in which the model 
students expressed progressively less concern about test panic. 
During the sessions in which no tapes were played, counsel,ors 
verbally reinforced the subjects' nonanxious self-reports. Stu
dents in other groups were treated by desellsitization, flooding 
(asking students to imagine test failure), Ot" study skills counsel· 
ing. Horne and Matson found that modeling, desensitization, 
and study skills training were more effective than flooding in 
producing grade improvements and reducing anxiety. On the 
other hand, McCurdick et al. (1979), comparing modeling with 
cognitive treatment and study skills, found that no treatment in 
their study was effective in improving grades. As these research
ers admit, "the ideal treatment for test anxiety is still elusive" 
(p.420). 
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Working from a general an.xiety theory stance, BushilCIl 
(1978) investigated several ingenious 3pproaches to reducing 
test a mtiet)'. If, he ~peculated, high ·an.xiety students are sensi
tive to :my stimulation that increases concern fo~ evaluation, 
why not try reducing such stimulation? He had high-anxiety 
students take mid-quarter exams either in a large lecture hall 
where they saw other students or in :1 language lab where the} 
were screened off from one another. He found tilat grade~ were 
significantly higher in the lab for both high- and low-anxiety 
students. For the high-anxiety students, the difference wa~ 
marked. He also found that among mildly anxious student~, 
those who sat next to higbly anxious students earned lower 
scot:es than those who did not, regardless of test setting. 

Clearly, the research raises some interesting questions. Is 
the positive effect of the lab setting due ~o a reduction of vbu:II 
distraction, or to the novelty of taking a te~t in a special pl:lce? 
The fact that the marginally anxious student~ wc:re af ccted b} 
the presence of anxious students, even in the ;ab, sla~ests that 
more than j~st visual separation b responsible for the te~t ~ClJre 
gains. While all the questions have not been ans" .J, the datI 
certainly do suggest interesting way~ to reduce tile effect~ of 
test an.xi{'t)'. 

In another facet of this field, there is fascinating and con
sistent literature on the impact of allowing student~ to cxpre~~ 
their feelings about a test. McKeachie, Po lIie , and Spei~m:m 
(1955) presented test~ with a special an~wcr ~heet th:u had 
space to comment about any item. Tile student~ who reeeh cd 
sheets with a comment section earned higher ~core~ th:1I1 the 
students who used conventional answer ~heet~. Smith .md 
Rockett (1958) replicated the study but extended the effect. 
They used three groups of studell(~, one given ~tmdard :m~wer 
sheets, one given sheets that allowed for comment~, and one 
that cont.1ined the me~~age, 'Ple~e LOmment on .m} thing unu· 
sual about each questi,''l.'' They found that the three type~ of 
answer sheets were ,:,ociated with succe~~i\'c1y bctter te~t 
scores by high-anxiety ~tudent~, and ~ucce~~h'el} "or~t ~l:Ore~ 
by low-an.xiety student~. Wh} doe~ an im iUlion to LOmmcnt 
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about a test reduce a~,.xiety effects for anxious students? Per
haps because the! moml;nt.§r two taken to write out any feelings 
about the item reduc:'~ some of the worry about the test. Stu
dents may feel that they have explained their answers, so the)' 
can stop worrying. Perhaps they feel that witi: the explar .mion, 
graders will give them the benefit of the doubt. Unfortunately, 
for the low-an.xiety students, the invit.1tion to comment seemed 
to lower motivation and drive. 

Conclusions. What can we conclude about test anxiety? 
The most restrictive: position, best exemplified by Kirkland and 
Hollandsworth (1980), is that educators would be better off 
scrapping the concept entirely. They believe that as far as test 
performance and grades are concerned, inadequate perform
ance simply indh.'atell ineffective test taking. Their conclusionll 
are ')ased on studies conducteri with simple anagram taskll. 
Trainin~ in academiC test taking skills did seem to be more effcl.· 
tive than either relaxation to reduce emotion.llit} or meditation 
to reduce worry. But while anagram taskll arc good rc~earch 
tools, they are not re:tl world learning tasks. 

Wh:lt about more re~!istic measures? When perform,lllce 
is measured in c.,PA chant:!, the Kirkland and Hollandsworth 
0980) study showed thar meditatiun wall just a:o. effective all 
stud:, "kills instruction, although relaxation wall I.f)t as effec
tive. These findings fit with the more liberal conclu.,ion in the 
general literature that treatment in\'oh inB 1I} lItematic de!lenlli· 
tization, or lIwdy lIkilb training plull 1I0me cugnitive interven
tion, is effective in producing grade ch.· ngell (Den'1e},. i 980; 
Hembree, 1988; Tryon, 1980). 

That conclusion may change in time. Psychological 
techniques, like pest Control chemicab, lIeem to 101le their im
pact through succClIsi\'e generationll. But fur nu"" the real prub
lem of tellt an.xiet} lIeemll to be bellt tre~ued b} teat.hing !ltlluentll 
better waYll to study anu take telltll all well all methodll for ex(':"t
ing active self-control over their O~·. ; proceslI of preparing for 
and taking exams. Of course, insrrllc. O! - .m make some envi
ronmental changell tu reduce test alt'"et}' effectll. BUllhnell 
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(1978), McKeachie et al. (1955), and Smith and Roc.kett (1958) 
point the way to te~hniques that deserve more co~slderation. 
Teachers who do their best to reduce tCllsion, project hope and 
kindness, and model efficiency rather than panic are also c.xer-.. 
cising good preventive counseling. The real cll:tllenge is to find 
and manipulate ways to separate and indh'idualize programs .-0 

that activities that arc effective for laigh-anxiety student!: do !lot 
penalize low-.tnxiety om's. 

Implications for Practice 
\'\e have reviewed three aspects of the process of prepar

:ng for an", taking c.xaminations. Certain findings seem to he 
clear. First, tesJ coaching is not a waste of time. Students of a 
wide r.tnge of abilities have been shown to pI '.>fit from certain 
kinds of coaching programs. The consensus froll measurement 
experts is that the more disadvant.1ged and deficient a ::udf;nt's 
background, the 'greater the impact of test coaching. Yet the 
data also suggest that medical ~tudents as well as educationally 
impoveri!lhed minority high ~chool !;tudel1l~ ~hoy positive ef· 
fects from coaching. 

Test wise ness str.ltegics present a more complex situa
tion that is harder to ~ummarize. High-M:oring students report 
u5ing some strategies to good effect. A presumed mech",.nsm 
:tccounts for at leas~ parT, of the te~t wbeness effect. a student's 
sensitivity to Ule v:triou) cue~ to the correct answer left by un
pract~ced item writer~. 'fi~st wl~e ~tudent~ apparently u!>e the~e 
Cll!!S to gain ali advantage. To ~om(' extent, then. the strategie~ 
take ad,-:tntage of certain error~ in item con~truction and mc.!
surcmcnt. In addition. the test \ -be student, when L1king an 
exam, ~eem~ :0 u~e a large bod} of .1ccepted technique~ of time 
usc, skipping, and ~(' on. Te~t wise Mudent~ abo ~eem to take 
risks 3.nd make guc.)~e~. Both the ~en~itivity to cue;) and the teM 
taking techniques appear to be teachable. 1< i~ not yet rlear 
whether a teacher can impart the judgment or \\ bdom to know 
which .. trateg) to apply in a given in~t.1nce, or the willingne~~ 
to use it. 
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Finally, we ::-eviewed the status of test anxiety as an as
pect of test preparation ~nd test talting. Test anxiety has been 
identified and studied for ,more than three decades. In that per
iod, research on the ideqtification and treatment of the test anx
ious student has moved apace. It is now possible to teach 
students how to avoid the personal effects of anxiety, and to 
teach instructors how to arrange testing t.J reduce the IikeH
hood that anxiety will affect test scores. 

How might reading and study skills professionals use the 
information presented here? Perhaps by incorporating it into 
work with an individual student, or by creating a test prepara
tion unit in a class, or by developing a systematic program that 
is open to a wide audience. In any case, the actual form of the 
program will depend on the nature of tl.e students, the needs of 
the institution, and the resources available. What follows is a 
set of suggested components for any prog.t<lm. Some of the sug
gestions are strongly supported by research evidence. l ~hers 

are based on our own clinical and teaching experience. 

Study Skills 
Most test preparation programs assume that students 

know how to study and, in fal-t, have done so. If there is any 
reason to think otherwise, the program must ha\e a study skills 
component. The literature on stullf skills instruct;on and on 
spedfic techniques for reading and studying textbook material 
is summarized elsewhere in this volume. Without rdterating 
here, we can say that certain specific study skills seem appropri· 
ate for the special process of test preparation. Preparation for an 
exam should include instruction in the following areas: 
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• Time scheduling 
Setting personal priorities 
Setting aside time for review and practice 

• Spaced vs. massed review 
Massed sessions for reading and integration 
Spaced time for new material and IT.<ltor learning 
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• Memory 
Imagery and association techniques 
Mnemonic systems 
Effects of recitation on retention. 

• Effects of stressors on test performance 
Sleep loss 
Dmgs 
Test anxiety 

Content Review 
The review of successful test preparation programs is 

consist..!nt on one point. Good program~ are 110t simple content 
cra..rn courses. They must be planned as an integrated package of 
experiences. In most cases, the presentation team is an interdis
ciplinary one. A reading and stud}' skills specialist wiII present 
the study skills material and the test wiseness strategies. De
pending on staff make-up, either the study skills specialist or a 
psychologist will help students learn techniques to reduce test 
anxiety. But there must also be a subject 1 'atter expert (SME) on 
the team. 

The SME must be knowledgeable both in the content area 
of the test and in the techniques of :eaching the subject. Such a 
person must know where students typically have trouble. If it is 
with the conceptual aspect, the SME must be prepared to offer 
important ideas at a more basic level. If the problem is computa
tional, there must be drill and guidance to make the applica
tions clear. If the problems :lre perceptuai, the SME must teach 
the necessary discrimina~jons that a competent student should 
demonstrate. The study skills specialist may be the expert in 
memory techniques or in planning sp:.ccd versus massed re
views or group study session~ to go over facts, but the SMi: has 
to limit and define those concepts and facts. 

Test Practice and Test Taking 

The collection of suggestions for taking exams is vast. 
This chapter has reviewed the impact and value of many of 
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them. Which techniques to teach in a particular situation is a 
decision for the readir. J and study skills specialist. Howevet; the 
following categories do seem to be generally valuable: 

• Use of time 
Read all directions 
Plan tWJ.c for review at the end 
Skip difficult items and go back to them 
Change any answer if it seems appropriate to do so 

• Guessing 
If there is no penalty for wrong answers, guess 
Even if there is a penalty, if one or more alternatives 
can be eliminated, guess 

Beyond these general rules, instructors can find a body 
of more or less validated strategies that apply to specific :-em 
types. There is, for example, a set of strategies for the various 
objective items in general, for Type K items, for matching items, 
and for analogies (Flippo, 1988). A similar body of suggestions 
exists for approaching and answering essay questions. Some of 
the suggestions are conventional: write neatly (Marshall & 
Powers, 1969; Raygor & Wark, 1980); and avoid spelling, gram
mar, and punctuation errors, which can result in lower scores 
(Scannell & Marshall, 1966). Note, however, that within certain 
limi~, the lower the legibility of an answer, the higher the grade 
(Chase, 1983). Other suggestions are more complex, involving 
an attempt to train students in patterns of precise thinking and 
organization. This discussion is not the place for those details. 
Howevet; some excellent sources on this topic .tre available. 
They should be consulted for mar..tgement procedures (Flippo, 
1984) and specific examples to illusu .... tte techniques. The works 
by Boyd (1988), Ellis (1985), Flippo (1988), Millman and Pauk 
(1969), Pauk (1984), Raygorand Wark (1980), and Sherman and 
Wildman (1982) are all appropriate for postsecondary and col
lege students. 
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Test Anxiety 

What can we conclude about the most effective wa)" to I 
reduce test anxiety and increase grades [Jr college students? 
The research literature has some clear suggestions (sec esr~<:-
cially Hembree, 1988). A good program will include as many as 
possible of the following specific components: 

1. Self-controlled syst.-!matic desensitization. Teach 
deep muscle relax~ 'ion, using th~ scr t>t in Wolpe 
(1969) or any of "'rious commercial audiotapes. 
While they are relaxed, have students imagine them
selves going through the steps of study, and finally 
going into the exam. Havf! the students ten them
selves to be calm while imagining being in the exam 
room. Have them direct themselves through tht! test 
wiseness steps they know. Relaxation and desensi
tization are important, but the 'llajor benefit proba
bly comes from calm students giving themselves 
instructions. 

2. Cognitive self-instruction training. Teach students to 
be awal'e of apy negative internal self-talk and to 
counter it with self-support. Have students practice a 
self-instructional script th,11 contains instructions to 
relax, to give reminders of material studied, to use 
test wise ness strategies, to focus on exam items, and 
to give gentle self-support. 

3. Behavior self-control techniques. Have students se
lect a specif1!:.: rlace for study and write precise goals 
for tim\! and number of pages to read or problems to 
solve. Keep a chart of the number of hours spent in 
study and the goals met. Contract for rewards to be 
taken only when the goals are met. The payoff may 
be tangible or jma supportive self-statements. 

4. Study skills instruction. This intervention is impor
tant for students who are anxious and who lack good 
study skills. Teach the student to do a prestudy Sur-
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vey, ask Questions about the content, Read for the an
swers to the questions, Recite the answers from 
memory, and Review all the previous questions and 
answers. This widely accepted plan was developed 
by Robinson (1946); however, there are manyaccept
able variations to SQ3R. Always be cautious in teach
ing the Question step, no matter what it is called. 
Students will learn the a'1swers to their questions, 
even if they are wrong (Wark, 1965). 

5. Test wiseness instruction. Anxious students should 
be taught a checklist of steps to recall during a test 
(e.g., plan time, eliminate similar options, look for as
sociations, look for specific determiners). But not:" 
that the literature gives 1.10 support for test wiseness 
training as an isolated treatment. Instruction in test 
wiseness seems to work only when combined with 
other interventions. 

Some institutions may be planning a structured program 
to combat test anxiety. The suggestions discussed earlier should 
enable study skills teachers with some background in psychol
ogy to set up an effective antianxiety program. For those read
ers who want more details, two articles in the literature review 
(Mitchell & Ng, 1972; Mitchell et . '., 1975) give complete de
scriptiOns of their treatment groups. Wark et aI. (1981) give de
tails of an effective treatment program for students who are 
anxious when doing study-type reading and get low scores on 
their reading comprehension. 

Some teachers may want to screen a class to pick out the 
students who are at risk for test anxiety. Those students identi
fied by the screening can be referred for group or individual 
attention. For such screening purposes, the best in5trument is 
probably the Anxiety Scale developed by Sarason and Ganzer 
(1962). Wark and Bennett (1981) recommend using a cutoff 
score of 11 or above as a sign of test anxiety. Either article can 
be consulted for a ~opy of the items, which may be used with
out permission. 
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Evaluating an individual for test anxiety is essentially a 
clinical activity. Test anxiety and st;.tdy skills tests are helpful in 
this evaluation. Each gives some additional information that 
can lead to a diagp.osis. Part of the process should be obtaining a 
history of school experiences and conducting a specific probe 
of recent anxiety experiences in test takirlg. 

Implications for Fyture Research 
Suggestions for further research in test preparation and 

test C\king were implicit in many of the sources r~viewed for 
this article. From an informal summary across the sources, two 
specific areas of concern seem to emerge. One is best character
ized as a broad eaucational focus. Anastasi (1981) notes that 
current research is focusing on the development of widely ap
plicable intellectual skiHs, work habits, and problem-solving 
strategies. The types of programs developed from this research 
would provide education rather than coaching or shurt term 
cramming to pass certain test items (Flippo & Borthwick, 
1982). ':heek, Flippo, and Lindsey (1989) suggest that test wise
ness training should begin in the elementary grades. 

In the same tradition, Coffman (1980) says there is some 
evidence that instruction in item-oriented problem solving rna} 
improv1' :he underlying skills a test is designed to assess. Fur
ther research could develop syst rna tic methods to improve not 
only test performance but also latent skills. This research 
should provide information about the detailed nature of these 
"deeper" abilities, along with the conditions under which they 
may be expected to improve. One result of this research thrust 
could be tailored instruction to teach significant thinking skills 
that go beyond the strategies of test preparation and test taking 

If this broad type of suggested research can be called mo
lecular, the second trend in the literature is more atomic. The 
assumption is that in~truction can be given to help students sim
ply become more test wise. Rickards and August (19:5) suggest 
that research is needed on better ways to teach !luLh pretest 
strategies as underlining, organizing, and noteuking. But what 
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is the psychological basis for using these techniques? Weinstein 
and others (1980) look for research to refine our understanding 
of the covert processes involved in using cognilive strategies for 
learning and retention. Bondy (1978) suggests that further re
search be di-ected toward manir. ulating the variables within re
view sessions that are beneficial to students and efficient for 
instructors. 

The results of the molecular and the atomic approach to 
test research will be similar: the difference is in the hypotheses 
and methods used. If continued research can provide better 
strategies for test preparation, perhaps some of the negative as
pects of testing can be reduced. More important, test wiseness 
research may lead to new and important methods of teaching 
and learning. Rsts will always be a fact of life for anyone mov
ing up the educational ladder. But it is interesting to consider 
how learning might change if much of the negative aspect of 
testing could be removed. 
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